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ABSTRACT

Most of the offshore structures that are used in oil and gas exploration and production are 

lattice jacket structures. Until recently these structures have been sited in relatively 

shallow water, however, the trend now is to exploit the oil and gas resources in deep 

water. This dissertation addresses the spectral response of lattice structures in shallow 

and deep waters by developing linear and non-linear approaches respectively.

An efScient linear spectral response model is developed using a novel application of the 

unit wave technique. The approach adopted relies on linearity between surface waves and 

structural response and employs mode superposition. Using this method the extensive 

computations required to analyse large platforms are reduced by half Complete details of 

the mathematical development are presented, followed by a validation of various 

components of the model. The eigensolver is validated against different test cases and 

the spectral response model is validated against the results of a structural monitoring 

programme of a large gas production platform, Kinsale Platform Alpha. Phasing effects 

due to leg spacing can play an important part in the response of jacket platforms and are 

incorporated in the above development. These effects had not previously been 

incorporated into non-linear analyses. A non-linear model is developed which extends the 

work of previous researchers by including leg spacing effects. Full details of the model 

development are presented. The linear and non-linear models are applied to some simple 

structures for various storm conditions; response spectra are computed and compared. 

Interesting differences between the results are obtained, indicating that interactions 

between higher order harmonics forces and leg spacing give rise to larger structural 

responses spectra. This phenomenon had not previously been observed and could have 

important consequences for deep-water structures, such as fatigue assessment.

The models developed in this research are generic in nature and could also be applied to 

structures other than offshore lattice platforms, such as pipelines and risers. Also, results 

obtained suggest that other systems subjected to nonlinear random forces may experience 

significant interactions between higher order forces and system spatial extent.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PREAMBLE

Surface water waves incident on an offshore structiire induce complex forces distributed 

along the structure. These waves are generally random function of time, thus, the 

resulting forces are also random in nature. Ofishore structures subjected to these random 

forces must, therefore, be analysed to determine the dynamic response of the structure 

and the interactions between the structure and the surrounding water. In particular, the 

greater the depth of water in which a jacket platform is deployed, the more important it is 

to consider the dynamic behaviour of the structure. In the 1970's jacket platforms were 

regularly located in water depths of about 100m, such as the Kmsale Head Gas 

Production Platform off the South Irish Coast. However, recent finds of oil and gas 

deposits in deeper waters have necessitated the deployment of platforms, such as the 

BuUwinkle jacket, in nearly 500m of water in the Gulf of Mexico. The possibility of 

using jacket type structures in water depths of approximately 1,000m is currently being 

investigated. Because of the tendency to deploy structures in deeper water, it is 

imperative to perform more accurate dynamic response analyses of these structures. 

Different types of dynamic analyses are performed on offshore structures depending on 

the type of structure in question. For large structures such as gravity platforms and 

buoyancy modules of tension leg platforms, where it is considered that the structure 

interferes with the flow field, a dif&action analysis is necessary to determine the 

distribution of pressure around the structure. For slender structures, such as jacket 

platforms it is assumed that, because the structural members are of small diameter 

relative to wavelengths, that they do not interfere with the flow field and thus



characteristics of the undistiirbed flow field are used to compute the incident forces. In 

this thesis only slender structures are considered.

The dynamic analysis of a jacket platform can be carried out either in the time domain or 

in the frequency domain. However, because the wave loadings on a platform are random 

in nature, it is often useful to present the results of the analysis in a statistical framework. 

This can be achieved most succinctly in the frequency domain using spectral analysis 

techniques. This is the approach adopted in this thesis.

1.2 SCOPE OF WORK

In 1950 Morison, O'Brien, Johnson and Schaaf assumed that the wave force on a 

structure was comprised of an inertia force and a drag force. Their work led to the 

development of the Morison equation for computing wave forces on fixed slender 

offshore structures. The Morison equation assximes that the inertia force at a point is a 

function of the water particle acceleration at that point and that the drag force is a 

fiinction of the square of the water particle velocity at the point. When structures are 

placed in water depths of greater than about 30m, effects of wave-structures interaction 

must generally be taken into account. These wave-structure effects are significant 

because the velocities and accelerations of the structure will modify the inertia and drag 

forces induced by the waves. Modified versions of the Morison equation have been 

developed in which the inertia terms use the relative acceleration between the water 

particles and the structure and the drag terms use the relative velocity between the water 

particles and the structure. In order to calculate the wave forces it is necessary to employ 

a wave theory to compute the water particle velocities and accelerations. Many different 

wave theories exist such as Linear Airy wave theory, Stokes Fifth-Order wave theory
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and Cnoidal wave theory; in this work Linear Airy wave theory is used to compute 

relevant water particle kinematics.

The wave-structure system contains several different non- linearities that may be 

significant during the design and analysis of offshore structures. Some of the most 

important non-linearities of such a system are outlined below:

(i) The non-linear relationship between wave height and force as postulated in the 

drag term of Morison's equation.

(ii) The non-linear relationships between wave kinematics and wave heights for most 

wave theories.

(iii) The non-linear stiffness coefficients associated with large displacements of 

structural elements such as risers.

(iv) The non-linear interactions between foundation piles and the surrounding soil.

(v) The plastic behaviour of structural elements during extreme loading conditions.

All o f the above non-linear effects can be significant for particular structural systems and 

their relative importance must be appreciated before proceeding with detailed designs. 

However, in this study the only non-linearity being considered is that due to drag term of 

Morison’s equation. Linear Airy wave theory is widely used for analysing jacket 

platforms and has been foimd to produce good designs. A useful feature of this wave 

theory is that it postulates a linear relationship between wave height and the velocity and 

acceleration of a water particle underneath the wave. In this thesis, Linear Airy wave 

theory is used in the modified version of the Morison equation to compute wave forces 

along slender members of jacket platforms. Large displacements are not generally 

associated with the motions of jacket platforms and thus linear stiffiiess coefficients are 

assumed. The structures analysed are considered fixed at their bases and so non-linear
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soa-structure interactions are ignored. Finally, the structures analysed are assumed to 

behave linear-elastically.

In this thesis, there are two primary objectives:

(i) The development and validation of an accurate and efficient general purpose 

finite element based model to perform hnear spectral analysis of offshore jacket 

platforms.

(ii) The development of a spectral analysis model incorporating non-linear drag 

terms to investigate the effects of platform leg spacings on response spectra.

The effects of incorporating non-linear drag force terms on stick models of jacket 

platforms has been the subject o f previous investigations, however, the effects of these 

terms on spatially extended structures has not previously been examined. The approach 

developed below is generic in nature and may be applied, with some further 

developments, to such systems as pipelines and risers.

1.3 ORGANISATION OF THESIS

Chapter 2 presents a review of research on determining forces on slender offshore 

structures. Relevant aspects of Morison's equation are examined and factors affecting its 

evaluation are discussed. Different approaches to performing equivalent- linearisation of 

Morison's equation are presented and techniques for performing linear spectral analysis 

using the linearised equation are considered. An outline of the linear model developed in 

this thesis is presented. Research leading to the development of non-linear spectral 

response models is reviewed and an outline of the non-linear model developed herein is 

presented.

In Chapter 3, the development of the linear spectral analysis model is presented. A finite 

element model is developed using 3-dimensional beam elements to represent the



structure elements of a jacket platfoma. The equations of motion for the wave-structure 

system are derived by developing a novel equivalently linearised version of Morison's 

equation. Mode superposition is used to evaluate the transfer fiinctions after equivalent 

diagonalisation of the hydrodynamic damping matrix is performed. Unit wave theory is 

employed in a novel manner to efficiently compute transfer functions relating output 

spectra of displacements to input spectra of sea surface elevations.

The validation of the model developed in Chapter 3 is presented in Chapter 4 by 

applying the model to a number of different structures. The model is first applied to a 

simple structure to compute the first few natural frequencies and mode shapes of the 

structures. The natural frequencies and mode shapes are also computed by a commercial 

package and the results compared. The model is then used to perform a full spectral 

analysis of an offshore structure idealised as a cantilever and the results compared with a 

semi-analytical solution. Finally, the model is applied to a large operational jacket 

platform, namely, Kinsale Head Gas Production Platform Alpha. Following a structural 

monitoring programme, the first five natural frequencies and mode shapes are known for 

this platform and a spectrum of displacement is available for the platform deck 

associated with a known spectrum of sea surface elevations. The model computes the 

first five natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structure and computes a spectrum 

of displacement for the known spectrum of sea surface elevation; these results are then 

compared with the results from the structural monitoring programme. The validated 

program is then used to consider some of the phasing effects of leg spacing on response 

spectra.

Details of the development of the novel numerical model for non-linear spectral analysis 

of jacket structures are presented in Chapter 5. Again, the finite element method is used 

to model the structural system as 3-dimensional beam elements. The drag term in
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Morison's equation is developed such that a system of equations with time-varying 

damping coefficients is developed. A solution to this system is obtained by employing a 

perturbation procedure that transforms the original system of equations into a set of 

recursive equations. The non-linear drag force terms are expressed as a series of Hermite 

polynomials such that the spectra of wave force on the structure include terms involving 

convolutions of spectra o f water surface elevations. Transfer functions relating wave 

force spectra to spectra o f displacements are obtained by applying series of harmonic 

forces of unit amplitudes at each degree of freedom in turn over a range of frequencies of 

interest. Finally, the spectra of displacements are expressed in terms of the transfer 

flinctions and the spectra of force obtained by using a relevant closure technique. 

Applications o f the model developed in Chapter 5 are presented in Chapter 6. The non

linear model is firstly applied to a simple cantilever structure and then to a number of 

portal frame structures and the results are compared to the results obtained by applying 

the linear model to the same structures. A discussion of the results obtained usit^ the 

two models is then presented and comparisons are made with results obtained by other 

researchers in this subject area.

Finally, a summary of the work undertaken and conclusions arrived at are presented in 

Chapter 7. The main findings of the research are discussed and areas o f relevant further 

research are outlined.

This work contributes, in particular, two original elements to research in the field of 

offshore structural dynamics. Firstly, the unit wave technique has been used in an 

efficient way to reduce force computations by half Secondly, the nonlinear model that 

has been developed illustrates the need to consider interactions between higher order 

frequencies and spatial effects when calculating structural responses during low to 

moderate sea states.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF SPECTRAL RESPONSE ANALYSIS OF 
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

A thorough imderstanding of the interactions between waves and offshore jacket 

platforms is essential for the safe and economical design of such structures. The time- 

varying forces induced by waves on these structures are generally computed using a 

version of Morison’s equation. Structural responses to the waves can be determined 

either in the time-domain, probability domain or the frequency-domain. In the time- 

domain, a time integration technique is used to solve the equations of motion as the wave 

propagates forward in time and space. Non-linearities, such as non-linear d r^  force 

terms, can be accommodated relatively easily in the time-domain approach using 

appropriate iterative procedures. Other positive aspects of this approach are that water- 

structure interactions and the presence of ambient currents can be incorporated into the 

model with little difficulty. This methodology has been used widely and generally gives 

good results. However, a major problem associated with time-domain analysis is that it 

is computationally relatively expensive when applied to complex offshore structures with 

thousands of degrees-of-freedom.

Probabilistic analyses are based on the probabilistic properties of the structural

responses; these analyses usually take the form of determining the long-term distribution

of stress reversals for fatigue analysis and on the long-term distribution of peak values of

responses during the service life of the structure. Najafian and Burrows (1994) state that

assuming that water particle kinematics are jointly Gaussian distributed, the probability

distribution is of Pierson-Holmes type and is fully expressed by its first four statistical
7



moments. The calculation of these moments is extremely time cons\miing, however, 

recently Najafian (1999) has developed a methodology that has considerably reduced the 

computationally effort.

Spectral techniques have been used extensively in the past few decades to perform 

platform response analysis in the frequency domain. Spectra of structural displacements 

are calculated from known spectra of sea states and platform receptance functions. Most 

of the spectral response models that have been developed linearise the drag force terms 

and apply linear spectral theory. For most jacket platforms in relatively shallow water 

this approach gives good results and is more efBcient than time-domain analysis. 

However, non-linearities, which may be significant in deeper waters, cannot be easily 

incorporated into spectral response analysis. A number of methods have been developed 

over the last 15 years or so to devise non-linear spectral response models for research 

purposes. Such models often include higher order effects due to non-linear drag force 

terms.

Regardless of whether response analysis is performed in the time-domain or the 

frequency-domain Morison’s equation must be invoked. Various eispects of Morison’s 

equation are considered in the next section of this chapter, including the modified 

Morison’s equation. The following two sections present reviews of linear spectral 

response models and non-linear spectral response models respectively. The final section 

of this chapter summaries the above reviews and outlines the novel developments that 

are presented in subsequent chapters.
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2.2 FORCES ON SLENDER OFFSHORE STRUCTURES 

2.2.1 Morison’s Equation

For fixed slender offshore structures, such as jack-ups, guyed towers and jacket 

platforms, wave forces are usually computed using the Morison equation. In their 

landmark paper Morison, O’Brien, Johnson and Schaaf (1950) assumed that the in-line 

wave force at a point on a structure is given as the sum of an inertia force and a drag 

force. For the case of a vertical cylindrical section of diameter D the force per unit 

length is

F = C „ , p A V  +CdpDV| V|  (2.1)

where p is the fluid density

V and V are the undisturbed velocity and acceleration of the flow respectively

Cd and Cm are the drag and inertia coefficients respectively.

The inertia force is analogous to that on a body in a uniformly accelerating flow of an 

ideal fluid; while the drag force is analogous to the force on a body in a steady flow of a 

real fluid with a fiilly developed wake formation behind the body. Morison’s equation 

does not take into account transverse or lift forces due vortex shedding. These forces can 

be incorporated into the expression to find the total force on a structural member, but it is 

usual to ignore them during initial appraisals of a structure. Various models of 

transverse forces have been developed, see Bearman et al (1984) and Verley (1992).

Morison’s original equation is empirical and thus was proposed as an approximate 

solution to a very complicated problem. It is recognised that the above drag and inertia 

coefficients are ftinctions o f Reynolds number and Keulegan-Carpenter number, amongst 

other variables. The original linear-quadratic sum equation works very well in practice



outside a small range of Keulegan-Carpenter numbers and these small discrepancies can 

be considered unimportant relative to other vagaries within the design process, 

Chakrabarti (1994). Morison’s equation appears to provide acceptable answers when the 

Keulegan-Carpenter number is either smaller than about 8 or larger than about 25. 

Numerous attempts have been made to improve upon Morison’s equation or develop 

new force equations with varying degrees of success, Bamoum (1979) and Sarpkaya and 

Isaacson (1981). More recently, Otsuka and Ikeda (1996) have successfully developed 

simple formulae to estimate inertia forces on horizontal cylinders in regular and irregular 

waves at low Keulegan-Carpenter numbers; however, Morison’s equation applies to 

general flow situations for combined drag and inertia forces and thus has more 

widespread application than these formulae. Sarpkaya (1999) has developed a modified 

Morison equation that includes three terms, the third term is proportional to the 

acceleration of the flow. The advantage of this development over other improvements of 

Morison’s equation is that it does not introduce new coefficients. Initial results show 

that the modified equation developed by Sarpkaya provides good predictions of forces 

throughout the complete flow range.

Morison’s equation is a function of drag and inertia coefficients and hence their 

determination is very important to the correct implementation of the equation. Much 

research has been undertaken to determine their values for various flow regimes; a brief 

review of some of this research is presented in the next subsection. Originally, the 

Morison equation was developed for calculating in-line hydrodynamic forces on a rigid 

vertical pile subjected to regular waves. For engineering purposes, the equation has been 

extended to account for the effects of relative velocity of a flexible structure, ocean 

currents, arbitrary orientation and cross-section of the member as well as random sea 

states.
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The force equation used in this study is the original Morison equation modified to 

include relative motion effects and, its application to inclined members. This approach, 

recommended by the American Petroleum Institute (1993), has been used extensively by 

offshore design engineers over the past number of decades and has not led to wave 

induced failures in North Sea platforms. Both of these modifications are considered in 

subsequent subsections.

2.2.2 Hydrodynamic Coefficients

Much research has been undertaken to determine how the drag and inertia coefficients 

specified in Morison’s equation are related to different flow regimes during harmonically 

oscillating flows. Keulegan and Carpenter (1958) carried out major studies on cylinders 

to investigate the relationship between the coefficients and flow regime. Resulting from 

this work it was thought that the coefficients were dependent only on the Keulegan- 

Carpenter number, K, where 

K = V „ T / D

V„ is the amplitude of velocity 

T is the period of oscillation 

D is the cylinder diameter 

However, Sarpkaya (1976a, 1976b, 1977) demonstrated the dependency of the 

coefficients on both the Keulegan-Carpenter number and Reynolds number, Re, through 

a frequency parameter, p. This frequency parameter is defined as 

p = Re / K  

= DV T

where

jj. is the dynamic viscosity of water



Some of the results obtained by Sarpkaya are presented in Figures 2.1-2.4. Figures 2.1 

and 2.2 show Cd versus K and Cm, versus K respectively for five different values of the 

frequency parameter and hence the dependency on Reynolds number. These figures 

show that the coefficients do not vary significantly with Re for values of Re less than 

20,000 which explains the conclusions reached by Keulegan-Carpenter. Figures 2.3-2.4 

show how the coefficients are related to Re for constant values of K. From these figures 

it is seen that Cd decreases with increasing Re to a value of about 0.5 and then rise to a 

constant value for large Re. Cm increases for increasing Re, peaks and then decreases to a 

constant value of about 1.85 for large Re.

When offshore platforms are initially placed in-situ the outside surfaces of the members 

are generally smooth. However, over time various types of marine growth attaches itself 

to the members changing its roughness characteristics. Sarpkaya (1976b, 1977) carried 

out experiments on cylinders having different degrees of roughness to study the 

relationship between roughness and the hydrodynamic coefficients during sinusoidally 

oscillating flows. Surface roughness of a cylinder is generally expressed in terms of k/D, 

where k is the typical height of the surface irregularities and D is the cylinder diameter. 

Some of his findings are presented in Figures 2.5-2.6, which illustrate how Cd and Cm, 

respectively, vary with Re for different values of roughness when K is kept constant.

At low Re the drag coefficient for a rough cylinder does not vary substantially from that 

of a smooth cylinder. As Re increases Cd for a rough cylinder quickly decreases until a 

minimum is reached and then increases so that for post-supercritical flows the values are 

almost constant. Thus the effects of roughness are more pronoimced for higher Re than 

for lower Re. In general, when Re is low the values of Cd for roughened cylinders are 

less than the values for smooth cylinders, whereas for higher Re the values for roughened 

cylinders are much greater than the values for smooth cylinders. When the degree of
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relative roughness of the cylinder is quite small, k/D =1/800, it is seen from Figure 2.5 

that the asymptotic value of Cd is about 1.35, whereas for a smooth cylinder the value of 

Cd is about 0.59. Hence it was shown that small increases in roughness can have 

significant effects on Cd.

The variations of the inertia coefficient and Re for variom degrees of relative roughness 

are presented in Figure 2.6. For low values of Re the values of Cm for roughened 

cylinders are substantially less than the values for smooth cylinders, whereas for higher 

values of Re the values of Cm for roughened cylinders are substantially less than the 

values for smooth cylinders. Again at relatively high Re values Cm values remain almost 

constant for a given relative roughness. For both smooth and rough cylinders it is seen 

from the various experimental results that a rise in the drag coefficient is accompanied 

by a decrease in the inertia coefficient.

Figure 2.7 presents results obtained by Sarpkaya (1976a) showing the relationship 

between Cm and Cd for roughened cylinders and the roughness Reynold’s number, Rek, 

where Rek = (Vm k )/|j,, for K=100. This figure shows that for Rek larger than about 300 

Cm and Cd are virtually independent of k/D. Thus for large values of Rek the drag and 

inertia coefficients are primarily functions of the roughness height rather than of the 

cylinder diameter. Obviously the effective diameter of the cylinder is important as the 

drag and inertia forces are both fimctions of it. As the effective diameter depends on 

marine growth around the cylinder, it is necessary to obtain as much information 

regarding marine-fouUng on offshore structures as possible.

The experiments carried out above by Sarpkaya to consider the forms of Cd and Cm were 

for sinusoidally varying flows. Burrows et al (1997) undertook flmne tests to derive the 

wave force coefficients during remdom seas. After extensive analysis of the data they
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concluded that values of Cd and Cm obtained from wave-by-wave analyses may be used 

also when performing frequency domain analysis.

2.2.3 Flexible Cylinders

The Morison eqtiation in the form given above has been extensively used in the design of 

rigid offshore structures. These structures have been built in relatively shallow water, 

that is water depths less than approximately 30m, where the effects of wave-structure 

interaction are insignificant or are easily taken care of with a linearization procedure. In 

shallow water an offshore structure is quite stiff with natural frequencies usually much 

greater than the wave frequencies. In deeper water, however, offshore structures become 

more flexible with natural frequencies approaching the wave frequencies and 

consequently consideration must be given to the possibility of dynamic effects increasing 

the response. The phrase wave-structure interaction is used to describe the coupling that 

occurs when the relatively large response of the structure influences the force on the 

structure that in turn determines the structiiral response. In order to include the effects of 

wave-structure interaction, a modified form of the Morison equation which includes 

structural velocities and structural accelerations is often assumed to apply. One popular 

method is to assume that the drag force is proportional to the square of the relative 

velocity between the fluid and the structure and the inertia force is proportional to the 

relative acceleration between the fluid and the structure. This formulation, called the 

relative velocity formulation, has been used by Malhotra and Penzien (1970) and Greeco 

and Hudspeth (1983) amongst others. For a single degree of freedom system Morison’s 

equation as applied to a flexible cylinder is generally written as

F = C „ p A ( V - v )  +CdpD (V-v)|V-v| (2.2)
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where

V is the velocity of the structvu’e

V is the structural acceleration

Equation (2.2) has been used extensively to carry out deterministic and stochastic 

dynamic response of offshore platforms. From the work carried out by Burrows et al 

(1997) the hydrodynamic coefficients employed to compute wave forces on rigid 

cylinders can also be used to compute the wave forces on flexible cylinder when using 

the relative velocity form of Morison’s equation.

The second method that can be used to modify the Morison equation to include the 

effects of wave-structure interaction is the independent flow fields formulation described 

by Laya et al.(1984). This method considers two independent flow situations, the first 

beiag a far field flow in which the fluid force is given by the original form of the 

Morison equation and arises from the wave force acting on a stationary structure. The 

second is a near field flow caused by the structure oscillating in an otherwise quiescent 

fluid. In this case the fluid force is again given by the Morison equation written in terms 

of the structure’s velocity and acceleration. Laya et al.(1984) discuss the relative merits 

of each of these two formulations for wave-structijre interaction and qualitatively suggest 

their respective range of applicability.

In this dissertation the relative velocity form of Morison’s eqiaation is used.

2.2.4 Inclined Cylinders

Many of the structural members of offshore platforms are not vertical but are at arbitrary 

orientations and thus Morison’s equation as defined in equation (2.1) cannot be used. 

The effect of pile inclination in the plane of the flow on wave induced forces has been
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the subject of much research in steady flows. Studies by Hoemer (1965) and Smith et al 

(1972), amongst others, have found that the steady flow problem is a very complex on to 

solve. Thus it is generally recognised that the problem of determining the forces due to 

wave motion on oblique cylinders is even more difficult.

Wade and Dwyer (1976) examined four methods, each of which was generally 

considered appropriate, for calculating wave forces on arbitrarily oriented cylinders. 

Each of the four methods are sunmiarised below.

The first approach is known as the projected area method and assumes that the resultant 

drag pressure acts on an area projected on a plane normal to the total normal water- 

particle velocity and that the resultant inertia pressure acts on an area projected normal to 

the total water-particle acceleration.

Secondly, the resultant drag and inertia pressures were postulated as being resolved into 

components normal and tangential to the member axis and the tangential component 

ignored.

The third method assumes that the resultant water-particle velocities and accelerations 

are resolved into components normal and tangential to the axis of the member and the 

tangential components ignored.

Finally, the last method assumes that the resultant water-particle velocities and 

accelerations act normal to the axis of the member, which is generally not considered to 

be a very valid assxmiption.

Wade and Dywer (1976) carried out tests on two test structures and appUed the above 

methodologies using constant values of Cm and Cd throughout each test. During the tests 

the structure base shear values were calculated using each of the four approaches. The 

results of the tests showed that each of the methods agreed to within about 12% of each 

other.
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Probably the most consistent approach is the third method above; this approach is widely 

used in industry, Chakrabarti (1994), and is adopted in this dissertation. Chakrabarti et al 

(1977) conducted tests in a wave tank and measured normal and transverse forces on 

inclined cylinders. From these tests it was concluded that values of Cm are virtually 

unaffected by angle of inclination, whereas values of Cd appear to increase slightly with 

angle.

2.3 SPECTRAL RESPONSE MODELS 

2.3.1 Introduction

During a particular storm, ocean wave heights can generally be characterised as being 

random in nature, thus the resulting forces exerted by the waves on offshore structures 

are also random in nature. Also, the random wave heights for a particular storm are 

considered to be stationary and ergodic. Kinsman (1965) and usually conform closely to 

a Gaussian distribution. Time-varying spectral analysis associated with nonstationary 

random processes, as discussed by researchers such as Liu (1972), were not considered 

during the course of this study. If the relationship between incident wave heights and 

structural responses are considered to be linear then the distribution of structural 

responses can also be considered to be Gaussian, Robson (1963) and Bendat and Piersol 

(1971). In order to compute the probability density of a Gaussian response it is 

necessary to know only the variance and the mean value of the response. Linear spectral 

techniques have been used extensively to compute response spectra of displacements and 

stresses of offshore structures; Malhotra and Penzien (1970) developed a spectral 

response model for jacket platforms and they applied it to several offshore towers 

demonstrating its usefuhiess. From these response spectra the response distributions and 

probability density functions can be easily obtained. Nath and Harleman (1970) showed



good correlation between measurements and analysis for a one degree o f freedom linear 

system.

The relationship between wave heights and structural responses, however, are not linear 

for a number o f reasons as outlined in Chapter 1. In particular, Morison’s equation is a 

quadratic function o f water particle velocities and may significantly effect response 

distributions. Until fairly recently, many offshore structures involved in oil and gas 

developments were o f the jacket platform type and were deployed in relatively shallow 

water depths, 30-100m. Consider for example Kinsale Head Production Platform Alpha 

operated by Marathon, this structure is located in approximately 100m o f water. From a 

structural monitoring study o f the platform, Brerman (1983), it was ascertained that the 

fimdamental natural frequency of the platform is about 1.7Hz. This frequency is much 

higher than likely frequencies of incident waves and thus resonance is unlikely; for 

example, the peak frequency during a storm recorded during the monitoring study was 

about 0.2Hz. For stiff platforms such as Kinsale Alpha, it has been common to perform 

spectral analyses by linearising Morison’s equation in some manner and using a linear 

wave theory to compute response spectra, Malhotra and Penzien (1970), Barltrop and 

Adams (1991), WS Atkins (1996) and Chakrabarti (1994). This method has been found 

to give results for stiff, jacket platforms and has been recommended by the American 

Petroleum Institute (1993) for specfral analyses o f such platforms.

Over the past 15 years or so much attention has been focussed on the analysis and design 

of structures for deplo3onent in deeper waters such as West o f Shetlands and West o f 

Ireland where water depths can reach 1000m. Various types of structures have been 

considered for use in locations including compliant towers and guyed towers. Typically 

deep water structures such as these have natural frequencies much lower than those in 

shallow water and dynamic effects become more significant when determining
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responses. Wilson and Orgill (1984) illustrated how natural frequencies of offshore 

structures are ftinctions of water depth and type of structure; Figure 2.7 compares typical 

frequencies of structures and sea-state. From this figure, it is clear that for jacket 

platforms in 300m of water the ftindamental natural frequency is just above sea state 

peak frequencies, whereas guyed towers in this water depth have fiindamental natural 

frequencies that are just below sea state peak frequencies. In both of the above situations 

it is expected that dynamic responses would contribute significantly to structural 

responses. When fiindamental natural frequencies are close to peak sea-state frequencies 

effects due to non-linear drag forces may become important. Deterministic models 

including non-linear effects are well established, Selna and Cho (1972). However, if 

non-linear drag forces must be included in frequency-domain analysis then response 

spectra cannot be computed using linear spectral theory. Several approaches have been 

developed to consider including these effects as detailed below.

When non-linearities have significant effects on structural responses then the distribution 

of the responses may not be adequately described by a Gaussian distribution. Pierson 

and Holmes (1965) developed a distribution, which bears their names, to describe wave 

force distributions based on including the effects of the non-linear drag force terms. The 

work done by Pierson and Holmes showed that the force distributions are not accurately 

modelled by Gaussian distributions, particularly for storms of higher significant wave 

heights. They also showed that responses actually follow the Pierson-Hohnes 

distribution rather than the often used Gaussian distribution. Lipsett (1985) used 

Edgeworth series to develop probability distributions associated with structural response 

when non-linear effects are significant. Difficulties associated with determining either 

the Pierson-Holmes distribution or the distribution developed by Lipsett is that the third 

and fourth moments, skewness and kurtosis respectively, of the distributions are required



to define them. The computation of these moments are often very time consuming and 

thus make them impracticable for n^ny realistic engineering problems.

2.3.2 Linear Spectral Response Models

Many engineering problems pertaining to random vibration processes include non- 

linearities and the solutions to these problems have generated considerable interest 

amongst the research community, Vanmarke (1976) and Davenport and Novak (1976). 

Non-linearities generally render problems of a stochastic nature difficult or impossible to 

solve directly and thus the problems are often transformed in some manner to a more 

desirable form. One of the most commonly applied methods of dealing with non- 

linearities is statistical linearisation, Roberts and Spanos (1990). Statistical linearisation 

involves replacing the original set of non-linear differential equations by an equivalent 

set of linear equations and the difference between the two sets is minimised in some 

appropriate manner. The technique has been extensively used to study deterministic 

non-linear problems for many years and was first applied to stochastic problems by 

Booton et al (1953). Caughey (1963) developed an approach for using statistical 

linearisation to solve non-linear stochastic problems in structural dynamics and since 

then it has found widespread use in this field. The method is now commonly referred to 

as statistical linearisation, stochastic linearisation or equivalent linearisation.

Statistical linearisation is a very versatile technique in that it can easily cope with multi

degree of freedom systems, non-white noise excitations and can be generalised to deal 

with non-stationary excitations and responses. The method has found widespread use in 

engineering, for example it has been applied to sloshing of liquids in a tank due to 

earthquake motions, Sakata et al (1984) and to non-linear soil-structure interactions 

during dynamic response of buildings.
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The non-linearity of concern in this study is that due to the drag force term of Morison’s 

equation. This non-linear effect makes it difficuh to determine the probability 

distribution of structural responses. Borgman (1965a, 1965b, 1969), in his seminal 

reports and papers, developed a statistical theory for hydrodynamic forces on submerged 

piles and applied statistical linearisation to the non-linear Morison equation. From his 

research he developed an equivalently linearised version of Morison’s equation. 

Borgman assumed that the water-particle velocities in a random sea, in the absence of an 

ambient current, could be described by a zero mean Gaussian distribution; linear wave 

theory was used to derive water-particle kinematics from wave heights. Ignoring relative 

velocity, the non-linear drag force term considered by Borgman is given by

F(t) = c V|V| + k V (2.3)

Borgman (1965a) derived the theoretical covariance function for F(t) using ensemble 

averaging and a Gaussian random wave model to be

R f f ( t )  = c  ̂a  V " G( Rw(t) / ) + k^ R ^ (t) (2.4)

where

G(r) = [ (2+4r^) arcsin (r) + 6r (1-r^) ‘̂  ] / 7i 

R ff(t )  is the covariance of F(t)

Rw('c) is the covariance the water particle velocities 

R aa(t) is the covariance of the water particle accelerations 

av is the standard deviation of water particle velocity 

c and k are Morison coefficients
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Borgman then used the following series approximation to the fiinction G(r)

G(r) = 1 / 71 [8r + 4r3/3 + r5/15 +r7/70 + 5r9/1008 + ...]

By retaining the first term in the above approximation Borgman then developed the 

following linearised version of Morison’s equation

F*(t) = c a  V (8/ V(t) + k A(t) (2.5)

The above expression has found, widespread use in the analysis and design of offshore 

structures, however, it does not include relative motion effects between water particles 

and structure. Grecco and Hudspeth (1983) developed a linearised frequency domain 

analysis model for two-dimensional structures incorporating relative motions. In their 

approach the modified Morison equation was linearised in a time-average, mean square 

sense, a technique which is extensively used in statistical linearisation for variovis 

engineering applications, Roberts and Spanos (1990). In the research carried out by 

Grecco and Hudspeth, developed for vertical members, the linearised model is very 

similar to that developed by Borgman and again is widely used for platform analysis. 

When relative motions are included, added mass and damping matrices are generated 

from the inertia and drag terms respectively of Morison’s equation. Grecco and 

Hudspeth used modal superposition to decouple the general equations of motion and 

developed an approach to decouple the generalised added damping matrix.

A number of approaches have been developed to compute response spectra of 

displacements for a given storm using a linearised version of Morison’s equation. One 

approach is to relate response spectra to spectra and cross-spectra of forces using a 

complex frequency response function as described by Grecco and Hudspeth (1983). 

However, a more efficient approach is to relate response spectra to sea state spectra
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directly using the unit wave approach as outlined by Barltrop and Adams (1991). The 

unit wave methodology consists of subjecting the platform to a series of unit amphtude 

complex waves over different frequencies and calculating the receptances of the structure 

due to these waves. Response spectra are then easily obtained from the receptances and 

the spectrum of sea-state using linear spectral theory, Robson (1963).

Varying degrees of sophistication have been applied to the development of structural 

response models. Some of the most commonly types of models that have been used are 

single degree of freedom models, limiped node models, Angelides (1978), and consistent 

techniques using the finite element method, Barltrop and Adams (1991). Finite element 

models are probably the most commonly used type of response model in recent years and 

have been found to produce good results; no North Sea jacket platform has yet failed due 

to single excursion wave loading. AS AS as developed by WS Atkms (1996) is one such 

model that has been extensively used for analysis of North Sea jackets. This model 

employs the unit wave approach outlined above to compute responses and can also be 

used to perform fatigue analysis.

The drawback to any linearization method is that certain features of the nonlinear 

solution are not reproduced by the linear solution. Specifically, the probability 

distribution of the response of a nonlinear system will in general be non-Gaussian even 

though the forcing is Gaussian. The departure from a Gaussian distribution is most 

evident in the tails of the distribution, making the accurate prediction of extreme events 

of the nonlinear process very difficult. Also, the response spectral density of the 

nonlinear system may have multiple peaks, corresponding to super-harmonic and sub

harmonic effects, Li (1998), whereas the spectral density of the corresponding linear 

system may only have a single peak. In spite of these shortcomings the method of 

equivalent linearization has proved to be a very powerful method to solve randomly
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forced nonlinear differential equations. Specifically, the mean square value predicted by 

the method of equivalent lineari2ation has been found to be very accurate, even for cases 

o f large nonlinearity.

2.3.3 Non-Linear Response Models

The response spectrum obtained when employing linear spectral theory only spans the 

same frequency range as the excitation spectrum. The existence of sub-harmonics and 

super-harmonics, however, in response spectra due to Morison loading has been 

confirmed both analytically by Liaw (1987) and experimentally by Borwick and Herbert 

(1988). Furthermore, when equivalent linearisation is employed then, if the sea state has 

a Gaussian distribution, the distribution of response is also considered to be Gaussian, 

but it is known that the response is in fact not Gaussian. Thus, equivalent linearisation 

cannot be used to predict the non-Gaussian distribution of response and hence non-linear 

response models must be used for this.

The subject of randomly forced nonlinear differential equations has had a very active 

research period beginning in the early 1960’s. Reviews of the subject have periodically 

appeared in the literature, for example: Crandall (1963), Caughey (1971), Spanos (1980), 

Roberts (1981), Crandall and Zhu (1983), and Roberts (1984a, 1984b). In addition, the 

books by Soong (1973) and Nigam (1983) also treat the problem of nonlinear differential 

eqmtions. More recently Li (1998) discusses non-linear stochastic responses o f offshore 

platforms and the statistical distributions o f the responses. Some of the more commonly 

used approaches are briefly reviewed below.

The moment closure method is used so that appropriate moments and cumulants o f a 

distribution can be computed to allow the distribution to be defined. In non-linear 

systems moments are usually defined by an infinite hierarchy of coupled equations. In
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order to solve this problem it is necessary to introduce a ‘closure approximation’, which 

involves retaining cumulants to a particular order. One of the difficulties of this system 

is that the moment equations become quite complex when the order of the closure 

increases. Results have shown that significant improvements in distribution accuracy 

can be obtained by progressing beyond simple Gaussian closure, Lin and Wu (1984). 

The disadvantage of the moment closure method is that the complexity of the moment 

equations dramatically increases as the order of closure increases, Li (1998).

Caughey (1986) developed an approach whereby the original set of non-linear 

differential equations are replaced by an equivalent set of non-linear differential 

equations which can be solved exactly. The main problem with this approach is that 

there are very few sets of non-linear equations that can be solved and hence the method 

is quite restricted in its usefulness.

Li (1998) discusses methods whereby the original non-linearity is replaced by an 

equivalent polynomial expansion and the resulting equivalent non-linear system is solved 

in the frequency domain using Volterra series as described by Schetzen (1980). Li states 

that equivalent statistical ‘quadratisation’ as developed by Donley and Spanos (1990) 

reduces to equivalent linearisation in the absence of a current and thus is of limited use. 

Li then proposed and developed a higher-order method termed statistical ‘cubicisation’ 

as an improvement over the equivalent statistical ‘quadratisation’ approach.

The perturbation technique is often used when system non-linearities are relatively small. 

The approach has been used extensively in deterministic analysis. Stoker (1950), and 

was generalised to the case of stochastic analysis by Crandall (1963). Basically this 

method is the extension to the randomly forced case of the well-known regular 

perturbation method. As with most perturbation methods, the nonlinear equation is 

transformed into a set of recursive linear equations that are then solved by a standard
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method such as spectral analysis. Practically, the computations become very involved 

for all but the first or second terms in the perturbation series. Also, usually only the 

moments of the response can be found directly using this method, with only the lower 

order moments being easily found.

Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate a set of pseudo-random numbers belonging to 

a population with a specified probability density function. When applied to the analysis 

of an offshore structure the process starts by simulating a possible realisation of a 

random sea surface. The criterion that is used to generate this realisation is the wave 

height spectra often used in design. Spanos (1983) reviewed the techniques that can be 

used for this simulation process. The fluid velocity and acceleration are then calculated 

using linear wave theory and the equations of motion are numerically integrated using 

the simulated velocity and acceleration records in the Morison equation to obtain the 

time history of the response. The main difficulty with simulation techniques is that long 

computer runs are necessary so that the statistical characteristics associated with the time 

histories of responses are close to those of the actual responses.

A totally different approach to the problem can be taken when the random forcing can be 

assumed to be equivalent to white noise. Then it can be shown that the response is a 

Markov vector process for which the response probability can be completely described 

by a transition probability density and an initial condition. An equation for the transition 

probability density called the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation, FPKE, can be found 

from the original equation, Caughey (1963). Once a solution of the FPKE has been 

obtained the response statistics of interest can be found in a straightforward fashion. The 

FPKE is a second order linear partial differential equation for the type of equations of 

motion considered here. Note that the problem has changed from trying to solve a 

nonlinear ordinary differential equation to trying to solve a linear partial differential
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equation, both being quite difficult. Unfortunately there are only a few known solutions 

to the FPKE in a few special cases. Even the stationary FPKE, whose solution yields the 

stationary probability density, has only a few known solutions and approximate methods 

are often required in order to find a solution. Nigam (1983) reviews some of the 

methods that have been proposed to find solutions to the FPKE.

As mentioned above the FPKE approach can only be applied when the forcing can be 

considered to be white noise. White noise is a physically unrealistic model for natural 

processes because it implies infinite energy for the process. However, in the case of a 

wide banded process applied to a lightly damped system, the assumption of white noise 

as a model for the forcing results in very realistic solutions. The usefiilness o f white 

noise as a model for real processes in this case may be considered similar to the 

usefulness of the concept of ideal point loads in the theory of elasticity. If a natural 

process is not wide banded, as is the case of a random sea state, then the FPKE approach 

can still be used if an enlarged system of equations is used. The white noise process is 

first passed through an auxiliary system which shapes the input to the real system. The 

disadvantage here is that the resulting FPKE is even more difficult to solve. The class of 

non-linear random vibration problems for which the FPK equation can be solved is quite 

limited, Li (1998), and restricted usually to a one degree of freedom system, Roberts and 

Spanos (1990). Thus the application of the Markov method is quite limited.

Since the 1970’s offshore engineers have applied some of the above techniques to non

linear spectral response analysis of offshore structures. A summary of some of the 

relevant applications is presented below.

Moe (1977) was one of the first to investigate the effects of incorporating the non-linear 

drag terms on response spectra of jacket platforms. Moe did not carry out detailed 

modelling of a structure but instead qualitatively considered the magnitudes of the
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contributions of linear and non-linear terms in the force spectra at resonance. Moe 

considered, firstly, a single cantileyer and deduced that for a single, vertical and uniform 

pile of Im diameter that non-linear effects are not very significant because the 

fundamental natural frequency of the pile is sufficiently removed from the sea state peak 

spectral frequency. However, when Moe analysed a more realistic structure having 

spatial extent, such as a portal frame, he concluded that the non-linear term may become 

the largest when the spatial correlation effects are included. This is because for certain 

leg spacings linear forces on different legs will cancel each other out, but the forces due 

to the non-linear force may be almost frilly correlated. Thus the non-linear forces may 

be the dominant forces for a given frequency of surface wave and will have an associated 

frequency of three times the wave frequency.

Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan (1982) and Rajagopalan and Eatock-Taylor (1982) 

describe approaches they developed to perform non-linear spectral analysis of an 

offshore tower using a perturbation technique and using stochastic averaging. In the 

approach outlined in Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan (1982) they included the non-linear 

drag effects using spectral convolutions as suggested by Moe (1977). Eatock-Taylor and 

Rajagopalan’s model was based on the modified Morison equation on a dynamically 

responsive structure. In this model the drag term was approximated to give a time- 

varying hydrodjmamic damping term based on the assumption that the structural 

velocities are much less than the water-particle velocities; this is a reasonable assumption 

for jacket platforms. The structure Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan analysed was a plane 

frame jacket reduced to a lumped mass model, as presented in Figure 2.9. The main 

findings from this study are: (a) the drag force term can lead to significant excitation at 

three times the wave frequency, particularly at resonance (b) the relative velocity term 

leads to a significant source of hydrodynamic damping, and (c) the influence of the non-
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linear drag force term is smaller at lower sea states. Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan 

conclude by stating that the superharmonic resonance effects in drag dominated 

compliant structures is unknown and warrants investigation.

Sigbjomsson and Morch (1982) developed a method for non-linear stochastic response

analysis of offshore towers applying the hierarchy closure technique considering second- 

order statistics of wave forces and structural responses. One of the important aspects of 

this work is that they showed that the autospectral density of horizontal wave force 

acting on a single vertical pile is comprised of the following contributions: 

approximately 32% inertia force, 50% linear drag force and 9% non-linear drag force. 

Thus they postulated that the stochastic linearisation technique fails to give a good 

representation of the power spectral densities of wave forces due to possible secondary 

peaks induced by superharmonics present in the drag forces.

Sigbjomsson and Morch (1982) applied their model to a cantilever and used a version of

Morison’s relative velocity equation by assimiing that the water particle velocities are 

generally greater than structural velocities, similar to the approach adopted by Eatock- 

Taylor and Rajagopalan. The closure scheme used was the correlation discard 

approximation, Soong (1973), which approximates expectations of products of random 

variables by the products of the individual expectations. A comparison of computed 

linear and non-linear response spectra for the top of the cantilever suggested that non

linear effects contribute only to increased displacements at the fundamental natural 

frequency of the cantilever; this finding agrees with one of the primary conclusions of 

the work by Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan.

Lipsett (1985, 1986a, 1986b) considered the dynamics of a flexible offshore structure in

both regular and random seas using linearisation and perturbation techniques. Lipsett

used a multiple-scale perturbation technique which allowed him to model the relatively
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velocity form of the drag force term without approximating it, as was done by Eatock- 

Taylor and Rajagopalan. Using these approaches he developed response models of 

single degree of freedom systems. Comparing results obtained for random seas obtained 

by a numerical simulation method with the results of a perturbation method and the 

equivalent linearisation method Lipsett showed that the perturbation method gives a 

better estimate of the mean square value of the response than does the method of 

equivalent linearisation. Lipsett’s results also show that the non-linear effects mainly 

occur at resonant frequencies, as found by the other researchers above. One of the 

specific recommendations for fiirther research by Lipsett (1985) was that the perturbation 

method should be extended so that it could be applied to a more realistic multi-degree of 

freedom structure.

Isaacson’s (1985) review of non-linear wave effects on slender offshore structures 

considers the perturbation techniques of Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan and Lipsett and 

suggests that perturbation solutions to Morison’s modified equation may be viable 

alternatives to time-consuming simulation approaches. In this review, no other 

applications of perturbation techniques to solve Morison’s equation are referred to.

Jain and Datta (1987) present a technique for non-Knear frequency domain analysis of 

offshore towers and compare the results with linear analysis. However, the technique 

uses the Newton-Raphson method to solve for displacement amplitudes for different 

frequencies and does not show how response spectra are related to sea state spectra. 

Results of their analysis suggest that non-linear response spectra of displacements have 

lower peaks at resonance than linear response spectra.

Borgman (1982) suggested that Volterra kernels may have good potential for solving 

non-linear frequency domain problems associated with Morison’s equation. Olagnon et 

al (1988) developed a model to analyse a single vertical cylinder subjected to
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unidirectional wave and current loadings using Volterra integrals up to order 3. Good 

results were obtained against me^urements of spectra of structural acceleration and 

strain. One of the main conclusions drawn by Olagnon et al was, however, that the 

complexity of the computations may restrict their use to simple structures.

Armand etal{ \99\)  carried out a detailed review of stochastic modelling with particular 

emphasis on modelling non-linear systems between sea state and displacement. They 

found that most non-linear models were developed and applied to single degree of 

freedom systems and were aware that responses become much more difficult to compute 

and interpret when multi-degree of freedom systems are developed. They pointed out 

that as a result of this designers are confronted with the dilemma of choosing between a 

sophisticated linear model and a crude non-linear model, realising that the crude non- 

Imear model may predict phenomena that could not be predicted by the linear model.

Li (1998) developed an equivalent non-linear model of the drag force using statistical 

cubicisation and solved the problem in the frequency domain using Volterra series. He 

developed numerical models and applied them to single degree of freedom systems of 

stiff and flexible platforms; he then uses the results of these models to carry out fatigue 

analyses of the structures and assess the non-linear effects on fatigue calculations. Li 

concludes that statistical cubicisation is an improvement over statistical linearisation and 

quadratization when compared with results from simulations and that the main non-linear 

effects occur at resonant frequencies. He also states that for low wave states non-linear 

effects are not significant and they, therefore, do not affect fatigue calculations. One of 

the main recommendations for ftirther work suggested by Li is that the method he 

developed be extended to multi-degree of freedom systems, acknowledging that multi

degree of freedom systems should be considered.
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2.4 CONCLUSIONS

The above sections detail some of the research that has been undertaken to develop linear 

and non-linear spectral response models for offshore platforms. There is obviously 

considerable scope for fiirther research in this area, such as considering the non- 

linearities of various wave theories. The author has extended the above research by 

developing a linear spectral response model and a non-linear spectral model as 

summarised below.

Linearised versions of Morison’s equation have been widely used in frequency domain 

models for analysing offshore jacket platforms that are located in relatively shallow 

waters. The application of such models to real structures with thousands of degrees of 

freedom, however, can be quite time consuming; thus in this thesis an accurate and 

computationally efficient linearised model has been developed. The unit wave method 

was applied in the development of this model in a novel manner that reduces the number 

of computations required to calculate response spectra by about half Also, during the 

development of this model a novel development for the linearised drag coefficient for 

inclined members is presented which further reduces computational times. The model is 

formulated within the finite element framework and is validated against results from ein 

industry standard computer code and measured data from a large gas production 

platform.

As offshore oil production moves into deeper water, there are increasingly more fixed 

and compliant platforms with fimdamental frequencies close to two or three times the 

peak frequency of wave excitation, for these platforms analysis using equivalent 

linearisation may significantly underestimate spectral responses, Li (1998). The 

nonlinear models discussed in Section 2.3 above have been developed for either single 

degree of freedom systems or for cantilever models of offshore structures and many
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commentators have suggested that more realistic structural response models should be 

developed. The author has extended the technique proposed by Eatock-Taylor and 

Rajagopalan (1981) so that it can be applied to multi-degree of freedom structures that 

are spatially extended, in this case portal frames; however, the method can be applied to 

structures that are spatially extended in three-dimensions. It is well-known that leg 

spacings have phase effects on the responses of offshore jacket structures, these effects 

have thus far not been considered in any of the above non-linear model developments. 

One of the main objectives of this development is to ascertain if phasing effects due to 

leg spacing are important processes when determining non-linear response spectra. Both 

Eatock-Taylor (1997) and Lipsett (1997) suggest that non-linear spectral response 

models should be developed to consider this.
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CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENT OF A LINEAR SPECTRAL MODEL

3.1 Introduction

The development of a model to predict spectra of structural response of oflfehore lattice 

platforms due to know spectra of sea states incident on platforms using linear spectral 

theory is presented in this chapter. The structure-water system is modelled using the 

finite element method based on the virtual work formulation and is developed in a 

general-purpose manner so that most structural configurations can be modelled. The 

structural members are modelled using three-dimensional beam elements having six 

degrees of fi'eedom at each node. Using this approach the coefiBcient matrices of the 

system, namely mass, damping and stifi&iess, are represented in a consistent rather than in 

a lumped manner. Modal damping is employed to represent structural damping..

The wave forces on submerged structural members are computed using the modified 

Morison’s equation which considers both the relative motion between water particles and 

the structure and arbitrary spatial orientation of a structxaral member. Linear Airy wave 

theory is employed to calculate water particle velocities and accelerations beneath sxirface 

gravity waves. The nonlinear drag force term in Morison’s eqviation is linearised in an 

equivalent manner and a new expression for the drag coefficient is developed. Relevant 

added mass and added damping terms form Morison’s equation are incorporated in the 

element mass and damping matrices. Element coefficient matrices are assembled into 

global coefficient matrices to develop the governing equations of motion for the system. 

The undamped free vibration problem is solved to compute the eigenvalues and
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eigenvectors of the system using subspace iteration. The orthogonality properties o f the 

eigenvectors are used to decouple the global governing equations of motion in which the 

hydrodynamic damping is decoupled in an equivalent manner. The decoupled equations 

are then solved for the receptances of the system due to the application of a series of unit 

amplitude smusoidal surface gravity waves. The response spectra of displacements are 

obtained from the input spectrum of sea state and receptance fiinctions.

3.2 Finite Element Formulations

The dominant time-varying forces due to waves acting on submerged elements of jacket 

structures act normal to the longitudinal axes of the elements, thus the structiiral members 

are modelled as three-dimensional beam elements. Because such structures are designed 

as lattice space frames shear deformations are ignored with bending deformations most 

significant. Typical structural members are hollow cylinders and a schematic diagram of 

such a member is shown below in Figure 3.1; this figure also defines the local coordinate 

system o f a member.

The local coordinate system of the beam is defined by the rectangular axis system X, Y, 

and Z, translational displacements in these directions are given respectively by u, v, and w 

and rotational displacement about the X axis is given by j x .  The point j above lies on the 

neutral axis of the beam and it’s displacements are represented by (u, v, w, yx); the 

objective o f this development is to determine displacement spectra of points such as j. 

Rotations about the Y and Z axes respectively are j y  and yz.
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In Figure 3.1, Section A-A shows a steel hollow section which is filled with water and on 

which marine growth is attached, both of these affect structural responses and are 

included in the following development.

The finite element method is used to determine the governing equations of motion of such 

members as shown in Figure 3.1 subjected to wave loading. The displacement-based 

method is used in the finite element formulation by employing the following expression 

for the principle of virtual work, Bathe (1996).

where

8 is the vector of virtual strains

T is the vector of actual stresses 

Vol is the volume of the beam

U is the vector of virtual displacements

^  is the vector of actual applied forces

1 is the length of the beam

The strains considered in this analysis are: axial strain in the X-direction, 8^ ,due to axial

deformation and bending about the Y and Z axes and the shear strains e^^and 8^ due to

torsion of the beam about the longitudinal axis. Using elasticity theory these strains at a 

point such as j can be expressed as follows, Dym and Shames (1973):

(•V o i— T  ( i ------ T  nJ s xdVol = J  U f  dx (3.1)

8 XX

du(x) d^w(x) d^v(x)
dx dx^ ^ dx^ (3.2)
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1 dYx(x) 
2^  dx

1  dy^(x) 
2 ^  dx

(3.3)

(3.4)

Thiis, the vector o f  strains required to describe this problem is:

e = 'y x (3.5)

Considering only linear elastic isotropic material, the stress vector is related to the strain 

vector as follows, Timoshenko and Goodier (1970):

t = [C]e (3.6)
where

[C] = 

(3.7)

E 0 0
0 4G 0 
0 0 4 0

E = Modulus o f  Elasticity 
E

G =
2(1 + î)

IJ, = Poisson’s ratio

The finite element procedure as detailed by Bathe (1996) is employed to develop the 

governing equations o f  motion using the following displacement functions for the neutral 

axis o f  a beam element as prescribed by Brebbia and Walker (1979):

u(x) = a , + t t 2 x  (3.8)

v(x) = ttg + a 4 X + « 5 X̂

w(x) = tty +a8X + agX^ +«,oX^

Yx ( x )  =  « i i + “ i2X

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)
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where

the tti’s are generalised coordinates 

X represents location along the X axis of the beam 

The rotations of the neutral axis at a point j about the Y and Z axes respectively are 

obtained from the above displacements as follows;:

Equations (3.8) - (3.13) may be expressed in matrix form as

where

U is the vector of displacement 

[Q] is the matrix of coordinate variables 

a  is the vector of generalised coordinates 

Thus the nodal displacements for a beam element may be expressed as

(3.12)

(3.13)

U=[Q]a (3.14)

(3.15)

where

is the vector of displacements at nodel 

is the vector of displacements at node 2

[A] is the matrix of nodal coordinate variables
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a  is the vector of generalised coordinates 

From equation (3.15) we can e?q)ress the vector of generalised coordinates in terms of the 

vector of nodal displacements as:

a=[A] -1 'U*'
(3.16)

Thus, from equations (3.14) and (3.16) the displacements at any point j along the element 

may be written in terms of nodal displacements as:

U = [Q][Ar‘

= [G]

U
U'

u '
(3.17)

where

[G] is the matrix of shape functions, which are detailed in Appendix I.

Using the relationship between strains and displacements, equations (3.2) - (3.4), and 

equation (3.17), an expression relation strains to nodal displacements may be written as 

follows:

= [B]
U ' (3.18)

where the entries in matrix [B] are relevant spatial gradients of shape ftinctions.
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Because the external forces on the beam elements induce structural accelerations, the 

virtual work equation (3.1) must be extended to incorporate d'Alembert's principle as 

follows:

where

ps is the density of the steel of the beam 

rs is the radius of gyration of the cross-section of the beam 

u is the translational acceleration in the X direction of point j 

V is the translational acceleration in the Y direction of point j 

w is the translational acceleration in the Z direction of point j 

y X is the rotational acceleration of point j about the X axis 

Vof is the volume of steel 

Re-writing equation (3.19) in terms of nodal displacements and accelerations using 

equations (3.6), (3.17) and (3.18), and then re-arrangir^, we can write the following

s xdVol (3.19)

expression:

{""“''[Bl^fCpldVol®

(3.20)
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The virtual displacements
U*

are arbitrary, thus equation (3.20) may be re-written as;

(3.21)

where

U" is the vector of beam nodal displacements 

U“ is the vector of beam nodal accelerations 

[M]® is the consistent mass matrix of the steel beam 

[K] is the consistent stifiSiess matrix of the beam

When beam elements such as those shown in Figure 3.1 accelerate the additional inertial 

forces due to the entrained water and marine growth should be included in the analysis. 

These effects are included in the model developed herein by including relevant terms in 

the virtual work expression. The virtual work equation including these inertia effects is 

now given as

[M]U" +[K]U" = j ‘[G f f®dx

where

[M] is the consistent mass matrix of the beam-water-growth element.

Assuming that Structural damping is viscous in natvire the general finite element 

formulation for the beam can be written as:

[M]U" +[C]U“ +[K]U'' = |[G]^f®dx (3.22)

where

[C] is the damping matrix of the beam
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U“ is the vector of beam nodal velocities 

The element mass matrices obtained by carrying out the integrations in equation (3.20) 

are also presented in Appendix II.

3.3 Wave Forces

In equation (3.22) the vector ^  represents the externally applied forces distributed over 

the sur&ce of a beam element due to long-crested gravity waves travelling in an arbitrary 

direction. As discussed in Chapter 2, a modified version of Morison's equation is used to 

evaluate the wave-induced forces on the arbitrarily oriented submerged members of jacket 

platforms incorporating relative motions between water and structure.

Consider a structure subjected to an incident surface gravity wave, then from Morison’s 

equation the force term on the right hand side of equation (3.22) is given by:

|*[G f f®dx= | ( f ' + f “}ix (3.23)

where

f  is the vector of inertia force at j 

f* is the vector of drag force at j

The drag force and inertia force terms in equation (3.23) are defined respectively as 

follows

' o ' 0

t '  = |'[off, V2
V3

dx+/[Gff2 V 2 - V  

V3 -  w
0 0
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where

fi is an inertia force coefficient 

fa is an inertia force coefficient 

fs is a drag force coefficient

V2 is the wave induced water particle velocity in the Y direction at j 

V3 is the wave induced water particle velocity in the Z direction at j

V is the structural velocity in the Y direction at j

w is the structural velocity in the Z direction at j

r is the vector of relative velocity between water particles and the structure at j 

I r] is the modulus o f the vector r

Equation (3.23) contains a non-linear relationship between wave forces and water particle 

velocities in the drag force term. A linear spectral model, which is developed in this 

chapter, derives a relationship between the input spectrum of sea state and the response 

spectrum of displacement; this model requires a linear relationship between sea state and 

structural displacements. In order to develop a linear spectral model equation (3.23) is 

linearised in an equivalent manner as follows.

Lin (1967) developed a general method for performing equivalent linearisation of non

linear equations, this approach is used to linearise the above drag force terms. Lin’s 

method is based upon the postulation of a linear equivalent o f a non-linear system and



then nunknising the square of the error term in some manner. Other researchers such as 

Malhotra and Penzien (1970) and Grecco and Hudspeth (1983) have applied this 

approach to the non-linear drag term of Morison's equation for lumped mass systems. 

The development outlined below and is applicable to any three-dimensional jacket 

structure using the consistent approach of the finite element method.

Consider the following components of the drag force vector:

where Cd is a drag coefScient.

(3.24)

The linearised drag force terms are postulated as;

(v2-v)'
Fd = C ; ( x )

_ ( V 3 - W ) _
(3.25)

where C*d(x)  is a revised drag coefficient due to linearisation and is a ftmction of location 

along the longitudinal axis of a member. Borgman (1965b) developed an expression for 

C*d(x)  for a simple vertical pile and ignored relative velocity. Grecco and Hudspeth 

(1983) developed an expression for C*d(x)  a vertical pile incorporating relative velocity. 

Below an expression is developed for C*d( x)  for a randomly oriented pile having two 

normal components of velocity incorporating relative velocity.
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The error vector between the non-linear and linear drag force vectors at point j on a 

submerged member is obtained by subtracting equation (3.25) from equation (3.24):

E = a
(V2 -vW
(v3-w)|r| ■c;(:X

(v. -v)'
, ( V 3 - W ) _

(3.26)

Now, the square o f the above error vector is given by

(e)" = [Cd ( v 2 -  v)|r| -  c ;  (xXvj -  v)f + [ C d ( v j  -  w)|r| -  (xXvj -  w)f

(3.27)

In accordance with Lin’s methodology, the square o f the error term is now minimised in a 

mean square sense with respect to the revised drag coefficient. Thus, the square o f the 

error vector is differentiated with respect to the revised drag coefficient to obtain the 

following

= -2[C d(v 2  -  y}r\ -  c;(xX v^ -  -  v ) -
d C o

2 [Cd(v3 -  w jr| -  C ;(xX v 3  -  w)](v3  -  w )
(3.28)

It is easily shown that the second derivative o f (E)^ with respect to C*d(x)  is positive 

ensuring that equation (3.28) does actually represent the minimum situation.

The revised drag coefficient is obtained by setting the time average o f equation (3.28) to 

zero

- ^ E t _ \  = 0 (3.29)
dC ^ (x)/

where <  >  represents the expected value o f a random ftinction.
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Equation (3.29) can be solved for C*d( x )  to give

r - , 1 ((..)>((..)■)
where

T2 is the relative velocity in the Y direction 

T3 is the relative velocity in the Z direction

A similar expression to equation (3.30) was developed and applied by Grecco and 

Hudspeth (1983) for a one-dimensional problem. To apply this expression at a point j, the 

denominator terms are variances o f the components o f the relative velocities at j and are 

easily obtained by integrating the spectra o f relative velocity components. The expected 

values in the numerator o f equation (3.30) are not as easily computed as those in the 

denominator. To compute the numerator directly from the above expression the

individual terms o f the numerators have been computed from a two-dimensional Gaussian

distribution as shown.

Let

X = r2 and y = rs

then if x and y are normal random variables both with zero means, then the joint 

probability distribution function o f the two variables is given by, Papoulis (1965),
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p(x,y) = 1/
2n(ala] -a^) ^

-exp
o]x^ - 2 a ^ x y + a ^ y2„2

(3.31)

The expectation of a fimction of the two random variables with a probability distribution 

function p(x,y) is given by

(f(x , y)) =  £  £  f  (x, y)p(x, y)dxdy (3.32)

where

f  (x, y) = |\ /x '+ y '  )(x" + y '))

Equations (3.31) and (3.32) are used to compute the terms of the numerator of equation

(3.30) using numerical integration and hence evaluate C*d( x) .  Langley (1984) using a 

similar approach obtained an expression analogous to equation (3.32) when linearising the 

drag force term when current was included and also used numerical integration of a 

double integral to compute the revised coeflScient.

Although equation (3.32) is used to compute C*d(x) it is instructive to expand equation

(3.30) as outlined below.

The numerator terms in equation (3.30) are determined as foUows

(|f|(fj)+(|f|fey)=

(K|fe)^+|f|fe)'>= (3.33)

Now let the modulus of the relative velocity be written as
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(3.34)

When employing Airy wave theory, it can be assumed that there is a linear relationship 

between wave height and relative velocity and since wave height can be described by a 

Gaussian distribution relative velocity can also be described by a Gaussian distribution. 

Let the probability density function of relative velocity at x be given by p r ( x )  , then from 

Papoulis (1965), the probability density function of the modulus of relative velocity at x is 

given by

P h ( x )  =2 P r ( x )  U(x) (3.35)

where

U(x) is the unit step flinction.

Now equation (3.33) can be re written as 

(H = )= £ tfp „ (H )d H

= fH=2p,(H)dH

where

P r ( H )  =  — >
<3\2n

where

a  is the standard deviation of the relative velocity 

Thus the expectation of equation (3.36) may be written as
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(h =)=

(3.38)

-4= r2H'ê
CTV̂

Now let

Consider now the integral 2H^e“ ^dH

lety = H^ 
thendy = 2HdH

Substituting for in the above integral and integrating from 0 - a ,̂ gives the following 

expression for the integral

I = I* ye'̂ '̂dy

The integral I is evaluated by integrating by parts as follows 

let
f  = y and dg = e'̂ d̂y
then

df = dy and g = -^e’’̂
b

The integral can now be rewritten as
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0

a ' ba" e““ 1
~ ~ b ^

b j  b '

(3.39)

b V 

= -2cr^ exp
^2 a  ^

(a"+2a")+4a'

Thus, the numerator of equation (3.30) can be written as

1(r2)') + (|r|(r3)'} =

-  2ct̂  exp
a (V ^ ) , 2 a ^

2a '

(â  +2CT̂ )+4a'*

'(a^+2a^)l

(3.40)

Considering the second term of equation (3.40), when the limits of integration a is infinity 

then this term becomes zero and hence the numerator becomes

N - a f -
V 7t

(3.41)

The denominator of equation (3.30) is developed as follows

(3.42)
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Now from Papoulis (1965), the expected value o f the square o f the modulus o f a random 

variable, such as H, is equal to the variance o f the random variable itself Thus we can 

write the denominator o f equation (3.30) as

D = cy" (3.43)

And finally the revised drag coefiBcient o f equation (3.30) can be written as

(3-44)

By inspection o f equation (3.44) it is easily seen that this coefficient is analogous to that 

postulated by Borgman for the simpler case showing that they are functionally identical.

The computation o f the above drag coefficient requires the standard deviations o f the 

components o f relative velocities, r2 and ra. At the beginning o f the calculations the 

structure is motionless and thus these relative velocities are initialised to the water particle 

velocities and an iterative procedure is employed to compute relative velocities. Details 

o f this are outlined in Section 3.6 below.

Incorporating the linearised drag force in equation (3.23) and substituting this into 

equation (3.22) the general eqviations motion for the system may be written as
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[M p “ +[C]U“ +[K]U“ =

IWf.
1

o
1 101 1

0 1

V2
V3

dx+j[[Gff, V2-V 
V 3  -  w dx+llG ff, V^-V 

V 3  -w
r 0 1

0
1

---1
0

I

dx

where

(3.45)

f( is a drag force coefficient based on the linearised drag force 

The components o f the second and third terms on the right hand side of equation (3.45) 

that are functions of structural velocities and accelerations are brought over to the left- 

hand side as added mass and hydrodynamic damping terms respectively. Thus, the 

governing equations of motion for any element may now be written as:

where

[M]U" +[c ]U"+[K]U" =

■ 0 ■ ■ 0 ■ ■ 0 ■
Va
Va

V2
V3

dx+ J*[Gf f. V2
V3

0 0 0

dx

(3.46)

[M| is the element mass matrix including added mass 

[C] is the element damping matrix including added damping 

It is necessary to develop the governing equations of motion for the entire system, in 

order to achieve this two additional coordinate systems are required, namely, structure
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global and wave coordinate systems as shown in Figure 3.2. The following notation is 

used to define these systems:

Xgis the global structure x coordinate direction 

Ygis the global structure y coordinate direction 

Zg is the global structure z coordinate direction 

Xwis the wave x coordinate direction 

Ywis the wave y coordinate direction 

Zwis the wave z coordinate direction

The Xw direction represents the direction of wave propagation. Both coordinate systems 

are located at the mean water line and the model has been developed to consider the

structural responses due to waves travelling in any particular direction by specifying an

angle between Xw and Xg.

The wave forces acting on a member are obtained in equation (3.46) by calculating water 

particle velocities and accelerations normal to the member as suggested by Chakrabarti. 

These quantities are computed using relevant transformations between the wave and local 

member coordinate systems.

The member local coordinate system is defined such that the local X axis is defined as 

being in the direction fi’om node 1 to node 2 and the Y and Z local axes are chosen to 

construct an orthogonal right handed system. Coordinate transformations are applied 

relating terms in the local member coordinate system to terms in the structure global 

coordinate system to construct the structure global coeflBcient matrices.
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The governing equations of motion for the overall structure are assembled from the 

element equations given by (3.46) as detailed by Bathe and WUson (1982). The 

assembled governing equations of motion can then be written as:

[M ]0, +[C]U, +[KlU, = F, (3.47)

where the subscripts g imply that the vectors and matrices are in terms of structure global 

coordinates. Equation (3.47) represents a set of simultaneous equations relating 

structural response to applied force in a linear manner.
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3.4 Solution of the General Equations of Motion

When analysing a large offshore structure the problem will consist of many hundreds of 

degrees of freedom, thus to reduce the order of the matrices the general equations of 

motions are solved using the method of mode superposition. Consider an n-degree of 

freedom system whose i*‘‘ natural frequency is Oi and whose first m mode shapes are the 

colxamns of the matrix [O] of order n xm. Let

U g = [0 ]Z  (3.48)

where

Z is the vector of generalised coordinates.

If equation (3.48) is substituted into equation (3.47) and the equation is multiplied across 

by [O]^, the general equations of motion can be expressed in terms of the generalised 

coordinates as:

Z + [Ch]2- + [D ]2+ [Q ]Z  = R (3.49)

In equation (3.49) the generalised hydrodynamic coefScient matrix, [C h] is not 

diagonalised, since it contains the hydrodynamic damping terms, the matrix [D] contains 

the diagonalised structural damping terms. The matrix [Ch] can be diagonalised in an 

equivalent manner in a mean square sense as described by Grecco and Hudspeth (1983). 

[Q] is a diagonal matrix in which the entries on the diagonals are the squares of the 

natural frequencies of the system.

Now assume [Ch]* is the equivalent diagonalised matrix, then an error vector is defined 

as follows:

E „ = ( C „ ] Z - [ C „ ] 'Z  (3,50)

Consider the i* term of the error vector
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m

E ."= IC „ (i,j)Z i-C -( i,i)z ' (3 51)
j=l

where

Z’ is the i* generalised velocity 

The error term is now minimised in a mean square sense with respect to C*H(i,i) as 

follows:

then it can easily be shown that

m

c„(i,i)+l;c„(i,j)(z' )

The C H(i,i) are the entries on the diagonals of the equivalent diagonalised hydrodynamic 

damping matrix [Ch]*. N ow substituting [Ch]* for [Ch] in equation (3.49) and the 

decoupled system of equations can now be written as:

Z + [Cd]Z + [Q]Z = R (3.53)

The i* eqmtion of (3.53) can now be written as:

t  +(c;(i,j)+2^,0)i)z‘ + 0 )fr = R ‘ (3.54)

where

is the percentage of damping employed in the î** mode of vibration 

To solve for any generalised coordinate Z‘ of equation (3.53) the generalised force R‘ 

must be obtained from Morison’s equation and wave kinematics, these are considered 

below.
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3.5 Wave Kinematics

The forcing fiinctions on the right hand side of equation (3.45) are linear ftinctions of 

water particle velocities and acceleration. Linear Airy wave theory is used to calculate 

these water particle velocities and accelerations. Airy wave theory may be considered as 

a first approximation of a complete theoretical description of ocean surface wave 

behaviour. However, it has been used extensively for force calculations on offshore 

structures with good results, Borgman (1965b). It is used in this development because it 

postulates linear relationships between water particle velocities and accelerations and 

wave heights, this allows linear spectral theory to be used to relate response spectra of 

displacements to input spectra of sea svirface elevations.

Consider a long crested wave travelling in the positive X-direction of the wave coordinate 

system as defined in Figure 3.2. Airy wave theory describes the fi’ee surface of the water 

at location X'  ̂at time t as:

Tl = aCos(©t-kX'") (3.55)

where

k = 2ti/L = wave number 

L = wavelength of wave 

o  = 2u/T = angular firequency 

T = period of wave 

a = wave amplitude
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Using Airy wave theory the foUowing expressions are obtained for water particle 

velocities and accelerations at a point (X'̂ , Z'*) expressed in the wave co-ordinate system.

TCosh[k(Z'"+d)l ,
LCosh(kd) C os(a,t-kX ") (3 .56 )

TSinhfk(z'"+d)l ,
LCosh(kd) M 'O t-k X ”) (3.57)

v ;  (3.58)

where

d is the overall depth o f water 

Vi'̂  is the water particle velocity in the X* direction 

Vs'̂  is the water particle velocity in the Zw direction 

V" is the water particle acceleration in the Xw direction 

V3" is the water particle acceleration in the Z  ̂direction

Equation (3.58) and (3.59), as stated above, represent horizontal and vertical components 

o f water particles expressed in the wave coordinate system. Now, the governing 

equations o f motion, equation (3.46), require components o f water particle velocities and 

accelerations in the member coordinate system. These are obtained as shown in the 

development presented below, which is a variation on the development carried out by 

Chakrabarti et al (1975).
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Consider a structural member in some arbitrary orientation as shown in Figure 3.3 with 

respect to the wave co-ordinate system. Define a unit vector, e", along the longitudinal

expressed in the wave coordinate system, V*, can be resolved into two perpendicular 

directions, one component, V*, that is tangential to the member axis and a component, 

Vn'̂ , that is perpendicular to the member axis. In this development only velocity 

components normal to member axes are considered to contribute to external forces, the 

tangential components are ignored.

Now the tangential component is given by

The components of water particle velocities required in equation (3.46) are related to 

equations (3.62) - (3.64) by defining the transformation [Twm] which relates quantities

axis of a beam element as shown above. The complete vector of water particle velocity

V r = (V ". e* )e' (3.60)

but

V- = V / + Vt'" (3.61)

V /  = V'" - (V'". e" )e'̂ (3.62)

Equation (3.61) can be expressed in terms of its component parts as

(3.63)

(3.64)

(3.65)
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expressed in the wave coordinate system to those qviantities expressed in member 

coordinate system. Thus we can write the following relationship

' o ' ■ y w "

V 2

V3
= fTL w m .

y W

' ' n 2
y w

' ' n 3

0 0 _

A similar expression can be obtained between water particle accelerations in the two 

coordinate systems. Thus equation (3.46) can now be re-written as:

■ y w '
' ' n l

■ y w ‘
’ nl

| m ] 0 “ + [ c ] U "  + [k ]U" = |[G rC .[T ^ ]
y w
* n 2

y w
’ n3

d x + |[ G r f jT ^ ]
y w
' 'n 2

y w
*n3

0 0

3.6 Receptances and Response Spectra 

3.6.1 Linear Spectral Theory

Bendat and Piersol (1971) illustrate that for a linear system the relationship between the 

spectrum, S x ( ( o ) ,  of a random input signal, x(t), and the spectrum, S y ( ( o ) ,  of the output 

signal, y(t) is

Sy(o)) = |H(cD)'̂ |ŝ ((o) (3.68)

where

H(co) is the receptance of the system
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Robson (1963) shows that the spectmm of response of a single degree of freedom linear 

system subjected to an excitation force, whose spectrum is given by Sx(to), may be 

represented by

Sy(Q)) = a((o) a(co)* Sx(cb)

where

a((o) is the complex response o f the system to an excitation o f e‘“*

Further details o f linear spectral theory are presented in Appendix IV.

The drag force term in Morison’s equation has been linearised and thus equation (3.46), 

which represents the general equations of motion of an ofifehore structure subjected to 

long-crested waves, defines a linear system between sea state and structural response. 

Thus the approach outlined by Robson (1963) can be applied to the current development. 

For a given long-crested wave the distributed forces throughout the ofishore platform are 

obtained using Morison’s equation and Airy wave theory. In general, the receptance 

fimction for any degree o f freedom, H(co), is obtained by applying a series o f unit waves 

to the platform and computing the structural response at each frequency. It is shown 

below that the receptances can be determined more efficiently by applying unit amplitude 

complex cosine waves rather than the complex wave e‘“' .

3.6.2 Unit Wave Method

Consider a linear system subjected to an input signal e'“‘ the response is 

y(t) = a((D) e'“*

where
a(o))= a ,((o )+ ia 2 (o)) (3.69)

and
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H(o)) = a(i{») xa(iw)* (3.70)

and

* represents complex conjugate 

Thus the response spectrum at frequency (o is

S y ((o )=  [(a i(co )y  + ( 0 2 (0 )))' J s ,( q )  (3 .7 1 )

Now, equation (3.63) can be rewritten as

y(t) = («i(® )+ tt2 (a)XCos{ot + iSincot)
= (tti (co)CoscDt -  tt2 (co)Sincot)+i(tt2 (©X^oscot + a , ((o)Sincot)

By inspection o f  equation (3.66) it can be seen that the response to the real part o f the 

input signal, coscat, is

y(t) = a,(a))Coscot - a 2 (co)Sincot (3.73)

From equation (3.67), if  a surface gravity wave o f  unit amplitude and defined by cos rat is 

incident on a structure and the structure response is

y(t) = U,(co)CosG)t + 1 1 2 ( 0 0  )Sino)t (3.74)

then

ai(©) = Ui(o))
and (3.75)

a2(ff>) = -U2((o) 

and thus we get

a((o)=U i(o))-iU 2(a)) (3.76)

Thus, by applying a surface gravity wave described by cos cot to the structure both the real 

and imaginary parts o f  the response o f equation (3.66) can be obtained which can be used
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to compute the receptance H(©), this is much simpler method of determining the 

receptances that applying e'®‘ . The receptances for all degrees of freedom over the 

frequency range of interest are obtained by computing structural responses due to a series 

of xmit amplitude cosine waves with varying frequencies.

This novel approach reduces the number of calculations required to compute the 

receptances by about half when compared with the conventional way that the unit wave 

method is used. Figure 3.4 from-Barltrop and Adams (1991) shows that usually a pair of 

load cases are required to represent the real and imaginary components of the applied 

complex load at each frequency. The approach described above requires only one load 

case and thus is considerably more efficient.

If a unit amplitude cosine wave is applied to the origin of the wave co-ordinate system, 

then using the water particles velocities and accelerations as defined in equation (3.56) - 

(3.59) and by some algebraic manipulations equations (3.67) can be expressed as

[M]U " + [C]U ” + [K]U" = F,Cos(ot + FjSinfflt (3.77)

Equation (3.77) represents the governing equations of motion in the member coordinate 

system, this is now expressed in terms of structure global co-ordinates by using an 

appropriate coordinate transformation matrix, [Tgm], and then multiplied across by the 

transpose of this matrix to give

+ [v ]" [c ][v ]u ' + [vf[K l[x ,.]u«  = J,Cos«>t + J,Sina,t 
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(3.78)

Eqioation (3.78) is rewritten in terms of structure global coordinates as

[M]®U® +[C]"U® +[K]®U« = J,Cos(ot +JjSincot (3.79)

Using the mode superposition technique as outlined in Section 3.4, equation (3.79) can be 

decoupled to give r equations, where r is the number of mode shapes used to approximate 

and also decouple the general equations of motion. The i**" equation of this decoupled 

system is given by

Z‘ + (Ch (i, i)+ 2< iCj )Z‘ +Cf Z‘ = R;CosC t + R ‘Sin cot (3.80)

The solution to equation (3.80) for the i**" generalised coordinate is given by

Z‘ = ZJCostDt + ZjSincot (3.81)

From equation (3.81) we get the i*** generalised velocity and acceleration respectively as 

Z‘ = -Q)Z|Sincot + (oZjCoscot (3.82)

Z '= -co^ZjCoscot-ffl^ZjSincot (3.83)

Substituting for Z‘, Z* and Z‘ in equation (3.80) we obtain

-  co^Z|CosG)t -  co^Z'jSinot + (c„ (i,i)+ 2§iC0i oZlSinrot + coZ^Coswt)

+ (of ZJCoscot + cof ZjSincot = RJCoscot + RjSinot
(3.84)

Collecting the coefficients of coscot and sincot on the left hand side of equation (3.84), we 

can write:
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-  (Ô z; + ©Z2(CH(i,i)+ 2̂ i(Oi)+cofZ‘,]cos(ot +
-  (o'Z‘ -  (oz; (Ch (i,i)+ )+ rofZ‘ ^incot
= R JCosrat + RjSinot

(3.85)

By comparing the coefBcients of coscot and sincot on both sides of equation (3.85) we 

obtain

_  R ‘i -coZ2(C H (i;i)+2^i(O i)

and

Z; = - L  (3
(0, -  ©

(Oj -ffl

Re-arranging equations (3.86) and (3.87), we obtain the following expressions for the 

components of the i* generalised coordinates.

2 i  =  -  R ;  ( o f  -  ( o " ) -  R > ( C h  ( i > 0 + ) . 3  ggx

(Ch(i,i)+24.®;)% (cof - co')"
and

0)“(c;,(i,i)+25,(l>,f+(o)f

Thus the vector of generalised co-ordinates can be expressed in component form as

Z = ZjCoswt + ZjSinrot (3.90)

The vector of nodal global displacement is then obtained from equations (3.73) and (3.90)

as

U® = fOlZ.Cosrat + fOlZSincot
‘ (3.91)

= U®Cos©t + U f Sinrot
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Then the vector o f receptances is obtained from equations (3.63), (3.68), (3.69) and 

(3.91) as

a®(co) = af(co) + af((D)
= Uf(©)-iUf(o))

In order to compute the spectrum o f displacement for a particular degree of freedom, j, 

the structure is subjected to a series o f cosine surface water waves o f unit amplitudes and 

o f varying frequencies over the frequency range o f interest and the receptances calculated 

at each frequency. The spectrum o f the displacement for degree o f freedom j, Sj((o), 

eissociated with a storm event incident on the structure havii^ a water surface elevation 

spectrum o f S,,(o)) is then given by

Sj((o) = aj((o)xaj(a))*S^((D) (3.93)

where

aj((o) is the entry o f vector a8(®)

3.6.3 Statistics of Relative Velocity

The drag force term o f eqiiation (3.43) requires the calculation, in the local member 

coordinate system, of the linearised drag force coefficient, C*d ( x ) ,  as it varies along each 

member. To compute this it is, therefore, first necessary to calculate the standard 

deviations and cross-standard deviations o f the components o f relative velocities, X2 and 

t3, at integration points along each member. The following approach is adopted.
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Ignoring components o f  water particle velocities that are tangential to member axes, the 

vector o f water particle velocities, in local member coordinates, at a point along a member 

is given by equation (3.66) as

' o ' ■ y w '
’ nl

V2 = [tL wm .

y w
' ' n 2 (3.94)

V a

0 0

From equations (3.63)-(3.65), the components o f the right hand side vector are ftinctions 

o f Vi'̂  and V3 and from equations (3.58) and (3.59) it can be shown that for a imit 

amplitude cosine gravity wave o f frequency co they are given by

Vi'̂  =  Vi Cos cot + V 2 Sin cot

V3 * = V 3 Cos cot + V 4 Sin cot (3.95)

Thus it can be shown that

V n^ = El Cos cot + E2 Sin cot

Vna”' = E3 Cos cot + E4 Sin cot

Vn3 '̂  = E5 Cos cot + Ee Sin cot (3.96)

Thus the components o f velocity normal to the member in the local member coordinate 

system is

V2 = E7 Cos cot + Eg Sin rat

vb = E9 Cos cot + Eio Sin cot (3.97)

From equation (3.91) it can be shown that the components o f structural velocities normal 

to the member in the local member coordinate system, due to the unit wave, are given by
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V = E„ Coscot + EjjSincot

(3.98)
w = EjjCoscat + Ei4 Siri(ot

From equation (3.97)-(3.98) the components o f  relative velocity at a point, due to a unit 

wave, can be written as

r, = V, -  V = E,,Cos(Dt + E.^Sincot

(3.99)
Tj = V3  -  w = Ei7 Coscot + EjgSincot 

Thus the receptances o f  the relative components are given by

« r 2  = E i5 - i E l 6

(3.100)

From linear spectral theory the spectra o f  the components o f  relative velocity resxilting 

jfrom a storm having an associated spectrum o f S,,(o)) are given by 

S,2(co) = (a,2)(ar2)*S^(o))

S,3 ((o) = (a , 3 )(a , 3 )*S,((o) (3.101)

S r 2 r 3 ( ® )  =  ( a r 2 ) ( « r 3 ) * S ^ ( 0 )

The variances and cross-variances o f  the relative velocities are then computed by 

integrating the above spectra over the frequency range and standard deviations obtained 

from these.

3.7 Linear Spectral Analysis Computer Model

A general-purpose computer based model has been developed to implement the 

methodology detailed in the above sections. The model has been developed so that any
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configuration of a lattice oflfehore structure can be analysed. The computer program is 

written in FORTRAN 90 and has been successfiilly implemented on a VAX mini-system 

and on a Pentium PC. For any particular structure the program is structured so that 

spectra of displacements for any degree of freedom of the structure are computed for any 

given input spectrum of sea-state. Thus, structure responses for a whole range of sea 

states may be examined. The program is developed to consider only unidirectional seas; 

however, analyses can be performed for storms incident on a structure from any particular 

direction.

The computer code is divided into three main computational blocks as summarised in 

Figure 3.5. Each of these computational areas is described below in detail.

3.7.1 Formulation of Coefficient Matrices

Many different methods have been developed to efiSciently formulate the coeflBcient 

matrices ia structural analysis programs. The program developed herein follows the 

structure described by Bathe (1996) using the active column storage scheme. The main 

steps involved in this methodology are presented in the flowchart in Figure 3.6 and the 

associated FORTRAN computer code as given in Appendix VII

The program first reads in the structure geometry by reading in the total number of nodes 

used to model the structiire and the coordinates of these nodes. Next the information 

defining the structural elements are read in. This data includes the connectivity, boundary 

conditions and material properties; each member being allowed different material 

properties. Six degrees of freedom are allowed at each element node, depending on the
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nodal constraints the specified boimdary condition determines whether a particular degree 

of fi'eedom is free or fixed.

Employing equation (3.46) and using the input data, the element stif&iess matrix and mass 

matrix are defined; when entrained water and marine growth are relevant they are also 

incorporated into the element mass matrix. For each member a transformation matrix is 

computed which relates a vector in the global co-ordinate system to the vector expressed 

in local member co-ordinates. Using these matrices, the mass and stififiiess matrices are 

then transformed so that they are expressed in terms of the global co-ordinate system. 

They are then assembled into the global mass and stiffiiess vectors. The storage scheme 

used to store these vectors makes use of the symmetrical and bounded properties of the 

element matrices and is explained below.

Consider the upper part of the structure stiffiiess matrix in global co-ordinate, given by 

[K]as

Skyline

[K]=

k , 2 0 0 0

k j 2 k j 3 k j 4

k j a ^ 3 4 0

k ^ 4 ^45

Symmetrical

(3.102)

The storage scheme employed in this development is to store only the entries below the 

skyline of matrix [K] fi-om the upper portion of [K], known as the active columns of [K],
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in a one-dimensional array, A. Thus less than half of all entries are retained in vector A. 

In order to keep track of these entries a specific procedure for addressing the elements of 

[K] in A is used.

column i is defined as the variable m,. Thus, for each column the set of variables m, define 

the skyline of the matrix as shown in equation (3.102). Also define the variable

as the column height associated with column i. In general, the column heights will vary 

fi-om column to column, thus for efficiency it is important not to include any zeros outside 

the skyline. Obviously, the zeros within the skyline are stored as they may subsequently 

be acted upon to become non-zero.

When the column heights are determined, all the elements below the skyline a stiffiiess 

matrix [K] are stored in the one-dimension array A. The following expression illustrates 

the locations in A that these elements are allocated for a hypothetical situation laid out as 

they would appear in a matrix.

In the [K] matrix of equation (3.102) the row number of the first non-zero element in

(3.103)

[K] =

A(l) A(3) A(9)
A(2) A(5) A(8)

A(4) A(7) A(15)
A(6) A(11) A(14)

A(10) A(13)
A(12) A(17) 

A(16)
A(18)_

(3.103)
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Thus, for this problem the storage vector A has the following entries

A =

A(l)

A(18)

(3.104)

Thus, for the above case the 64 entries in an 8 x 8 stiffiiess matrix are stored in the 18 

entries o f A.

In addition to defining A and CHi, it is also necessary to define a vector, LA which stores 

the locations where the diagonal elements o f [K] are placed in A. Thus, the location of 

the î** diagonal on [K] in A is stored in IA(i). Therefore, using the three vectors. A, CH 

and lA , the location o f each element o f [K] be easily located in A. The same procedure 

as the above is also used to efficiently store the global element mass matrix expressed in 

global coordinates.

The computer code consists o f a main program, SPEC, and associated subroutines. The 

links between the various routines are shown schematically in Figure 3.7 and the routines 

are briefly described below.

Speclin

This is the main routine that controls the overall structure o f the program. This program 

opens relevant input and output data files, initialises various working vectors and sets up a 

pointer system which monitors the locations o f the variables in the main working vectors. 

Spec stores input data and element-generated data efficiently in either o f two vectors: A 

stores real variables and lA  stores integer variables. Pointers are defined to enable the
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storage locations of these data to be tracked as outlined above. Speclin calls the relevant 

subroutines to perform specific functions.

Input

This routine reads in the X, Y, and Z co-ordinates of each node of the structure and a flag 

to indicate the free degrees of freedom at each node. The total number of equations to be 

solved is also computed here.

Elcall

This routine loops over all different element groups.

Beamel

This routine allows the user choose the type of finite element being used; in this case only 

beam elements are used but other elements can easily be coded in.

Storbeam

In this routine storage space is set aside for the element stif&iess and mass matrices for

beam elements

Beam

Beam is called tAvice during an analysis; the first time it is called the element material 

properties and element connectivities are read in. The second time Beam is called it 

performs the following functions:

* computes local member axes

* defines element stiflfiiess matrices

* defines element mass matrices -  including marine growth and entrained water 

where relevant

* includes soil stiffiiess if member is in foundation

* includes point masses where relevant
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* computes member-to-global transformation matrix

* expresses matrices in global coordinates 

Diagad

This routine calculates the addresses of the diagonal elements in the banded matrix whose 

column heights are known.

Heights

Here the column heights associated with each element stiffiiess and mass matrices are 

computed to define the skyline of-the matrices.

Assembl

In this routine the upper triangular element stiB&iess and mass matrices are assembled into 

the compacted global vectors.

3.7.2 Solution of the Eigenproblem

3.7.2.1 Subspace Iteration

In Section 3.4 it is stated that use is made of the system eigenvectors and eigenvalues to 

solve the general equations of motion (3.47). In this section the methods used to 

compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are presented.

Equation (3.47) with damping ignored and the global forces set to zero reduces to the 

undamped free vibration problem as given by

[ M ] ,U ,+ [K ] ,U ,= 0 (3.105)

The solution to equation (3.105) can be postulated to be of the form

U = <|)Sin(tot) (3.106)

where



(|) is a vector o f order n

t is the time variable

CO is the frequency o f vibration, rads/s)

By substituting equation (3.106) into equation (3.105) the generalised eigenproblem is 

obtained as follows

[K](|> = G)'[M](j> (3.107)

where the subscript g is dropped for convenience.

It can be shown that the solution to the generalised eigenproblem yields the n

eigensolutions (coî , <j>i) , (coâ , <|)2) ,  (coâ , (̂ n), where the vector <J)i is the i*'' mode shape

and coi is the corresponding frequency o f vibration.

The matrix [O] is defined such that its columns are the eigenvectors i|)i, and the diagonal 

matrix [Q] is defined such that the entries on the diagonals are the squares o f the 

eigenvalues cOi, that is



The subspace iteration technique, as detailed by Bathe (1996), that is used to solve the 

undamped free vibration problem,, is very similar to vector inverse iteration, and thus 

inverse iteration is briefly described.

Consider the general eigenproblem from equation (3.107)

[K](|) = a)2[M](l)

re-written as

[K]<j> = X[M](|) (3.110)

Assume an initial trial vector Xi for <j>i and a value o f unity for X ,  then the right hand side 

of equation (3.110) may be re-written for the first mode shape as

R i=[M ]X j (3.111)

Since X | is arbitrary we can re-write equation (3.110) as

[K]X2 =[M ]X, = R , (3.112)

where equation (3.112) is solved for X2 to obtain a better approximation to the 

eigenvector (|)i than Xi was.

The inverse iteration procedure then continues by using the last approximation to <|)i to 

determine a revised right hand side as in equation (3.110) and then to compute a new 

approximation until convergence is reached. Proof o f convergence to the first and 

subsequent eigenvectors is presented in Hurty and Rubenstein (1964).

The subspace iteration technique is widely used in engineering practice and is particularly 

suited when it is required to determine the lowest few eigenvalues and eigenvectors o f
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large finite element systems. The basic steps involved in solving for p eigenvectors and 

eigenvalues are:

(1) Establish q starting iteration vectors, where q > p.

(2) Use simultaneous inverse iteration on the q vectors and Ritz analysis to compute the

"best" eigenvalue and eigenvector approximations for the q iteration vectors.

(3) After convergence the Sturm sequence check is performed to verify that the

required eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors have been calculated.

In this approach the iteration is equivalent to iterating v̂ dth a q-dimensional subspace 

rather than simultaneous iteration with q individual iteration vectors. The starting vectors 

span the subspace Ei and iteration continues until, to sufficient accuracy, the subspace 

defined by the eigenvector, £« is spanned.

To iterate fi’om one subspace to the next, the following algorithm is used in a manner 

analogous to the vector iteration method.

The following equation is solved for [y L

The Rayleigh-Ritz procedure is next invoked to maintain reasonable sizes of the numbers 

in the calculations and to orthoganalise the vectors. Thus, the (k + 1)®‘ generalised co

ordinate stififiiess and mass matrices are written as

(3.113)

where approximation to [t ] after iteration k and

approximation to [l ]in iteration (k+1).
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[KK« = [y ]L,[k ][y ],„ (3.114)

and

[M ],..= [y ]',,[M ][y ] ,„  (3,115)

The eignproblem of the generalised matrices are then solved,using the generalised Jacobi 

technique, for the generalised co-ordinate mode shapes in the (k + 1)®* iteration, from

(3.116)

The improved approximation to the eigenvectors, from the Rayleigh Ritz procedure, is 

given by

[Y lk..= [Y L ,[Q ],., (3.117)

For sufficient nvimbers of iterations Bathe (1996) states that, in general,

[Y]k.i (3.118)
and

[A ]i„-> [A ] (3.119)

Bathe (1996) also states, however, that there is no formal proof that the subspace 

iteration method always converges to the eigenpairs.

3.7.2.2 Starting Iteration Vectors

It has been shown that starting iteration vectors should be constructed to excite those 

degrees of freedom with which large mass and small stif&iess are associated. Based on
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this observation the following algorithm has been used for the selection of the starting 

iteration vectors.

In the first iteration, the first column in [M] [Y]i is the diagonal of [M], thus all mass 

degrees of fi-eedom are excited. The other columns of [M] [Y]i, are unit vector with the 

entry (+1) at the degrees of fi-eedom with the smallest ratios of (kii / mii)

where

kii is the entry on the i**" diagonal of the stif&iess matrix 

niii is the entry on the i*** diagonal of the mass matrix

3.7.2.3 Convergence

The starting vectors described above have been found to give good results in practice. 

Now although, as observed above, there is no formal proof that this method converges, 

the following convergence criteria have been found to work well in practice. To 

determine if convergence to the required eigenpairs has been attained assume that in 

iterations (k-1) and (k) eigenvalue approximations and i=l,....p have been 

calculated. Convergence is considered to have been reached when

where

to l= 1 0 '^ ^

k+l
<tol (3.120)

and the eigenvalues will be accurate to 25 digits.
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During any iteration, k, equation (3.116) is solved for [Q]t+i using the generalised Jacobi 

method. After convergence has been reached and the p eigenvectors and eigenvalues 

computed, it is necessary to check that these eigenpairs are the p lowers pairs. This is 

ascert£uned by applying a Sturm sequence check to the computer eigenvalues. This 

involves using the Sturm sequence property of the characteristic polynomials of the 

problem

[Kl®] =

at a shift [i, where is j\ist larger than the largest eigenvalue. If [K] -  (a[M] is factorised

into [L][D][L]^iising Gauss factorisation, then the number of negative elements in [D] is 

equal to the number of eigenvalues smaller than \i. Thus, the case in the case in question 

there should be p negative elements in [D].

Further details of this technique are presented in Bathe (1996), the associated FORTRAN 

code, which has been revised to ensure numerical stability, is given in Appendix VIII for 

completeness.

3.7.3 Evaluation of Receptances and Spectra of Structural Displacements

The main computational features of the subroutines in Block III are outlined below in 

Figure 3.8 and the FORTRAN code is given in Appendix VII. Because of the non-linear 

drag force term, the system receptances are fimctions of the relative velocities. However, 

initially the structural velocities are unknown and, therefore, an iterative procedure must 

be used, this is shown clearly in the flowchart of Figure 3.8.

As outlined above in Section 3.6.2 the ;mit wave method is used to compute the system 

receptances. The consistent nodal forces on any member, as described in equation (3.46),
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are obtained by integrating functions of water particle velocities and acceleration over the 

length of the member. Because these cannot be analytically evaluated, nimierical 

integration is used to compute the forces. Thus, each finite element is divided into a 

nimiber of integration points and the nodal forces are calculated using the Simpson’s 

composite rule, Carnahan et al (1969).

Brief descriptions of each of the main subroutines are presented below.

This routine computes the spectrum of water surface elevations for either the Jonswop or 

Pierson-Moskowitz formulations over the frequency range of interest at discrete 

frequencies. These are the most commonly used synthetic spectra for North Sea sea- 

states and are defined respectively as

(i) Pierson-Moskowitz Spectrum

Spec

(3.121)

where

a  = 8.1 X 10'̂

p = 0.74

W = wind speed, m/s

(ii) JONSWAP
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The JONSWAP spectrum constitutes a modification to the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum 

to account for the effects of limited fetch and to provide for a more sharply peaked 

spectrum

gg exp
r  n - 4  

(0

(3.122)

where

y = 3.30 (mean value) 

f  ( \ 2  ^
a = exp

X = 0.07 © < ©0

X = 0.09 © > ©0

a  = 0.076(X^

X = fetch

may vary firom 1 -7

The routine also allows the user to input a recorded spectrum in the form of discrete 

ordinates at corresponding fi*equencies. Spectrum ordinates are specified at user defined 

fi'equency intervals, usually 0.04rads/s.

Storage

Many of the variables used throughout Block III are efficiently stored in a single vector. 

This routine sets up the required storage space and a series of pointers locating where 

these data will be stored.
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Initial

This routine computes the co-ordinate transformations between the structure global co

ordinate system and the wave co-ordinate system, [T]gw and also the co-ordinate 

transformations between the wave co-ordinate system and the local member co-ordinate 

system, [T]wm- These transformations are required to express the coordinates at 

integration points in the wave coordinate system.

At each frequency a check is carried out to ascertain if the frequency represents a wave in 

deep water or shallow water. If .the wave is in deep water, the associated wave number 

required by equations (3.56) -  (3.57) is computed by

k = —  (3.123)
coL

where

(gT')

T = wave period

When the wave is not in deep water, the following dispersion relationship is used to 

compute the wave number

CO = gktanh(kd) (3.125)

where ® = wave frequency 

d = water depth

For a given water depth and wave frequency, equation (3.125) cannot be solved explicitly 

for k, the Netwon-Raphson iterative method is thus used to solve for k as follows:
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. . f(k.) *“r(n
where n = iteration number

fî kn) in general is a fiinction of k„ 

f  ‘ ( k n )  is the derivative of f ( k n )  with respect to k n  

Repeated iterations of equations are performed until convergence is reached; this 

procedure is carried out in the function sub-program Waveno.

In equation (3.46), the linearised drag force coefiBcient uses the standard deviation of the 

relative velocity at an integration point. During the first iteration the variances of relative 

velocities are set to the respective variances of water particle velocities at the integration 

points. The variances of water particle velocities are obtained fi-om linear Airy wave 

theory and the spectrum of sea state by munerical integration.

The cross-variances of generalised velocities are required to compute the equivalent 

diagonalised hydrodynamic damping matrix in equation (3.53), initially these are set to 

zero. Structural velocities and accelerations are also initialised to zero.

Cbarj

The linearised drag coeflScient in equation (3.30) is computed in this subroutine at each 

integration point. In order to compute C*d(x)  the double integral of equation (3.32) must 

be numerically evaluated, namely:

(f(x,y)) = £  £f(x ,y)p(x,y)dxdy

It was foimd that, though the limits of integration are between (» and -°o , practical limits 

of between +/- 3 standard deviations of relative velocity components appeared sufficient 

for convergence and was used for all results presented herein.
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Addamp

The element hydrodynamic damping matrix obtained from equation (3.46) is computed 

using numerical integration over the length of the member. This element matrix is next 

expressed in the global coordinate system using the appropriate coordinate transformation 

matrix.

The norm of the difference between the global hydrodynamic damping matrix of the 

current iteration and the previous is computed, if it is less than a preset value convergence 

is considered to have been achieved and results are output, otherwise the computation 

proceeds to next iteration.

Assem

The element hydrodynamic damping matrix expressed in global coordinates is assembled 

into the global damping matrix.

Modal

The generalised damping matrix of equation (3.53) is constructed.

Force

The element force vectors of equation (3.77) are computed using numerical integration. 

The nodal forces are obtained by using the composite Simpson’s Rule to integrate the 

distributed forces over the length of each. The element force vectors are transformed into 

the global coordinate system and assembled into the correct locations of the global force 

vectors. The global force vectors are acted upon by the matrix of eigenvectors to obtain 

the generalised force vectors of equation (3.80).

The generalised displacements, as defined by equations (3.88) and (3.88), are next 

computed.
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Finally, the variances of relative velocities and cross-variances of generalised 

displacements are computed from the input spectrum and the computed displacements. 

Results

The procedure used in Speclin is iterative since the revised drag force coefficient requires 

knowledge of relative velocities. Thus, as shown in Figure 3.8, after each iteration the 

drag force coefficients are revised and the hydrodynamic damping matrix updated. 

Convergence is considered to have been reached when the difference between the norms 

of the hydrodynamic damping matrix of the current iteration and the previous iteration is 

less that a set tolerance. When convergence has been reached spectra and standard 

deviations of displacements are output to file.
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CHAPTER 4

APPLICATION OF THE LINEAR SPECTRAL MODEL

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter details are presented of a nnmber of applications of the linear spectral analysis 

computer model, SPECLIN, developed in Chapter 3. The various applications have been 

chosen in order to validate the model as fully as possible and to consider effects of leg 

spacing on response spectra.

The validation exercise was carried out in two stages: when computing the system 

receptances the model makes use of the system eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the mode 

superposition method, thus during the first stage of the procedure the eigensolver of the 

program was tested. Two test cases are considered to validate the eigensolver. Firstly, a 

model is constructed of a typical offshore jacket platform and the first five eigenpairs 

computed using SPECLIN and the commercially available software ASAS. The results fi'om 

the two analyses are then compared. The eigensolver is also validated by developing a model 

of an existing gas production platform for which the first five natural frequencies and mode 

shapes are known. SPECLIN is then used to compute the natural fi-equencies and mode 

shapes and the results compared with the known values. Offshore platforms are designed so 

that some hollow cylindrical members are flooded and others are dry, however, during the 

course of their lifetime dry members may become flooded due to material failure. The global 

mass matrix of an offehore structure is a fiuiction of the entrained water and hence, so are the
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natural firequencies and mode shapes. SPECLIN was used to consider the effect on natural 

frequencies when various members are flooded or dry.

The second stage of the validation exercise consists of calculating response spectra for a 

number of different structures and comparing the results with either other solution schemes 

or measured spectra. The models developed in stage two of the validation exercise range 

from a simple cantilever to an existing gas production platform with over a thousand degrees 

of freedom. The different analyses presented in this section illustrate that the model is 

correctly coiiqjuting response spectra of displacement.

It is generally known that the spacing of the main legs of an offshore jacket structure can 

cause phasing effects on incident loads on the legs. This physical effect means that the 

overall response of an offshore structure is a function of the main leg spacings of the 

platform. The computer model developed in this study has been used to analyse this phase 

effect and to consider how optimum leg spacings may reduce overall structural response. A 

simple portal frame model has been developed by Mitchell (1996) who applied SPECLIN to 

illustrate this phasing effects by considering receptances and response spectra for portal 

frames with different leg spacings. Finally, the effect of changes in the angle of incidence of a 

storm on receptance functions for a space frame due to leg phase effects are assessed.

4.2 Eigensolver Analyses

The eigensolver used in SPECLIN has been used to compute the natural frequencies and 

mode shapes for various structvires, both on land and immersed in water. Two analyses are 

presented below to validate the accuracy of the solver used and a frjrther analysis is 

performed to consider effects o f entrained water on natural frequencies.
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4.2.1 Eigensolver Validation - Analysis 1

Angelides (1978) devised a test structvire on which to perform various spectral model studies, 

the mode shapes and natural frequencies of this structure were calculated using SPECLIN 

and AS AS. Line drawings of two orthogonal side elevations of this doubly symmetric steel 

jacket structure are shown in Figure 4.1.

The structure was defined with 137 node points connecting 418 members. Each node point 

was allowed six degrees-of-freedom; the total number of free degrees-of-freedom was 750, 

giving coefficient matrices o f order 750x750. The structural elements are all tubular hollow 

sections of high strength steel, with external diameters ranging form 914mm to 2286mm and 

wall thickness ranging from 19mm - 57rmn. Details of member sizes, dimensions and 

connectivities are given in Angelides (1986). The deck superstructure was modelled by 

specifying lumped masses at the nodes at the top of the structure which contribute only to the 

relevant translational degrees of freedom. The structure is considered to be fully fixed at the 

mudline.

The first five natural frequencies and mode shapes were calculated for the above structure 

using the two software packages by Mitchell (1996) and the results are given below. Table

4.1 shows a comparison between the results from both analyses and the percentage difference 

between both methods; this comparison shows that there is very close agreement between the 

natiiral frequencies as computed by the two different programs.

Both programs also predicted the same mode shapes for associated frequencies; these mode 

shapes are presented in Figures 4.2 -  4.6 below. The first four of the above mode shapes
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contribute to overall structure motions, whereas the fifth mode contains only vibrations of 

some local members at the top o f the structvire.

Mode ASAS
(rads/sec)

SPEC
(rads/sec)

Difference
%

1 6.305 6.078 5.3
2 9.523 9.676 1.6
3 11.148 10.287 8.4
4 13.240 12.502 5.9
5 17.569 18.386 6.4

Table 4.1. - Comparisoii of Natural Frequencies

4.2.2 Eigensolver Validation - Analysis II 

4.2.2.1 Kinsale Platform Alpha

The second validation exercise was carried out on an existing platform. Kinsale Gas Head 

Production Platform Alpha consists o f an eight-legged steel jacket structure which supports 

the accommodation module, production deck and ancillary systems associated with gas 

production operations. The structure is located off the southern Irish coast, as shown in 

Figure 4.7, and hence is exposed to a relatively harsh wave environment. It is generally 

considered that current induced loadings are insignificant at the site relative to wave induced 

loadings.

A schematic diagram of the platform is presented in Figure 4.8. The horizontal dimensions of 

the platform at cellar deck level are approximately 53m x 25m. The total height of the 

platform above the seabed is approximately 122m and it is located in approximately 92m of 

water at low water spring tide. The foundation material is a very stiff chalk having a Young’s
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modulus of approximately 3x10® N W ; a 3m layer of sand overlies this chalk. The main 

piles anchoring the platform to the seabed were driven 12m into the chalk and were fiirther 

anchored by drilled and grouted insert piles which extend to about 48m into the chalk. The 

eight main jacket legs are 1560mm in diameter, which are braced by horizontal and raking 

tubular sections and I-beams as shown in Figure 4.8. Eolas, the Irish offshore certification 

authority, carried out a structural monitoring project to determine certain dynamic 

characteristics of the platform, see Brennan (1983); from the study the first five natural 

frequencies and mode shapes were estimated. A brief outline of the monitoring project is 

presented below, further details of the structure and the structural monitoring project can be 

found in Brennan (1983).

4.2.2.2 Monitoring Objectives and Methodology

The primary purposes of the monitoring project were: (i) to obtain information that could be 

used to calibrate and validate numerical models and (ii) to investigate correlations between 

ocean surface waves and structural responses. To achieve these objectives, a programme 

was devised to obtain information regarding dynamic response characteristics of the structure 

in both the time-domain and frequency-domain. The frequency-domain data that was 

required from the monitoring programme is:

• the estimation of the fimdamental normal modes of vibration of the structure.

• the determination of degree of correlations between records of wave heights and

record of structioral accelerations.
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The principal components of this work concentrated on the determination of the prevailing 

environmental conditions and the deflected shapes of the platform associated with these 

conditions.

Environmental Conditions'. Hydrodynamic loads had to be estimated as they could not be 

measured directly. Continuous time-histories of sea surface elevations were recorded for 

selected 17-minute intervals which allowed estimates of wave loadings be performed. 

Current velocities were estimated from measurements made by the Institute of 

Oceanographic Science.

Deflected shape: Three pairs of accelerometers were installed on the structure above the 

water level. These recorded continuous time-histories of structural accelerations in two 

mutually perpendicular horizontal directions for selected 17-minute periods. A computer 

program subsequently converted these to displacement records, thus providing time traces of 

the deflection of the structure at three locations.

4.2.2.3 Accelerometer Deployment

Accelerometers were deployed on the platform as part of the monitoring project to measure 

structural responses during storm conditions. Offshore structures subjected to sea waves 

experience dynamic forces having typical associated frequencies of 0.1 - 0.2 Hz, and 

frequencies in storms, when accurate measurement is most important, can be expected to be 

as low as 0.05 Hz. The accelerometer chosen to meet these requirements was the 

SUNSTRAND Q-flex servo-accelerometer, type QA 1300. The main features of the overall 

data acquisition system were:
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Continuous recording for a minimum of 6 hours 

Detection limits of wave heights 0 -  30m 

Detection limits of wave fi'equencies 0.02Hz -  0.5Hz 

Detection limits of accelerations lO'^g -  0.3g 

To achieve the project objectives, it was decided to deploy accelerometers at three fixed 

locations which automatically recorded data at predetermined times. The relatively small 

number of locations precluded the possibility o f estimating any but the first few fimdamental 

modes of vibration. However, this constraint was not considered too stringent since most 

structural motion generally occurs in these fimdamental modes.

Having decided that accelerometers were to be deployed at three locations, it was relatively 

easy to choose the locations. The three positions ought not to be in the same plane, they 

should be separated as far as feasible about the structure, and they should be above water to 

avoid complications due to diving. One set was thus placed at the centre of the cellar deck 

on one of the legs, another at the same level on a comer leg. The third was placed at the 

lower, spider deck, level on the same pile. In this way translation of the structure in both 

directions could be picked out, as could the first torsion mode. Higher order pile bending 

modes could also be discerned. The accelerometer deployment locations are shown in Figure 

4.9. The accelerometer located at the lower level is biaxial, the other two accelerometers are 

triaxial, which made possible, if desired, the study of vertical movements of the platform.

4.2.2.4 Sea-State Measurement

A water surface elevation recorder, wavestaff, was deployed to allow correlations be made 

between hydrodynamic loads and structural response. The instrument was a simple unit
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consisting of two parallel wires carrjdng a current and passing through the sea surface. The 

current passes down one wire, across the sea surface and up the second wire. As the sea 

surface level changes, so does the total resistance in the circuit. A voltage is measured which 

can be calibrated to indicate the sea surface elevation above a defined base.

Wave direction was not recorded, however, the Irish Meteorological Service provided 

estimates of wave direction based on calculations using wind data. This method proved quite 

successfiil and appeared to be adequate, particularly when complemented by the information 

contained in the accelerometer records. The location of the deployment of the wavestaff is 

shoAvn in Figure 4.9.

4.2.2.S Normal Modes Estimation

Many data sets were recorded during the project and these were used to estimate the natural 

fi^equencies and mode shapes of the platform. Plots of sections of the wave height records 

and corresponding records of structure accelerations in the longitudinal direction of the 

structure at cellar deck level are shown in Figure 4.10 for two storms.

The first data set above was recorded over a 17-minute period during which the prevailing 

wave direction was fi’om the west and the significant wave height during this storm was 

7.0m. The second data set was recorded over a 17-minute period during which the prevailing 

wave direction was again fi'om the west and the significant height was 2.5m.

An inspection of a typical wave trace, such as those above, shows that wave heights and 

periods are random functions of time, only capable of being fully described by the use of 

spectral methods. It is, consequently, difficult to adequately define structural response by 

deterministic methods. Hence, in order to estimate the natural fi'equencies of the platform, it
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was necessary to convert time traces of the recorded structure response accelerations into 

spectra and then the perform analysis in the frequency domain.

Determination of the natural frequencies of Kinsale Platform Alpha was achieved by 

analysing the signals from the accelerometers using cross-correlation techniques. The cross

correlation analysis were carried out on records associated with seas of very different 

intensities, although the normal mode frequencies were not expected to change with the 

intensity of the sea state.. In particular, the following functions of displacements 

cross-spectral density magnitudes 

cross-spectral density phases 

coherence functions

were obtained from the accelerometer recordings and analysed to estimate the eigenpairs, 

Brennan (1983). The results obtained from assessing the above functions are present in Table 

4.2. The mode shapes presented in Table 4.2 are qualitative estimates of the actual mode 

shapes, since in order to accurately qviantify the mode shapes many more accelerometers 

would need to be deployed throughout the structure.

Mode Number Frequency
(rads/s)

Mode Shape

1 0.756 Main Translation
2 0.756 Transverse
3 1.03 Main Torsion
4 1.73 Higher Order
5 1.98 Higher Order

Table 4.2 -  Estimated Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes
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4.2.2.6 Computation of Normal Modes

A detailed model developed for Platform Alpha using SPECLIN was used to compute the 

first five natural fi-equencies of the platform. The structural model developed for this analysis 

consisted of 239 nodes and 724 beam elements. Because the platform is founded in stiff 

chalk, the main legs are considered to be encastre at the seabed, this assumption was 

incorporated into the model by. The model was represented in total by 1188 firee degrees-of- 

fi-eedom; line drawings of the finite element model are shown in Figure 4.11.

The main legs of the platform are comprised of composite sections with an insert pile inside 

each leg and the annulus between the leg and pile is grouted. Also, the eight main legs of the 

platform are flooded and were specified accordingly in the model, all other hollow members 

were assumed to be dry internally. A schematic diagram of a cross-section through a typical 

main leg this is shown in Figure 4.12. This composite cross-section is incorporated into the 

model.

The topside modules such as the accommodation units were included as translational lumped 

masses at the top nodes of the model. The risers transporting the gas fi:om the seabed to the 

production deck are loosely connected to the structure and are also included as lumped 

masses at the relevant nodes; it is assumed that the risers do not provide any stiffiiess to the 

structural system. The finite element model has been developed only for beam elements, thus 

the plates at the deck level are not included. The primary effect of the plates with respect to 

the current model is that they provide large lateral resistance at the top of the platform This 

large stifiBiess is achieved in this model by specifying beams with high moments of inertia, this 

increases the structural stiflSiess but does not affect structural mass. To accurately model the
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structure, 90 different material property types were specified and the relevant type assigned 

to each of the 724 beam elements.

SPECLIN was run for the model of Kinsale Platform Alpha detailed above and the first five 

natural fi’equencies and mode shapes computed. Table 4.3 presents a comparison of the 

computed natural firequencies and those estimated fi*om the monitoring project.

Mode

Number. SPECLIN

Natural Frequencies (Hz) 

Estimated % Difference

1 0.703 0.756 7

2 0.756 0.756 0

3 0.896 1.03 13

4 1.945 1.73 12

5 2.149 1.98 8.5

Table 4.3 - Comparison of Computed and Estimated Natural Frequencies

By inspection of Table 4.3 it can be seen that there is good agreement between the computed and 

estimated fi-equencies. The maximum difiference between the two sets of values is 13%; such 

close agreement between model results and fi'equencies estimated fi"om a monitoring project for 

such a large structure is considered good validation.

The first five computed mode shapes are presented in Figures 4.13 — 4.17. The first two modes 

are translational modes about the two main horizontal axes of the structure, the third mode is a
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torsional mode and the fourth and fifth modes are bending modes about the two main horizontal 

axes of the structure. Table 4.4 presents a comparison between the computed mode shapes and 

those estimated from the monitoring project.

Mode No.

Mode Shapes 

Computed by Estimated from Monitoring 

SPECLE^ Project

1 Main Translation Main Translation

2 Transverse Translation Transverse Translation

3 Main Torsion Main Torsion

4 Main Bending Higher Order Mode

5 Transverse Bending Higher Order Mode

Table 4.4 -  Comparison of Computed and Estimated Mode Shapes

The comparisons presented in Table 4.4 illustrate that the computed mode shapes are in general 

agreement with the estimated ones.

As part of the structural monitoring project, the computer code ASAS was also used to compute 

the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structure, IIRS (1982). A comparison between 

the SPECLIN, estimated and ASAS computed natural frequencies are presented in Table 4.5. 

From inspection of Table 4.5 it is seen that both SPECLIN and ASAS computed frequencies 

differ from the estimated frequencies by about the same degree. The first five mode shapes 

computed by ASAS are the same as computed by SPECLIN and summarised in Table 4.4.
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Mode

Number. Estimated

Natural Frequencies (Hz) 

SPECLIN AS AS

1 0.756 0.703 0.7633

2 0.756 0.756 0.8530

3 1.03' 0.896 0.8820

4 1.73 1.945 1.512

5 1.98 2.149 1.726

Table 4.5 -  Comparison of Natural Frequencies of Kinsale Platform Alpha 

4.2.3 Effects of Entrained Water on Natural Frequencies

During the lifetime of a structure it is possible that some hollow member that are initially dry 

become flooded due to material failure, this additional entrained water will affect the system 

mass matrix and hence may affect the natural frequencies of the structure.

In this section the validated model, SPECLIN, was used to consider the effects of variations 

in hydrodynamic mass on the natural frequencies of Kinsale Platform Alpha. Only the &st 

five lowest natiiral frequencies and mode shapes were computed, corresponding again to the 

measured values. The sensitivity of the natural frequencies of the platform to the following 

scenarios were considered:

(1) main legs flooded

(2) all submerged members flooded.
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(3) no member flooded.

(4) structure in air.

For each of the four scenarios above the total system mass varies, Table 4.6 details the mass 

of the system for each of these situations.

Analysis No Analysis Description Mass (kg) *tti

1 Main Legs Flooded 1.029x10’ 1

2 All Members Flooded 1.374x 10’ 0.94

3 No Members Flooded 0.915 x 10’ 1.06

4 Structure in Air 0.818x10’ 1.21

M
a  • =  where M is the total mass for analysis no. 1 and Mj is the total mass for analysis no. i

Table 4.6 -  System Mass as a Function of Hydrodynamic Mass

In each of the four analysis outlined in Table 4.6 the mass due to the steel of the structure 

was 4.8625 x 10̂  kg and the mass of the platform superstructure was specified as being 

3.3175 X 10̂  kg. The total mass contributed to the system from fouling and marine growth 

was 0.2053 x 10̂  kg. The mass due to marine growth was estimated based on measurements 

taken during the monitoring project. The first five natural fi-equencies for each of these 

analyses are presented in Table 4.7 along with the percentage variation fi:om the respective 

firequencies of the prototype structure, namely analysis no. 1.
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Analysis

(i)

M O DE No.

1
Frequency

(Hz)
/3ij

2
Frequency

(Hz)
P2i

3
Frequency

(Hz)
Psi

4
Frequency

(Hz)
P4j

5
Frequency

(Hz)
P5j

1 0.7033 1 0.7559 1 0.8966 1 1.9446 1 2.1484 1

2 0.6966 0.99 0.7507 0.99 0.8864 0.99 1.7653 0.91 1.8391 0.86

3 0.7060 1.00 0.7582 1.00 0.8994 1.00 2.1176 1.09 2.1763 1.01

4 0.7111 1.01 0.7623 1.01 0.9041 1.01 2.5650 1.32 2.8989 1.35

where Py = Fy/ F, where F,j is the frequency of i* mode associated with the j* analysis and F is the 
frequency associated with analysis no. 1

Table 4.7 -  Effects of Hydrodynamic Mass on Natural Frequencies

In each case there is very little difference between the first three natural frequencies, although 

there is a significant variation in the total system masses. However, the natural frequencies 

associated with mode shapes four and five vary appreciably for different analyses. The first 

three mode shapes are dominated by large displacements o f the platform at deck level which 

are induced by topside masses such as accommodation modules and operational equipment. 

The fourth and fifth modes are main bending and transverse bending modes respectively and 

hence are more strongly influenced by the distribution o f masses throughout the structure. 

Since the hydrodynamic masses vary considerably throughout the structure for the different 

analyses, it is reasonable that such variations should affect the natural frequencies associated 

with mode shapes four and five. As expected, it can be seen that when ttj is larger than 1 the 

natural fi’equencies associated with the i* analysis are larger than the natural frequencies o f 

the prototype. Conversely, when a, is less than 1 the natural fî equencies associated with the 

i*** analysis are less than the natural frequencies of the prototype.
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4.3 Spectral Response Validation

The eigensolver is considered to be well-validated from the above exercises and the next step 

in the process is to validate the computer code that computes spectral responses. The model 

is validated against other numerical methods and against an estimated structural response 

spectrum measured during the structural monitoring of Kinsale Head Gas Production 

Platform Alpha. Details of this validation are presented below.

4.3.1 Spectral Response Validation - Analysis I

Brebbia and Walker (1979) developed an expression for the response spectrum for 

translational displacement at the top of a cantilever when subjected to a random storm event. 

When the cantilever is modelled as a single-degree-of freedom system the displacement 

spectrum at frequency (o, Su(co), is related the spectrum of force, Sf(o)), as follows

Su(co) = 1H(q))P Sf(o)) (4.1)

The receptance relating input and output spectra in equation (4.1) is given by

iH(0)r=
M"to"

-
/  \ 2 ' 2 (  \ 2

CO (0
< 1 - + 2 y  —

1 ( 0  J
_

(4.2)

where
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M is the system equivalent mass, incorporating hydrodynamic mass 

Or is the first natural fi'equency

Y is the critical dampiog ratio, incorporating hydrodynamic damping

The spectrum of force was obtained form the water surface spectrum assuming a linearised 

Morison’s equation. The sea state spectrum was computed iising a Pierson-Moskowitz 

spectrum as given by

W - wind speed (m/s) 

g -  gravity 

a  -  0.0081
»

P -  0.74

Brebbia and Walker applied their theory to calculate response spectra for the cantilever 

offshore structure shown in Figure 4.18; the same structure was also modelled in SPECLIN 

and the resulting response spectra compared.

The water-structure system shown in Figure 4.17 has the following properties:

(4.3)

where

Flexural rigidity El 2250x10^ Nm^

Cross-sectional area of member A 29m^

2
Cross-sectional area including marine growth Atot 78m
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Density of material o f member Pc 2.5x1 O^kg/m^

Outside diameter o f member and marine growth Dtot 10m

Drag coeflScient C d 1.0

Inertia coefficient C m 1.0

Lumped mass M o 2x\Q \g

The above structure was subjected to a storm event defined by using a wind speed, W, of 

20m/s in the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum; the spectrum of sea surface elevation is shown in 

Figure 4.19 below.

The response spectra of the displacement o f the top o f the cantilever were calculated using 

both methods. The results are presented in Figure 4.20 for the respone spectrum calculated 

using equations (4.1) and (4.2) and in Figure 4.21 for the response spectrum calculated using 

SPECLIN.

By inspection o f Figures 4.20 and 4.21 it can be observed that both spectra are similar in 

shape, each peaking at both the maximum storm energy fi-equency and at the first natural 

fi'equency of the structure, 1.2 rads/s. The integral o f a spectrum over its relevant fi-equency 

range resiUts in the variance of the random signal, fi-om which the standard deviation of the 

signal may be computed. In this case, the standard deviations for the displacement o f the top 

o f the cantilever as calculated by Brebbia and Walker and by SPECLIN are 0.314m and 

0.291m respectively. From the above analyses it is shown that SPECLIN is accurately able 

to calculate response for this simple offshore structures.
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4.3.2 Spectral Response Validation - Analysis II

The second validation of the SPEC model was performed against a spectral analysis carried 

out using ASAS on the three-dimensional space frame structure detailed in Section 4.2.1 

above. The structure is subjected to a random storm event as defined by the ISCC spectrum 

shown in Figure 4.22 below, see Angelides and Connor (1980).

For the pxirposes of this analysis it is considered that the storm is unidirectional and that the 

direction of wave propagation is orthogonal to the broadside of the structure as shown in 

Figure 4.23. Hydrodynamic coefficients of Cm = Cd = 1.0 and a 6% damping ratio was 

selected by Angelides and used here for both analyses.

Response spectra were computed by Mitchell (1996) using both ASAS and SPEC for 

translational displacements in the direction of wave propagation at three node points as 

shown in Figure 4.23. The results of the spectral analyses using both programs for node 1 

are presented in Figure 4.24 below, further comparisons are given iq Mitchell (1996). By 

inspection it is clear that the results form both analyses are quite similar. In both cases the 

spectra peak at about 0.4rads/sec, which is the frequency at which the water surface elevation 

spectrum peaks. Because the fundamental natural frequencies of the structure in this case are 

so large relative to the peak frequency of the sea state spectrum there is no resonant peak. 

Also, the shapes of the spectra as computed by ASAS and SPEC are very similar and both 

programs predict similarly decreasing response spectra at decreasing water depth from node 

1 to node 3, Mitchell (1996), as expected. However, there are some dififerences between 

them which is to be e)q)ected from two different numerical procedures.
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The standard deviations associated with the displacement spectra of the three nodes are 

presented in Table 4.8. Again the results show good agreement between the values 

computed using the two computational procedures with a maximum difference of 4%.

Node ASAS
(m)

SPEC
(m)

%
Difference

1 6.87E-03 6.601E-03 4
2 2.66E-03 2.66E-03 0
3 1.45E-03 1.41E-03 3

Table 4.8 - Comparison of Standard Deviations for Test Structure (Mitchell 1996) 

4.3.3 Spectral Response Validation - Analysis 111

The final validation of the spectral model was carried out on the Kinsale Head Gas 

Production Platform Alpha. As outlined in Section 4.2.2 above, a structural monitoring study 

was carried out on Kinsale Platform Alpha to determine some of its dynamic characteristics. 

In particular, one objective of the study was to relate input spectra of sea state to response 

spectra of structural displacements. During this study wave heights and structure responses 

were recorded simultaneously, fi-om these records spectra of sea surface elevations and top

side displacements were derived. During 9̂  ̂Oct 1981 wave heights of a storm incident on 

the platform were recorded, Figure 4.25 shows a time trace of wave heights that were 

recorded during part of the storm. The sea state record shown above in Figure 4.25 has a 

significant wave height of 7.2m and the estimated spectrum associated with this sea state is 

shown in Figure 4.26. The sea state spectrum shows that most of the energy contained
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within the storm is contained around the low frequency of O.lHz, this is typical of the energy 

distribution in gravity waves during such storms.

A structural model of Kinsale Platform Alpha was developed using SPECMOD as outlined 

above and spectra of displacements were confuted for all degrees of freedom throughout the 

structure due to the sea state spectrum of Figure 4.26. The waves incident on the structure 

during this storm were observed as being long crested waves such that the wave rays made an 

angle of 21° to the X-axis of the stmcture. Figvire 4.27 shows a schematic drawing of a plan 

view of the platform at mean water level and the angle between the structiire and the waves. 

Because the wave ray are not co-linear with global structure X-axis this is quite a rigorous 

test of the model as it also tests that part of the code which computes the transformation 

matrices between the wave and global coordinate systems.

During the structural monitoring project an accelerometer was located at the cellar deck level 

and recorded structural accelerations in the X direction. Part of the time trace of this record 

for the above storm is shown in Figirre 4.28. Brennan (1983) derived a spectrum of 

displacement associated with the spectrum shown in Figure 4.28, this is presented in Figure 

4.29.

By inspection of the response spectrum in Figure 4.29 it is seen that most of the dynamic 

response of the structure occurs at the frequency of the peak of the sea state spectrum, 

0.1 Hz, and that some lesser response occurs at the first natural frequency of the structure. It 

is expected that there will be little resonance since the frequency of the peak of the sea state 

spectrum and the first natural frequency of the structure are well separated.

Spectral displacements were calculated for the translational degree of freedom of the 

structure in the structure X direction at the cellar deck using SPECLIN. Following the
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recommendations of Brennan, the coefficients of mass and inertia used in the analysis were 

Cm=1.0 and Cd=1.0 and 3.5% modal damping was used. The system receptances were 

computed over the frequency range of 0 -  4Hz at a frequency interval of 0.04Hz, this 

frequency interval was foimd to be sufficiently refined so that good accuracy could be 

obtained achieved. The displacement spectrum computed by SPECLIN is presented in 

Figure 4.30.

By inspection of both spectra in Figures 4.29 and 4.30 it is seen that they are in excellent 

agreement, having similar shapes and peaking at similar values. The above illustrates that 

SPECMOD has accurately predicted the response of the top-side of Kinsale Alpha Platform 

dviring the storm that prevailed on the 9̂** October 1981. This is a very good test for the 

model and the author has not seen any model been validated in such a manner against the 

results of a monitoring study of an existing large jacket platform.

4.4 Effects of Leg Spacing on Structural Response

Many frequency domain analyses of fixed offshore lattice platforms are carried out as lumped 

analyses as opposed to consistent analyses; Brebbia and Walker (1979) illustrate such an 

approach. In a lumped analysis the structviral properties of the three-dimensional platform 

are reduced to equivalent properties of a cantilever having a few degrees of freedom. This 

section considers the spectral response of ofishore jacket structures due to incident long 

crested waves taking into account the effect of structure leg spacing on the phase of wave 

loading on different parts of the structure.
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Because a structure has a spatial extent in the direction of the propagation of a long-crested 

surface gravity waves phase differences due to these waves have effects on structural 

responses; these effects can best be illustrated by considering the response of a structure in 

the frequency domain. The liraiped analysis approach cannot incorporate such phasing 

eflfects because of the one-dimensional nature of the structural model and thus cannot be 

confidently used in the analysis of offshore structures. To illustrate the difference in resuhs 

between a structure modelled in one-dimension and a structure modelled in three-dimensions, 

typical receptance functions for the cantilever detailed in Section 4.2.1 and Kinsale Platform 

Alpha are presented in Figure 4.31 and 4.32 respectively.

It is seen from Figures 4.31 and 4.32 that the receptances are quite different in form from 

each other. The receptance ftmction for the cantilever is a regular fimction and it exhibits 

only one peak, which occurs at the first natural frequency of the cantilever which is typical of 

a receptance fimction for such a system.

The receptance fimction of Kinsale Platform Alpha is more complex in shape and exhibits 

many peaks and troughs. The peaks and troughs associated with the receptance of Kinsale 

Platform Alpha illustrate the phase effect of harmonic waves of different frequencies on 

structure response. These phase effects are due to the fact that different parts of the platform 

are submerged mder different parts of the wave simultaneously and, therefore, experience 

forces of different magnitudes and directions. For example, one leg may be vmder the crest of 

a wave generating a horizontal force in the direction of the wave ray when another leg is 

under a trough of the wave which is generating a force of similar magnitude but in the 

opposite direction. The net effect of the above example is that the overall structural motion 

is very small, this causes the troughs in the receptance fimctions in the above figures. This
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phenomenon can be important in determining the overall structural configuration during the 

design process and is consider in more detail below where the analyses of a portal frame and 

a space frame are presented.

Portal Frame Analysis

A model was developed of the portal frame shown in Figure 4.33, which is located in 75m of 

water and extends 25m to the top pf the superstructure, Mitchell (1996). The structure was 

modelled as an assemblage of 11 finite elements interconnected at 12 node points. At the 

two top nodes lumped masses are applied to represent effects of superstructure masses on the 

platform. Although the model is conceptually simple, and, therefore, easier to model, it 

contains many of the main features affecting the dynamic response of actual jacket platforms. 

For the purposes of this analysis it is considered that the structvire is fiiUy fixed at the seabed. 

The input wave spectrum is described by a Pierson-Moskowitz spectnmi, with a wind speed 

of 20 m/s. For simplicity, only the first two natural frequencies and the associated mode 

shapes of the portal frame were used in the analysis. The first two natural frequencies are 

1.2rads/s and 1.402rads/s respectively. The first mode shape is an-out-of plane oscillation of 

the frame and the second mode shape is an in-plane oscillation of the frame. In the analyses 

only the transfer fimctions of the top node of the portal frame in the direction of wave 

propagation will be considered. In the first analysis the direction of wave propagation is 

normal to the plane of the frame; the resulting transfer fiinction is shown in Figure 4.34. The 

transfer function consists of a single peak, occurring at the first natural frequency of the 

structure in the direction of loading, as expected. If the direction of wave propagation is now 

turned through 90°, most of the response occurs from the second mode and thus the second
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natural frequency is excited. The transfer ftinction due to the second storm, shown in Figure

4.35, shows this function is quite different in nature to than the one shown in Figure 4.34. 

No longer does it contain a single peak, but instead there are many peaks.

The transfer fiuiction shown in Figure 4.34 is a represented by a smooth curve peaking at the 

first natural frequency of the structure. Because the wave crests are parallel to the plane of 

the frame, the transfer function is not influenced by wave phasing effects. However, the 

irregular transfer function shown in Figure 4.35 is caused by dissimilar forces acting on the 

legs of the structiu-e from the long crested waves. At certain frequencies, the crest of a wave 

will be located at the center of one leg and the trough of the wave will be located at the 

center of the other leg; this condition causes exactly equal and opposite forces to be 

experienced at the respective legs simultaneously. These frequencies lead to a zero net 

displacement, no-load frequencies, of the structiire and thus the irregular type of transfer 

function results when waves of varying frequencies are applied to the structure.

The consequences of the no-load frequencies were considered in more detail by considering 

portal frames with leg spacings of 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 meters which were analysed using 

SPECLIN to consider optimum leg spacing. Again, a Pierson-Moskowitz input spectrum 

with wind speed 20 m/s was specified with the direction of wave propagation in the plane of 

the portal frames. During these analyses, only the second natural frequencies were excited, 

and these are listed in Table 4.9 for the various configurations.

The receptance fimctions obtained were similar in form in all cases to that shown in Figure

4.35. The frequencies for which the net horizontal loads are zero can easily be calculated 

from linear wave theory by determining the frequency of those waves that have multiples of
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Leg spacing (m) 20 30 40 50 60

2^nat. frequency 1.604 1.529 1.510 1.483 1.402
[rad/secj

Table 4.9 - Second Natural Frequencies for Various Leg Spacings

half their wavelengths equal to the leg spacing of the portal frames. Such frequencies were 

calculated for the five structures, Mitchell (1996), and the no-load frequencies as predicted 

by the SPECLIN receptances and linear wave theory are presented in Table 4.10. The results 

obtained from both methods were foimd to be in close agreement.

U' r
Spacih

'
30 m, '

' • ^
; 40 m fr 50 m ;

-
Frequenicy Theory " SPEC^i: Theory^ SPEC Theory SPEC _ Theory

m 1.24 1.24 1.01 i.ob 0.88 ' 0.88 0.79 0.80
(02 2.15 2.16 1.76 1.76 1.52 1.52 1.36 1.36
(03 2.78 2.80 1 1 1 2.28 1.96 1.96 1.76 1.76
(04 3.28 3.28 2.68 2.68 2.32 2.32 2.08 2.08
(Os 3.72 3.72 3.04 3.04 2.63 2.64 2.36 2.36
(06 4.12 4.12 3.36 3.36 2.91 2.92 2.60 2.60
(07 4.48 4.48 3.65 3.64 3.16 3.16 2.83 2.84
(Os 4.81 4.80 3.93 3.92 3.40 3.40 3.04 3.04
(09 7.12 7.12 4.18 4.16 3.62 3.60 3.24 3.24
(OlO 7.41 7.40 4.42 4.40 3.83 3.84 3.42 3.44

Table 4.10 - No-load Frequencies Computed by SPEC and Wave Theory
(Mitchell 1996)

Figure 4.36 presents a 3-dimensional plot of the transfer functions computed for each of the 5 

structures. It is worth considering the variations in the shapes of the transfer functions and
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comparing the peak ordinates of the various functions. When the legs spacing is relatively 

small then only high frequency waves will contribute to no-load conditions and thus over the 

frequency range of interest there will be few frequencies corresponding to this situation. As 

the leg spacing is increased the number of no-load frequencies also increases within the 

frequency range considered. When the leg spacings are at 20m, 30m, 50m and 60m it can be 

observed from Figure 4.36 that the transfer fimctions display one large peak occurring at the 

second natxiral frequency of the stmcture and some secondary peaks in between the no-load 

frequencies. However, the transfer fimction for the structure that has a leg spacing of 40m 

displays two similar size peaks either side of the second natwal frequency of the structure. 

The reason for this is that the second natural frequency of this latter structure occurs at 

1.52rad/sec which is a no-load frequency for this configuration of structure. Because of the 

coincidence of this natural frequency with a no-load frequency, there will not be any resonant 

behaviour at the natural frequency. This is an interesting situation and can be used when 

designing structures subjected to certain types of random vibrations to avoid resonance.

The spectra of response due to the applied Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum for each of the 

structures are shown in Figure 4.37. All the displacement response spectra show peaks 

occurring at the frequency of peak energy in the wave spectrvim, that is the first peak in each 

case. The structures with leg spacings at 20m, 30m, 50m and 60m also show relatively large 

spectral peaks at their second natural frequencies, whereas the structure with a leg spacing of 

40m shows two other peaks, one either side of it’s second natural frequency. It is noted that 

the structure having a leg spacing of 60m exhibits the largest peak of all analyses at its natural 

frequency. This maximum peak occurs because the structure’s natural frequency is the
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frequency at which a surface wave is exactly in phase with the leg spacing and hence 

maximum forces are experienced simultaneously on both legs.

The standard deviations of the structures with leg spacing up to 50m are provided in Table 

4.11. The standard deviations show that for the four structures considered the least 

displacement is expected for the structure with 40m leg spacing since the no-load frequency 

occurs at the natural frequency.

Leg spacing (m) 20 30 40 50 60

2^ nat frequency 1.604 1.529 1.510 1.483 1.402
[rad/sec]

Table 4.11 -  Standard Deviations for Various Leg Spacings

Space Frame Analysis

The second structure analysed vmder this section was a modified version of the space frame 

detailed in Section 4.2.1 above. The superstructure masses were adjusted so that the first 

five natiiral frequencies are as shown in Table 4.12.

Natural Frequency 1 2 3 4 5

[rad/sec] 2.5 5.4 6.9 8.67 9.23

Table 4.12 -  Space Frame Natural Frequencies
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This structure was then subjected to a number of separate storm events and the receptances 

of the displacements of the top of the structure in two orthogonal horizontal directions 

computed. Each storm event was defined by the sea-state spectrum presented in Figure 4.38, 

but the angle of incidence between the wave rays and the structure, a, as defined in Figure 

4.39, varied.

During the first storm a  is 0® and the displacement receptances in the Xg and Yg directions at 

the top of the structure are given in Figures 4.40 and 4.41. Figure 4.40 shows that the 

second mode of vibration is excited by this storm, as expected since this oscillation takes 

place in the plane of the propagation of the wave. It is also seen that at the second natural 

fi’equency the receptance is very small, as this firequency is a no-load fi’equency. Figure 4.41 

shows that the magnitudes of this receptance fijnction in the Yg direction are much less than 

the values in the Xg direction, as expected, with just a single peak being experienced at the 

first natural fi-equency.

During the second storm a is 45® and the displacement receptances in the Xg and Yg 

directions are given in Figures 4.42 and 4.43. Figure 4.42 shows that the second mode of 

vibration is excited by this storm, again, this is as expected since there is a wave force 

component acting in the Xg direction. It is also seen, again, that at the second natural 

firequency the receptance is very small. Figure 4.43 shows in this case that the magnitudes of 

this receptance fiinction in the Yg direction are much greater than the values in the Xg 

direction. This is expected since now the angle of wave attack is such that there is relatively 

quite a large force being applied in the plane of oscillation of the first mode shape.
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Similar results were obtained for other directions of wave propagation. Because SPECLIN 

can compute receptances due to waves propagating jfrom different directions the model can 

easily be extended to compute offshore structural responses due to short-crested waves.

4.4 Summary and Conclusions

The finite element based linear spectral response model developed in Chapter 3 was applied 

to various structures. The model eigensolver was first validated against a commercial 

program and against results from a monitoring survey and the spectral response model was 

also validated against a commercial program and results from the same monitoring survey. In 

all cases very good agreement was obtained between SPECLIN and the other available data. 

SPECLIN has been configured to run on a PC and the above analyses have been performed 

on a 330MHz Pentium PC. The eigenvectors of Kinsale Platform are computed in about one 

minute and the fiill spectral analysis is carried in 12 minutes, this demonstrates that the 

program is both accurate and computationally efScient. The linearised drag coefBcient 

developed in Section 3. provides a new analytical expression for this coefficient and this 

improvement over previous niraierically computed coefficients improves the accuracy and the 

efficiency of the model.

The program SPECLIN must iterate to the required solution because initially structural 

velocities are assumed to be zero; from the applications it has been found that the program 

converges after 4 iterations. It has also been observed that a maximum of 21 integration 

points are necessary to accurately compute the hydrodynamic forces induced on the 

structure.
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One of the most interesting results from the linear spectral analyses carried out above is the 

efifect of leg spacings on spectral responses through the receptance fimctions. To date the 

author is not aware of any analysis that has previously been performed to consider the effects 

of leg spacings on non-linear spectral responses and thus considers these effects in the next 

two chapters.

In the above analyses Airy wave theory was used to compute forces on structural members. 

It is important to realise that this wave theory has certain limitations and its range of 

application must be appreciated. Airy wave theory is based on the assumption that the wave 

height is small in comparison to the wavelength and the water depth. Because of this 

assumption the nonlinear terms which involve products of terms of order of the wave height 

are negligible in comparison with the remaining terms and the shape of the resulting wave 

crest is sinusoidal. Among the shortcomings associated with Airy wave theory are crest 

kinematics; Stokes second order shows that second order components at twice wave 

frequency are superimposed on the ftindamental components predicted by Airy wave theory 

inducing steeper crests and flatter troughs than are calculated using a sinusoidal profile. 

Also, Airy wave theory restricts the computation of forces in the vertical to the mean water 

line; other theories account for the vertical movement of the water line as the wave passes 

through the structure. However, although Airy wave theory has these and other 

shortcomings it is used regularly to solve practical engineering problems and, as shown 

above, is capable of producing accurate results.
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Figure 4.8 - Schematic Diagram of Kinsale Platform Alpha
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Figure 4.9 - Accelerometer Deployment
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Figure 4.11 - Finite Element Model of Kinsale Platform Alpha
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Figure 4.12 - Composite Cross-Section of Main Leg
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Figure 4.13 - Kiosate Pla.forn. Alpha Fin. Mode Shape
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Figure 4.14 - Kinsale Platform Alpha Second Mode Shape
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Figure 4.15 - Kinsale Platform Alpha Mode Shape Three
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Figure 4.16 - Kinsale Platform Alpha Mode Shape Four
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Figure 4.17 - Kinsale Platform Alpha Mode Shape Five
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CHAPTER 5

DEVELOPMENT OF A NON-LINEAR SPECTRAL

MODEL

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 the details of a linear spectral model for analysing offshore platforms was 

presented. The linear model was developed by equivalently linearising the Morison drag 

force term, thereby allowing linear spectral theory to be applied to the problem The 

relationship between sea state and structural displacements are not actually linearly related 

because of the non-linear drag force term and other nonlinearities of the wave kinematics.

In this chapter details are presented of a non-linear spectral model using a perturbation 

technique. In this development, some of the non-linear dependencies of excitation on 

wave kinematics through the drag force term are niaintained; again, linear Airy wave 

theory is used to describe the wave kinematics. The methodology is based on the 

modified Morison equation incorporating the effects of relative velocities and 

accelerations and the hydrodynamic damping terms are time varying. However, the latter 

terms are assumed small and thus the equations of motion are formulated as a system of 

successive linear time invariant equations for each successive term of the perturbation 

expansion.

In particular, this development is an extension of research carried out by Lipsett (1985) 

and Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan (1982) who considered the effects of non-linearities 

on single degree of freedom systems and lumped mass systems respectively. In Chapter 4
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it is shown that phasing effects due to leg spacings affect stractural responses. The non

linear model described herein has been developed to model structures in three-dimensions 

and is used to investigate the effects of leg spacing on spectral response due to the higher 

order harmonics in the force temx Previous researchers have not investigated these 

effects on the non-linear response of platforms.

5.2. Finite Element Formulation

The non-linear model is developed for planar jacket structures with vertical members of 

constant cross-sectional area only; these members are relatively easy to model but yet the 

effects of structure spatial extent can be fully assessed. A typical structural offshore 

platform that can be analysed using this model is shown schematically in Figure 5.1. The 

finite element method was used to compute nonlinear spectra of structural responses due 

to incident waves. The virtual work approach, as outlined in Chapter 3, is also used here 

to derive the governing equations of motion.

Consider a long-crested wave propagating in the X direction, the force at a point on a 

structure is again, using Morison’s equation, comprised of a drag force term and an 

inertia force term. Following the same approach as adopted in Section 3.3, the vector of 

drag force at a point on a member in the X-Z plane is given by

0 o '

(v2-v)|r| f
0 0
0 0
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Since only in-plane motions of vertical members are considered, then

H = |(v2 - v)| (5.2)

Now, following the methodology of Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan (1982), let

f(v2) = v2|v2| (5.3)

In order to find f  (V2 - v ), the Taylor series is used to expand f  (V2) about v , thus f  (v2- v ) 

can be written as

f(v , - v )  = f ( v , ) + ( - v ) f ' ( v , ) + l ^ f ' ( v 3 ) + ^ f ' ( v , ) + ....... (5.4)

It can be shown, Thomas and Finney (1980) that

f'(v2) = 2|v2l (5-5)

f'(v2) = 2sgn(v2) (5.6)

f"(v2) = 46(v2) (5.7)

Substitution equations (5.5) to (5.7) into equation (5.4) leads to

f(v2 - v )  = v2|v2l-2v]v2| + v ^ s g n (v 2 )-2 ^ 6 (v 2 )+ ....... (5.8)
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In equation (5.8) it is considered that the structural velocities are small relative to the 

water particle velocities, also the second and greater terms lead to hydrodynamic Hamping 

that is time varying and non-linear. The linear hydrodynamic damping component is 

generally considered the most significant term under storm conditions as shown by 

Rajagopalan and Eatock-Taylor (1982) from a stochastic averaging analysis. Thus 

equation (5.8) is reduced to

(v2 - v)|v2 - v| = V2|v2 |- 2 v|v2| (5.9)

The drag force vector o f equation (5.1) can thus be written as

F = C

0 0 0

V2|v 2 | - 2 v|v2|

0

oOII V2 V2 I 
0

+ C d
- 2 | v 2|v

0

0 0 0

(5.10)

If equation (5.10) is used to develop the equations o f motion o f a structural member then 

the second term on the right hand side would lead to a time varying damping matrix in a 

system o f linear coefficient matrices. The hydrodynamic damping is simplified by utilising 

statistical properties o f the water particle kinematics. Consider the water particle 

velocities to be zero mean stationery ergodic Gaussian random processes, then the 

expected value o f |v2|, Papoulis (1965), is
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-00

■exp
TtO

-00 2

r  ̂
-V2

,2â  ,V  ^ 2  /

'2ldV2

(5.11)

Thus, the hydrodynamic damping term of equation (5.10) may be re-written as

2 C „ |v , |v = 2C „e[v ,|]v+2C „|v ,|-e |v ,|I |v  =

,^ a .,v + 2 C ,

(5.12)

The first term on the right hand side of equation (5.12) represents constant hydrodynamic 

damping and is added to the corresponding structural damping terms on the left-hand side 

of the general equations of the motion analogous to the procedure adopted when 

developing the linear model. The second term represents the fluctuating component of 

hydrodynamic damping and ren^ins on the right side of the general equations of motion.

Beam elements are used to represent structural members, as for the linear model. 

Applying the finite element method to the water-structure system, analogous to the 

development of Section 3.3, the governing equations of motion may be written as follows 

for a member of the structure
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1
' o '

I
“ o '

1

|M]U" + [c ]U "  + |k 1 u '  =  J [ o r f , .
V2
0

1

d x + |[o ffj
00

0
0

0

dx +

j[or<
0 0

p
T

‘o '

V2 IV2 I
0

1

d x - 2  j[0 f f 3

Q

h l - J ;
0

V

0
0 0 _0

dx

(5.12)

The terms on the right hand side of equation (5.12) are determined by substituting the 

shape fimctions into [G], and the relevant parameters into fi, fz and fs. From Appendix 1 

we have

[g F =

gi 0 0 0
0 g3 0 0
0 0 g3 0
0 0 0 gl
0 0 g7 0
0 g4 0 0

g2 0 0 0
0 g5 0 0
0 0 g5 0
0 0 0 g2
0 0 gs 0
0 gfi 0 0

(5.13)

Therefore
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J[Grf,
0

V2
0
0

dx = JloFf.

0

gsVz

0
0
0

84^2

0
gsV2

0
0
0

§6^2.

dx (5.14)

For the purposes of this development, it is assumed that the nodal velocities and 

accelerations are suflBcient to compute the forces in equation (5.12) and thus are 

considered constant in equation (5.14). Thus, the evaluation of equation (5.14) depends 

on the integration of the relevant shape functions and the length of the member as shown 

below

1 I
jg3(x)dx= j dx = -  

2
(5.15)

1 1 
Jg4(x)dx = j fx O r x n

X - 2 +J_

dx =
12

(5.16)

1 I
j g 5(x)dx= j dx = -  

2
(5.17)
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1 1 

jg6(x)dx= j —
Z' 2 \  l '  3 \ ”

X I X
— -----------  +  — fN dx = - — 

12 (5.18)

In equation (5.12)

~  ^2 “  ^ m P w^

where

A is the cross-sectional area of the member.

Thus the &st two terms of equation (5.12) may be combined and written as:

0

F = C

P w A l  V 2

where

(5.19)
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V2 = horizontal component of water particle acceleration at node 1 of the element 

y] = horizontal component o f water particle acceleration at node 2 of the element

By following a similar development as the above, the third terms on the right hand side of 

equation (5.12) can be written as

where

F = C

0

P^D1v *2|v 2̂

2

0

0

0

P wD 1 'v ’2 v'

12

0

PwDlv^ V2
2

0

0

0

PwDIv^ V2
12

(5.20)

Vj = horizontal component o f water particle velocity at node 1 of the element 

Vj = horizontal component o f water particle velocity at node 2 o f the element
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Similarly, the fourth term on the right hand side of equation (5.12) may be written as

F =^ D 2

0
PwD1F;v ^

0
0
0

0
PwDlF̂ v̂

0
0
0

PwDl^F.v^

where

V* = horizontal component of structural velocity at node 1 

= horizontal component of structural velocity at node 2

Equation (5.21) is now rewritten as:

(5.21)
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FD,-[Fi,r

0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

= [FdFu * (5.22)

Thus the general equations of motion for a beam element may be written as:

|M]U" + |C]U‘ + |k ]U“ = F„ + F„, +F„, = F, + F, (5.23)

where

F = F +F

The equations of motion for each element are then assembled to give the global equations 

of motion of the structure-water system as

[M],U, + [C iU , +[K],U, =F„ +F,, (5.24)

The second term on the right hand side of equation (5.24) is a function of the structural 

velocities, thus the solution to this equation can be obtained in a number of ways, such as 

perturbation or an iteration procedure. In this instance a perturbation technique is used, a
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summary of the general perturbation method is presented in Appendix VI.. It is assumed 

that the fluctuating damping term is relative small and hence the force terms on the right 

hand side of equation (5.24) may be written as

P = Fig+eF2g (5.25)

where

8 is the perturbation parameter 

From the perturbation technique, the solution to equation (5.23) to the force P is 

expressed in an asymptotic series as

Ug = U f  + eUW + e 'U f) + ....... (5.26)

where

is the zero order vector of global displacements 

is the first order vector of global displacements 

is the second order vector of global displacements

It is generally considered only necessary to retain terms up to Lipsett (1986).

Substituting equation (5.26) into equation (5.23) and equating terms of the same order of

s, the following expressions can be written

[M], O f  + [c]il« + [K lu« = pW (5.27)

[Ml,CW + [c]tI« + [K]U»=P« (5.28)
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(5.29)

where

= Fig (5.30)

(5.31)

= Fg (5.32)

and Fĵ ĝ uses the structural velocities U*g t̂o compute the force vector and Fjĝ uses the 

structmral velocities U*g t̂o compute the force vector.

5.3 System Receptances

Soong (1973) shows that the response spectral density at any degree of freedom x due to 

the application of the perturbation method is given by

S x x  (® ) =  Ŝ (o)̂ („) (® )+  e[s^(„)^(,) (© )+ Ŝ (,)̂ (o) (© )]+ [s^„)^(,) ( w ) + Ŝ (o)̂ (.) ( © ) + (co)]

(5.33)

where

Ŝ (i) (i)(®) is the cross-spectrum of the i* order response of degree of freedom x 

and the j* order response of degree of freedom x.
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Robson shows the cross-spectrum of response between two degrees of freedom, in 

general, are related to cross-spectra of force by the following relationship

n n

S x y ( ® ) =  ^  (5.34)
r=l s=l

where

(co) is the complex receptance of response at frequency co at x due to a force 

e““* applied at degree of freedom r

Sp p is the cross-spectra of force between degrees of freedom r and s at frequency 

(0.

n is the total number of degrees of freedom 

Thus in order to solve for Sxx(co) m equation (5.33), it is first necessary to compute the 

system receptances at aU degrees of freedom due to unit harmonic loading applied to each 

degree of freedom separately.

The receptances at all degrees of freedom due to a imit harmonic load at, say, degree of 

freedom k having a frequency o are obtained as follows. Consider equation (5.24) with 

only a unit harmonic load applied at degree of freedom k

[M]U‘ +[C10‘ +[K]U‘ =
0
îcot Rowk (5.35)
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Assume the system eigem^alues are given by [Q] and eigenvectors by [<D], which have 

been defined above io Section 3.4.

Now define r generalised coordinates Z‘‘ such that

U ^=[o]Z" (5.36)

Substitute for Ug'‘ and its derivatives in equation (5.35) and then pre-multiply across by

[O]^ to get

[of [mI<d]z''+[of [cI<d]z''+[of [kIoJz" =
k2

<f>kr

(5.37)

where

r is the number of eigenpairs used 

Equation (5.37) can be simplified to give the following uncoupled system

[i]z ‘‘ +[©]z " + [q ']z '̂ =

rki

»k2
?e (5.38)
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assuming that the damping matrix [C] from equation (5.37) is diagonalised in an 

equivalently linearised manner as detailed for the linear spectral model in Chapter 3.

For any degree o f freedom, say 1, o f the generalised coordinate system the following 

equation can be written

where

Zi is the 1“̂ generalised coordinate 

Cl is the entry on the 1*̂ diagonal o f [0] 

0)1 is the I*** natural frequency

The general solution to 2\  in equation (5.39) is

t\ +CiZf+(0̂ 2;  ̂=<|)He'“* (5.39)

(5.40)

(5.41)

(5.42)

Thus by substituting equations (5.40) - (5.42) into equation (5.39) the following 

ejq)ression can be written



2^ _  ______
° (-00^ +i(»C, +(of)

<bti((Oi - (0 ^  - i t o ^ C ,)
= / 2  Tv ^  (5-44)

(q i  - C O  j  + ©  C ,■'1
|k 1 :'7^k

where

= Z lf+ iZ 2f

(5-46)
(cof -CO^)^ +(0^C,^

Thus, in general, for all degrees of freedom

z r + i z 2 ^

and

(5.47)

Z*̂  = Zo"e‘“* (5.48)

Now substituting for Z’‘ back into equation (5.36) we can write

U^^=[(DKV“‘

= a'^e'“' (5.49)

where

a ‘̂ represents the complex system receptances of all degrees of freedom in the

global coordinate system at frequency ® due to a unit harmonic load applied at

degree of freedom k.
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5.4 Response Spectra

As shown in equation (5.33) the spectra of structural responses are comprised of a linear 

combination of zero order, first order and second order response spectra. The 

significance and evaluation of these spectra are now considered. The general approach 

adopted in evaluating the response spectra follows the approach used by Rajagopalan and 

Eatock-Taylor for the one-dimensional model and extended here to consider space 

frames.

5.4.1. Zero Order Response Spectra

The zero order response spectra of equation (5.33) are computed by solving equation 

(5.27) that is rewritten here

The force term on the right hand side of equation (5.50) contains drag forces terms that 

are non-linear with respect to water particle velocities as illustrated by equation (5.20). 

These non-linear functions are expressed as a series of Hermite Polynomials which 

possess useful orthogonality properties. It has been shown that Hermite Polynomials 

converge rapidly to the exact solution and that the approach can easily be extended to the 

situation when steady currents prevail, see Rajagopakn and Eatock-Taylor (1982).

Consider, in general, a process p that is a zero mean ergodic random Gaussian process, 

having unit variance, then the following expression may be written
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00

p|p|=
k=l,3....

(5.51)

where

3k are coeflScients to be solved for

Heic(p) are the Hermite Polynomials which are discussed in Appendix VI.

By approximating the non-linear fimction of p to the Hermitian Polynomial as shown in 

equation (5.51) an error is introduced into the original non-linear fimction:

00

Er(p)=plp|- ^ a^ H e k (p ) (5.52)
k=l,3,...

Then the coefiBcients at are determined by minimising the above error term in amean 

square sense as follows:

•([Er(p)f)=0 (5.53)
3a,

From equation (5.53) it can be shown that

^  (He, (p)He j (p))a, = (pIplHe  ̂(p)) (5.53)
k

Now from Appendix VI the orthogonality relationship between Hermite Polynomials can 

be written as
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Since p is a Gavissian fimction, the e?q)ected value of a fimction is

(f(p)> = ^  Jf(p)e " dp (5.55)

Thus by incorporating equations (5.54) and (5.55) into equation (5.53) the following 

expression is obtained for the coefficient ak

ak == — Jp^He^^(p)e  ̂ dp, kodd (5.56)
k!v27t 0

The integral in equation (5.56) is integrated by parts using the following relationships 

derived by Abranowitz and Stegun (1964)



Equation (5.56) can then be integrated to give

a„ =
 ____________

(2‘' ‘ it)” k (k -lX k -2 X 0 c-3 )/2 )!’
k odd

and

a i  =  J -

In a similar manner it can be shown that if we write |p| as

CO

|p|= ^ b k H e^ (z )
k=0,2,-

then it can be shown that

b. = (-l)X2-D)
k even

and

b o  = .

In equation (5.50) the drag force terms at node i can be written as
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(5.60)

(5.61)

(5.62)

(5.63)

(5.64)



where

Koi is a drag force coefficient associated with node i

V is the horizontal water particle velocity at node i due to surface wave action.

By substituting equation (5.51), into equation (5.64) the drag force terms may be written 

as

= |;a,H e,(vO
Ic=l,3-

(5.65)

where

Hei(v*)

H e 3 ( v ^ = v f - 3 V 2

HCj (v j) = - 10 + 15 V

and Vj = 5̂

The zeroth order response spectrum in equation (5.33) is given by

n n

S , ( o y o ) ( ® ) =
r=l s=l

From equation (5.66) it can be seen that in order to compute the response spectrum it is 

necessary to determine expressions for the zeroth order cross spectra of force. Sp(o)p|o)
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These spectra are obtained by &st finding approximations for the cross-correlations of 

force as defined by

W = (PfW Pf’Ct + ̂ )) (5.67)

Now, from equations (5.20), (5.31) and (5.65) the zeroth order non-zero force terms at 

any degree of freedom i is given by terms such as

Î "” = K ,v'+ K „a=  |;a,He^(v;) (5.68)
k=1.3,-

where

Kmi is an inertia force coefficient for node i

Thus the cross-correlations of force of equation (5.67) are obtained as follows. 

Substitute in for nodal forces as given by expression (5.68), substituting for the 

polynomials He,̂ (v2 ) as defined above and the using the expression derived by Eatock- 

Taylor and Rajagopalan (1982) for the expected value of the product of 2 fimctions as 

outlined in Appendix VI

Rp !¥ ." ’ = k „ k „ . (v ;( t)v ;( t+ x) )+ k „ k„, (vim (<+4

+ Ko,K„ (v;(tM(t + ̂ )) + Kd,Ko Sa^k! p:
k= l,3 ,-

(5.69)
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where

(v^(t)v'(t + T))
A v = - -------------------- (5.70)

The thus the zero order (r-s) cross-spectral density of force is obtained by taking the 

Fourier transform of equation (5.69) and is given by

y n j
a  , a  ,S  , , (co)+Kn K ,̂V? vSv? V D , D j —  7t

v3 y CT ,CTV v l j
S i .((»)+.

(5.71)

where

s i  , (o) is the 3̂ “* convolution of S , , (co)v'j y ] \  y v'jv’j V ''

In theory, the zeroth order force spectral density matrix may be computed to any level of 

accuracy depending on the number of terms retained. In the derivation of the cross

spectrum of force above, convolutions up to the third order only are included in 

accordance with Borgman’s suggestions. Appendix V outlines the relationship between 

spectra and their convolutions which are used in non-Unear spectral analysis.

5.4.2. First Order Response Spectra

Equation (5.33) shows that the general response spectrum of the non-linear system being 

considered contains first order response spectra such as Ŝ (o)ĵ (,)(®), which are related to
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first order force spectra as shown by equation (5.34). Consider the first order force cross 

correlation fimction between the zero order force at degree o f freedom r and the first 

order force at degree o f fi-eedom s

W  = (f,' (t)pr  (t + x)) = (v; (t)F-(t + (t + t)) (5.72)

where

(t) is the component o f Fig acting at degree o f fi’eedom r 

Fj (t) is the component o f F2g^°Wing at degree o f fireedom s 

Fq (t + t)  is the drag force coefiBcient acting at degree o f  fi'eedom s

U® (t + t) is the structural velocity o f degree o f fireedom s due to the zero order 

force.

Equation (5.72) shows that the first order cross correlation is a fimction o f the structural 

responses due to the zero order forces.

The right hand side o f equation (5.72) cannot be determined exactly, a number o f  

approximate techniques have been developed to evaluate such expressions. In this 

development, the cumulant discard hypothesis described by Soong (1973) and Lin and Cai 

(1995) is used to evaluate the expectation in equation (5.72). Using this approach it is 

assumed that the joint cumulants o f order higher than two can be neglected and thus the 

average can be approximated in terms o f a combination o f lower order averages. Thus 

equation (5.73) may be approximated as follows
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R,(.VSO W  » (F.1t))(F; (t + t )u -'" (t + t)> + (Fi (t + t) ) ( f ;  (!)&•'•’(t +

(u*"’ (t + (t)F;(t + x)) -  2(F,'(t))(FJ(t + x))(u-'*' (t + zjj

(5.73)

Now the fimctions F /(t) , Fp(t), and U®'‘”(t)are zero mean stochastic processes, 

therefore, their expectations and hence the right hand side o f equation (5.73) becomes 

zero and thus we obtain

R,(.^,(.)W=0 (5.74)

Thus the first order terms associated with equation (5.33) are set to zero.

5.4.3 Second Order Response Spectra

In equation (5.33) the terms of order are o f two types. The first type involves cross- 

spectral terms of zero order response and second order response terms such as 

Ŝ (0)x<2) (co). Using a cumulant-neglect closure scheme, it can be shown that these terms

can be set to zero in the same manner as the first order terms are set to zero.

The second type of terms are spectra o f cross first order terms, such as (®) • In

general, these terms are non-zero and they are also determined using a cumulant-neglect 

closure scheme, details of this are presented in Appendix VIII. The spectra terms are 

determined by firstly computing the associated correlation functions as follows:
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R.fW) (t) = {K {<-K (t + i:)U (t)U-'‘' (t + t)) (5.75)

Using the results from Appendix VIII, equation (5.75) may be expressed as:

Rp!M>W = E[Fi(t)F5(t + T)]E[u''”(t)U‘™(t+T)J+

E [F;(t)U'‘"’ (t)]E [f ’ (t + (t + 1)]+

E^i(t)U-®(t + x)]E[p-(t + t)(J'‘*’(t)]

(5.76)

In equation (5.76) terms such as (t) are linear functions of the force vector Fig. The 

terms of Fig are odd fimctions of water particle velocities and the terms such as Fn(t) are

even order Hermite Polynomials of water particle velocities, thus these two functions are

• (0) • (0 )
uncorrelated and hence, pD(t)and Fo(t) are uncorrelated with (t)and U® (t), 

Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan (1982). Using this, equation (5.76) may be written as

Now, from equation (5.21) the drag force terms in the above equation are of the 

following form

F„.(t)=K„, (5.78)
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Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan (1982) used Hermite polynomials to compute the 

expectation of equation (5.77). Below it is computed in a simpler manner by directly 

expanding the terms of the expectation.

Consider the first expectation on the right hand side of equation (5.77) as follows

Expanding the expectation on the right hand side of equation (5.79) gives

'V2(t|v2(t + - j f  [(K(t)|)<yv>, + (1̂2(t + )
V 7t

(5.80)

+  — CT ,<T ,
n

Obtaining expressions for the expectations of a modulus of a random variable fi'om 

Papoulis, equation (5.80) can then be written
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In their development Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan (1982) obtained the following 

similar expression

In order to compute equation (5.77), cross-correlations of zero-order nodal structural 

velocities must first be evaluated. - From consideration o f equation (5.66), cross-spectra of 

zero-order structural velocities between node x and node y are given by

n n

Si(oyo)(co) =
r=l s=l ^

where

d  (0, (co) is the complex receptance of structural velocity at firequency © at degree

of freedom x due to a force e‘“* applied at degree of freedom r.

From equations (5.41) and (5.49) the vector o f structural velocities due to a unit force of 

e““* applied at degree of freedom k is given by

= icoK'‘e‘“* (5.84)

=  K '‘e ‘“‘

Thus the cross-spectra of equation (5.83) can be computed. The cross-correlations of 

zero-order structural velocities are then obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform
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of the above cross-spectra. Since equation (5.77) can now be fully evaluated, the cross

spectra o f the second-order force terms can be obtained by taking the Fourier transforms 

of Rp(i)p(i) (î ) • Fmally, the cross-spectra of the second-order response displacements are

obtained from linear spectral theory as outlined above.

From the zero-order and second-order displacement response spectra the complete 

displacement response spectrum is obtained from

S x x  ( ® )  = S ^ ( o y „ )  (®) + e"S^(.y„ (to) (5.85)

5.5. Non Linear Spectral Analysis Computer Model

In order to apply the methodology developed in the previous sections of this chapter to a 

multi-degree of freedom structure, a computer program was written. Generally speaking, 

the program was developed analogously to the linear spectral analysis computer program 

described in Section 3.5., namely, as a general purpose finite element program that can be 

run on most common hardware platforms. The non-linear spectral analysis computer 

program also has three main computational blocks as shown in Figure 5.2 below.

The computational Blocks I and II are identical to the corresponding blocks of the linear 

spectral computer program and thus are not discussed fiirther.

Computational Block III of the non-linear spectral analysis consists of three distinct 

modules:
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Evaliiation of receptances 

Determination of zero-order spectra 

Determination of second-order spectra 

Details of these modules are presented below in the following sections.

5.5.1 Evaluation of Receptances

In the linear spectral response model system receptances are obtained by applying a series 

of unit surface waves to the structure and calculating the resulting structural responses. 

Because of the non-linear relationship between wave kinematics and forces induced on a 

structure, the lanit wave method cannot be applied to compute the non-linear system 

receptances. The approach adopted in the non-linear model is to compute receptances at 

all degrees of freedom due to harmonic forces, e‘“*, being applied at all degrees of 

freedom separately over the relevant frequency range. This approach allows the 

displacement receptance terms of equation (5.32) and the velocity receptance terms of 

equation (5.84) to be computed. Figure 5.3 presents a flowchart outlining how the 

receptances are computed.

In Section 5.3 it is shown that use is made of the orthogonality characteristics of the 

eigenpairs of a system to compute the receptances. Thus, the first stages in determining 

the receptances are the assembly of system mass and damping matrices and then solving 

for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system as detailed in Section 3.7.2. The other 

subroutines shown in Figure 5.3 are described below.

The FORTRAN code associated with the model is presented in Appendix VII..
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ALPAHAU

The hydrodynamic damping matrix is a fiinction of variances of water particle velocities, 

thus these are computed &st as for the linear analysis. The element hydrodynamic 

damping matrix is then computed using equation (5.12). By applying appropriate 

coordinate transformations the element hydrodynamic damping matrix is expressed in 

global coordinates and the structure hydrodynamic damping matrix is then assembled in 

subroutine ASSDAM

CGEN

The generalised equations of motion given by equation (5.37) contain an uncoupled 

generalised damping matrix, [ C ]. This uncoupled damping matrix is diagonalised in an 

equivalent manner as detailed in Section 3.4. The entry on the ith diagonal of [ C ] is

m

c„(i,i)+£c„(i,jXz,Zi)
C(i,i)=25,®,+.

j=l
j * i (5.86)

where

CH(ij) is the (ij)th entry of the structure hydrodynamic damping matrix and the 

are obtained from the results of a linear analysis using the model described

in Section 3 above.

In equation (5.86) the values for (ZjZj) are obtained from the results of the linear 

spectral analysis model.
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RGEN

The receptance of displacement at any degree of freedom x due to a force e'“‘ at any 

degree of freedom r, ((a), over the frequency range of interest in both generalised

coordinates and the global structure coordinates are computed in RGEN. In this routine 

the force e‘“* is specified at each free degree of freedom in turn and the components of the 

generalised receptances obtained from equations (5.45) and (5.46) for each frequency 

interval co. From equation (5.49) the receptances in global structure coordinates are 

obtained using the mode superposition. From this the velocity receptances of equation 

(5.85) are computed.

5.5.2 Evaluation of Zero-Order Spectra

The zero-order displacement spectrum is the response spectrum due to the applied 

random force vector as defined in equation (5.30). The receptances as computed in 

Section 5.5.1 are combined with cross-spectra of forces to compute the required 

displacement spectra. This response spectrum is given by equation (5.66). Figure 5.4 

presents a flowchart of the computer code developed to compute this spectrum for a 

space frame. Details of the subroutines listed on Figure 5.4 are given below.

SPECIN

This is the same subroutine that is described in Section 3.5.3 and it computes the relevant 

spectrum of sea state for given storm conditions.

FORCE
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This subroutine computes the coefficients of the drag force term and inertia force term 

developed in equations (5.19), (5.20) and (5.21) at each node of the structure. These 

coefScients are then assembled into global vectors that are used to compute the global 

force terms such as those expressed in equation (5.69).

SPECTRA

The cross-spectra of force defined by equation (5.71) are fijnctions of cross-spectra of 

water particle velocities and accelerations. The cross-spectra of water particle velocities 

and accelerations between the different nodes of the structure, which are functions of 

wave kinematics and the spectrum of sea state and which are defined in Appendix IV are 

calculated in this subroutine. The relevant standard deviations of water particle velocities 

are then obtained by numerical integration.

CONSPE

Equation (5.71) shows that convolutions of certain spectra are required to compute 

response spectra, these convolutions are computed in this subroutine. Appendix V 

presents relevant background information pertaining to convolutions and their 

evaluations. The third order convolution of a spectrum with itself is obtained by firstly 

finding the inverse Fourier transform of the spectrum and then raising the ordinates of the 

resulting fimction to the power of three. The third order convolution is then evaluated by 

taking the Fourier transform of this latter function. CONSPE reads in the relevant 

spectra, performs the above Fourier analyses and manipulations and returns the third 

order convolutions.
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SPECl

The system receptances, as calculated in Section 5.5.1, and the zeroth-order force terms, 

as ejq>ressed in equation (5.71), are combined in this subroutine as shown in equation 

(5.66) to compute the zeroth-order spectra of displacements.

5.5.3 Evaluation of Second-Order and Total Response Spectra

Equation (5.33) shows that the total displacement response spectrum is a linear 

combination of the zeroth-order,- first-order and second-order response spectra. Details 

of the evaluation of the zeroth-order spectra are described in Section 5.5.2 and it shown 

in Section 5.4.2 the first-order spectra can be approximated to zero. Figure 5.5 presents a 

flowchart that outlines the main computational aspects associated with evaluating the 

second-order and total response spectra. These computational blocks are briefly 

described below.

CROSSV

From equation (5.77) cross-correlations of water particle velocities must be computed. 

Firstly, the relevant cross-spectra of these velocities are evaluated using wave kinematics 

and the input spectrum of sea-state, as shown in Appendix IV. Then, inverse Fourier 

transforms of these spectra are obtained. The require cross-correlation fimctions of 

equation (5.79) are then computed using the cross-correlation fimctions of the velocity 

spectra, the drag coefficients and standard deviations of water particle velocities. These 

functions are then stored and used when required below.
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CROSSX

The second-order force cross-correlation terms as shown in equation (5.77) require the 

fianctions computed in Subroutine CROSSV and also the cross-correlation functions of 

the zeroth-order structural velocities. Equation (5.83) shows how the cross-spectra of 

the zeroth-order structural velocities are evaluated using the structural velocity 

receptances and the cross-spectra of the zeroth-order force terms. The structural velocity 

receptances are read m from RGEN. Then using the zeroth-order cross-spectra of forces 

as computed in Subroutine SPECl, the cross-spectra of velocities are computed. Finally, 

the cross-correlation functions of zero-order structural velocities are obtained by taking 

the inverse Fourier transform of the above cross-spectral terms.

SPEC2

The second-order force cross-correlation terms are computed by obtaining the products 

of the relevant ordinates of the second-order cross-correlations of structural velocities and 

the cross-correlations of drag force terms. The Fourier transforms of these force cross

correlations are obtained to give the second-order cross-spectral force terms. The 

second-order response spectra are obtained from these force spectra and system 

receptances.

SPECOUT

The spectra of structural displacements, incorporating up to second-order effects, are 

computed using the cross-spectra computed in the Subroutines SPECl and SPEC2 in 

accordance with equation (5.82).
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Figure 5.1 - Schematic of Planar Structure
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Solution of eigenproblem

Block 2

Formulation of coefficient matrices

Block 1

Evaluation of spectra of structural 

displacements

Block 3

Figure 5.2 - Main Computational Blocks of Non-Linear Spectral Model
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CGEN

■ Compute generalised damping matrix from mode 

shapes and eigenvalues

Blocks 1 and II
Formulate CoeflBcient Matrices

Solve Eigenproblem

ALPHAU

Compute variances of water velocity 

Compute element hydrodynamic matrix 

Assemble global damping matrix

RGEN

Loop over all frequencies 

Loop over all degrees of freedom 

Applied a load e““‘ at each DOF in turn 

Compute receptances of displacement 

Compute receptances of velocity

Figure 53 - Flowchart for Evaluation of Receptances
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CONSPE

■ Compute third convolution of 

sea-state spectrum

SEPCIN

Choose sea-state spectrum

Compute spectrum over frequency range

FORCE

Loop over all submerged elements 

Compute:

■ Inertia force coefficient terms

■ Drag force coefficient terms 

Assemble global force matrix

SPECl

Loop over all degrees of freedom 

Loop over all frequencies 

Loop over all degrees of freedom 

Compute cross-spectra of force 

Compute zeroth-order response spectra

SPECTRA

Loop over all submerged elements 

Loop over all frequencies 

Compute velocities cross-spectra 

Compute accelerations cross-spectra 

Call CONPSE

Compute standard deviations of water 

particle velocities.

Figure 5.4 - Flowchart for Evaluation of Zeroth-Order 
Response Spectra
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CROSSX

■ Loop over all nodes

■ Compute CTOSS-Spectra of velocities

■ Obtain inverse Fourier transform of cross- 

spectra of zeroth-order structural velocities

SPECOUT

■ Loop over all nodes

■ Spectra of total displacements computed from 

combination of zeroth-order and second-order 

displacement spectra.

CROSSV

■ Loop over all nodes

■ Obtain inverse Fourier transform of cross-spectra 

of w'ater particle velocities

■ Compute cross-correlations of drag force terms

SPEC2

■ Compute second-order response spectra from 

Fourier transforms of second-order force cross

correlation terms and system receptances

Loop over all nodes 

Compute second-order force 

cross-correlation terms

Figure 5.5 - Flowchart for Evaluation of Second-Order and 
Total Response Spectra
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CHAPTER 6

APPLICATION OF THE NON-LINEAR SPECTRAL

MODEL

6.1 Introduction

The non-linear spectral model developed in Chapter 5 was applied to perform analyses on 

a cantilever and plane frame structures subjected to wave loadings. The results from 

these analyses were compared with the results from applications of the linear model to the 

same structiores; details of these analyses and comparisons are presented in this chapter. 

Because the linear spectral model has been well validated in Chapter 4 the comparisons 

made between the linear and non-linear models in this chapter provide good validation for 

the non-linear model.

Since the non-linear responses utilise the third-order convolutions of water particle 

velocity spectra, it is instructive to consider the third-order convolution of a velocity 

spectrum to see the effect of this non-linearity on the force spectrum. Thus, this is 

presented &st in the next section below; also, in this section spectra computed by 

NONLE^ are compared with similar spectra from literature.

The main objective in developing the non-linear model is to determine whether or not 

structure spatial extent has a significant eflFect on the non-linear structvire response during 

a random storm as suggested by Moe (1977). In order to achieve this objective, a non

linear model of a cantilever was developed and results compared with results from a linear 

analysis; in this analysis there are no spatial effects and it will serve as an initial check on 

the results of the non-linear model. Both linear and non-linear models are then applied to
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a simple offshore portal frame to consider spatial effects; more complex structures such as 

Kinsale Platform Alpha would take much more time to analyse and not provide any better 

insight into the processes. The analyses of two different portal frame models and the 

results obtained are presented in Section 6.4 below.

6.2 Spectra of Velocities and Forces

Lipsett (1986b), in the development of his single degree of freedom model, considers the 

response of a structure to a storm event represented by a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum. 

Lipsett defined the sea state spectrum by specifying a mean wind speed of 21.8m/s, and he 

computed the third order convolution of a velocity spectrum due to this sea state 

spectrum. The sea state spectrum is reproduced below in Figure 6.1 and the convoluted 

velocity spectrum is reproduced in Figure 6.2.

The non-linear model developed in Chapter 5 was also used to compute the convoluted 

velocity spectrum. Figure 6.3 shows the sea-state spectrum computed by NONLIN for a 

wind speed of 21.8m/s. The third order convolution of water particle velocity computed 

by NONLIN is presented in Figure 6.4. By inspection, it is clear that the spectra 

presented in both Figures 6.1 and 6.3 are very similar and those presented in Figures 6.2 

and 6.4 are similar thus validating an important component of the non-linear model.

It is also obvious from considering the convoluted velocity spectra that, as well as 

containing energy at the frequency, co, that is the frequency at which the peak in the sea 

state spectrum occurs, it contains considerable energy at three times this frequency, 3(o, 

and some energy at zero frequency. In general, the first natural frequency of a jacket
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platform is reasonably removed from ©thus avoiding resonant responses, however, 

because 3co wiU be closer to the first natural frequency greater structural responses may 

be encountered.

Figure 6.5 shows the relationship between spectra of velocity convolutions as a fimction 

of water depth, as computed by NONLIN. This illustrates that the superharmonic terms 

of the convolutions become relatively more significant with increasing water depth as 

shown by the steeper second peak at increasing depths, this agrees with the findings of 

Sigbjomsson and Morch (1982) who consider this important when computing the total 

force on a member over its length.

Li (1998) presents a graph comparing the relative magnitudes of the total wave force 

spectrum at a point and the force spectrum term due to the convolution of water particle 

velocity, this is reproduced here as Figure 6.6. The program NONLIN also calculates 

these spectra and they are presented in Figure 6.7. From inspection, it can be seen that 

both figures present spectra o f similar form, illustrating that the spectra of force computed 

by NONLIN appear correct.

By inspection, also, it is seen that the ordinates o f the convoluted spectrum are much less 

than those of the spectrum of total force at lower frequencies. However, at higher 

harmonics the convoluted spectrum contributes relatively more to the spectrum of total 

force. This higher harmonic signal, due to the convoluted spectrum, will contribute more 

to the resonance response of a jacket structure than the lower spectral peak and thus it 

may be important to assess its effect on response spectra.
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6.3 Cantilever Model

The non-linear model was first applied to the simple cantilever as described in Chapter 4 

and shown below again in Figure 6.6. The cantilever response spectra were calculated by 

representing the cantilever displacements as a linear sum of the first three mode shapes. 

The cantilever has a fiindamental natural fi-equency of 1.25rads/s and the fimdamental 

mode shape is translational displacement.

The cantilever structure was subjected to three different storm events to consider 

structural responses to different forcing frequencies. These storms are characterised by 

the Pierson-Moskowitz spectra shown in Figure 6.9 for wind speeds of lOm/s, 20m/s and 

30m/s. Response spectra of the translational displacements of the structure, in the 

direction of wave propagation, at the water line were calciilated using both the linear and 

non-linear models and the results compared.

6.3.1 Cantilever Analysis No.I - Wind Speed 1 Om/s

The structure was first subjected to a storm characterised by the Pierson-Moskowitz 

spectrum with a lOm/s wind speed as shown in Figure 6.9. The spectra of response of the 

translation of the top of the structure in the direction of the wave ray due using the linear 

and non-linear models are presented in Figure 6.10.

By inspection of Figure 6.10 it is clear that there is very little diflference between the linear 

and non-linear response spectra. Lipsett (1985) studied response characteristics of a 

singlfi degree of fi*eedom system comparing results, inter alia, fi:om a perturbation 

analysis and an equivalent linearisation analysis. Figure 6.11 show results obtained by 

Lipsett when the forcing fimction fi-equency is similar to the first natural firequency. 

Lipsett’s results are quite similar to that obtained using NONLIN in that there is little
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difiference between the linear and non-linear analysis. The non-linear results in both cases 

are marginally greater than the linear results.

6.3.2 Cantilever Analysis No.II  -  Wind Speed 20m/s

The cantilever structure was next subjected to a storm characterised by the Pierson- 

Moskowitz spectrum with a 20m/s wind speed as shown again in Figure 6.9. The spectra 

of response of the translation of the top of the structure in the direction of the wave ray 

using the linear and non-linear models are presented in Figure 6.12. Figure 6.13 show the 

result obtained by Lipsett (1985) for his single degree of freedom system when the 

relationship between the forcing flmction frequency and the first natural frequency of the 

system are similar to the present situation.

Again, the results obtained by the models developed herein compare favourably with the 

results obtained by Lipsett. For this analysis case the response spectra show two peaks, 

one at the frequency of the peak energy of the input spectrum and the other at the first 

natural frequency of the structure. In this case, the two peaks are obviously because the 

forcing and natural frequencies are sufficiently far apart. Both the current analysis and 

Lipsett’s analysis show that the ordinates of the non-linear spectrum are marginally larger 

than those of the linear spectrum.

6.3.3 Cantilever Analysis No. I l l  - Wind Speed 30m/s

The cantilever was finally subjected to a storm characterised by the Pierson-Moskowitz 

spectrum with a 30m/s wind speed as shown again in Figure 6.9. The spectra of response 

of the translation of the top of the structure, in the direction of wave propagation, due to
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linear and non-linear analyses are presented in Figure 6.14. Figure 6.15 presents the 

results from a similar analysis performed by Lipsett (1985). In these figures it is clearly 

seen that there are two distinct spectral response peaks associated with each analysis, due 

to the separation of the excitation spectrum peak frequency and the structures first natural 

frequency. The general form of the results obtained by the present analysis is quite similar 

to that obtained by Lipsett, in that the linear and non-linear response spectra are quite 

similar with the non-linear being more conservative. Similar observations were made by 

Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan (-1982) and Sigbjomsson and Morch (1982).

6.4 Portal Frame Models

Two simple models of offshore portal frames were constructed to assess the effects of 

spatial extent on non-linear spectral responses due to unidirectional waves and to compare 

the results with linear spectral responses. Figure 6.16 presents a schematic diagram of a 

typical frame structure with horizontal bracing provided at superstructure level, mean 

water level and midway between mean sea level and the seabed. The two frames 

considered were identical except that the spacing between the legs was varied to assess 

the effects on response spectra. The leg spacings considered are 20mand 40m and each 

structure is subjected to three storm events defined by Pierson-Moskowitz spectra of 

wind speeds 10ms. 20m/s and 30m/s respectively. These spectra are presented in 

Figure 6.9 above. The incident storms are aU specified so that the wave rays are in the 

plane of the frames. In all cases the structure had lumped masses to represent topside 

modules and forces were calculated only on vertical legs. Although in reality jacket 

structures usually have inclined members, the structure shown below will serve to assess
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whether or not non-linear spectral response is signijficantly affected by spatially extended 

structures.

The finite element models of the fi-ames consist of 10 equally spaced nodes along each 

main leg and only in-plane motions were considered. The first two mode shapes in the 

plane of the fi-ames were used in the mode superposition analysis to decouple the 

equations of motion; these modes represent translational displacement and bending 

respectively.

6.4.1 Frame I  - 20m Leg Spacing

The first fi'ame analysed has a leg spacing of 20m and a fijndamental natural firequency of

3.1 rad/s. The response spectra of this structure to the above three storms are presented 

in the following sections.

6.4.1.1 Frame I  Analysis No.I - Wind Speed lOm/s

Frame I was subjected to a random storm defined by a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum 

having a lOm/s wind speed. Both the linear and non-linear spectral analysis models were 

used to predict the resulting response spectrum of the horizontal displacement of the 

superstructure. The results of both analyses are presented in Figure 6.17.

Figure 6.17 shows a very interesting difference between the linear and non-linear response 

spectra. The linear spectrum shows a number of distinct peaks that start at the peak 

fi-equency of the excitation spectrum, reaching a maximum at the first natural firequency of 

the fi-ame and then decaying rapidly to zero. In between each peak the spectrum
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decreases to zero at the frequencies corresponding to the zero load frequencies as 

discussed in Chapter 4. However, the non-linear spectrum varies considerably from the 

linear spectrum in the lower frequency range. By inspecting Figure 6.17 it is clear that, 

whereas the linear spectrum goes to zero at about 1.2 rad/s, the non-linear does not go to 

zero at this frequency. The primary reason for the difference between the spectra is due 

to the contributions of the velocity convolutions that induce forces at higher harmonics 

than the wave frequency. In the linear model certain wave frequencies give rise to phase 

effects due to leg spacings that generate zero net forces on the structure. However, at 

these wave frequencies in the non-linear model higher forcing fimction frequencies are 

also included which give rise to relatively large responses as shown.

6.4.1.2 FrameIAnalysisNo.il - Wind Speed 2 Om/s

Frame I was next subjected to a random storm defined by a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum 

having a 20m/s wind speed. Both the linear and non-linear spectral analysis models were 

used to predict the resulting response spectrum of the horizontal displacement of the 

superstructure. The results of both aneilyses are presented in Figure 6.18. A similar, but 

less, pronoimced difference between both spectra is evident again during this analysis. 

This is because the difference between the excitation frequency and the structiires natural 

frequency is greater than in the previous analysis, thereby decreasing resonance effects.

6.4.1.3 Frame I  Analysis No.III - Wind Speed 30m/s

Frame I was finally subjected to a random storm defined by a Pierson-Moskowitz 

spectrum having a 30m/s wind speed. Again, both the linear and non-linear spectral 

analysis models were used to predict the resulting response spectrum of the horizontal
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displacement of the superstructure. The results of both analyses are presented in Figure 

6.19. This shows a similar situation to that observed from the results of the previous 

analysis, that is that the for more intense storm events the non-linear effect appears to be 

less significant as leg spacing phase effects are reduced.

6.4.2 Frame II Analyses

The fimdamental natural frequency of the portal frame with a leg spacing of 40m is 

2.76rad/s, this is less than Frame I as expected.

Frame II was subjected in turn to the three random storms defined by a Pierson- 

Moskowitz spectrum having wind speeds of lOm/s, 20m/s and 30m/s respectively, as in 

the previous section for Frame I. In all three cases again the linear and non-linear spectreil 

analysis models were used to predict the resulting response spectrum of the horizontal 

displacement o f the superstructure. The results of both analyses are presented in Figures 

6.2 0 - 6.22 .

By inspection of Figures 6.20-6.22 it is clear that similar differences between the linear 

and non-linear spectra as were found in the analysis of Frame I. In particular, Figures 

6.20 and 6.21 show an appreciable difference between the response spectra at the lower 

end of the frequency scale due to leg phase effects. During larger storms, such as that 

represented by the 30m/s storm, there is less of a difference due to the fact that the 

forcing fiinction and natural frequencies are fiirther apart.

The results of the analyses performed in chapter will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 SUMMARY

This thesis is concerned with developing structural response models of fixed, lattice 

structures subjected to unidirectional waves. The primary objectives of the thesis are 

twofold: firstly, to develop an accurate and efficient general-purpose linear spectral 

response model; secondly, to investigate effects of structure spatial extent on non-linear 

response spectra. The linear model has particular application to numerous jacket 

structures deployed in relatively shallow water. Many of these platforms are reaching the 

end of their service life and decommissioning of them vdll require further re-analysis. The 

industry is now beginning to exploit deposits of oil and gas in deep waters, Marshall 

(1992); a consequence of this is that structure natural fi-equencies may be lowered and 

non-linear effects may become important. The non-linear model developed was used to 

carry out some investigations into a particular problem that may effect such structures. 

Both of the above models were developed within a finite element fi-amework so that 

various realistic structural configurations could be considered.

The linear spectral response model was developed using a novel application of the umt 

wave technique. The approach used linear systems theory relying on an assumed linear 

relationship between surface waves and structural response. The drag force was 

linearised in an equivalent manner to obtain an equivalently linearised drag force 

coefficient. Mode superposition was employed to decouple the general equations of 

motion and compute system receptances. The eigensolver was validated against different
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test cases and the spectral response model is validated against the results of a structural 

monitoring programme of a major gas production platform, Kinsale Platform Alpha. 

Linear spectral theory was used to relate response spectra to the input spectrum by means 

of the receptances. Using this method the extensive computations required to analyse 

large platforms are reduced by half The linear model was also applied to a number of 

different portal frame structures and phasing effects of leg spacing investigated. The 

conclusions drawn from these analyses are presented and discussed in the next section.

The non-linear model developed extends work of previous researchers by including leg 

spacing effects, such effects had not previously been incorporated into non-linear analyses 

of lattice structures. The non-linear drag force term was included in the model using 

perturbation, keeping terms up to second-order. Use was made of the orthogonality 

properties of Hermite polynomials to compute the response spectra. System receptances 

were again required to obtain response spectra, however, because of the non-linear 

system the unit wave method could not be used. Receptances were obtained by applying 

unit forces at each degree of freedom in turn and then computing associated responses. A 

cumulant neglect closure was required to compute relevant expectations used in 

computing the response spectra.

Components of the non-linear model were compared with published data to check their 

validity, such as force calculation routines. The model was then used to compute 

response spectral for a cantilever and for portal frames; the model results were compared 

with similar analyses carried out using the linear model. Both models computed similar
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response spectra for the cantilever and agreed with similar investigations reported in the 

literature j this served as a good validation of the non-linear model. The two models were 

then applied to the portal frames for a number of different storm conditions. The primary 

conclusions drawn from these analyses are presented and discussed below.

7.2 CONCLUSIONS

The work carried out during this research has led to the following conclusions:

(a) During the fiiture exploration and production of subsea deposits of oil and gas 

activities will take place in both shallow and deep waters. Regarding shallow water 

platforms, as well as the deployment of new structures the safe decommissioning of 

existing structures will require efficient and accurate structural analysis models. The 

search for new deposits is leading the industry into deeper water and hence it is important 

that processes in these more difficult environments are well understood. Thus the tools 

developed herein are very relevant to the offehore industry.

(b) The model developed in Chapter 3 and applied in Chapter 4 is an accurate tool for 

performing modal and linear spectral analysis of offshore jacket platforms. The model 

development includes a novel solution to the linearised drag force coefficient for the 

three-dimensional problem. Further, the development also applies the xonit wave 

technique in a unique manner resulting in an efficient model in which computations are 

halved. The model validation carried out in Chapter 4 is very extensive comparing model 

predictions with measured structural responses for an existing large platform; the author is 

not aware of any other model being so extensively validated. From this validation 

exercise it is concluded that the model is capable of
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(i) accurately computing mode shapes and natural frequencies of jacket platforms 

and

(ii) efficiently and accurately predicting structural response spectral for unidirectional 

waves.

(c) The linear model was used to assess leg spacing effects on structural responses, 

the results of this analysis lead to the conclusion that leg spacing effects are important 

when considering structural response and should be incorporated into all such analyses.

(d) The non-linear spectral response model developed in Chapter 5 and applied in 

Chapter 6 is an extension of research carried out by others in that it incorporates leg 

spacing phase effects. The model was firstly applied to a cantilever and results obtained 

were similar to those obtained by previous researchers; namely, that the linear and non

linear models predicted similar responses. This indicates that the non-linear model is well- 

behaved.

(e) The non-linear model was then also to portal frames for different storm intensities. 

The results of this analysis show that there is an appreciable difference between the results 

of the linear and non-linear models. In particular, it is shown that response spectra 

computed using the non-linear model may be larger than corresponding spectra computed 

using the linear model. This difference is due to interactions between the higher order 

force terms and the phase effects caused by the leg spacrngs of the portal frame. The 

author is not aware of this phenomenon being observed by previous researchers and is an 

important conclusion of this work.
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(Q From their research Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan (1982) concluded that ‘The 

influence of the non-linearities has been demonstrated to be smaller at lower sea-states’. 

For the structures considered, the current research shows that when leg spacing is 

included in the analysis then the discrepancies between the linear and non-linear response 

spectra are greatest at lower sea-states. This is an important conclusion because lower 

sea-states have a higher frequency of occurrence and thus the fatigue life of structural 

members may be affected, Isaacson (1992).

(g) Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan (1982) also concluded that the difference between 

the linear and non-linear response spectra is negligible around the frequencies of 

maxittmm wave energy, but significant at resonance.’ The analysis carried out in this 

research on a cantilever leads to similar conclusions. However, this is not the situation 

when analysing portal frames; in this situation the main difference occurs close to the 

frequencies of maximum wave energy due to the higher order effects interacting with the 

leg spacing phase effects. Thus, not only is it important to avoid resonance problems but 

structural spatial extent may also be an important consideration in the design process 

because of non-linearities arising from drag force terms.

7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The non-linear spectral model developed herein considered a particular problem 

associated with structures used in deep-water oil and gas exploitation. Based on the 

current work it is considered that research should be carried out in the following areas to 

further our understanding of the behaviour of deep-water structures:
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Carry out fatigue analysis based upon the above non-linear spectral response model 

to quantify more fully the effects of the interactions between the higher order 

forcing terms and structure spatial extent

Using Edgeworth series, compute the statistical distributions of structural responses 

and compare these with Gaussian responses obtained when carrying out linear 

analysis.

Application of the developments carried out in this work to compliant structures

Extend current development to include short-crested waves

Include higher order wave theories into non-linear spectral response model
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APPENDIX I

FINITE ELEMENT SHAPE FUNCTIONS
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Finite Element Shape Functions

The matrix of shape functions used to develop the mass and stiffiiess matrices was 

derived to be

[G]=

g l 0 0 0 0 0 g 2 0 0 0 0 0

0 § 3 0 0 0 g 4 0 g s 0 0 0 g 6

0 0 g 3 0 g ? 0 0 0 g s 0 g g 0

0 0 0 g l 0 0 0 0 0 g 2 0 0

where

g i = l - t

g 2 = t

g 3 = l - 3 ( t f + 2 ( t ) ^  

g ^ = x - 2 ^  + f

gs=3(f^2(ty

v 2

& 6 = - ^  + f

g7 = - x  + 2 ^ - ^

X is distance along the member in the local X direction 

1 is the member length
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FINITE ELEMENT MATRICES
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Finite Eleinent Matrices

The stiffiiess and mass nxatrices obtained by using the principle of virtual work as 

detailed in Chapter 3 are given below.

StifBiess matrix

A
1 0 0 0 0 0 - A

1 0 0 0 0 0  ■

0
121,

1̂ 0 0 0 61,
1̂ 0

-121,
l3 0 0 0 61.

[2

0 0
121,

0
61,

1̂
0 0 0

-121,

1’ 0
-6 1 ,

1̂ 0

0 0 0 J
21(l+v) 0 0 0 0 0 - J

21(l+v) 0 0

0 0
-6 1 ,

l2 0 ik
1 0 0 0

61,
l2 0 ik

1 0

0 61.
1'

0 0 0 4Iz
1

0 -6 1 . 0 0 0 21.
1

- A
1 0 0 0 0 0 A

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 -121z 0 0 0 61.
l2 0

121,
0 0 0 -61.

0 0
-121 ,

1’ 0
61,

1̂
0 0 0

121,

1’
0

61,

1̂ 0

0 0 0 - J
21(l+v) 0 0 0 0 0 J

21(l+v) 0 0

0 0
-6 1 ,

0 i k
] 0 0 0

61,

[2 0 ik
I 0

0 1̂ 0 0 0 ik
1

0 -61. 0 0 0 ik
1

where

E is Young’s modulus of elasticity 

A is the member cross-sectional area 

1 is the member length 

Ik is the second moment of area about axis k 

J is the polar moment of area 

V is Poisson’s ratio
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Mass matrix

[M]

where

140 0 0 0 0
0 156 0 0 0
0 0 156 0 -22*1
0 0 0 140 »J 

A 0
0 0 -22*1 0 4*1'
0 22*1 0 0 0
70 0 0 0 0
0 54 0 0 0
0 0 54 0 -13*1
0 0 0 70»J

A 0
0 0 13*1 0 -3*1"
0 -13*1 0 0 0

p is material density

0 70 0
22*1 0 54

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

4*1" 0 13*1
0 140 0

13*1 0 156
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

- 3 * f 0 -22*1
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0 0 0
0 0 -13*1
0 13*1 0

70*J 
' A 0 0

0 -3*1" 0
0 0 -3*1"
0 0 0
0 0 -22*1
0 22*1 0

140*J
A 0 0
0 4*1" 0
0 0 4*1"

0
0

54
0

-13*1
0
0
0

156
0

22*1
0
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Linear Spectral Theory

Concepts of a Random Process

To say a process is random means that it is governed by a probability law. The word 

"process" suggests something that evolves m time, the follow description is based on 

ideas described by Kinsman (1965). Consider the Kinsale platform located in the Celtic 

Sea as an example. Imagine an u^imited supply of Celtic Seas and that it was possible to 

set identical macroscopic conditions e.g. mean wind velocity, fetch length etc. in each 

sea. Further, suppose that in each you select corresponding fixed points (for example a 

point close to the Kinsale platform) and made records of the waves. You would not 

expect these records to be identical or even closely similar in detail, since you know that 

the records taken simultaneously at adjacent points subject to the same weather system 

show little correlation. However, there is a sense in which these, although dissimilar in 

detail, are all similar. It is this similarity which we are interested in describing 

mathematically.

Let r)*(t) be the point wave record taken in the first Celtic Sea, ri^(t) be that taken in the 

second, r|^(t) in the third and in general T]’‘(t) is the kth.. Such a collection of records, of 

a process is called an ensemble_(also referred to as sample functions). It may be either 

finite, if k is finite, or infinite, if k is infinite. Each record begins at time t = - o° and ends 

at time t = oo. Obviously an ensemble is a conceptual idea since none of us can wait that 

long. The statistical quantities about which we wiU talk always have an exact meaning 

in terms of the ensemble. The computable statistics with which we must content
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ourselves are always calculated from partial approximations to the ensemble, and their 

physical meanings are often obscure (e.g. cross-spectra).

Stationary

For a number N and any fixed times ti, ti, ts. t ,̂ ,ts  the quantities ri'^(ti),.

T]'̂ (t3), ........  represent N random variables over the index k. In general a

particular sample fimction would not be suitable for representing the entire random 

process {T}'̂ (t)} to which it belongs. Under certain conditions it turns out that for the 

special class o f ergodic random processes, it is possible to derive desired statistical 

information about the entire random process from analysis of a single arbitrary sample 

function.. Consider the arbitrary random process The first statistical qualities of

interest are the ensemble mean values at arbitrary fixed values of t , where r \ \ i )  is a 

random variable over the index k.

The mean is defined as

^,(t) = E h^ t)]

In general this mean value is different at different lines. That is

The next statistical quantities o f interest are the covariance functions at arbitrary fixed 

values of ti = t and t2 = t + x.
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This filnction is defined by

C,(t, t + t) = E[(ri''(t) - n,(t)) (Ti^t + t) - n,(t + x))]

In general these quantities are different for different combinations of ti and ta. If the 

mean value m(t) together with the covariance C,i(t, t + x) yield the same result for all 

fixed values of t, the random process is said to be weakly stationary. If all possible 

probability distributions involving {'n*̂ (t)} are independent of time translations, the 

processes are strongly stationary. For Gaussian random processes, these two stationary 

concepts coincide.

For stationary random process {r|'‘(t)}, the mean value is a constant, independent of time. 

That is for all t

- 0 0

where

P(ti) is the probability density function of t].

For arbitrary fixed t and x: define the correlation function as

R ,(x ) =  E [ T i \ t ) ( T i ' ( t  +  x)]

where
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00 00

R t, ( t ) =  J  J x i X 2 p ( X i X 2 ) d X i d X 2
- 0 0  -C O

where

Xi = Ti(t)

and

X2 = ti(t + T)

Ei^odic.

Now consider a Gaussian stationary random process. The stationary random process is 

ergodic if the mean values and covariance function which are defined abeady by 

ensemble averages, may be calculated performing corresponding time averages on an 

arbitrary sample function. It is assumed that the random process of ocean surface waves 

incident on a pile is both stationary and ergodic.

Response to Periodic and Transient Loading

Robson (1963) present a methodology for relating response spectra to input spectra 

based on structural responses to unit loads, this approach is followed below.

Consider the response of a single degree of freedom spring-mass system to a sinusoidally 

varying force

P(t) = Po e‘°‘

The equation of motion may be written as

Mx + Cx + Kx = P oe‘“‘
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The particular integer for the above equation is

A
K-M(o^ +i©C

where

a(co) = -----------5--------
K-Mco'+icoC

The quantity a((o) is the response of the system to a complex force of unit modulus and 

it is called the receptance of the system.

The response to a transient force can be determined from Duhamel’s integral, which 

expresses the response in terms of the response to unit impulse.

An impulsive loading can be expressed as

P(t) = I6(t)

where

I is the magnitude of the impulse 

5 (t) is the Dirac 8-fiinction

The response to such an impulse loading may be expressed as

X(t) = W(t)I 
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where the function W (t), which gives the response to a unit impulse, must be determined 

for the particular system being considered.

Let us look at the one degree of freedom system subjected to an impulse I at time t = 0 

and starting from rest; then the equation of motion for this system is given by

Mx + Cx + Kx = I8(t) 

and its solution may be shown to be

I
X =  e smcDt

M©

where co and d are functions of K , M and C only.

Thus the response to a unit impulse, W(t), is thus given by

W(t) = — e“*sino)t 
Mco

The above result can be used to obtain the response to a continuous transient loading, 

P(t). The transient loading is consider as a series of contiguous impulse loads, the 

impulse due to P(x) at time t being given by P(x) d x. The response at time t to a single 

impulse load occurring at time x is
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x ( t ) = W ( t - T ) P ( x ) 6 T

The total response at time t to all impulse loads up to that time is given by the integral.

t

X(t)= J W(t-T)P(x)dT 
,-■00

The above integral is the well-known Duhamels’ integral.

Robson (1963) showed that the following important relationship exists between a((o) and 

W(T)

00

a(©) = j W(t) e“™*dT 
0

that is, a(o)) is the Fourier transform of W (t).

Response to Random Loading

Again denote the random force by P(t) and assimie it to have autocorrelation fimction 

Rp(x)and spectral density function Sp(co). The resulting displacement is again denoted by 

X(t) and its autocorrelation fianction and spectral density by Rx(x) and Sx(co) respectively. 

Robson (1963) showed, using the results from the previous section, that

00 00

R ,(t) = jW (T,) JW(X2)Rp(Ti - 12 + x)dx^dx,
0 0
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and that

S x(® ) =  cc*(® )a(co)Sp(co)

where

* denotes complex conjugate.

The last expression above relating response spectra to input spectra is used extensively in 

the linear spectral model described in Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation.

Robson (1963) also illustrates the important relationship that exists between the spectrum 

and auto-correlation flmction of a random process; namely, that they are a Fourier pair

S(f)= j2R(T)e"^’'‘'dT

and

ou

R(x)= |^S(f)e‘"’*df
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Linear Wave Theory

Ocean surfece waves are generated primarily by the drag of the wind on the water 

surfece, and accoimt for about 70% of total loading on an offshore structure. For 

engineering purposes, it is customary to analyse the effects of surface waves on structures 

either by use of a single design wave chosen to represent extreme storm conditions in the 

area of interest or by use of a statistical representation of the waves. Either way, it is 

necessary to relate sxirfece-wave data to water particle velocities and accelerations 

beneath the waves; this is achieved by the use of an appropriate wave theory. Many such 

theories exist, and a comprehensive description of these may be found in Dawson (1983). 

Most of these theories describe a non-linear relationship between wave elevation and 

resulting water particle velocities and accelerations. In this dissertation linear Airy wave 

theory, as described by Dawson (1983), is used.

Airy wave theory describes ocean surface waves as having a sinusoidal form. The theory 

assumes that the wave height H is small in comparison with the wavelength A and the 

water depth h as shown in Figure AIV.l. The surface wave elevation t) at any point x is 

given by

H= — cos( kx - cot)

where

k = wavenumber defined in terms of the wave length X as



and

CO = wave frequency, defined in terms of wave period, T, as

2n 
(0 =  —  

T

Using potential theory, Chakrabarti (1994), the horizontal velocity in the direction of 

wave propagation, u, and vertical velocity, v, of the water particles at position (x,y) are 

given

gTH coshk(h-y)u = -2-------------  ^cos(kx -  cot)
2L sinhkh

v = g ™ ?i°h‘‘(l*-jasin(kx-»,t)
2L sinh kh

Airy theory relates m and k through the dispersion equation

= gktanhkh

where

g is the acceleration due to gravity

In order to calculate the forces imparted by waves to ofifehore using, say, Morison’s 

equation, the resulting water particle velocities and accelerations are required. Thus we 

need to solve equation the dispersion in order to find k.
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Rearranging the dispersion equation we get

k =
g tanh kh

which is solved using some iteration technique. In this dissertation Newton-Raphson is 

used to solve the dispersion equation, Carnahan et al (1969).

Finally, for given k, o , and H the water particle accelerations a* and ay are given as

a  -  f l  --  / d t  -  / a t

Using the expression for velocities from above the accelerations can be written as

a . = . ^ coshk(h-y)^j^^_^,^ 
L sinhky

L sinhky

for time t at location (x,y).

Figure AIV.2 shows how the horizontal water particle velocity decays as a function of 

depth. Similar trends are observed for vertical water particle velocities and also for 

accelerations. Thus in the calculation of forces induced by gravity waves it is common
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practice to assume a constant force below a certain depth, such as twice the wavelength 

of the incident wave. In this development wave kinematics are calculated for aU depths. 

Another interesting aspect of ocean waves is the path of particle motion. Sarpkaya and 

Isaacson (1981) show that the horizontal and vertical water particle displacements, X and 

Y respectively, are given as

H coshky 
2 sinhkh

sin(kx -  cot)

and

^ _ H sinh ky 
2 sinhkh

cos(kx -  cot)

Using the trigonometric relationship

cos^ 6 + sin  ̂ 6 = \

it can be shown that

=  1
fi,HV cosh' ky (  ( M Y  sinhh'ky

+

The above equation describes an ellipse with semi-axes

cM coshky horizontally
2 sinhkh
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and

oH sinhky
2 sinhkh vertically

The motion described by the particles is shown schematically in Figure IV.3. An

it is beneath different parts of the wave, for example, two particle move in opposite 

directions when one is under the wave crest and the other is under the wave trough. This 

has important consequences for structural responses when structure spatial extent is 

incorporated into analyses.

Spectral Relationships

Using the above expressions for water particle velocities and accelerations Borgman 

(1967) presents the following relationships for cross-correlation flmction of water particle 

velocities and accelerations during a random unidirectional storm event:

important aspect of the particle motions is that the direction of the motion changes when

0

2  coshky coshky' 
sinh^kh

cos[k(x2  -  Xj) -  27rfx]df

coshky  ̂j _ 2^ ^
sinh kh

,3 ££!y9LE£^hl9:!sin[k(x2 -  X,) -  27ifx]df 
sinh kh
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(y.y = 2 ] s ( f ) ( 2 r f ) - 5 2 5 f c ^ e o s [ k ( x ,  -  X , )  -  2nft]df

where

Am is the horizontal component o f water particle acceleration degree o f freedom

m, which is at elevation y and horizontal location xi, at time t

An is the horizontal component o f water particle acceleration degree o f freedom n,

which is at elevation y’ and horizontal location X2 , at time t

Vm is the horizontal component o f water particle velocity degree o f freedom m,

which is at elevation y and horizontal location Xi, at time t

Vn is the horizontal component o f water particle velocity degree o f freedom n,

which is at elevation y’ and horizontal location X2 , at time t
4

RAmvn(y,y’,t) is the cross-correlation fionction between Am and V„

S(Q is the spectrum o f sea-state at circular frequency f .

Spectra o f the above terms are obtained by taking relevant Fourier transforms. The above 

expressions are used to compute required cross-spectral terms o f Chapter 5.
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Figure AIV.2 - Velocity Attenuation with Depth (Mitchell 1996)
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Figure AIV.3 - Schematic of Water Particle Motions (Mitchell 1996)
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Frequency Convolution

In the development o f the non-linear spectral model convolutions o f spectra were carried 

out, some aspects o f  this important process are presented here based on the work of  

Papoulis (1962) and Lipsett (1985).

Papoulis (1962) presents time and frequency convolution theorems that form the basis 

for computing spectral convolutions as required in Chapters 5 and 6. In the time domain 

he considers two fimctions fi(t) and fa(t) and the convolution o f these two functions is 

defined as

00

f ( t )=  Jfi(y)f2(t-y)dy
—00

Papoulis proves that the Fourier transform F(co) o f the convolution o f the two fiinctions 

fi(t) and f2 (t) equals the product o f  the Fourier transforms Fi(co) and F2 (oi) o f these two 

fimctions. That is if

fi(t) ^ ^  F,(co) f2(t) < ----->  F2(co)

then

00

|f,(T)f2(t-x)dx  > F,(o))F2(a))
—00

where

^ ^  represent Fourier pairs
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Using the above result Papoulis showed that the Fourier transform F((o) o f the product 

fi(t) f2(t) o f two fimctions equals the convolution Fi((o) * FaCto) o f their respective 

transforms Fi(cd) and FiCco) divided by 2ii, that is

1 **fi(co)f2(a)) <----> —  jF,(y)F2(o)-y)dy
—00

The third-order water particle velocity convolutions are computed using fast Fourier 

transforms that are built into the FORTRAN compiler. These efficient algorithms are 

required because o f the complex nature o f the calculations. In order to assess the effects 

o f convolution it is useful to consider convolution calculations for a simpler harmonic 

system as outlined by Lipsett (1985).

This procedure illustrates how convolution spectra o f orders 2 and 3 are computed for a 

simple harmonic wave. For more complex spectral shapes such as the JONS WAP 

spectrum the same procedure can be used but the Fourier transforms are efficiently 

computed by the fast Fourier transform technique.

The two sided spectral representation o f an harmonic wave with frequency coo and mean 

square value â  is given by

S((b) = — 6(co -  ©o) + — 5(oj + ®o) 

where 6( ) is the Dirac delta function.
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The procedure to find the convolution spectrum [S(coo)]*" starts by finding the correlation 

function R(x) which is the Fourier transform of the spectrum. That is

R (t) =  JS(o))e‘“‘d(o
-C O

=  a ^  c o s c OqT

Next raise the correlation function to the power r and take the Fourier transform to obtain 

the desired convolution spectrum. This procedure will be shown for r = 2 and r = 3 

below. Therefore

R^(t) = a ‘‘cos^ cOqX
^4 ^4

= ---- + ----- COs2cOnX
2 2 °

and

R^(x) = a^cos^cogx
3a®

=  COSCOnX + ------C 0 S 3 © „ X
4 “ 4 °

Originally the correlation function contained only one frequency coo but in raising the 

correlation to some power the correlation function and hence the energy content is 

distributed to other frequencies such as 2coo and 3coo. In the development of Chapter 5 it 

can be seen that third-order convolutions of water particle velocities are used resulting in 

wave loadings being induced at three times the associated wave frequencies.

Taking the Fourier transform then gives the convolution spectrum which in general is
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and for the specific examples being considered here are

{S((0) P  = y  6((0) + y5((0 + 2cOo) + y5((0 -  2o)o)

and

{S(») r  = ^ 6 ( o )  + (» ,)+^8((0-«>o) + y5((l> + 3ffl„)+^5((D-3<D,)

Figure AV.l shows the relationship between the original spectrum and the *2 and *3 

convolution spectra graphically. For the case of a more complex initial spectral shape, 

such as the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum, the convolution spectra are obtained in an 

analogous fashion. However, now the Fourier transforms must be obtained numerically 

and are efficiently evaluated using the fast Fourier transform algorithm.
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Hermite Polynomials

Hemute polynomials, Heit(z), find frequent use in applied problems because they possess 

the important property that they are orthogonal with respect to a zero mean unit variance 

Gaussian probability density weighting function. That is

5jk = 1 only if i = k and is zero otherwise.

Because of this property it is often usefiil to use Hermite polynomial expansions for 

Gaussian random variables or for functions of Gaussian random variables. Specifically it 

is very easy to evaluate expected values of Hermite polynomial expressions of Gaussian 

variables due to the orthogonality relationship. In what follows some useful properties of 

Hermite polynomials are described.

Abramowitz and Stegun (1964) define the Hermite polynomials Hek(z) by the Rodrigues 

formula

where

He,(z) = (-1)

The lowest few Hermite polynomials are
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Heo(z) = 1 Hei(z) = z Hc2 (z) = z -̂1

He3 (z) =  z^-3z Hc4 (z) = Hes(z) = z*-10z^+15z

The expected value o f a fiinction o f a zero mean umt variance Gaussian random variable 

z is given by

which can be easily evaluated using the orthogonality relationship if j ẑ) is expanded in 

an Hermite polynomial series. That is, if  f(z) is expressed as a linear function of Hermite 

polynomials

That is the expected value o f f(z) is simply given by the first coefficient Co o f the Hermite 

polynomial expansion o f that function.

In employing Hennite polynomials it thus becomes necessary to determine the series 

coefficients. The coefficients Ck can be found in a number of equivalent ways. Three 

different methods are described here.

f(z) = 2c^He^(z)
k=0

then
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Orthogonality

Multiplying both sides o f the above equation by e" '^H ej(z)/V ^and integrating over 

the range of z gives

Using the orthogonality relationship gives

Least square minimisation

The coefficients ck can also be found by minimising the expected value of the squared 

error o f the approximation. That is minimising with respect to the coefficients gives

which can be shown to yield the same expressions for Ck as given above.

Weighted residuals

The residual R of the expansion process is

R = f (z ) -^ c ^ H e ,(z )
k=0
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The coefficients ck can be found by setting the expected value of the weighted residual to 

zero. That is

where

Wj = Wj(z) are the weighting functions.

If the weighting fiinctions are themselves Hermite polynomials, Wj(z) = Hej(z), then the 

same expression for the coefficients Ck will again result.

In Chapter 5 the coefficients are obtained usiag the least squares minimisation technique 

as applied by Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan (1982).

Eatock-Taylor and Rajagopalan (1982) also showed that the e?q)ected values o f the 

product of two ftmctions can be found using Hermite polynomial expansions. For 

example if

and

g(z(t2)) = Z^kHek(z(t2))
k

then the correlation fimction is given by
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= (f(z(tl))g(z(t2)))

= ( Z^jHej(z(t,))£b,He,(z(t,))

Lin (1976) showed that when z is Gaussian that the joint probability density function is

where

Zi = z(ti)

Z2 = z(t2)

P =  < Z i Z 2 >

P(zi’Z2) = :;r®^P27T

Using the orthogonality relationship for Hermitage polynomials gives the following 

expression

( f ( z i ) g ( z 2 ) > =  J  J p ( z i , z 2 ) f ( z i ) g ( z 2 ) d z i d z 2
—00 —00

Again, this approach is followed in Chapter 5.
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SPECLIN

MAE^ PROGRAM

This program performs linear spectral analysis of 
three-dimensional of&hore jacket stnictm-es

Written by Michael Hartnett

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION VEC(100,100)
REAL ALPHA 
DIMENSION HED(20)

0 0  231=1,1000000 
LMI)=0 

23 CONTEWE 
ITW0=1
DO 221=1,7000000 
L\(I)=0 

22 CONTINUE
MTOT=7000000

OPEN RELEVANT FILES

OPEN(17,FILE=’OUTPUT.DAT',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN( 18 JILE='ROOTS.DAT,STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(19JILE=T>AMPING.DAT',STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(50JFILE='STRAP.DAT’,STATUS='OLD') 
0PEN(51 JILE=TYPE.DAr,STATUS='OLD') 
READ(19,556)AA3B,RMI,ETA,IDAMP,CDAMP 

556 FORMAT(4F10.0,I10,F10.0)
SQMI=RMI**2.
IELMNT=1 
ILOAD=2 
IIN=5 
IOUT=17 
ISTRP=50 
ITYPE=51 

200 NUMEST=0 
MAXEST=0

INPUT PHASE

READ CONTROL INFORMATION
OPEN(20,FILE='NPUT.DAT',STATUS=’OLD')
READ(20,1000JEND=888) HED>(UMNP,NUMEGJ4LCASE,MODEX,

1 ITEFLG,ALPHA.XMUD,XWATERpCFOUND,CM,CONVER 
CLOSE(19)
CLOSE(20)
IF (NUMNP.EQ.O) STOP
WRITE flOUT,2000)HED,NUMNP,NUMEG,NLCASE,MODEX 

Nl=l
N2=N1+NUMNP
N3=N2+NUMNP
N4=N3+NUMNP

IN2=N1+6*NUMNP

READ NODAL POINT DATA
CALL INPUT(IA(N 1 ),A(N 1 ),A(N2),A(N3))
NEQ1=NEQ+1 

READ.GENERATE AND STORE ELEMENT DATA 
IND=1

CALL ELCALL

SOLUTION PHASE
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C ASSEMBLE STIFFNESS & MASS MATRICES 
CALL DIAGAD(IA(IN5),IA(IN2))

C
MM=NWK/NEQ

C IN DATA CHECK ONLY MODE WE SKIP ALL FURTHER CALCULATIONS 
C

IF (MODEX.GT.O) GO TO 100 
GOTO 120

C
100 NNL=NWK+NEQ

C
IND=2

C
REWIND 1
DO 1345 NP=1 J«JMEG 

C CALL ASSEM
CALL STORBM 

1345 CONTINUE
C
C READ VALUES FOR SOLVING EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 

READ(18,1347)NROOT,NITEM,NCT JEXPE 
1347 FORMAT(3I10,F10.0)

RTOL=10.**(-EXPE)
NC=NCT+NROOT
IF(NC.GT.NEQ)THEN
NC=NEQ
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF
NNC=NC*(NC+l)/2
IFPR=1
IFSS=1
NSTn>=7
NNM=NEQ+1

C
NN17=NEQ*NC
N17=N16+-NN17
N18=N17+NC

C
N19=N18+NEQ
N20=N19fNC
N21=N20fNNC
N22=N21+NNC
N23=N22+NC
N24=N23+NC
N25=N24+NC
N26=N25+NC
PRINT*,TESTr
WRITE(IOUT,*)’ TEST2'
WRlTE(IOUT,*)’ REAL TOTAL=’,N26 
WRITE(IOUT,*)' INTEGER T0TAL='JN6

C
CALLSSPACE(A(N14),A(N15yA(IN5),A(N16),A(N17),

1 RTOL,NC,NNC,NITEM,IFSS,IFPR,NSTIP,
1 NNM,VEC,A(N18),A(N19),A(N20),A(N21 ),A(N22),A(N23),
1 A(N24),A(N25))

C
C FACTOR EIGENVALUES 

DSCAB=SCA-SCB 
DSCBA=SCB-SCA 
DO730n»P=lJ}ROOT 
NPP=N17-1+IPP 
A(NPP)=A(NPP)*( 10. **DSCAB)
WRITE{IOUT,«)'ROOT',IPP,'= ',A(NPP)

730 CONTINUE
C

SQSCB=SQRT(10 **SCB)
DOIRY=l,NN17 
IRYM1=N16+IRY-1 
A(IRYM1 )=A(IRYM1 ySQSCB 
END DO

C
OPEN( 19 JILE=TNTE.DAT’,STATUS='OLD')
READ( 19,777)CD,IXO,IXN,IYO,iyM 

777 FORMAT(F10.0,4I10)
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CLOSE(19)
C

CALL SPEC
C
C INITIALISE FOR ITERATION

CALL STORAGE(ALPHA)
C

NUME=NPAR(2)
ISPT=SPT
ISPNUM=ISPT*NUME

C
C

CALL CBARJ(A(N112)J4UMEJ4C,ALPHAJSPT,A(N111),
1 A(N13).NNC,A(N114),A(N12),IA(IN4)4SPNUM,
2 A (N 1 3 1 )A N 1 3 2 )^ 1 3 3 ))

N l= l
C STORAGE SPACE FOR'MODAL.FOR'

n e q r t =n e q *n r o o t
N116=NH5+NEQRT
N117=N116+NEQRT
N1I8=N117+NEQRT
Nn9=N118+NROOT

C
120 CONTINUE 

GO TO 200
C

888 PRINTVEND OF DATA PROGRAM FINISHED’
STOP

1000 FORMAT(20A4/5I5/6F10.0)
1010 FORMAT(2I5)

C
C

2000 FORMAT (1H U 0A 4///,
1 4 5 H C O N T R O L  I N F O R M A T I O N  ,//,5X,
2 45HNUMBER OF NODAL POINTS . . .  (NUMNP) =J5,
3//5X,
4 45HNUMBER OF ELEMENT GROUPS . .  (NUMEG) =15 
5//5X,
5 45HNUMBER OF LOAD CASES . .  . (NLCASE) =,I5 
5//5X,
6 45HSOLUTION M O DE................(MODEX) =J5
5//5X,
7 45H EQ.O DATA CHECK ,/5X,
8 45H EQ.l EXECUTION )

2005 F O R M A T (lH U 6 H L O A D  C A S E  D A T A )
2010 FORMAT(////4X28H LOAD CASE NUMBER.......... =,I5//5X,

1 32HNUMBER OF CONCENTRATED LOADS . = ,15)
2015 FORMAT (lH l,9HLOA DCASE,I3)
2020 FORMAT(1X,40H**» ERROR LOAD CASES ARENOT IN ORDER ) 
2025 FORMAT(lHl,

1 17HTOTAL SYSTEM DATAy//5X,
2 45HNUMBER OF EQUATIONS................(NEQ) =  I5//5X,
3 45HNUMBER OF MATRIX ELEMENTS......(NWK) =J5//5X,
4 45HMAXIMUM HALF BANDWIDTH.......... (MK ) =J5//5X,
5 45HMEAN HALF BANDW IDTH................(MM ) =15)

END

C
C

FUNCTION GG1(X1MJ;>CL)
GG1=1.-X1MJ/XL
RETURN
END

FUNCTION H2(X1MJ,XL)
H2=X1MJ/XL
RETURN
END

FUNCTION XI3(X1MJ,XL) 
XI3=1.-3*(X1MJ/XL)**2.+2.»(X1MI/XL)**3.
RETURN
END

C
FUNCTION J4(X1MJ,XL)
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J4=X1 MJ-2.*(X1 MJ**2.)/XL+(X1 MJ**3 ,)/(XL**2.)
RETUKN
END

C
FUNCTION K5(X1MJ,XL)
K5=3.*(X1MJ/XL)**2.-2.*(X1MJ/XL)**3.
RETURN
END

C
FUNCTION L6(X1MJ,XL) 
L6=-(XlMJ**2.yXL+XlMJ**3./(XL**2.)
RETURN
END

C
FUNCTION M7(X1MJ,XL)
M7=-X1MJ+2.*X1MJ**2./XL-X1MJ**3/(XL»*2.)
RETURN
END

C
FUNCTION NN8(X1MJ,XL)
NN8=0.0+(XlMJ**2.yXL-<XlMJ**3.)/(XL**2.)
RETURN
END

C
FUNCTION RKC(X,D,SOILK) 
RKC=SOILK*(-X+D)
RETURN
END
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SPEC.CMN

FILE INCLUDES ALL COMMON STATEMENTS

When changing problems you should also change 
two dimension statements in RUSS .FOR which 
define ranges for:

XIFL, PTl, PT2, PT3, NTFL & XL

These are all currently set to:
724

COMMON/INTE/CD,IXO,IXN,IYO,IYMaTEFLGJTERFLG,RATIO(40)
COMMON/MS/MASSFL(724),WT(724)
COMMON/SOL/NUMNP;vnEQ,NWK,NUMEST,MIDEST>lAXEST,MK 
COMMON/DIME/Nl,N2J(3J44J45J46JM7J48J<9J<10JSrilJ<12J^13J<14J<15 
COMMON/DM 1 /N16;^ 17 18,N 19,N20,IN 1 JN2,IN3 JN4 JN5,IN6,IN7 JN8 
COMMON/SPEC1/N100,N101,N102,N103J<104JJ105J<106,N107J<108J4109 
COMMON/SPECl 1/Nl 10
COMMON/SPEC2/N111,N112J4113^114JsH 15,N116,N117J<118,N119,N120
COMMON/SPEC3/N121J^122,N123J4124JJ125,N126,N127J^128,N129J^130
COMMON/SPEC4/N131J^132,N133JM134Jsri35,N136,NI37,N138JS[139,N140
COMMON/EL/lNDJ<PAR(10),NUMEG,MTOTJ4FIRSTJNnLAST,ITWO
COMMONA^AR/NG,MODEX
COMMON^APES/IELMNT4LOADJIN,IOUTJSTRPJTYPE 
COMMON/NX2/N21 J^22 JJ23 J^24 J425 J<26 
COMMON IA(2000000),A( 10000000),T(12,12,724)
COMMON/RT/NROOT
COMMON/PM/STEP,SPECTR<202),WLST
COMMON/CONV/CON,ITER
COMMON/MUD/XMUD,XFOUND,IFOUND(724),INUME(724),JNUME(724)
COMMON/SP/SPT,SCA,SCB
COMMON/DAMP/AA3B,CM,SQMI,ETA,IDAMP,CDAMP,wht 
COMMON/ZS/Z1(10,202),Z2(10,202) !MH INCLUDED 11/5/95 
DATAWHT/1.0/
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SUBROUTINE INPUT(ID,X,Y^)
C|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C|
C| PROGRAM
C| TO READ,GENERATE,AND PRINT NODAL POINT INPUT DATA
C| TO CALCULATE EQUATION NUMBERS AND STORE THEM IN ID ARRAY
C|
C| N=ELEMENT NUMBER
C| ID=BOUNDARY CONDTION CODES (0=FREE,1=DELETED)
C| X,Y^=COORDINATES
C| KNKJENERATION CODE
C| I.E. NCREMENT ON NODAL POINT NUMBER
C|
C|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION X(I),Y(1)^(1),ID(6,NUMNP)

C
C READ AND GENERATE NODAL POINT DATA 
C

WRITE (lOUT^OOO)
WRITE (lOUT^OlO)
KNOLD=0
NOLD=0

C
N=0
OPEN(10^LE='1D.DAT,STATUS='OLD')

10 N=N+1
READ(10,1000XTO(I,N),I=1,6)

1 ,X(N),Y(N)^(N)JF0UND(N)
WRITE (IOUT^030)N,(ID(IJN),I=1,6)

1 ,X(N),Y(N)^(N)
WRITE (ISTRP,2031)N^(N),Y(N)^(N)

C
IF(N.NE.NUMNP)GO TO 10

C
C WRITE COMPLETE NODAL DATA 
C
C EQUATIONS NUMBERS 
C

NEQ=0
DO 100N=1,NUMNP 
DO 1001=1,6 
IF(ID(I,N))110,120,110 

120 NEQ=NEQ+1
ID(IJ4)=NEQ 
GO TO 100 

110 ID(IJN)=0 
100 CONTINUE 

C
CLOSE(IO)
RETURN

C
1000 FORMAT (6I5,3F10.0J15)
2000 FO RM AT(lHl,33HNODAL P O I N T  D A T A  //)
2010 FORMAT (18H INPUT NODAL DATA//)
2030 FORMAT a5,6X,6I5,6X,3(F10.4,3X))
2031 FORMAT (I5,3F10.4)
C

END
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SUBROUTINE ELCALL
C
C ...................................................
C .
C . PROGRAM
C . TO LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENT GROUPS FOR READING, . 
C . GENERATING AND STORING ELEMENT DATA 
C .
C ...................................................
C

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
C
C LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENTS GROUPS 
C

D0100N=1J«JMEG 
IF (N.NE.1) WRITE aOUT,2010)

C
OPEN(50,FILE='NPAR.DAT’,STATUS='OLD’)
READ(50,1000)NPAR

C
CALL BEAMEL

C
WRITE(IOUT,7654) MAXEST 
IF(MIDEST.GT.MAXEST) MAXEST=MK)EST 
WRITE(IOUT,7654) MAXEST

C
7654 FORMAT(1X,14HMAXEST(ELCAL)=J10)
C
100 CONTINUE 

C
1000 FORMAT(IOIS)
2000 FORM AT(lHl,36HELEM ENT G R O U P  D A T A  Ilf) 
2010 FORMAT(lHl)

C
END
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SUBROUTINE BEAMEL

. PROGRAM

. TO CALL THE APPROPRIATE ELEMENT SUBROUTINE

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'

NOTE; HERE WE DETERMINE WHICH TYPE 
OF AN ELEMENT WE ARE TO LOOK AT
NPAR(1)=1 ABEAM
NPAR(1)=2 A SPACE FRAME

GO TO (1^,3)J^PAR(1)
CALL STORBM 

RETURN

AT THIS STAGE WE COULD USE OTHER TYPES 
OF MEMBERS

CALL STORBM 
RETURN 

3 RETURN 
C

END
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 0
StIBROUTINE STORBM

. PROGRAM

. TO SET UP STORAGE AND CALL THE ELEMENT SUBROUTINE

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
NPAR1=NPAR(1)
NUME=NPAR(2)
NUMMAT=NPAR(3)

C

N5=N4+NUMMAT
N6=N5+NUMMAT
N7=N6+NUMMAT
N8=N7+NUMMAT
N9=N8+NUMMAT
N10=N9+NUMMAT
N11=N10+NUMMAT
N12=N11+NUMMAT
N13=N12+NUMMAT
N14=N13+6*NUME

C
NI5=N14+NWK
N16=N15+NWK

C
PRINT»'N16='JSI16
IN3=IN2+NEQ
IN4=IN3+12*NUME
IN5=IN4+NUME
IN6=IN5+NEQ

C
CALL BEAM0A(N1 ),A(N 1 ),A(N2),A(N3),LA(IN2)^(N4),A(N5), 

1 A(N6),A(N7),A(N8),A(N9),A(N10),A(N11),A(N12),
1 A(N13)M(IN3),IA(IN4))

C
RETURN

C
END
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WRITE(IOUT,*)''
WRITE(10UT,*) 'ELEMENT NODEl N0DE2 TYPE MASSFL ASPT WTMASS ENTRFL 

1 XIFL PTl PT2 PT3 '
C

PRINT*,' READ IN VALUE FOR NUMBER OF SIMPSONS INTEGRATION POINTS'
READ(5,*)SPT
ISPT=SPT

C
C

DO INO=l J«JM E
READ(15,1020,END=999)NJNUME(INO)JNUME(INO),MTYP,MASSFL(INO),

1 ASPT,WT(INO)J4TFL(INO),XIFL^O),PT1(INO),PT2(INO),PT3(INO)
C

I=INUME(INO)
J=JNmviE(INO)

C
WRITE(IOUT,1025)N,INUME(INO),JNUME(INO),MTYPJWASSFL(INO),

1 SPT,WT{INO)J<TFL(INO),XIFL(INO),PT1(INO),PT2(INO),PT3(INO)
C

WRITE(*,1025)N,INUME(INO)JNUME(INO),MTYP,MASSFL(INO),
1 SPT,WT(mO),NTFL(INO),XIFL(INO),PTl(INO)J>T2(INO),PT3(INO)

C
C SAVE ELEMENT INFORMATION
C

XYZ(l,INO)=X(I)
XYZ(2JNO)=Ya)
XYZ(3,INO)=Z(I)

C
XYZ(4JNO)=X(J)
XYZ(5JNO)=Y(J)
XYZ(6JNO)=Z(J)

C
MATP(INO)=MTYP

C
D 0 390L=1,12 
LM(LJNO)=0 

390 CONTINUE
DO 400 LU=1,6 
LM(LUJNO)=ID(LU,I)
LM(LU+6JNO)=ID(LU,J)

400 CONTDWE
C UPDATE COLUMN HEIGHTS AND BANDWIDTH
C

CALL HEIGHTS (MHTJrt),LM(l JNO))
C

END DO 
CLOSE(15)

999 RETURN

C ' STIFFNESS AND MASS COMPILATION 

C
610 OPEN( 16,FILE='POLAR.DAT',STATUS='OLD')

READ( 16,623)POI,STLDEN,WATDEN,CLADEN,GRODEN,CHECK,SOILK 
WRITE(IOUT,'*)' MATERIAL CONSTANTS '

WRITE(IOUT *)' I
WRITE(’lOUT,*)''
WRITE(IOUT,*)' POISSON STLDEN WATDEN CLADEN GRODEN CHECK SOILK ' 
WRITE(IOUT,621 )POI,STLDEN,WATDEN,CLADEN,GRODEN,CHECK,SOILK 

621 FORMAT(1X,6F10.4JF12.2)
623 FORMAT(6F10.0,F15.0)

P(l,l)=130.
P(2,l)=50.0
P(3,l)=-50.
P(I,2>=-30.
P(2;2)=120.
P(3,2)=-50.
P(l,3)=50.
P(2,3)=50.0
P(3,3)=50.
P(l,4)=-50.
P(2,4)=-50.
P(3,4)=-50.
P(l,5)=100.
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P(2.5)=-100.
P(3,5)=100
P(l,6)=15.3
P(2,6)=-12.9
P(3,6)=100
GROWT=0.0
GROWT=0.0
WATOUT=0.0
WATIN=0.0
WATTOT=0.0
WEIGHT=0.0
D 0 500N=1J>JUME

C
C INITIALIZE MATRICES 

DO 1011=1,12 
DO 1011=1,12 
CLYSTF(I,J)=0.0 
T(UJ4)=0.
TGC(I,J)=0.
TRANS(IJ)=0.
TK(I,J)=0.

101 CONTINUE
C

IXP=1
IFLGMS=0
MTYPE=MATP(N)
XL2=0.
D 0 505LW=1,3
D(LW)=XYZ(LWJ<)-XYZ(LW+3J^)

505 XL2=XL2+D(LW)*D(LW)
C NOTE; XL IS THE LENGTH OF THE ELEMENT IN QUESTION 
C

XL(N)=SQRT(XL2)
XX=E(MTYPE)*AREA(MTYPE)*XL(N)
XL3=XL(N)**3.

C
C READINMATRIXR,THIS MATRIX IS USED TO 
C COMPILE THE AXES TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
C

Al=-D(iyXL(N)
A2=-D(2)/XL(N)
A3=-D(3)/XL(N)
T(1,1,N)=A1 
T(1,2J4)=A2 
T(1,3J>J)=A3 

C READ IN DIAGONAL ELEMENTS FIRST 
C

TK(1,1)=AREA(MTYPE)/XL(N) 
TK(2,2)=12«XI3M(MTTPEyXL3 
TK(3,3)=12.*XI2M(MTYPE)/XL3 
TK(4,4)=POLAR(MTYPE)/(2.»XL(N)»(l.+POI)) 
TK(5,5)=4. »XI2M(MTYPE)/XL(N)
TK(6,6)=4. *XI3M(MTYPE)/XL(N)
DO 5011=7,12 
TK(y)=TK(I-6J-6)

501 CONTINUE
TK(1,7)=-TK(1,1)
TK(7,1)=TK(1,7)
TK(2,6)=(6.*XI3M(MTYPE))/XL2
TK(6,2)=TK(2,6)
TK(2,8)=-TK(2,2)
TK(8,2)=TK(2,8)
TK(2,12)=TK(2,6)
TK(12,2)=TK(2,12)
TK(3,5)=-6. *XI2M(MTYPE)/XL2 
TK(5,3>=TK(3,5)
TK(3,9)=-TK(3,3)
TK(9,3)=TK(3,9)
TK(3,11)=TK(3,5)
TK(n,3)=TK(3,ll)
TK(4,10)=-TK(4.4)
TK(10,4)=TK(4,10)
TK(5,9)=-TK(3,5)
TK(9,5)=TK(5,9)
TK(5,11)=2.*XI2M(MTYPE)/XL(N)
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TK(11,5)=TK(5,11)
TK(6,8)=-TK(2,6)
TK(8,6)=TK(6,8)
TK(6,12)=0.5*TK(6,6)
TK(12,6>=TK(6,12)
TK(8,12)=TK(6,8)
TK(12,8)=TK(8,12)
TK(9,11)=TK(5,9)
TK(11,9)=TK(9,11)

DOIY=l,12
DOJY=l,12

TK{IYjy)=E{MTYPE)nK(IY,JY)
END DO 
END DO

C
C CAL. THE TRANSFORMATION
C

IXP=1 
508 XP2=0.

DOJW =l,3
DP(JW)=P(JW,IXP)-XYZ(JWJ^)
XP2=XP2+DP(JW)*DP(JW)
END DO 
XP=SQRT(XP2)

C
C

IF(XIFL(N).EQ. 1 )THEN
P1=(PT1(N)-XYZ(I^))/XP
P2=(PT2(N)-XYZ(2JJ)yXP
P3=(PT3(N>XYZ(3jNr))/XP
ELSE
P1=(P(UXP)-XYZ{1,N))/XP 
P2=(P(2,IXP)-XYZ{2^))/XP 
P3=(P(3,IXP)-XYZ(3,N))/XP 
END IF
COTETA=Al *P1+A2*P2+A3*P3 
TETA=ACOS(COTETA)
TETA1=0.174532 ! I.E 10 DEGREES 
IF(TETALE.TETAI )THEN 

IXP=IXP+1 ICOLINEAR 
IF(IXP.EQ.6)THEN 

PRINT* POINTS EXCEEDED'
STOP
ELSE
CONTINUE 

END IF 
GO TO 508 

END IF
RC=17C0TETA
TL=1./(SQRT((A1-RC*P1)**2.+(A2-RC*P2)**2.+

1 (A3-RC*P3)**2.))
B1=TL*A1-TL*RC»PI
B2=TL*A2-TL*RC *P2
B3=TL*A3-TL*RC*P3
T(2,i;^)=Bl
T(2^^)=B2
T(2,3,N)=B3

C
AX=A2*B3-A3*B2
BX=A3*B1-A1*B3
CX=A1*B2-A2*B1

C ^
RTS=SQRT(AX**2.+BX**2.+CX**2.)
C1=AX/RTS
C2=BX/RTS
C3=CX/RTS
T(3,1,N)=C1
T(3^JJ)=C2
T(3,3JJ)=C3
DOIT=1.3
DOJT=l,3

T(IT+3,JT+3J4)=T(IT/r,N)
TaT+6^T+6J0=T(ITjr,N)
T(IT+9JT+9J^)=T(ITjr^)
ENDDO
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D0IT=1,12
D0JT=1,12
T(IT JTJ^)=T(IT/r )
END DO 
END DO 

ELSE 
CONTINUE 

END IF
C

IF(XYZ(3J4).EQ.XMUD)THEN
T(7,7J^>=1.
T(7,8J^)=A1 *B1+A2*B2+A3*B3 
T(7,9 J^)=A1 *C 1+A2 *C2+A3 *C3 
T(8,7,N)=B1*A1+B2*A2+B3*A3 
T(8,8,N)=1.
T(8,9JN)=B 1 *C 1+B2 *C2+B3 *C3 
T(9,7J<)=C1 *A1-K:2 *A2+C3*A3 
T(9,8JJ)=C1*B1+C2*B2+C3*B3 
T (9 ,9 J^1 .
DO IT=7,9 
DOJT=7,9 
IT3=rr+3 
JT3=JT+3
T(IT3/T3J^)=T(rr/T,N)
END DO 
END DO

C
ELSE

T(1,1JJ)=1.
T(UJ<)=A1 *B1+A2*B2+A3*B3 
T(1,3,N>=A1 *C1+A2*C2+A3*C3 
T(2,1 ,N)=B1 *A1+B2 *A2+B3 *A3 
T(2;2,N)=1.
T(2,3 J^)=B 1 *C 1+B2 *C2+B3 *€3 
T(3,1 ,N)=C 1 *A1+C2 *A2+C3 *A3 
T(3^,N)=C 1 *B 1+C2 *B2+C3 »B3 
T(3,3,N)=1.

C
DOIT=l,3
DOJT=l,3
IT3=IT+3
IT6=IT+6
IT9=rr+9

C
JT3=JT+3
JT6=Xr+6
JT9=JT+9
T(IT3/T3,N)=T(rr,JTJ4)
T(IT6,JT6,N)=T(IT,JT,N)
T(IT9/T9,N)=T(ITJTJ4)
END DO 
END DO

C
END IF

ELSE 
CONTINUE 

END IF 
ELSE 

CONTINUE 
END IF

DO 1=1,12 
DO J=l,12 

TRANS(IJ)=T(J,IJ4) 
TGCa,J)=T(UJJ) 
END DO 
END DO

NOW MULTIPLY TRANS,K AND T TOGETHER

DO 111=1,12 
DOll  J=l,12
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Q(UH).o 
11 CONTINUE 

DO 201=1,12 
D020J=1,12 
D020M=1,12
Qaj)=TKa.M)*TGC(M,J)+Qa,J)

20 CONTINUE
DO 301=1,12 
D 0 30J=1,I2 
ST(I,J)=0.

30 CONTINUE
DO 401=1,12 
D040J=1,12 
D040M=1,12
ST(I,J)=TRANS(I,M)*Q(MJ>l-ST(U)

40 CONTINUE
C
C THE ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX IS 
C COMPLETELY COMPILED IN THE 
C GLOBAL CO-ORDS,FOR A SPACE FRAME 
C WE MAY NOW POST THE UPPER HALF TO 
C THE STRUCTURE STIFFNESS 
C MATRIX 
C

KL=0
D 0 600L=1,12 
D 0 600M=L,12 
KL=KL+1 
S(KL)=ST(L,M)

600 CONTINUE
C
C

CALL ASSEMBL (A(N14)M(IN5),S,LM(1,N),ND)

C

C
C ONCE THE ELEMENT STIFFNESS HAS BEEN ASSEMBLED 
C ASSEMBLE THE ELEMENT MASS 
C

IFLGMS=1 
DO 7002 ISM=1.12 
D 0 7002JSM=1,12 
SM(ISMJSM)=0.0 
STLM(ISMJSM)=0.0 

7002 CONTINUE

C READ IN DIAGONALS FIRST 
C

WEIGHT=AREA(MTYPE)*XL(N)*STLDEN+WEIGHT
XL(N)=SQRT(XL2)
CONST=STLDEN*AREA(MTYPE)*XL(N)/420.00 
SM(1,1)=140.*CONST 

SM(2,2^156.‘CONST 
SM(3,3)=156.‘CONST
SM(4,4)=140*POLAR(MTYPE)*CONST/AREA(MTYPE) 
SM(5,5)=4. *XL2 *CONST 
SM(6,6)=4. *XL2 *CONST

C
DO 7001 IKK=7,12 
SMqKKJKK)=SMaKK-6JKK-6)

7001 CONTINUE
C READ IN THE REMAINDER OF ELEMENTS 

SM(1,7)=70.‘CONST 
SM(7,1)=SM(1,7)
SM(2,6)=22.0*XL(N)*CONST
SM(6,2)=SM(2,6)
SM(2,8)=54.‘CONST
SM(8,2)=SM(2,8)
SM(2,12)=-13.*CONST‘XL(N)
SM(12,2)=SM(2,12)
SM(3,5)=-22.‘XL(N)*CONST
SM(5,3)=SM(3,5)
SM(3,9)=54.*CONST
SM(9,3)=SM(3,9)
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SM(3,1 l)=13.*XL(N)*CONST 
SM(11,3)=SM(3,11)
SM(4,10)=70.»POLAR(MTYPE)*CONST/AREA(MTYPE)
SM(10,4)=SM(4,10)
SM(5,9)=-13.*XL(N)*CONST
SM(9,5)=SM(5,9)
SM(5,11)=-3.*XL2‘CONST 
SM(11,5)=SM(5,11)
SM(6,8)=13.*XL(N)*CONST
SM(8,6)=SM(6,8)
SM(6,12)=-3.*XL2*CONST
SM(12,6)=SM(6,12)
SM(8,12)=-22.«XL(N)*CONST
SM(12,8>=SM(8,12)
SM(9,1 l)=22.*XL(N)*CONST 
SM(U,9)=SM(9,11)

C
DOIAP=l,12
DOJAP=l,12
STLMaAPJAP)=SM(IAPJAP)
END DO 
END DO

C
C THE ABOVE IS THE ELEMENT MASS OF THE STEEL 
C IN THE LOCAL CO-ORDS OF THE MEMBER

IF(XYZ(3JJ).LE.0.0.AND.XYZ(6a<).LE.0.0)THEN 
MEMBER IN EITHER THE WATER OR IN THE FOUNDATION

lF(XYZ(3.N).GT.XMLID.AND.XYZ(6,N).GT.XMLrD)THEN 
C MEMBER IS IN WATER 

PI=3.I42857
IF(GRODEN.GT.O)THEN
DOUT=DTOT(MTYPE>H).05
ELSE
DOUT=DTOT(MTYPE)
ENDIF
AREAGW(MTYPE)=(D0UT**2-DT0T(MTYPE)*»2)*PI/4
P0LGR0(MTYPEHD0UT**4-DT0T(MTYPE)**4)*PI/64
AREA0UT(MTYPEHD0UT**2)*PI/4
D0IP=1,12
D0JP=1,12
IFaP.EQ.4.AND.JP.EQ.4)THEN
SM(IPJP)=SM(IPJP>fSTLM(IPJP)*POLGRO{MTYPE)*GRODEN/ 

(P0LAR(MTYPE)*STLDEN)
ELSE IF(IP.EQ.10.AND.JP.EQ.10)THEN
SM(IP,JP)=SM(IP,JP)+STLM(IPJP)*POLGRO(MTYPE)*GRODEN/ 

(P0LAR(MTYPE)*STLDEN)
ELSE IF(IP.EQ.10.AND.JP.EQ.4)THEN
SM(IPJP)=SM(IP^>+STLM(IPJP)*P0LGR0(MTYPE)*GR0DEN/ 

(P0LAR(MTYPE)*STLDEN)
ELSE IF(IP.EQ.4.AND.JP.EQ.10)THEN
SMaP^P)=SMaPJP>l-STLM(IP,JP)*POLGRO(MTYPE)*GRODEN/ 

(P0LAR(MTYPE)*STLDEN)
ELSE
SM(IP,JP)=SM(IP,JP>+STLM(IP,JP)*WATDEN*AREAOUr(MTYPE)/

(STLDEN*AREA(MTYPE))
ENDIF 
END DO 
END DO
WAT0UT=WAT0UT+WATDEN*XL(N)*AREA0UT(MTYPE) 
GR0WT=GR0WT+GR0DEN*XL(N)*AREAGW(MTYPE)
ENDIF 
ENDIF

IF(NTFL(N).EQ.1).
DOIAD=l,12 
D0JAD=1,12
IF(IAD,EQ.1.0R.IAD.EQ.4.0R.IAD.EQ.7.0RIAD.EQ.10)THEN 
GOTO 108 
ELSE
IF(JAD.EQ. 1.0R.JAD.EQ.4.0R JAD.EQ.7.0R.JAD.EQ. 10)THEN 
GOTO 108
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ELSE
SM(IAD.JAD)=SM(IADJAD)+STLM(IAD,JAD)*((WATDEN»AREAWT(MTYPE))/

1 (STLDEN*AREA(MTYPE)))
END IF 
END IF 

108 CONTINUE 
ENDDO 
END DO

WATIN=WATIN+(AREAWT(MTYPE)*XL(N)*WATDEN)
C
C MEMBER IN THE AIR 

CONTINXJE 
END IF

C
C
C CHECK FOR A POINT MASS ON NODE ONE OF THIS DECK MEMBER 

IF(MASSFL(N).EQ. 1 )THEN 
PTWT=WT(N>4-PTWT 
SM(l,l)=SM(l,l>fWT(N)
SM(2^)=SM(2^>fWT(N)
SM(3,3)=SM(3,3>i-WT(N)
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF

C
C "GLOBALISE” THE MASS MATRIX 

D 0 7003LAD=1,12 
DO 7003 JAD=1,12 
QM(L^,JAD)=0.0 
GMM(IADJAD)=0.0 
ADM(IADJAD>=0.0 
AM(lAD,JAD)=0.0 
AMOR(IADJAD)=0.0 
ADMOR(IADJAD)=0.0

7003 CONTINUE
DO 7004 IQM=1,12 
DO 7004 JQM=1,12 
DO 7004 KQM=1,12
QM(IQMJQM)=SM(IQM,KQM)*TGC(KQM,JQM)+QM(IQM^QM)

7004 CONTINUE
DO 7005 IGM=1,12 
DO 7005 JGM=I,12 
DO 7005 KGM=1,12
GMM(IGMJGM)=TRANS(IGM,KGM)»QM(KGM,JGM>K}MMaGM,JGM)

7005 CONTINUE 
C
C
C STORE ELEMENTS OF MASS MATRIX IN A VECTOR A(N15)

KL=0
DO 130=1,12 
DO 131=130,12 
KL=KL+1
GMK(KL)=GMM(I30,I31)
ENDDO
ENDDO

C
C
C

CALL ASSEMBL(A(N 15),L^IN5),GMK,LM( 1 ,N)JJD)

WATTOT=WATIN+WATOUT

500 CONTINUE
TOTWT=WEIGHT+WATTOT+PTWT+GROWT

RETURN

1000 FORMAT (8E10.4,/2E10.4)
1015 FORMAT (8E10.4,/2F10.5) ! format changed 14/7/93 mh,23/3/94 J.OB 
1010 FORMAT (2F10.0)
1020 FORMAT (5I5,2E10.4J5,4E10.4) Ifonnat changed 23/3/94 j.ol)
1025 FORMAT (5I5,2E10.4,I5,4E10.4) I 23/3/94 J.O'B
2000 FORM AT(36H ELEM ENT D E F I N I T I O N / / / ,
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1 14H ELEMENT TYPE ,13(2H NPAR(1)) . .  =J5/,
2 25H EQ.l, TRUSS ELEMENTS/,
3 29H EQ.2, ELEMENTS CURRENTLY/,
4 25H EQ.3,NOT AVAILABLE/,
5 20H NUMBER OF ELEMENTS.,10(2H ;),17H( NPAR(2) ) . .  =,
6 15//)

2010 FORMAT(42HMATERIAL D E F I N I T I O N  ///,
1 37H NUMBER OF DIFFERENT SETS OF MATERIAL
2 /32H AND CROSS-SECTIONAL CONSTANTS ,
3 4(2H .),17H( NPAR(3) ) . .  =J5//)

2020 FORMAT (///2X,3HSET,7X,6HYOUNGS,6X.15HCROSS-SECTIONAL,
I 6X,5HZI(N),6X,5HYI(N),6X,8HPOLAR(N),6X,7HPOISSON/
1 1 X,6HNUMBER,5X,7HMODULUS, 1 OX,4HAREA,45X,5HRATIO/
1 15X,1HE,14X,1HA)

2030 FORMAT (/I5,4X,E12.5,3(2X,E14.6))
2040 FORMAT(1H1,40HELEMENT I N F O R M A T I O N  I I I ,

1 8H ELEMENT ,5X,4HNODE,5X,4HNODE,7X, 8HMATERIA17,
2 9H NUMBER-N,6X,IHI,8X,IHJ,7X,10HSET NUMBER/)

2050
n

FORMAT (1X,I5,6X,I5,4X,I5,7X45)
C

c
c

END

FUNCTION RKC(XASOILK)
RKC=SOILK*(-X+D) !D=XMUD I.E ITS NEGATIVE
RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE HEIGHTS (MHT,ND,LM)
C
C ....................................................
C .
C . PROGRAM
C . TO CALCULATE COLUMN HEIGHTS 
C .
C ....................................................
C

INCLUDE ’SPEC.CMN*
C COMMON/SOUNUMNP,NEQJS[WK,NUMEST,MIDEST>tAXEST>lK

DIMENSION LM(l)>fflT(l)
C

LS=100000 
DO I00I=1,ND 
IF (LM(I)) 110,100,110 

110 IF (LM(l)-LS) 120,100,100 
120 LS=LM(I)
100 CONTINUE

DO 2001=1,ND 
II=LM(I)
IF(II.EQ.O)GOT0200
ME=n-LS
IF (ME.GT.MHT(n)) MHT(n)=ME 

200 CONTINUE 
C

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ADDRES(MAXA,MHT)

. PROGRAM

. TO CALCULATE ADDRESSES OF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS IN BANDED 

. MATRIX WHOSE COLUMN HEIGHTS ARE KNOWN

MHT=ACTIVE COLUMN HeGHTS 
MAXA=ADDRESSES OF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'

COMMON/SOL/NUMNP^Q,NWK,NUMEST.MIDEST>IAXESTJVIK 
DIMENSION MAXA(1),MHT(I)

CLEAR ARRAY MAXA

NN=NEQ+1 
DO 2 0 1 = 1 ^

MAXA(I)=0

MAXA(1)=1
MAXA(2)=2
MK=0
IF(NEQ.EQ.l)GOTO 100 
DO 10 I=2a>JEQ
IF (MHT(I).GT.MK) MK=MHT(I)
MAXA(I+l)=MAXA(I>fMHT(I>l-l

10 CONTINUE 
100 MK=MK+1

NWK=MAXA(NEQ+1)-MAXA(1)
C

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ASSEMBL (AX,MAXA,SJLM,ND)
□
C
□
c .....................................................
□
C . PROGRAM
□
C . ASSEMBLES UPPER TRMNGULAR ELEMENT STIFFNESS 
C. & MASS MATRICES TO COMPACTED
□
C . GLOBAL STIFFNESS
□
C . A=GLOBAL STIFFNESS
□
C . B=GLOBALMASS
C . S=ELEMENTSTIFFNESS,OR ELEMENT MASS
C . ND=NO. OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN ELEMENT STIFFNESS
C .....................................................................
C

DIMENSION S{1),AX(1),MAXA(1),LM(1)
C
C

NDI=0
D0200I=1,ND
U=LM(I)
IF (II) 200^00,100 

100 MI=MAXA(n)
KS=I
D0220J=1,ND
JJ=LM(J)
IF (JJ) 220,220,110

no ij=n-jj
IF (11)220,210,210 

210 KK=MI+IJ 
KSS=KS

C
C PRINT* KK,KSS IJ.O'B 11-5-94
C

IF (J.GE.I) KSS=J+NDI 
AX(KK)=AX(KK)+S(KSS)

220 KS=KS+ND-J 
200 NDI=NDI+ND-I

D 0 300IR=1,12 
n=LM(IR)
IF(n.EQ.O)GOT0202
MI=MAXA(II)

202 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE SSPACE(A43,MAXA^IGV,RT0L,NCJ<NC,
1 NITEMJFSSJFPR^STIFJWM,VEC,TTJ),
2 AR3R,RTOLV3UP3LO,BUPC)

TO SOLVE THE GENERAL EIGENPROBLEM USING THE 
SUBSPACE ITERATION METHOD

. INPUT VARIABLES-----------
A4(NWK) = STIFFNESS MATRIX IN COMPACTED FORM 
B(N,N) = MASS MATRIX IN COMPACTED FORM 
MAXA(NNM) = VECTOR CONTAINING ADDRESSES OF DIAGONAL 

ELEMENTS OF STIFF MATRIX A 
EIGV(N) = VECTOR STORING EIGENVALUES ON SOLUTION EXIT 
R(NN,NC) = EIGENVECTORS ON SOLUTION EXIT
RTOL = CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE ON EIGENVALUES (USUALLY SET TO C.

10.* * -12)
TT(NN) = WORKING VECTOR
W(NN) = WORKING VECTOR
AR(NNC) = WORKING VECTOR STORING PROJECTION OF K
BR(NNC) = WORKING VECTOR STORING PROJECTION OF M
VEC(NC,NC) = WORKING MATRIX 
D(NC) = WORKING VECTOR
RTOLV(NC) = WORKING VECTOR 
BUP(NC) = WORKING VECTOR
BLO(NC) = WORKING VECTOR
BUPC(NC) = WORKING VECTOR 
IFPR = FLAG FOR PRINTING DURING ITERATION

EQ.O NO PRINTING
EQ.l INTERMEDIATE RESULTS ARE PRINTED 

IFSS = FLAG FOR STURM SEQUENCE CHECK
EQ.O NO CHECK 
EQ.l CHECK 

lOUT = OUTPUT DEVICE NUMBER
NN = ORDER OF MATRICES A AND B
NNM = NN+1
NWK = NO. OF ELEMENTS BELOW THE SKYLINE OF STIFF MATRIX
NWM = NO. OF ELEMENTS BELOW THE SKYLINE OF MASS MATRIX
NROOT = NO. OF REQUIRED EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS 
NC = NO. OF ITERATION VECTORS USED

USUALLY SET TO MIN(2 *NROOTJ«lOOT+8)3UT NC CANNOT BE 
LARGER THAN THE NO. OF MASS D.O.F.

NNC = NC*(NC+l)/2 DIMENSION OF STORAGE VECTORS AR^R
NITEM = MAX NO. OF SUBSPACE ITERATIONS PERMITTED

USUALLY SET TO 16 
THE PARAMETERS NC AND/OR NITEM MUST BE 
INCREASED IF A SOLUTION HAS NOT CONVERGED 

NSTIF = SCRATCH HLE TO STORE STIFFNESS MATRIX

■ OUTPUT----

EIGV(NROOT) = EIGENVALUES
R(NN,NROOT) = EIGENVECTORS

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION A4(NWK),B(NWK),R(NEQJJC),TT(NEQ),W(2000),EIGV(NC), 

1D(NC)^Z(20),VEC(NC,NC),AR(NNC),BR(NNC)^TOLV(NC),BUP(NC),
1 BLO(NC),BUPC(NC)>1AXA(NNM)3ADS(20),AMX( 10,10)

NWM=NWK
NN=NEQ
PRINT*'NC=';<C
m»R=o
PI=3.141592654

..OPEN EIGENVALUE FILES
OPEN(12JILE='VECT.DAT’,STATUS=’OLD')
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0PEN(16^LE='VCT.DAT,STATUS=’0LD')
0PEN(7.FILE='SCRT 1 .DAr,STATUS=TJNKNOWN',FORM='UNFORMATTED')

C
C...INn'ALIZATION...

OPEN(30JILE=’CONST.DAr,STATUS='OLD’) 
READ(30,33,END=999)SCA,SCB 

33 FORMAT(2F10.0)
WRITE(IOUT,*) ’SCA=',SCA,'SCB=',SCB 

999 CLOSE (30)
C
C
C...READ IN FLAG TO EXECUTE OR SKIP SSPACE

PRINT*,'READ JSKIP (1 TO SKIP SSPACE, 0 TO EXECUTE SSPACE)' 
READ(*^026)JSKIP 

2026 FORMAT(Il)
C

IF(JSKIP.EQ.I)THEN
READ(12,1006XEIGV(I)J=i;SIROOT)
WRITE(16,1006XEIGV(I),I=1,NROOT)
D 0 1 3 0 0 IR 1 = 1 ^ 0 0 T
READ(12,1005)(R(KUR1),K1=1JJN)
WRirE(16,1005XR(Kl,IRl),Kl=l,NN)

1300 continue 
RETURN

C
ELSE

C
C...SET TOL FOR JACOBI ITERATION...

T0u=0.000000000001
C

DO 1303 IO=l,NWK 
A4(IO)=A4(IO)/(10.**SCA)
B(IO)=B(IO)/( 10. **SCB)

1303 continue
QUOT=1000.0
ICONV=0
NSCH=0
NSMAX=12
N1=NC+1
NC1=NC-1
REWIND NSTIF
WRITE(NSTIF) A4
D 0 60I=1J4C
Da>=0.

60 continue 
C
C...ESTB. STARTING ITER VECTOR 

ND=NN/NC
IF(NWK.GT.NN) GO TO 4
J=0
D 0 2I=i;SN 
n=MAXAO)
R(I,1)=B(I)
IF(B(I).GT.0.)J=J+1 

2 W(I)=B(I)/A4(n)
IF(NC.LE.J) GO TO 16 
WRrTE(IOUT,1007)
STOP 

4 CONTINUE
D010I=1,NN
n=MAXA(I)
R(I,l)=B(n)
wa)=B(n)/A4(n)

10 CONTINUE 
16 D 0 20J=2^C  

DO 201=1 
20 R(U)=0.
C

L=NN-ND 
DO 30 I=2;^C 
RRT=0.
D 0 4 0 I= U
IF(W(I).LT.RRT) GO TO 40 
RRT=WG)
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U=I
40 CONTINXJE

DO 50 I = L ^
if(W(I).l e .r r t ) g o  t o  50 
RRT=W(I)
U=I

50 CONTINUE
TT(J)=FLOAT(U)
W(IJ)=0.
L=L-ND 

30 R(U,J)=1.
C

WRTrE(IOUT,1008)
WRITE(IOUT,1002) (TT(J)^=2,NC)

C
C...FACTORIZE MATRIX 'A' INTO (L)*(D)*(L(T))

ISH=0
CALL DECOMP (A4>tAXA,NN JSH,IOUT)

C
C...START OF ITERATION LOOP...

NITE=0 
100 NITE=NrrE+l

IF(IFPR.EQ.O) GOTO 90 
WRITE(IOUT,10I0) NITE

C
C...CALCULATE THE PROJECTIONS OF A4 AND B 
90 IJ=0

DO 110J=1J4C 
D 0 120K = i;W  

120 TT(K)=R(KJ)
CALL REDBAK(A4,TT>IAXA^)
DO 130I=JJ4C 
ART=0.
DO 140K=1,NN 

140 ART=ART+R(iy)*TT(K)
U=U+1 

130 AR(IJ)=ART
DO 150K=1JW 

150 R(KJ)=TT(K)
110 CONTINUE 

IJ=0
D0160J=1J^C
CALL MULT(TT,B^(U),MAXAJ^N;vIWM) 
D 0 i80 i= j;src
BRT=0.
D 0 1 9 0 K = 1 ^

190 BRT=BRT+R(K,I)*TT(K)
IJ=IJ+1 

180 BR(U)=BRT
IF(ICONV.GT.O)GO TO 160 
D0 200K=1JW 

200 R(K,J)=Tr(K)
160 CONTINUE 

C 
C
C...SOLVE FOR EIGENSYSTEM OF SUBSPACE OPERATORS... 

IF(IFPR.EQ.O) GO TO 320 
IND=1

210 WRITE(IOUT,1020)
n=i
D0 300I=1,NC 
ITEMP=n+NC-I
WRITE(IOUT,1005) (AR(J) J=njTEMP)

300 n=n+Ni-i
WRITE(IOUT,1030)
n=i
D 0 310I=1J^C 
ITEMP=n+NC-I
WRITE(IOUT,1005) (BR(jy=njtTEMP)

310 n=n+Ni-i
IF(IND.EQ.2) GO TO 350

C
320 CALL JACOBI (AR^R,VEC,EIGV,HZ,W^C JW C,

1 TOU,NSMAX^FPR,IOUTJWAXA,NWK)
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c
IF(IFPR.EQ.O)GO TO 350 
WRITE(IOUT,1040)
IND=2 
GO TO 210

C
C...ARRANGE EIGENVALUES IN ASCENDING ORDER...
350 IS=0

n=i
D 0 360I=1JMC1 
rrEMP=n+Ni-i
DF(EIGV(I+l).GE.EIGVa)) GO TO 360 
IS=IS+1
EIGVT=EIGV(I+1)
EIGVa+l)=EIGV(I)
EIGV(I)=EIGVT
BT=BRGTEMP)
BR(ITEMP)=BR(n)
BR(n)=BT 
D 0 370K=1JJC 
RRT=VEC(K,I+1)
VEC(K,I+l)=VEC(Ka)

370 VEC(KJ[)=RRT 
360 n=ITEMP

IF(IS.GT.O)GOT0 350 
IF(IFPR.EQ.O) GO TO 375 
WRmE(IOUT,1035)
WRITE(IOUT,1006) (EIGV(I),I=1 JJC)

C
C...CALCUL B TIMES APPROX EIGENVECTORS aCONV.EQ.O) 
C OR FINAL EIGENVECTOR APPROXS (ICONV.GT.O)
375 0  0  4 2 0 1 = 1 ^

D0422J=1,NC 
422 TT(J)=R(U)

D 0 424K=1J4C 
RRT=0.
D 0 430L=1J4C 

430 RRT=RRT+TT(L)*VEC(L,K)
424 R(I,K)=RRT 
420 CONTINUE

IF(ICONV.GT.O) GO TO 500
C
C...CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE OF EIGENVALUES ...

D 0 380I=1,NC 
DIF=ABS(EIGV(I)-D(I))

380 RTOLV(I)=DIF/EIGV(I)
IF(IFPR.EQ.O)GO TO 385 
WRITE(IOUT,1050)
WRITE(IOUT,1005) (RT0LV(I),I=1,NC)

C
385 D 0 390I=1^C

IF(RTOLV(I).GT.RTOL) GO TO 400 
390 CONTINUE

WR1TE(IOUT,1060) RTOL 
ICONV=l 
GOTO 100 

400 IF(NITE.LT.NITEM) GO TO 410 
WRITE(IOUT,1070)
ICONV=2 
IFSS=0 
GO TO 100

C
410 D 0 440I=1J^C 
440 D(I)=EIGV(I)

GO TO 100
C
C—  END OF ITERATION LOOP —
C
500 D O 445I=U 0

HZOH)
RADS(I)=0 

445 CONTINUE
DSCAB=SCA-SCB
DO510in=l^RO OT
EIGVA=0
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EIGVA=EIGV(ni)*(10**DSCAB)
RADS(m)=SQRT(EIGVA) !IN RADS

510 CONTINUE
DO 520 IHI=1;nIROOT 

HZ(im)=RADS(Iffl)/(2*PI) IINHERTZ
520 CONTINUE
C

WRITE(12,1006) (EIGV(nV),nV=l JJROOT) ! added to write out to vect dat 
WRITEaOUT,1099)
WRITE(IOUT,1006) (EIGV(I)J[=1 JMROOT)

WRITE(I0UT,1100)
WRirE(IOUT,1006) (RADS(IIR),nR=l,NROOT)

WRITE(10UT,1101)
WRITE(IOUT,1006) (HZ(nH)JIH=l,NROOT)

WRrTE(IOUT,inO)
DO 530 J=l,NROOT

C
TST=0.

□
D O ITST=lJW

□
ABl=ABS(R(rrSTJ))

□
AB2=ABS(TST)

□
IF(AB2.LT.AB1)THEN

□
TST=R(ITSTJ)

□
ELSE

□
CONTINUE

□
END IF

□
END DO

□
C

WRITE(IOUT,1005) (R(iy),K =l,N N )
□
530 WR1TE(12,1005)(R(KK,J),KK=1J<N) laddedtowritetoV ECT.DAT

C
C...CALCUL AND PRINT ERROR NORMS...

REWIND NSTIF 
READ(NSTIF)A4

C
DO 580 L=I J« lO O T  
RRT=EIGV(L)
CALL M tlLT(TT^4,R(l,L),M AXAJW J^W K)
VNORM=0.
DO 590 I=1,NN 

590 VNORM=VNORM+TTa)*TTa)
CALL MULT(W3,R(1,L),MAXA,NN,NWK)
WNORM=0.
D 0  600I=1JSIN 
TT(I)=TT(I)-RRT*W(I)

600 WN0RM=WN0RM+rra)*TT(I)
VNORM=SQRT(VNORM)
WNORM=SQRT(WNORM)
D(L>=WNORMAWORM

C
D O IH l= i;^ O O T
AMX(IH1,L)=0.0
DOIH2=lJ>IN
AMX(IH1^)=R(IH2JH1)*W(IH2)+AMX(IH1^)
END DO 
END DO
W RrrEaOUT,*)’PM P= ’,(AMX(IH3J.)JH3=l,NROOT)

580 CONTINUE
WRITE(IOUT,1115)
WRITE(IOUT,1006) (D(I),I=1 J4ROOT)

C
C...APPLY STURM SEQUENCE CHECK...

IF(IFSS.EQ.O) GO TO 700
CALLSCHECK(EIGV,RTOLV,BUP,BLO,BUPC,NC,NEI,RTOL,SHIFT,IOUT)
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c
WRITE(IOUT,l 120) SHIFT

C
C...SHIFT MATRIX A ..

REWIND NSTEF 
READ(NSTIF)A4 
IF(NWM.GT.NN)GO TO 645 
D 0 640I=10W 
n=MAXA(I)

640 A4(D)=A4(n)-B©*SHIFT 
GO TO 660 

645 D 0650I=1JW K  
650 A4(I)=A4(I)-B(I)*SHIFT 
C
C...FACTORISE SHIFTED MATRIX...
660 ISH=1

CALL DECOMP (A4,MAXA,NN^SH,IOUT)
C
C...COUNT NO.OF NEGATIVE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS...

NSCH=0 
DO 6641=1JW  
n=MAXAO)
IF(A4(n).LT.0) NSCH=NSCH+1 

664 CONTINUE
IF(NSCH.EQ.NEI) GO TO 670 
NMIS=NSCH-NEI 
WRITE(IOUT,l 130) NMIS 
GO TO 700 

670 WRITE(IOUT,1140)NSCH

700 RETURN 
C

END IF
C
1002 FORMAT (IHO.IOFIO.O)
1005 FORMAT (12E10.4)
1006 FORMAT (6E22.14)
1007 FORMAT (///,38HSTOPJJC LAGER THAN NO OF MASS DEGREES ,

1 IIH  OF FREEDOM )
1008 FORMAT (///,36H DEGREES OF FREEDOM EXCITED BY UNIT,

1 27H STARTING ITERATION VECTORS )
1010 FO R M A T (lH l,32H IT E R A T IO N  N U M B E R  ^4)
1020 FORMAT (IX^SHPROJECTION OF A (MATRIX AR))
1030 FORMAT (IX^SHPROJECTION OF B (MATRIX BR))
1035 FORMAT (1X,30HEIGENVALIES OF AR-LAMBDA*BR )
1040 FORMAT (1X.40HAR AND HR AFTER JACOBI DIAGONALISATION )
1050 FORMAT (1X.43HRELATIVE TOLERANCE REACHED ON EIGENVALUES ) 
1060 FORMAT (///,30HCONVERGENCED REACHED FOR RTOL ,E10.4)
1070 FORMAT (1H1.39H*** NO CONVERGENCE IN MAXIMLIM NUMBER OF .

1 20HITERATIONS PERMITTED/28HWE ACCEPT CURRENT ITERATION,
2 6HVALUES/,42HTHE STURM SEQUENCE CHECK IS NOT PERFORMED )

1099 FORMAT (///,31HTHE CALCULATED EIGENVALUES ARE)
1100 FORMAT (///,40HTHE CALCULATED EIGENVALUES IN RADS/S ARE)
1101 FORMAT (///.40HTHE CALCULATED EIGENVALUES IN HERTZ ARE)
1115 FORMAT (//I X.36HPRINT ERROR NORMS ON THE EIGENVALUES )
1110 FORMAT (//,35H THE CALCULATED EIGENVECTORS ARE //)
1120 FORMAT (///^3H CHECK APPLIED AT SHIFT .E22.14)
1130 FORMAT (// lOH THERE ARE ^4,21H EIGENVALUES MISSING )
1140 FORMAT ( / / 20H WE FOUND THE LOWEST J[4,12HE1GENVALUES )

C
END

SUBROUTINE DEC0MP(A4,MAXA^JSHJ:0UT)
C  ..................................................................
C . PROGRAM
C . TO SOLVE FINITE ELEMENT STATIC EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS IN 
C . CORE.USING COMPACTED STORAGE AND COLUMN REDUCTION SCHEME 
C . — INPUTVARIABLES-- 
C .
C . A4(NWK) =STIFFNESS MATRIX STORED IN COMPACTED FORM 
C .V(NN) =RIGHT-HAND-SIDE LOAD VECTOR
C . MAXA(NNM) =VECTOR CONTAINING ADDRESSES OF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF 
C .  STIFFNESS MATRIX IN A
C .NN =NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
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C .NWK =NUMBER OF ELEMENTS BELOW SKYLINE OF MATRIX 
C .NNM =NN+1
C .KKK =INPUTFLAG
C . EQ. 1 TRIANGULARIZATION OF STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C . EQ. 2 REDUCTION AND BACK-SUBSTITXJTION OF LOAD VECTOR 
C .lOUT =NUMBER OF OUTPUT DEVICE 
C .--OUTPUT —
C . A4(NWK) =D AND L - FACTORS OF STIFNESS MATRIX 
C ,V(NN) =DISPLACEMENT VECTOR
C ....................................................................

DIMENSION A4(1),MAXA(1)
IF(NN.EQ.l) RETURN

C
C • PERFORM L*D*L(T) FACTORIZATION OF STIFFNESS MATRIX •

DO 140N=IJW  
KN=MAXA(N)
KL=KN+1 
KU=MAXA(N+I)-1 
KH=KU-KL 
IF(KH)304,90^10 

210 K=N-KH 
IC=0 
KLT=KU 
D 0 80J=1,KH 
IC=IC+1 
KLT=KLT-I 
KI=MAXA(K)
ND=MAXA(K+1)-KI-1 
IF(ND)80,80,60 

60 KK=M1N(IC;^D)
C=0.
D 0 70L=1JCK 

70 C=C+A4(KI+L)*A4(KLT+L)
A4(KLT)=A4(KLT)-C 

80 K=K+I 
90 K=N

B=0.
DO 100 KK=KL,KU 
K=K-1
KI=MAXA(K)
C=A4(KK)/A4(KI)
IF(ABS(C>LT.1.E07) GO TO 290 
WRITE(IOUT^O 10)N,C 
STOP 

290 B=B+C*A4(KK)
100 A4(KK)=C

A4(KN)=A4(KN)-B 
304 IF (A4(KN))120,120,140 
120 IF(ISH.EQ.O) GO TO 320

IF(A4(KN).EQ.0.) A4(KN)=-1.E-16 
GO TO 140 

320 WRITE(IOUT^OOO)N,A4(KN)
STOP 

140 CONTINUE 
RETURN

2000 FORMAT(//42HSTIFFNESS MATRIX NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE J!
1 32H NONPOSITIVE PIVOT FOR EQUATION ,14//
2 1 OH PIVOT = ^20.12 )

2010 FORMAT(//47HSTOP-STURM SEQUENCE CHECK FAILED BECAUSE OF , 
135HMULTIPLIER GROWTH FOR COLUMN NLMBER J4y/7HMULTIP=,
2 E20.8)

END
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SUBROUTINE REDBAK(A4,V,MAXA,NN)
C

C * REDUCE RIGHT-HAND-SIDE LOAD VECTOR *

c
DIMENSION A4(1),V(1),MAXA(1)

C
D0180N=1,NN 
KL=MAXA(N)+1 
KU=MAXA(N+1)-1 
IF(KU-KL)180,160,160 

160 K=N
C=0.
DO 176 KK=KL,KU 
K=K-1 

176 C=C+A4(KK)*V(K)
V(N^V(N)-C 

180 CONTINUE 
C
C BACK SUBSTITUTE
C ----------------
C

D 0200N =1JW
K=MAXA(N)
V(N)=V(N)/A4(K)

200 CONTINUE
IF (NN.EQ.1) RETURN 
N=NN
D0230L=20W  
KL=MAXA(N)+1 
KU=MAXA(N+1)-1 
IF(KU-KL)230,210,210 

210 K=N
DO 220 KK=KL,KU 
K=K-1
V(K)=V(K)-A4(KK)*V(N)

220 CONTINUE 
230 N=N-1

RETtJRN
END

C
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SXJBROXJTINESCHECK(EIGVJlTOLV,BUP3LO,BUPCJ^Cjrei,
1 RTOL,SHIFTJOUT)

C...TO EVALUATE SHIFT FOR STURM SEQUENCE CHECK...
DIMENSION EIGV(NC),RT0LV(NC).BUP(NC),BL0(NC)3UPC(NC)

1 NEIV(NC)
ft o l=o.oi
D0100I=1J^C 
BUP(I)=EIGV(I)*(! ,+FTOL)

100 BLO(I)=EIGV(I)*(1.-FTOL)
NROOT=0 
DO 1201=1 J4C 

120 IF(RTOLV(I).LT.RTOL)NROOT=NROOT+1 
IF(NROOT.GE.l) GO TO 200 
WRITEaOUT.lOlO)
STOP

C...FIND UPPER BOUNDS ON EIGENVALUE CLUSTERS...
200 DO240I=lJSIROOT 
240 NEFV0)=1

IF (NROOT.NE. 1) GO TO 260 
BUPC(1)=BUP(1)
LM=1
L=1
1=2
GO TO 295 

260 L=1 
1=2

270 IF(BUP(I-1).LE.BLO(I))GOT0 280 
NEIV(L>=NEIV(L>4-1 
1= 1+1
IF(I.LE.NROOT) GO TO 270 

280 BUPC(L)=BUP(I-1)
IF(I.GT.NROOT) GO TO 290
L=L+1
1= 1+1
IF(I.LE.NROOT) GO TO 270 
BUPC(L)=BUP(I-1)

290 LM=L
IF(NROOT.EQ.NC) GO TO 300 

295 IF(BUP(I-l).LE.BLO(I)) GO TO 300 
lF(RTOLV(I).GT.RTOL) GO TO 300 
BUPC(L)=BUP(I)
NEIV(L)=NEIV(L>+1 
NROOT=NROOT+1 
IF(NROOT.EQ.NC) GO TO 300 
1= 1+1
GO TO 295 

C...F1ND SHIFT...
300 WRITE(IOUT,I020)

WRITE(IOUT,1005) (BUPC(I),I=UM)
WRITE(IOUT,1030)
WRITEaOUT,1006) (NEIV(I),I=1^M)
LL=LM-1
IF(LM.EQ.1)GOT0 310 

330 D 0 320I=14.L 
320 NEIV(L)=NEIV(L)+NEIV(I)

L=L-1
LL=LL-1
IF(L.NE.1)GOT0 330 

310 WRITE(IOUT,1040)
WRITEaOUT,1006) (NEFV(I)J=1 JLM)
L=0
D0340I=1JLM
L=L+1
IF(NEIV(I).GE.NROOT) GO TO 350 

340 CONTINUE 
350 SHIFT=BUPC(L)

NEI=NEIV(L)
RETURN

1005 FORMAT(1HO,6E22.14)
1006 FORMAT(1HO,6I22)
1010 FORMAT(37HO***ERROR SOLUTION STOP IN ‘SCHECK*/12X, 21HN0 EIGENVALUES FOUND.,/IX) 
1020 FORM AT(///,37H UPPER BOUNDS OF EIGENVALUE CLUSTERS )
1030 FORMAT(34HONO OF EIGENVALUES IN EACH CLUSTER )
1040 FORMAT(42HONO OF EIGENVALUES LESS THAN UPPER BOUNDS )

END
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SUBROUTINE JACOBI(A4,B,X,EIGV^Z A N  JWA^TOLJ>JSMAX 
1 IFPRJOUT>lAXA,NWK)

C .....................................................................................................
C
C

DIMENSION A4(NWA)^(NWA),X(N^()^GV(N),HZ(N),D(N),MAXA(NWK)

C INITIALISE EIGENVALUE AND EIGENVECTOR MATRICES 
C

N1=N+1
n=i
DO 101=1
IF (A4(n).GT.O. .AND. B(n).GT.O.) GO TO 4 
WRITE (IOUT^020)n^4 
STOP 

4 D(I)=A4(n)/B(II)
EIGV(I)=D(I) 
n=n+Ni-i 

10 CONTINUE
DO30I=10Sf 
D 0 20J=1J^

20 X(IJ>=0.
30 X(I,I)=1.

IF(N.EQ.l) RETURN
C
C INITIAUSE SWEEP COUNTER AND BEGIN ITERATION 
C

NSWEEP=0 
NR=N-1 

40 NSWEEP=NSWEEPfl
IF(IFPR.EQ.l) WRITE(IOUT,2000) NSWEEP

C
C...CHECK IF PRESENT OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENT IS LARGE ENOUGH TO REQUIRE 
C ZEROING...

SWEP=NSWEEP
EPS=(0.01**SWEP)**2
D 0 210 J=1.NR
JP1=J+1
JM1=J-1
UK=JMl*N-JMl*J/2
JJ=UK+J
DO 210 K=JPlJ'r
KP1=K+1
KM1=K-1
JK=UK+K
KK=KM1*N-KM1 *K/2+K 
EPTOLA=(A4(JK)*A4(JK))/(A4(JJ)*A4(KK))
EPT0LB=(B(JK)*B(JK))/(B(JJ)*B(KK))
IF((EPTOLA.LT.EPS).AND.(EPTOLB.LT.EPS)) GO TO 210

C
C...IF ZEROING IS REQUIRED CALCULATE THE ROTATION MATRIX ELEMENTS CA AND 
C G...

AKK=A4(KK)*B(JK)-B(KK)*A4(JK)
AJJ=A4(JJ)*B(JK)-B(JJ)*A4(JK)
AB=A4(JJ)*B(KK)-A4(KK)*B(JJ)
CHECK=(AB*AB+4.*AKK*AJJ)/4.
IF(CHECK)50,60,60 

50 WRITE(IOUT,2020)
STOP

60 SQCH=SQRT(CHECK)
Dl=AB/2.+SQCH
D2=AB/2.-SQCH
DEN=D1
IF(ABS(D2).GT.ABS(D 1 ))DEN=D2 
IF(DEN)80,70,80 

70 CA=0.
CG=-A4(JK)/A4(KK)
GO TO 90 

80 CA=AKK/DEN
CG^AJJ/DEN

C
C

c
C...PERFORM THE GENERALIZED ROTATION TO ZERO THE PRESENT OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENT
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90 CONTINUE
np=i
IC0NT1=1 
D0 222IKP=1J^
IF(A4(IIP).GT.0.0.AND.B(IIP).GT.0.0)(5O TO 222 
WRrrE(iour,2020)iip,A4(nP),B(nP)4coNTi

222 nP=nP+Nl-IKP
IF(N-2)100,190,100 

100 IF(JM1-1)130,110,110 
n o  D 0 120I=I,JM1 

IM1=I-1
II=IMl*N-IMl*I/2+J
IK=IM1»N-IM1*I«+K
AJ=A4(U)
BJ=B(U)
AK=A4(IK)
BK=B(IK)
A4(U>=AJ+CG*AK 
B(U)=BJ+CG*BK 
A4PK>=AK+CA*AJ 

120 B(IK)=BK+CA*BJ 
130 IF(KPI-N)140,I40,160 
140 UI=JM1*N-JM1*J«

LKI=KM1 *N-KM1 *K/2
DO 150 I=KP1
JI=UI+I
KI=LKI+I
AJ=A4(JI)
BJ=B(JI)
AK=A4(KI)
BK=B(KI)
A4(JI)=AJ+CG*AK 
B(JI)=BJ+CG*BK 
A4(KI>=AK+CA*AJ 

150 B(KI)=BK+CA*BJ 
160 IF(JP1-KM1)170,170,190 
170 UI=JMl*N-JMl*J/2

DO 180I=JP14CM1
n = u i+ i
IM1=I-1
IK=IMI*N-IMl»I/2+K
AJ=A4(n)
BJ=B(JI)
AK=A4(IK)
BK=B(IK)
A4(JI)=A/+CG*AK 
B(n)=BJ+CG*BK 
A4(IK)=AK+CA*AJ 

180 BaK)=BK+CA*BJ 
190 AK=A4(KK)

BK=B(KK)
A4(KK)=AK+2. *C A*A4(JK)+C A*C A*A4(JJ)
B(KK)=BK+2. *CA*B(JK)+C A*C A*B(JJ) 
A4(JJ)=A4(JJ>(-2.*CG*A4(JK)+CG*CG*AK 
B(JJ)=B(JJ>t-2. *CG*B(JK)+CG*CG»BK 
A4(JKH>.
B(JK)=0.

C
C...UPDATE THE EIGENVECTOR MATRIX AFTER EACH ROTATION... 

DO 200 1=1 
XJ=X(I,J)
XK=X(I,K)
XOJ>=XJ+CG*XK 

200 X(I,K)=XK+CA*XJ 
np=i
ICONT2=2 
D0 223KP=1,N
IF(A4(IIP).GT.O.O.AND.B(I1P).GT.O.O)GO TO 223 
WRITE(IOUT,2020)nP,A4(IIP),B(UP)JCONT2

223 IIP=UPi-Nl-IKP 
210 CONTINUE
C
C...UPDATE THE EIGENVALUES AFTER EACH SWEEP... 

n= i
PRINT*,'NSWEEP=',NSWEEP
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ICONT3=3 
DO 2201=1
IF(A4{n).GT.O.O.AND.B(n).GT.O.O)GO TO 215
WRITE(IOUT^020)II^4(II).B(n)JCONT3
STOP

215 EIGV(I)=A4(n)/B(II)
220 n=n+Ni-i

IF(IFPR.EQ.O) GO TO 230 
WRITE(IOUT^030)
WRITE(10UT^010) (EIGV(iy=l,N)

C
C...CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE...
230 DO 2401=1

TOL=RTOL*D(I)
DIF=ABS(ElGVa)-D(I))
IF(DIF.GT.TOL) GO TO 280 

240 CONTINUE 
C
C...CHECK ALL OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS TO SEE IF ANOTHER SWEEP IS REQUIRED... 

EPS=RT0L**2 
D0 250 J = l ^
JM1=J-1
JP1=J+1
UK=JMl*N-JMl*J/2
JJ=LJK+J
D0 250K =JPI^
KM1=K-1
JK=UK+K
KK=KM1 *N-KM1 *K/2+K 
EPSA=(A4(JK)*A4(JK)y(A4(JJ)*A4(KK))
EPSB=(B(JK)*B(JK))/(B(JJ)*B(KK))
IF((EPSA.LT.EPS).AND.(EPSB.LT.EPS)) GO TO 250 
GO TO 280 

250 CONTINUE 
C
C...FILL OUT BOTTOM TRIANGLE OF RESULTANT MATRICES AND SCALE EIGENVECTORS... 
255 n= i

DO 275 1=1 
BB=SQRT(B(n))
D0 270K=1,N 

270 X(IU)=X(K:,I)/BB 
275 n=n+Ni-i

RETURN
C
C...UPDATE D MATRIX AND START NEW SWEEP.IF ALLOWED...
280 DO 2901=10^
290 DG)=EIGV(I)

IF(NSWEEP.LT.NSMAX)GO TO 40 
GO TO 255

2000 FORMAT(27HOSWEEP NUMBER IN *JACOBI* =,I4)
2010 FORMAT(lH0,6E20.12)
2020 FORMAT(25HO ***ERROR SOLUTION STOP /

1 3IH MATRICES NOT POSITIVE DEFINITE /
2 4H n=.I4,6HA(II)=^0.12,6HB(n)=,E20.12,lX,I3)

2023 FORMAT(1HO,DIAGONALS OF STIFF AND MASS MATRICES')
2030 FORMAT(36HOCURRENT EIGENVALUES IN *JACOBI* ARE,/)

END
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SUBROUTINE SPEC 
INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION W(202)
OPEN(10JILE='SPECT.DAT',STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(8,FILE='SPECT.OUT,STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(72JILE='FREQ.DAT,STATUS='OLD')
READ(72,990)WFIRST,WLAST
CLOSE(72)
STEP=0.04
WLST=WLAST/STEP
PI=3.1415927
W0=0.00
READ(10,1000)HS,TO,WIND,G,X,SFLGJi,TZ 

C *H in feet, Tz in seconds. This is for angelides spectrum
990 FORMAT(2F10.0)
1000 FORMAT(6F10.0)

C
C READ IN SPECTRUM
C

IF(SFLG.EQ.1)THEN
OPEN(U,FILE='SPEC.DAT,STATUS='OLD')
DO 101 UP=1^00
READ(1 l,2000)W(IIP),SPECTR(nP>

101 CONTINUE
CLOSE(ll)
ELSE IF (SFLG.EQ.2)THEN 

B=(H**2)*T2y(8*Pi*Pi)
SPECTR(1)=0.0
0 0 1 = 2,200
IFa.GT.WLST)THEN
SPECTR(I)=0.0
ELSE
D M
W(I)=WO+STEP*(DI-l .0)
C=TZ*W(I)/(2*Pi)
E=B/(C**5)
F=-l/(Pi*(C**4))
G=EXP(F)
SPECTR(I)=E*G
ENDIF
END DO

C
C
C

ELSE
WM=((4.*0.74/5.)**.25)*9.81AVIND 
AL=0.0081 
STEP=0.04 
DO 1001=2,200 
IF(I.GT.WLST)THEN 
SPECTR(I)=0.
ELSE
DI=I
W(I)=WO+STEP*(DI-1.0)
R=Wa)

IF(R.LE.WM)THEN
SIG=0.07

ELSE
SIG=0.09

ENDIF
C

Al=0.01
A2=5.00

IF(RGE.A1.AND.R.LE.A2)THEN
SPECTR(I>=SPJONS(R,WM,AL,SIG,G)

ELSE
IM1=M
A11=W(IM1)
RTA=SPECTR(IM1)
SPECTR(I>=TYLSPEC(A11,WM,AL,SIG,G,R,RTA)

ENDIF
C

ENDIF 

100 CONTINUE
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c 
c

U=3
D0 200I=U 
Di=n
W(II)=WO+STEP*(DI-1.0)
R=W(n)

IF(R.LE.WM)THEN 
SIG=0.07 

ELSE 
SIG=0.09 

END IF 
n>i=n+i 
•A1I=W(IP1)

c
RTA=SPECTR(IP1) 
n=3-I 

200 CONTINXJE 
C 
C

END IF
WRITE(8,*)This is the input spectrum.'
WRITE(8,*)’ '
WRITE(8,*)' Snn(m2s/i:ad) w(rad/s)'
D0ip=l,200
IF(SPECTR(IP).LT.O.OR.IP.GT.WLST)THEN
SPECTR(IP)=0.
ELSE
CONTEstUE 
END IF

C
C

WRITE(8^000)SPECTR(IP),W(IP)
END DO

2000 FORMAT(5X,F10.5,5X,F10.5)
C

CLOSE(10)
CL0SE(8)
RETURN
END

C
FUNCTION SPJONS(R,RM,RAL,SG,RG)
A1=RAL*(9.81**2.)
B=(-5./4.)*(RM**4.)
C=(2.*(SG**2.)*(RM**2.))
SPJ0NS=(A1/(R**5.))*EXP(B/(R**4.))*

1 RG**EXP(-((R-RM)**2.)/C)
RETURN

C
ENTRY TYLSPEC(WI,WM,AL,SIG,G,AW,RTA)

C NOTE: HERE W IIS THE POINT ABOUT WHICH THE 
C TAYLOR SERIES IS BEING EXPANDED
C AW IS THE FREQUENCY OF INTREST

A22=AL*(9.81«*2.)
B=(-5./4.)*(WM**4.)
C=2.*(SIG**2.)»(WM**2.)
U1=A22*(WI**(-5.))
U2=EXP(B/(WI**4.))
U3=G**EXP(-<(WI-WM)**2.)/C)
U4=-5.*A22/(WI**6.)
U5=-4.*B/(WI**5.)
U6=EXP(-((WI-WM)**2.)/C)
U7={-2.*(WI-WM))/C
F13=(-2.*A22*(WI-WM)/(C*(WI*»5,)))
AB8=8.*A22*B*(WI-WM)/((WI**10.)»C)
AW8=((8.*A22»WI-10.*A22*WMV(C*(W1**6.)))
AW4=((4.*A22*((WI-WM)**2.))/((C**2.)*(WI**5.)))
A4=(A22*(WI-WM)*(20.*WM-12.*WI)/((C»*2.)*(WI**6.)))

C
C 81 IS THE FIRST DERIVATIVE

S1=U4*U2*U3+(U1 *U2*U5*U3>fUl *U2*U3*U6*U7*ALOG{G)
C
C S2 IS THE SECOND DERIVATIVE

S2=(30.*A22/(WI**7.))*U2*U3+(U4*U2*U5*U3>+- 
1 (U4*U2*U3*U6*U7»ALOG(G))+
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1 (U4*U2*U5*U3>f(Ul*U2*U5*U5*U3>+-Ul*U2*(20.*B/(WI**6.))*U3+
1 (Ul*U2*U5*U3*U6*U7*ALOG(G))+
1 ((8.»A22/(C*(WI**5.)))-(10.*A22*WM/(C*(WI**6.))))*U2*
1 U3*U6*ALOG(GH
1F13*U2*U5*U3*U6*ALOG(GHF13*U2*U3*U6*U7*ALOG(G)»U6*ALOG(G>i- 
1 F13*U2*U3*U6*U7*AL0G(G)

C
C S3 IS THE THIRD DERIVATIVE

S3=(-210.*A22/(WI**8.))*U2*U3+(30.*A22/(WI**7.))*U2»U5*U3+
1 (30. *A22/(WI**7.))*U2 *U3 *U6*U7*ALOG(G>i- 
1(-220.*A22*B/(WI” 12.))*U2*U3+(20.*A22*B/(WI**11.))*U2*U5*U3+
1 (20.*A22*B/(WI**11.))*U2*U3*U6*U7*ALOG(G>i-
1(-50.*A22/(C*(WI**6.)>K60.*A22*WM/(C*(WI**7.))))*U2*U3*ALOG(G)*
1 U6+(10.*A22*(WI-WM)/(C*(WI**6.)))*U2*U5*U3*ALOG(G)*U6

S3=S3+
1(IO.*A22*(WI-WMV(C*(WI**6.)))*U2*U3*U6*U7*(ALOG(G)**2.)*U6+
1 (10.»A22*(WI-WM)/(C*(WI**6.)))*U2*U3*ALOG(G)»U6*U7+
1 (30.*A22/(WI**6.))*U2*U5*U3+U4*U2*U5*U5*U3+
I U4*U2*(20.*B/(WI**6.))*
1 U3+U4*U2*U5*U3*U6*U7*ALCXj(G)

S3=S3+
1 (16.*(B**2.)*(-15.*A22)*(WI**(-16)))*U2*U3+
1 (16.*A22*(B**2.)*(WI**(-15)))*
1 U2*U5*U3-K16.*A22*(B**2.)*(WI**(-I5)))*U2*U3*U6*U7*ALOG(G>i-
1(-220.*A22*B*(WI**(-12)))*U2*U3+(20.*A22*B*(WI**(-11)))»U2*U5*U3+
1 (20.*A22*B*(WI**(-1 l)))*U2*U3*U6»U7*ALOG(G>f
1((-72.*A22*B/(C*(WI**11.)))+(80.*A22*B*WM/(C*(WI**11.))))*U2*U3*
1 U6*AL0G(G)

S3=S3+
1 AB8*U2*U5*U3*U6*ALOG(G>f 
1 AB8*U2*U3*U6*U7*ALOG(G)*U6*ALOG(G>+-
1 AB8*U2*U3*U6*U7*ALOG(G>f
1 ((^0.*A22*WI+60.*A22*WM)/(C*(WI**7.)))*U2*U3*U6*ALOG(G)+
1 AW8*U2*U5*U3*U6*ALOG(G>(-
1 AW8*U2*U3*U6*U7*ALOG(G)*U6*ALOG(G)+
1 AW8*U2*U3*U6*ALOG(G)*U7+
1 ((-72.*A22*B*WI+80.*A22*B*WM)/(C*(WI**n.)))*U2*U3*U6«ALOG(G>1- 
1 AB8*U2*U5*U3*U6*ALOG(G>f 
1 AB8*U2*U3*U6*U7*ALOG(G)*U6*ALOG(G)

S3=S3+
1 AB8*U2*U3*U6»ALOG(G)»U7+
1 A4*U2*U3*U6*ALOG(G)*U6»ALOG(G)+
1 AW4*U2*U5*U3*U6*U6*ALOG(G)»ALOG(G)+
1 AW4*U2*U3*U6*U7»(ALOG(G)**3.)*(U6**2.)+
1 AW4*U2*U3*(U6**2.)*2.*U7*(ALOG(G)**2.)+
1 A4*U2*U3*U6*ALOG(G>+-
1 AW4*U2*U5*U3*U6*ALOG(G)+
1 AW4*U2*U3*U6*U7*ALOG(G)*U6*ALOG(G)+
1 AW4*U2*U3*U6*ALOG(G)*U7

C
TYLSPEC=RTA+Sl*(AW-WI)+S2*((AW-WI)*(AW-WI))/2.+

1 S3*((AW-WI)*(AW-WI)*(AW-WI))/6.
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE STORAGE(ALPHA)
C

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN' 
OPEN(10JILE=TNT.DAr,STATUS='OLD') 
READ(10,1000)NINT 

1000 FORMAT(I10)
CLOSE(IO)
NUME=NPAR(2)
N100=N26

N111=N100
NRT=NROOT*NROOT
N112=N111+NRT

ISPT=SPT
NUP=ISPT*NUME
N113=N112+NUP
N114=N113+NWK
N115=N114+NWK
NEQRT=NEQ*NROOT
N116=N115+NEQRT
N117=N116+NEQRT
N118=N1I7+NEQRT
N119=N118+NROOT
N120=N119+NROOT*NROOT

FIG
N121=N120+NEQ

F2G
N122=NI21+NEQ

TRPHI
N123=N122+NROOT*NEQ

R1
N124=N123+NROOT

R2
N125=N124+NROOT

Z1
N126=N125+NROOT

Z2
N127=N126+NROOT

PHIl
N128=N127+12»NROOT

PHI2
N129=N128+8*NROOT

PHI3
NI30=N129+8*NROOT

CDIFF
N131=N130+NWK

SIGR22
N132=N131+ISPT*NUME

SIGR33
N133=N132+ISPT*NUME

SIGR23
N134=N133+ISPT*NUME 
print*,'nl34 = ',nl34
CALL INITL\L(NUME,NINT,A(N13),ALPHA,A(N111),

I A(N131)AN]32),A(N133),NUP)

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE INITIAL(NUME^T1,XYZ,ALPHA,SIGMZZ,
1 SIGR22,SIGR33.SIGR23JSPNUM)

SUB EVALUATES E1W,E2W,E3W,TWM1....TWM4,S1G,S2G,S3G

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION SIGMZZ(NROOT,NROOT),SIGR22(ISPNUM),SIGR33(ISPNUM).

1 SIGR23(ISPNUM)
DIMENSION TGW(3,3),TWM(3,3),TXW(6)J)rV(nume)^lW(l),E2W(2),E3W(3), 

1 IDIVl(nume),XYZ(6,l),XW(6)J)KK(2000)

CHARACTER *2 C(10)
CHARACTER RTY*4,DD*2 
CHARACTER *1 EE(9)
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CHARACTER NAME *5 J4AME1 *4 
DATA C/7','8V9V10','l r , ’12','13',’14','15','16V 
DATAEE/'1',7V3V4','5V6','7',’8','9’/

C
c

GO TO 4444 
3333 PRINT*'ERROR=’JO 

CALL EXIT 
4444 NINT1=IOO 

NINT1=IOO 
ICOtINT=0 
JCOUNT=0 
PW.14I5927

C
C OPEN SCRATCH FILES FOR TWMI 

D0D=I,9 
m=U+20 
DD=EE(U)
NAME=TWMI'//DD(:I)

C OPEN (nj,FILE=NAME,STATUS='NEWO
CALL SCRATCH(UJ,NAME)

PRINT*,'OPENED'
END DO
PRINT*,TWM FILES OPENED in initial' 
pause

C
C SCRATCH FILES FOR INCLINED PILE CO-ORD SYS 

D0JI=1,3 
JJI=n+10 
DD=EE(JI)
NAMEl='Er//DD(:I)/AV’

C OPEN (jn^LE=NAM E 1 ,STATUS=’UNKNOWN')
CALL SCRATCH(JJI,NAMEI)
END DO

C
C SCRATCH FILES FOR STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

D0JI=I,3 
jn=ji+30 
DD=EE(JI)
NAMEl='Sl'//DD(:iy/'G'
CALL SCRATCH(JJIJJAMEI)
END DO
PRINT*'SI HLES OPENED'

C
C SCRATCH FILES FOR XWl AND XW3 

IL=41
NAMEI=’XW11'
CALL SCRATCH(IL^AMEl)
IL=42
NAME1='XW13'
CALL SCRATCH(ILJJAMEl)
PRINT*'XW FILES OPENED'

C
C SCRATCH FILE FOR FACTOR XK 

NAME1='XKI I'
CALL SCRATCH(43JJAME1)

C
C SCRATCH FILES FOR FORCES 

NAMEI='BTU'
CALL SCRATCH(44^AME1)
NAME1='BTI2'
CALL SCRATCH(45,NAME1)

C
C SCRATCH FILES TO HOLD VALUES DURING ITERATIONS 

NAME='S1G11'
CALL SCRATCH(46,NAME)
NAME='SIGI2'
CALL SCRATCH(47J^AME)
NAME='SIG13'
CALL SCRATCH(48 J4AME)

C
C
C ALL SCRATCH FILES OPENED
C
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PRINT*' ALL SCRATCH FILES OPEN’
DELTAW=STEP 
DELTAW=0.04 
D O10n=l,3 
D010JJ=1,3 
TGW(njJ)=0.0 

10 CONTINUE 
C
C NOTE:HERE ALPHA IS THE ANGLE THE WAVE AXIS MAKES 
C WITH THE STRUCRURE AXIS 
C

TGW(l,l)=COS(ALPHA)
TGW(U)=SIN(ALPHA)
TGW(2,1)=-SIN( ALPHA)
TGW(2,2)=COS(ALPHA)
TGW(3,3)=1.

C
C LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENTS 
C

ISPT=SPT
D=-XMUD
IEW=0
PRINT*'XMUD=',XMUD 
INK=0
DO 100N=1,NL1ME 

IF(XYZ(3;^).LE.0.0.AND.XYZ(6,N).LE.0.0)THEN 
C IF(XYZ(3,N)XT.O.O.OR.XYZ(6J^>.LT.O.O)THEN

EvlK=INK+l 
XL=0.
XL2=0.

DO IP=1,3 
XL=XYZ(IPJS()-XYZ(IP+3J4)
XL2=XL2+XL*XL 

END DO
XLN=SQRT(XL2)
SPTM1=SPT-1.
DEL=XLN/SPTM1 ! IDIV(N)=(NO. OF SIMPS PTS -l)i.e.6 
DELX=0.0

C
C

DO 20IMW=1,3 
D020JMW=1,3 
TWM(IMW,JMW)=0.0 

20 CONTINUE
TWM( 1,1 )=T( 1,1 J<)*COS(ALPHA)+T( 1,2 J<)*SIN( ALPHA)
TWM( 1,2)=-T( 1,1 J4)*(SIN(ALPHA))+T( 1,2 J^)*COS(ALPHA) 
TWM(1,3)=T(1,3,N)
TWM(2,1)=T(2,1J4)*C0S(ALPHA)+T{2,2J^)*SIN(ALPHA) 
TWM(2,2)=-T(2,1 JJ)*SIN(ALPHAHT(2,2J4)*C0S( ALPHA) 
TWM(2,3)=T(2,3J4)
TWM(3,l)=T(3.1,N)*COS(ALPHAHT(3,2,N)*SIN(ALPHA) 
TWM(3,2)=-T(3,lJ<)*SIN(ALPHA>l-T(3,2,N)*COS( ALPHA) 
TWM(3,3)=T(3,3,N)

C
C EXPRESSS THE NODAL CO-ORDS IN TERM OF THE 
C WAVE CO-ORD SYSTEM.

XW(l)=TGW(l,l)*XYZ(lJ^>fTGW(l,2)*XYZ(2,N>4-TGW(I,3)*XYZ(3JJ)
XW(2>=TGW(2,1)*XYZ(1J4)+TGW(2,2)*XYZ(2,N>)-TGW(2,3)*XYZ(3,N)
XW(3)=TGW(3,1)*XYZ(1,N)+TGW(3,2)*XYZ(2J4>+TGW(3,3)*XYZ(3,N)
XW(4)=TGW(1,1)*XYZ(4,N>i-TGW{],2)*XYZ(5,N)+TGW(1,3)*XYZ{6,N)
XW(5)=TGW(2,1)*XYZ(4,NHTGW(2,2)*XYZ(5,N>+^TGW(2,3)*XYZ(6,N)
XW(6)=TGW(3,1)*XYZ(4,N)+TGW(3,2)*XYZ(5J4)+TGW(3,3)*XYZ(6,N)

C

ElW(N)=-(XW(l)-XW(4))m.N 
E2W(N)=-(XW(2)-XW(5))m.N 
E3W(N)=-(XW(3)-XW(6))«LN 
WRITE(11,REC=N)E1W(N)
WRITE(12JIEC=N)E2W(N)
WRITE(13JIEC=N)E3W(N)

C
WRITE(21JIEC=N)TWM(1,1)
WRITE(22,REC=N)TWM( 1,3 )
WRITE(23 ,REC=N)TWM(2,1)
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WRITE(24JIEC=N)TWM(2^)
WWTE(25^C=N)TWM(3,1)
WR1TE(26,REC=N)TWM(3;2)
WRITE(27JIEC=N)TWM(1;J)
WWTE(2g^C=N)TWM(2,3)
WRITE(29JREC=N)TWM(3,3)

C
WRITE(4141EC=N)XW(1)
WRITE(42.REC=N)XW(3)

C
D0 310IP=USPT ! NO. OF SIMPS POINTS 

IEW=IEW+1 
SIP=IP 
WL=7000.
JCOUNT=JCOUNT+l 
DELX=(SIP-1)*DEL 
XWl=XW(l>fTWM(l,l)*DELX 
XW3=XW(3)+TWM(1,3)*DELX 
SIGR22(JCOUNT)=0.0 
SIGR33(JCOUNT)=0.0 
SIGR23(JCOUNT)=0.0 
XNT=NINT1 
D0 320XNF=I.,WLST 

IXN=XNF 
DNF=XNF

C
WF=DELTAW*(DNF)
DFCWF.EQ.O.O)THEN
PRINT* T)ELT='J3ELTAW
PRINT*,T)NF='J)NF
STOP
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF

C
TW=2.*3.1415927AVF !WAVE PERIOD (HERTZ).. FREQUENCY (RADIANS) 
DWL=DAVL 

IF(DWL.GT.0.5)THEN 
C DEEP WATER

WL=9.81 *(TW**2.)/(2.*PI)
DK=2.*3.I4I5927/WL
Bl=2*PI*(EXP(DK*XW3))*COS(DK*XWl)/TW 
B2=2*PI*(EXP(DK*XW3))*SIN(DK*XWl)mV 
B3=2*PI*(EXP(DK*XW3))*SIN(DK*XWl)/rW 
B4—2*PI*(EXP(DK*XW3))*COS(DK*XWl)/TW 

ELSE
C SHALLOW-TRANSITIONAL WATER 

DKK(IXN)=WAVENO(WF,D)
DK=DKK(IXN)
WL=2.*3.1415927/DK
DWL=DAVL
IF(DWL.GT.0.5)THEN

B l=2*PI*(EXF(DK*XW3))*COS(DK*XWI )/TW 
B2=2»PI*(EXP(DK*XW3))*SIN(DK*XW1 yTW 
B3=2*PI*(EXP(DK*XW3))*SIN(DK»XWl)mV 
B4=-2*PI*(EXP(DK*XW3))*COS(DK*XWl)/TW 
ELSE

C
B1=BB1(TW^BL,XW3AXW1,WL)
B2=BB2(TWJ)K,XW3,D,XW1.WL)
B3=BB3(TWJ)K,XW3,D,XW1,WL)
B4=BB4(TW J)K,XW3 ,D,XW1 ,WL)

C
END IF 
END IF

C
H1=B1-E1W(N)*(E1W(N)*B1+E3W(N)*B3)
H2=B2-E1W(N)*(E1W(N)»B2+E3W(N)*B4)
H3=-E2W(N)*(E1W(N)*B1+E3W(N)*B3)
H4=-E2W(N)*(E1 W(N)*B2+E3W(N)*B4)
H5=B3-E3W(N)*(EI W(N)*B 1+E3W(N)*B3)
H6=B4-E3W(N)*(E1W(N)*B2+E3W(N)*B4)
H7J=TWM(2,1)*H1+TWM(2^)*H3+TWM(2,3)»H5
H8J=TWM(2,1)*H2+TWM(2^)*H4+TWM(2.3)*H6
H9J=TWM(3,1)*H1+TWM(3^)*H3+TWM(3,3)*H5
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H10J=TWM(3,1)*H2+TWM(3^)*H4+TWM(3,3)*H6
IF(XNF.EQ.1.)THEN
XK1=H7J*H9J+H8J*H10J
IF(XKl.EQ.O)THEN

XK=0.
ELSE

XK=XK1/(H9J**2.+H10J**2.)
END IF

WRITE(43^C=N)XK
ELSE

C
CONTINUE 

END IF
C
C NEXT ENTTLALISE SIGR22(IP,N) TO SIGV22(IPJJ) ETC.

IF(XNF.EQ.l .O.OR.XNF.EQ.WLST)THEN 
RULL=], 
nR=2

ELSE IF(IIR.EQ.2)THEN 
RULL=4. 
nR=l 

ELSE 
RULL=2.
IIR=2 

END IF
C
C CALCULATE THE SPECTRUM ORDINATE FOR THE PARTICULAR 
C FREQUENCY

DO I=1,WLST 
BI=I
STEPI=BI*STEP 
IF(STEPI.GE.WF)GO TO 101 
END DO 

101 CONTINUE
DIFF=WF-STEP*(I-1)
DIFSPC=SPECTR(I)-SPECTR(M)
SPE=SPECTR(IXN+1)
IF(I.EQ.1)SPE=0.0
IF(IEW.EQ.1)THEN
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF

SlGR22(JCOUNT)=(H7J**2+H8J**2)*
1 SPE*RULL*DELTAW/3.+SIGR22(JCOUNT) 

SIGR33(JCOUNT)=(H9J**2+H10J**2)*
1 SPE*RULL*DELTAW/3.+SIGR33(JC0UNT) 

SIGR23(JC0UNTHH7J*H9J+
1 H8J*H10J)*SPE*RULL*DELTAW/3.
1 +SIGR23(JCOUNT)

320 CONTINUE
SIl=SIGR22(JCOUNT)
SI2=SIGR33(JCOUNT)
SI3=SIGR23(JCOUNT)

IF(SI1.LT.O.O.OR.SI2.LT.O.O)THEN
STOP
ELSE
CONTINtTE 
END IF 

310 CONTINUE
ELSE

WRITE(11 JIEC=N)E1 W(N)
WRITE(12JIEC=N)E2W(N)
WRITE{ 13^C =N )E 3 W(N)

C
WRITE(21 ,REC=N)TWM( 1,1)
WRITE(22,REC=N)TWM(1,3)
WRITE(23 ̂ C=N)TW M (2,1)
WRITE(24^C=N)TWM(2^)
WRITE(25 JIEC=N)TWM(3,1)
WRITE(26^C=N)TWM(3^)
WRITE(27,REC=N)TWM( 1J)
WRITE(28JREC=N)TWM(2,3)
WRITE(29,REC=N)TWM(3,3)
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END IF
C
100 CONTINUE

C SET SIGMZZ(IJ) TO ZERO
DO460IRT=lJ4ROOT 
DO 460 JRT=1 JiROOT 

IF(IRT.EQ.JRT)THEN 
SIGMZZ(IRT,JRT)=1.
ELSE

SIGMZZ(IRTJRT)=0.0 
END IF 

460 CONTINUE
PRINT*’END OF INITIAL.FOR'
RETURN
END

C
C

FUNCTION WAVENO(WFJD)
C
C THIS CALCULATES THE WAVE NUMBER
C AND CAN BE USED TO CALCUL THE WAVELENGTH FOR A FREQUENCY 
C INITIALISE DK 

WNO=0.6 
T0L=l.E-3 
ITMAX=40 
DOI=l,ITMAX

FK.=9.81*WNO*TANH(WNO*D)-WF*»2.
FKD=9.81 *TANH(WNO*D>l-9.81 *WNO*D*((COSH(WNO*D))**(-2))
FACT=FK/FKD
WN1=WN0-FACT

C
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 

CHECK=FACTAVN1 
IF(ABS(CHECK).LT.TOL)GO TO 100 
WN0=WN1 

END DO 
100 CONTINUE

WAVENO=WNl
RETURN
END

C
C

FUNCTION BB1(TW,DK,XW3 J),XW1,WL)
BB 1=9.81 *TW*COSH(DK*(XW3+D))*COS(DK*XWl )/(WL*COSH(DK*D)) 
RETURN
ENTRY BB2(TW,DK,XW3,D,XW1,WL)
BB2=9.81 *TW*COSH(DK*(XW3+D))*SIN(DK*XW! )/(WL *COSH(DK*D)) 
RETURN
ENTRY BB3(TW,DK,XW3,D,XW1,WL)
BB3=9.81*TW*SINH(DK*(XW3+D))*SIN(DK*XW1)/(WL*C0SH(DK*D))
RETURN
ENTRY BB4(TW,DK,XW3,D,XW1,WL)
BB4=-9.81*TW*SINH(DK*(XW3+D))*COS(DK*XWiy(WL*COSH(DK*D))
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE CBARJ(CDBARJJ«JMEJ^C,ALPHAJSFr,SIGMZZ 
^  1 XYZ,NNC,CAP,DT0TJV1ATP4SPNUM,SIGR22,SIGR33.SIGR23)

C SUB.TO CALCULATE THE DRAG COEFF. DUE TO LINEARISATION OF MORRISON'S EQUATION 
INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION CDBARJ(ISPT^ME),SIGMZZ{NROOT,NROOT),XYZ(6J'tUME)

1 MATP(l),CAP(NWK)^TOT(l),SIGR22(ISPNUM),
1 SIGR33(ISPNUM),SIGR23(ISPNUM)

ICNT=0 
PW.14I5927 
ITERFLG=ITERFLG+1 
ISPT=SPT 
DO 100I=1J4UME 

MTYPE=MATP(I)
CD1=CD*100072.
IF{XYZ(3,I).LE.0.0.AND.XYZ(6,I).LE.0.0)THEN

READ(433EC=I)XK
D OnO J=U SPT

ICNT=ICNT+1
DENOM=SIGR22(ICNT>i-SIGR33(ICNT)
AB=(SIGR22(ICNT))*SIGR33(ICNTHSIGR23(ICNT))**2.
XO=-2.*SIGR22(ICNT)
XN=2.*SIGR22aCNT)
YO=-2.*SIGR33aCNT)
YM=2.*SIGR33aCNT)
GR22=SIGR22(ICNT)
GR33=SIGR33(ICNT)

C
IF(SIGR22(ICNT).EQ.O.O.AND.SIGR33(ICNT).EQ.O.O)THEN
CDBARJ(J,I)=0.0
ELSE

C
IF(XK.EQ.O.)THEN

CDBARJ(JJ)=0.
ELSE

IF(ABXT.0.000001 )THEN
C

SRXK=SQRT(1+1/(XK**2.))
El=-{XN»*2.y(2.*SIGR22(ICNT))
E=EXP(E1)
C=(SIGR22(ICNT)*2.*PI)**0.5
XNUMI=SRXK*(4.*(SIGR22(ICNT)**2.))*(E1*E-E+1.)/C

C
C SIGR33:

SRKX=SQRT(1 .+XK**2.)
E2=-{XN**2.)/(2.*SIGR33(ICNT))
E=EXP(E2)
CKSIGR33(ICNT)*2.*PI)**0.5
XNUM2=SRKX*(4.*(SIGR33(ICNT)**2.))*(E2*E-E+l.yCl
0VER=XNUM1+XNUM2

CDB ARJ(J J)=CD 1 ’OVERyDENOM 
ELSE
SGR22=SIGR22(ICNT)
SGR33=SIGR33(ICNT)
SGR23=SIGR23(ICNT)
FACTI=(P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23,XO,YO,XO>l- 

1 P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23^,YO,XN>+
1 P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23;iCO.YM,XO>f
1 P(SGR22,SGR33.SGR23^,YM,XN))

FACT1Y=(P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23^0,Y0,Y0>4- 
1 P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23^,YO,YO>+
1 P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23^0,YM,YM>i-
1 P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23P(N,YM,YM))

FACT2=0.0
FACT2Y=0.0

XOP1=XO+0.005 
XNMl=XN-0.005 

DO 120 xn=XOPl,XNMl,0.005
xi=xn
FACT2=FACT2-K(P(SGR22,SGR33.SGR23.XI,YO,XI)+

1 P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23^,YM,XI)))
FACT2Y=FACT2Y-K(P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23,XI,YO,YO)+
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1 P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23pa,YM,YM)))
120 CONTINUE

YOP1=YO+0.005 
YMM1=YM-0.005 
DO 130 XJJ=YOP1,YMM1,0.005 

YJ=XJJ
FACT2=FACT2+(P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23,XO,YJ,XO>H 

1 P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23.XN,YJ;XN))
FACT2Y=FACT2Y+<P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23.XO,YJ,YJ>t- 

1 P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23.XN,YJ,YJ))
130 CONTINUE 

FACT3=0.
FACT3Y=0.

DO 140 XJM=YOPl,YMMl ,0.005 
YN=XJM
DO 140 XIM=XOPl,XNMl,0.005 

XNI=XIM
FACT3=FACT3+(P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23,XNI,YN,XNI))
FACT3Y=FACT3Y+(P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23,XNr,YN,YN))

140 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C

CDB=0.005*0.005*0.25*(FACT1+FACT1Y+(2.*(FACT2+FACT2Y)) 
1 +(4.*(FACT3+FACT3Y)))

CDB1=SQRT(CDB)
CDB2=CDB*CDB1
PISQRT=SQRT(8/PI)
CDBARJ(J,I)=PISQRT*CDB1 *CD1 
CDBAR=P1SQRT*CDB2 *CD1/DEN0M 

END IF
C

END IF 
END IF 

110 CONTINUE 
C

ELSE 
D0901 J=USPT 
ICNT=ICNT+1 
CDBARJ(J,I)=0.0 

901 CONTINUE 
END IF

C

100 CONTINUE 

C

CALL ADDAMP(A(N13),A(N113).CAP,IA(1N4)JA(IN3),
1 IA(IN5),IA(nM2),NC,SIGMZZ,
1 CDBARJ,NUME,NNC,ALPHA,A(N130)^(N12).
1 ISPNUM,SIGR22,SIGR33,SIGR23JSPT)

RETURN
END

C
C
C

FUNCTION P(SGR22,SGR33,SGR23,R2Jt3,R4)
C
C FUNCTION TO EVALUATE THE PROBABILITY 
C DENSITY P(X,Y)

R2SQ=R2**2.
R3SQ=R3**2.
SRT=(R2SQ+R3SQ)
SRT1=SQRT(SGR22*SGR33-SGR23**2.)
CON=l ./(2.*3.1415927*SRT1)
TOP=SGR33 *(R2 **2.)-2. *SGR23 *R2 *R3+SGR22 *(R3 »*2.) 
BOT=2.*(SGR22*SGR33-(SGR23»*2.))

ETB=EXP(-(TOP/BOT))
PE=CON*ETB
R4=l

P=SRT*PE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ADDAMP(XYZ,C,CAP,MATP,LM,MAXA,MHT,NC
1 SIGMZZ,CDBARJ,NUME,NNC,ALPHA,
1 CDIFF45TOT4SPNUM,SIGR22,SIGR33,SIGR23JSPT)

C
C SUB. TO CALCULATE AND ASSEMBLE THE ADDED DAMPING 
C

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
C
C

DIMENSION CA( 12,12),CDD( 100),TR( 12,12)
C

DIMENSION GG2(12,I2),G2G(I2,12),Q(12,12),XYZ(6,1),CAP(NWK), 
1 MATP(1)J.M(I2,1),MAXA(1),MHT(1).C(NWK)JK3).
1 SIGMZZ(NROOTJ4ROOT),CDBARJ(ISPT,NUME)J)TOT(100),
1 CDIFF(NWK),SIGR22(ISPNUM),SIGR33(ISPNUM),
I SIGR23(ISPNUM)

OPEN{38,FILE='SIGMZ.DAT,STATUS='LnSIKNOWN')
ISPT=ISPNUM/NUME
SPT=ISPT
ND=12
DO 301 IU=1,NWK 
C(IU)=0.
CDIFF(IU)=0.

301 CONTINUE 
CON=1.0
DO 100N=I,NUME 
D 0 151IP=1,12 
DO 151 JP=1,12 
G2G(IPJP)=0.0 

151 CONTINUE 
C

IF(XYZ(3JvI).LE.0.0.AND.XYZ(6,N).LE.0.0)THEN
XL2=0.

D0 306IP=1,3
DIP=XYZaP,N)-XYZaP+3,N)
XL2=XL2+DIP*DIP 

306 CONTINUE
XL=SQRT(XL2)
MTYPE=MATP(N)
SPTM1=SPT-1.
DELXL=XL/SPTM1 
D0110IN=1,12 
D0110JN=1,12 
CA(IN,JN)=0.0 

110 CONTINUE
D0120IM=1,12 
DO 120 JM=1,12 
GG2(IM,JM>=0.00 

120 CONTINUE 
C
C PERFORM INTEGRATION 

D0130IL=1,ISPT 
RIL=IL-1
XIMJ=RIL*DELXL
GG2(2,2)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G3(X1MI,XL)
GG2(2,6)=G3(XlMr,XL)*G4(XlMJ,XL)
GG2(2,8)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(2,12)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G6(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(3,3)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G3(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(3,5)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G7(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(3,9)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)
002(3,11)=G3PC1MJ,XL)*G8(X1MJ,XL) 
GG2(5,3)=G7(X1MJ,XL)»G3(X1MJ,XL) 
GG2(5,5>=G7(X1MJ,XL)*G7(X1MJ,XL) 
GG2(5,9)=G7(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(5,11)=G7(X1MJ,XL)*G8(X1MI,XL)
GG2(6,2)=G4(X1MJ,XL)*G3(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(6,6)=G4(X1MJ,XL)*G4(X1MJ,XL>
GG2(6,8)=G4(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(6,12)=G4(X1MJ,XL)*G6(X1MI,XL)
GG2(8,2)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(8,6)=G4(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(8,8)=G5(X1 MJ,XL)*G5(X1 MJ.XL)
GG2(8,12)=G5(X1MJ,XL)*G6(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(9,3)=G5(X1MJ,XL)*G3(X1MJ,XL)
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GG2(9.5)=G5(X1MJ,XL)*G7(X1MJ^)
GG2(9,9HJ5(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(9,11)=G5(X1MJ,XL)*G8(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(I l,3)=G3(XlMJ,XL)»G8(XlMr,XL)
GG2( 11,5)=G8(X1MJ^)*G7(X1 MJ,XL)
GG2(11,9)=G8(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(11,11)=G8(X1MJ^)*G8(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(12^)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G6(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(12,6)=G6(XlMr,XL)*G4(XlMJ,XL)
GG2(12,8>=G6(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)
GG2(12,12)=G6(X1MJ^)*G6(X1MJ,XL)

IF(IL.EQ. 1 ,OR.IL.EQ.ISPT)THEN 
RUL=1. 
np=2

ELSE IF(nP.EQ.2)THEN 
RUL=4.
np=i

ELSE
RUL=2.
IIP=2 

END IF
C

DO 140 IK=1,12 
DO 140 JK=1,12
G2G(IiyK)=GG2(IiyK)*CDBARJ(ILJ<)*

lDTOT(Mrh*E)*RUL*DELXL/3.+G2G(IK,JK)
140 CONTINUE 
130 CONTINUE 

C
C NEXT WE MUST PRE- AND POST- MULTIPLY 
C BY THE TRANSFORMATION MATRICES TO 
C CONVERT TO GLOBAL CO-ORDS 

NN=0
DO 1501P=1,12 
DO 150 JP=1,I2 
Q(IP,JP)=0.0 
CA(IPJPH).0 
TR(IPJP)=T(JP,IP,N)

150 CONTINUE
DO 160IT=1,12 
D0160JT=1,12 
D0160IR=1,12
Q(IT/r)=G2G(ITJR)*T{IR,JT,N>fQ(ITJT)

160 CONTINUE
D0170nA=l,12 
DO 170IB=1,12 
D0170IC=1,12
CA(IIA,IB)=TR(nA,IC)*Q(IC,IB>fCA(nA,IB)

170 CONTINUE 
K=0
DO 180LF=1,12 
DO 180LK=LF,12 
K=K+1
CDD(K)=CA(LF^K)

180 CONTINUE
C NOTE;HERE WE MUST ENSURE TO ADD THE ADDED DAMPING TO THE CORRECT 
C ELEMENT

ELSE
K=0
D0185LF=1,12 
DO 185LK=LF,12 
K=K+1 
CDD(K)=0.0 

185 CONTINUE
CONTINUE 

END IF
C NOW ASSEMBLE CA(IJ)

CALLASSEMBL(C(1)JA(IN5),CDDJLM(1,N)J4D)
100 CONTINUE

C FIND NORM OF DIFFERENCE OF C(I) AND CAP(I)
C IF THIS VALUE IS GREATER THAN A GIVEN VALUE THEN PUT
C C (IJ)->CAPaJ), OTHERWISE OUTPUT THE RESULTS

AXRC=0.0 
AXRCP=0.0 
DO 307 IK=1 J4WK
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CDIFF(IK)=CaK)-CAPaK)
307 CONTINUE

D0 50IC=1J4EQ 
MAXIC=MAXA(IC)
MAXHT=MAXA(IC) + MHT(IC)
SUWIC=0.0
SUMCAP=0.0
DO 190 IX=MAXIC,MAXHT 
SUMIC=ABS(C(IX))+SUMIC 
StnVICAP=ABS(CDIFF(IX))+SUMCAP 

190 CONTINUE
JIC=IC+1 
JNEQ=NEQ+1 
L=0
DO 200 J = n C ^ Q  
L=L+l
IF(MHT(J).GE.L)THEN
MAXJL=MAXA(J)+L
SUMIC=SUMIC+ABS(CD1FF(MAXJL))
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF 

200 CONTINUE
IF(SUMIC.GT.AXRC) AXRC=SUMIC 
IF(SUMCAP.GT.AXRCP) AXRCP=SUMCAP 

50 CONT»IUE
IF(AXRC.EQ.O)THEN 
RATIO(ITERFLG)=0 
PRINT*'AXRC = O'
ELSE
RATIO(ITERFLG)=AXRCP/AXRC 
END IF
IF(ITERFLG.EQ.ITERFLGP1 )THEN

C
CALL RESULTS(A(N16))
ELSE
DO 304INWK=1,NWK 
CAP(INWK)=C(INWK)

304 CONTINUE
CALLM0DAL(C(1),A(N16),NCM(IN5),IA(IN2),SIGMZZ,

I A(N115),A(N11 6 M (N 1 1 7 ),^ I 18),A(N)8),A(N21),
2 NNC,Ap>m9)^PHA,CDBARJJ<UME,CAPJSPNUM,
3 SIGR22,SIGR33,SIGR23JSPT)

C
END IF

3000 FORMAT(10F10.3)
RETURN
END

C
C FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS

FUNCTION G1(X1MJ,XL)
G1=1.-X1MJ/XL
RETURN
ENTRY G2(X1MJ,XL)
G2=X1MJ/XL
RETURN
ENTRY G3PC1MJ,XL)
G3=l .-3. *(X1 MJ/XL)**2 ,+2.*(Xl MJ/XL)»*3.
RETURN
ENTRY G4(X1MJ,XL)
G4=X1MJ-2.*(X1MJ**2.)/XL+(X1MJ**3.)/(XL**2.)
RETURN
ENTRY G5PC1MJ,XL)
G5=3.*(X1MJ/XL)**2.-2.*(X1MI/XL)**3.
RETURN
ENTRY G 6(X 1M J^)
G6=-(X1MJ**2.)/XL+X1MI**3./(XL**2.)
RETURN
ENTRY G7(X1MJ,XL)
G7=-X1MJ+2.*(X1MJ**2.)/XL-X1MJ**3/(XL**2.)
RETURN
ENTRY G8(X1MJ,XL)
G8=(XlMJ»*2.)/XL-<XIMJ**3.y(XL**2.)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE MODAL(CA,RJJC JMAXAJVIHT.SIGMZZ.CAS.
1 RT,CASTAR,CADIAG.TT3RJ<NC3BR,
1 ALPHA,CDBARJ,NUME,CAPJ[SPNUM,
1 SIGR22,SIGR33,SIGR23J[SPT)

C
INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION CA(l)^EQ;WOOT),MAXA(l),MHT(l),SIGMZZ(NROOTJfROOT), 

1 CADIAG(NROOT),CASG^EQ,l),CASTAR(NROOT,l),CBARJaSPTJ^UME),
1 BR(NNC)3BR(NR00T,I)JIT(NC,1),TT(NEQ),CAP(NWK),
1 SIGR22(ISPNUM),SIGR33(ISPNUM),SIGR23(ISPNUM)

C
NUME=NPAR(2)
NC=NROOT
D=0
DO160J=lJNROOT
CALL MULT(TT,CA,R(U),MAXA,NEQJSrWK)
DO 180 I=JJ«100T 
BRT=0.
DO 190 K=1,NEQ 
BRT=BRT+R(K,I)*rr(K)

190 CONTINUE
BBR(I,J)=BRT 

180 CONTINUE
160 CONTINUE

DOIP=lJJC 
DOJP=l,NC 
BBR(IP,JP)=BBR(JPJP)
END DO 
END DO

C
WRITE(IOUT,*)'DIAGONALISED DAMPING MATRIX;'

DOIC=lJ4ROOT
SUM=0.
DO ID=l,NROOT 
IF(ID.EQ.IC)THEN 

SUM=SUM 
ELSE

SUM=SUM+BBR(ICJD)*SIGMZZ(IC^ySIGMZZaC.IC)
END IF 

END DO
CADIAGaC)=BBR(IC,IC>fSUM 

c WRITE(IOUT,*)'CADIAG=',CADIAG(IC)
END DO

CALL FORCE(A(N13)JSPT,NUME,CDBARJ,
1 A(N16),CADIAG,A(NI7),SIGMZ2,
1 A(N122)AN123),A(N124),
1 A (N120)AN 121),A (N 127)^N 128)^129),
1 IA(IN3),A(N8),A(N12)M(IN4)J^C,NNC,
I ALPHA,CAP,ISPNUM,SIGR22,SIGR33,SIGR23)

C
C

PRINT*'CALCS PERFORMED IN MODAL.FOR’
RETURN
END

□
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SUBROUTINE FORCE(XYZJ[SPTJ^UME,CDBARJ,PHI,CADIAG.W,
1 SIGMZZ,TRPHI,R1^,
1 FlG,F2G,PHIl^HI2,Pffl3,LM,ATOTJ)TOT^TP.
1 NCJWC^PHA,CAP^SPNUM,SIGR22,SIGR33,
1 SIGR23)

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION XYZ(6,1),F1G(NEQ),F2G(NEQ),

1 FS(4)JC(4).GT(12,4),QJ(8)JU(8),
1 TWMS(4,4),TRANS(12,12)AT0T(I)J)T0T(1),MATP(1),
I CDBARJ(ISPT^UME),TQC(4),TQS(4),GQC(12),GQS(12),
1 FORCOS(12)JORSIN(12),PHI(NEQ,NROOT),
1 TRPHI(NROOT,NEQ) JRl (NROOT)^(NROOT),C ADUG(NROOT),
1 W(NROOT),! W(I) ARE THE NAT. FREQ’S MH 11/5/95 DELELTED Zl Z2
1 LM(12,1),CAP(NWK)

DIMENSION Bl(nume,30)32(nume,30)33(nume,30)JB4(nume,30)

DIMENSION TORCOS(12),TORSIN(12)^HIl(12JJROOT), 
1 Pm 2(10JfllO O T ),PH I3(8J^O O T )^l 1(12)^EL12(12),
1 TZl 1(12),TZ12(12),TD{10.10);ZEL2J(10)^L22(10),
1 TZ21(10),TZ22(10),TD1(8,8)^EL31(8)^EL32(8),
1 GS1(2,12),GS2(2,10),GS3(2,8),UMJ1(2),UMJ2(2),
1 SIGMZZ(NR00T;>JR00T),TZ31(8),TZ32(8),TWM(3,3),
1 SIGR22(ISPNUM),SIGR33aSPNUM),SIGR23(ISPNUM)

C
C INITIALISATION

OPEN(l O^E='WL.DAr,STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
PRINTVCALCULATINGIN SUB FORCE'
STEP=0.04
DOIS=lJ^ROOT
DOJS=l,NROOT
SIGMZZ(IS,JS)=0.0
END DO
END DO
ICOUNT=0
DOIY=l,NUME
DOJY=l,ISPT
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+l
SIGR22(ICOUNT)=0.
SIGR33(ICOUNT)=0.
SIGR2SaCOUNT)=0.
END DO 
END DO

D=-XMUD
PI=3.1415927
ICOUNT=0
DOI=lJ«lOOT
DOJ=lJ^EQ
TRPHI(W)=PHI(JJ)
END DO 
END DO 
WL=1000.
ICOUN=0

C
DOFR=l.,WLST 
IFR=FR 
WF=FR*STEP 
WRITE(10,111)WF,WL 

111 FORMAT(1X^F10.5)
C INITIALISATION

DONN=l,NEQ
F1G(NN)=0.
F2G(NN)=0.
ENDDO

C
DON=lJWME
MTYPE=MATP(N)

C
IF(XYZ(3,N).LE.0.0.AND.XYZ(3,N).GE.XMUD)THEN
IF(XYZ(6J<).LE.O.O.AND.XYZ(6,N).GE.XMUD)THEN
D0IT=1,4
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D0JT=1,4
TWMS(IT^T)=0.
END DO 
END DO 
DO 10=1,12 
D0J0=1,4 
GT(lOJO)=0.
END DO 
END DO

C
READ(1UREC=N)E1W
READ(12,REC=N)E2W
READ(13JtEC=N)E3W

C
READ(21 J(EC=N)TWM( 1,1)
READ(22,REC=N)TWM(1,3)
READ(23,REC=N)TWM(2,1)
READ(24,REC=N)TWM(2,2)
READ(25,REC=N)TWM(3,1)
READ(26JIEC=N)TWM(3,2)
READ(27,REC=N)TWM( 1,2)
READ(28,REC=N)TWM{2,3)
READ(29,REC=N)TWM(3,3)

C
TWMS(1,1)=TWM(1,1)
TWMS(1,2)=TWM(U)
TWMS(1,3)=TWM(1,3)
TWMS(2,1)=TWM(2,1)
TWMS(2,2)=TWM(2,2)
TWMS(2,3)=TWM(2,3)
TWMS(3,1)=TWM(3,1)
TWMS{3,2)=T\VM(3,2)
TWMS(3,3)=TWM(3,3)

C
READ(41 ,REC=N)XWA 
READ(423EC=N)XWB 
XL2=0.
DOn=l,3
DX=XYZ(n,N)-XYZ(n+3J>J)
XL2=XL2+DX**2.
END DO 
XL=SQRT(XL2)
SPTM1=SPT-1.
DELX=XL/SPTM1
ISPT=SPT

C
DOIC=l,12
FORCOS(IC)=0.
FORSIN(IC>=0.
END DO

C
DOI=USPT
RI=I
DELTAX=(RI-1 .)*DELX
XW1=XWA+TWM(1,1)*DELTAX
XW3=XWB+TWM(1,3)*DELTAX

C
TW=2.*3.1415927/WF IWAVE PERIOD (HERTZ).. FREQUENCY (RADIANS) 
DWL=DAVL 

IF(DWL.GT.0.5)THEN 
C DEEP WATER

WL=9.81*(TW**2.)/(2.*PI)
CHWL=-WL/2
IF(XYZ(3,N).LE.CHWL.AND.XYZ(6,N).LE.CHWL)THEN
GOTO 100
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF
DK=2.*3.1415927/WL
Bl(N,I)=WIit*2*pi*(EXP(DK*XW3))*COS(DK*XWl)/TW 
B2(N,I)=Wht*2 *pi*(EXP(DK*XW3))*SIN(DK*XWl )/TW 
B3(N,I)=Wht*2*pi*(EXP(DK*XW3))*SIN(DK*XWl)/TW 
B4(N,I)=-Wht*2*pi*(EXP(DK*XW3))*COS(DK*XWl)ATV

C
ELSE
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DOIK=1,10
DOJK=l,NROOT
ZEU1(IK)=PHI2(IKJK)*Z1(JKJFR)+ZEL21(IK) !Z1 IFR
ZEL22(1K)=PHI2(IKJK)*Z2(JK4FR)+ZEL22(IK) !Z2 SAME MH 11/5/95
END DO
END DO
DOIK=1,10
DOJK=1,10
TZ21 (IK)=TD(IKJK)*ZEL21 (JK)+TZ21 (IK) 
TZ22(IK)=TD(IK,JK)*ZEL22(JK>(-TZ22(IK)
END DO 
END DO

C
ELSEIF(XYZ(3,I).LT.XMUD.AND.XYZ(6,I).LT.XMUD)THEN
D OID =l^
D O JD =U
TDl(IDJD)=T(II>fl,JD+lJ)
TDl(ID+2JD+2)=T(ID+4JD44a)
TD1(ID+4,JD+4)=T(ID+7JD+7J)
TDl(n>+6,JD+6)=T(ID+10,JI>i-10.I)
END DO 
END DO

C
DOIZ=l,8
ZEL31(IZ)=0.
ZEL32(IZ)=0.
TZ31(IZ)=0.
TZ32(IZ)=0.
END DO

C
DOIK=l,8
DOJK=lJfllOOT
ZEL31(IK)=PHI3(IIUK)*Zl(JKJFR>fZEL31(IK) !MH CHANGED Zl Z2 11/5/95 
ZEL32(IK)=PHI3(IKJK)*Z2(JIUFR>fZEL32(IK)
END DO 
END DO 
DOIR=l,8 
DOJR=l,8
TZ31(IR)=TD1(IR,JR)*ZEL31(JK>+TZ31(IR)
TZ32(IR)=TD1(IR,JR)*ZEL32(JK)+TZ32(IR)
END DO 
END DO

C
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF

C
C LOOP OVER ALL SIMPSONS POINTS IN THE ELEMENT 

SPTM1=SPT-1 
ISPT=SPT 
DELX=XL/SPTM1 
READ(41 ,REC=I)XWA 
READ(42^C=I)XWB

C
READ(11,REC=I)E1W
READ(12JREC=I)E2W
READ(13,REC=I)E3W
DOIS=USPT
ICNT=ICNT+1
SS=IS
X1MJ=(SS-1.)*DELX
IF(XYZ(64).GE.XMUD)THEN
D OIR=l^
DOIC=l,12
Gsi(nuc)=o.
ENDDO 
END DO
GS1(1,2)=G3(X1MJ,XL)
GS1(1,6)=G4(X1MJ,XL)
GS1(1,8)=G5(X1MJ,XL)
GS1(1,12)=G6(X1MJ,XL)
GS1(2,3)=G3(X1MJ,XL)
GS1(2,5)=G7(X1MJ,XL)
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GSl(2,9)=G5{XlMr,XL)
GS1(2,11)=G8CX1MJ,XL)

DOIU =U
UMJ1(IU)=0.
UMJ2(IUH).
END DO

DO IR=U  
DOIC=l,12
UMJ1(IR)=GS1(IR,IC)*TZ1 laC)i-UMri(IR) 
UMJ2(IR)=GS1(IR,IC)*TZ12(IC>4-UMJ2(IR)
END DO 
END DO

ELSEIF(XYZ(3J).EQ.XMUD.AND.XYZ(6J).LT.XMUD)THEN
D O IR=U
D 0ic= l,10
GS2(HUC)=0.
ENDDO 
END DO
GS2(U)=G3(XlMr,XL)
GS2(1,6)=G4(X1MJ,XL)
GS2(1,7)=G5(X1MJ,XL)
GS2(1,10)=G6(X1MJ,XL)
GS2(2,3)=G3(X1MJ^)
GS2(2,5)=G7(X1MJ,XL)
GS2(2,8)=G5(X1MJ,XL)
GS2(2,9)=G8(X1MJ^)

DO IU=1,2 
UMJ1(IU)=0.
UMJ2(IU)=0.
ENDDO

D O IR =U
D 0ic= l,10
UMJ 1 (IR)=GS2(IR,IC)*TZ21 (IC)+UMJ 1 (IR) 
UMJ2(IR)=GS2(IRJC)»TZ22(IC)+UMJ2(IR)
ENDDO
ENDDO

ELSE IF(XYZ(3J).LT.XMUD.AND.XYZ(6,I).LT.XMUD)THEN
DOIU=l,2
UMJl(IUH).
UMJ20U>=0.
ENDDO
DOIR=l^
DOIC=l,8
GS3(IRJC)=0.
ENDDO
ENDDO
GS3(l,l)=G3(XlMr,XL)
GS3(1,4)=G4(X1MJ,XL)
GS3(1,5)=G5(X1MJ,XL)
GS3(1,8)=G6(X1MJ,XL)
GS3(2.2)=G3(X1MJ,XL)
GS3(2,3)=G7(X1 MJ,XL)
GS3(2,6)=G5(X1MJ,XL)
GS3(2,7)=G8(XlMr,XL)
DOIR=U
DOIC=l,8
UMJ1(IR)=GS3(IR,IC)*TZ31(IC)+UMJ1(IR) 
UMJ2(IR)=GS3(IR,IC)*TZ32(1C)+UMJ2(IR)
ENDDO
ENDDO

ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF

B11=B1(I,IS)
B12=B2(I,IS)
B13=B3(I,IS)
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B14=B4(I,IS)

H1=B11-E1W*(E1W*B11+E3W*B13) 
H2=B12-E1W*(E1W*B12+E3W*B14)
H3=-E2W*(E1 W*B 11+E3W*B 13) 
H4=-E2W*(E1W*B12+E3W»B14)
H5=B13-E3W*(E1W*B11+E3W*B13) 
H6=B14-E3W*(E1W*B12+E3W*B14)

C
H7=TWM(2,1)*H1+TWM(2^)*H3+TWM(2,3)*H5
H8=TWM(2,l)*H2+TWM(2a)*H4+TWM(2,3)*H6
H9=TWM(3,1)*H1+TWM(3^)*H3+TWM(3,3)*H5
H10=TWM(3,1)*H2+TWM(3^)*H4+TWM(3,3)*H6

C
H11=UMJ2(1)*WF 
H12—XJMJ1(1)*WF 
H13=WF*UMJ2(2)
H14=-WF*UMJ1(2)

C
H15=H7-HH
H16=H8-HI2
H17=H9-H13
H18=HI0-H14

C
C CALCULATE NEW SIGR22,SIGR33,SIGR23 

IF(FR.EQ. I .OR.FR.EQ. WLST)THEN 
RULL=1.
HR=2
ELSE IF(nR.EQ.2)THEN 
RtlLL=4.
UR=1 
ELSE 

RULL=2. 
nR=2 
END IF

C
DOIP=l,WLST
DI=IP
STEPI=DI*STEP 
IF(STEPLGE.WF)GOTO 101 
END DO 

101 CONTINUE
DIFF=WF-STEP»(DI-1.)
DIFSPC=SPECTR(IP)-SPECTR(IP-1)
SPE=SPECTR(IFR+1)
IF(1P.EQ.1)SPE=0.
IF(FR.GT.200)SPE=0.

C
SIGR22(ICNT)=(H15**2.+H16**2.)*SPE*STEP*RULL/3.+

1 SIGR22(ICNT)
SIGR33(ICNT)=(H17**2.+H18**2.)*SPE*STEP*RULL/3.+

1 SIGR33(ICNT)
SIGR23(ICNT)=(H15*H17+H16*H18)»SPE*RULL*STEP/3.+ 

1 SIGR23(ICNT)

END DO !LOOP OF SIMPS POINTS
C

ELSE
D0IST=1JSPT
ICNT=ICNT+1
SIGR22(ICNT)=0.
SIGR33(ICNT)=0.
SIGR23(ICNT)=0.

C
END DO 
END IF 
ELSE
DOIST=USPT
ICNT=ICNT+1
SIGR22(ICNT)=0.
SIGR33(ICNT>=0.
SIGR23(ICNT)=0.
END DO 
END IF

END DO !LOOP OF ELEMENTS
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C COMPUTE SIGMZZ(IJ)
DO IRT=1 JSIROOT 
DOJRT=1JS[ROOT
SIGMZZ(IRT^T)=(WF**2.)*(Zl(IRTJFR)*Zl(JRT,IFR>f 

1 Z2(IRTJFR)*Z2(JRT,IFR))*STEP*RULL*SPE/3.+
1 SIGMZZ(IRT^T) ! MH CHANGED Z1 Z2

END DO 
END DO

END DO LOOP OVER FRQEUENCIES 
END DO

CALL CBARJ(CDBARJJJUME,NC,ALPHA4SPT,SIGMZZ, 
1 A(N13),NNC,CAP4)TOT,MATPJSPNUM,SIGR22,
1 SIGR33.SIGR23)

RETURN
END

A96



SUBROUTINE RESULTS(PHI)
C

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION Pm(NEQ,NROOT),

1 Ul(neq),U2(neq)^F(10),SIGR22(10)
C

CHARACTER *1 EE(IO)
CHARACTER NAME*10,DD*1
DATA EE/’r,'2','3','4’,’5',’6’.7 ’,'8',’9’,'0V
OPEN(30,nLE=T)OF.DAr,STATUS='OLD')
READ(30,100)NDF,NTFLG 

100 FORMAT(2I10)
DF=NDF
DIV=DF/8.
IDL=AINT{DiyH-l
DOIR=lJDL
IRM1=(IR-1)»8
READ(30^00XIDF(K+IRM1),K=1,8)
END DO 

200 FORMAT(8I10)
CLOSE(30)
DOIK=lJ^DF
DD=EE(IK)
NAME='SPE'//DD/AOUT
INUM1=65+IK
OPEN(INUMl ,FDLE=NAME,STATUS=TINKNOWN')
INUM2=85+IK
NAME=TRN'//DD//’.OUT'
OPEN(INUM2,FILE=NAME,STATUS=XINKNOWN')
mUM2=85+IK
NAME=TRN'//DD//’.OUT’
OPEN(INUM2,FILE=NAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
WRITE(INUM2,*)THE TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR DEGREE OF FREEDOM:' 
WRITE(INUM2,305)roF(IK)
WRITE(INUM2,*)’Iteration number = 'JTERFLG 
WRITE(INUM2,*)’ Ratio = '^TIO(ITERFLG)

IF(NTFLG.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(INUM2,*)' ALPHA w(Hz)'
ELSE
WRITE(INUM2,*)' ALPHA w(rad/s)'
END IF 

END DO
C

DO 202 FFF=1,10 
SIGR22(FFF)=0.

202 CONTINUE 
C

WLST=200
ICOUN=0
DO 301 F=1,WLST

C
EF(F.EQ. 1.0.OR.F.EQ.WLST)THEN 

RULL=1. 
nR=2
ELSE IF(IIR.EQ.2)THEN 

RULL=4. 
nR=i 
ELSE 

RULL=2.
HR=2 
END IF

C
IFR=F
WF=F*STEP 
DO IC=l,NROOT 
IC0UN=IC0UN+1 
END DO

C
DO 203 NN=1,NEQ 
U1(NN)=0.
U2(NN)=0.

203 CONTDNfUE 
C

DON=lJ<EQ 
DO I=1,NR00T
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U1 (N)=PHI(N,I)*Z 1 (I,IFR)+U1 (N) 
U2(N)=PHI(NJ)*Z2(I,IFR>l-U2(N)
END DO 
END DO

C
DOIP=l,WLST
DI=IP
STEPI=DI*STEP 
lF(STEPI.GE.WF)GO TO 101 
END DO 

101 CONTINUE
DIFF=WF-STEP*(DI-1.)
DIFSPC=SPECTR(IP)-SPECTR(IP-1)
SPE=SPECTR(IFR+1)
IF(IP.EQ.1)SPE=0.
IF(F.GT.200)SPE=0.

C
D O IO P = l^F
NI=IDF(IOP)
NUMl=65+IOP
NUM2=85+IOP
SP1=SPE*((U1(NI))**2.+(U2(NI))**2.)
SP2=(U1(NI))**2.-KU2(NI))**2.

C
C This is to output data in Hz(not RADS) and (mm2/Hz)
C (not m2s/rad), depending on the flag NTFLG in DOF.DAT
C

PI=3.1415927 
AMIL=1000000 
SP1H=2*PI*AMIL*SP1 
WFH=WF/(2*P1)

C
IF(NTFLG.EQ.1)THEN 
WRITE(NUM1,300)SP1 H,WFH 
ELSE
WRITE(NUM1,300)SP1,WF 
END IF

C IF(RATIO(ITERFLG).LT.0.03.0R.ITERFLG.EQ.ITEFP1)THEN
IF(NTFLG.EQ. 1 )THEN 
WRITE(NUM2,300)SP2,WFH 
ELSE
WRITE(NUM2,311 )SP2,WF,SPE 
END IF

311 FORMAT(F20.17,F20.5,F20.17)
300 FORMAT(F20.17J20.5) 

SIGR22(IOP)=SPl*RULL*STEP/3.+SIGR22(IOP) 
WLSTAB=ABS(WLST)
IF(F.EQ.WLSTAB)THEN
SG22RT=SQRT(SIGR22(IOP))
WRITE(NUM1,*)’ SIGR22 = ',SG22RT
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF 
END DO

301 CONTINUE 
DOIOPP=l,NDF 
NUM1=65+I0PP 
NUM2=75+IOPP 
CL0SE(NUM1)
CL0SE(NUM2)
END DO
ITEFP1=ITEFLG+1
PRINT*,'CONVERGENCE REACPIED' 
OPEN(83,FILE='RATIO.OUT',STATUS='OLD')
DO 302 RAT=1 JTERFLG 
WRITE(83,303)RATIO(RAT)

302 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(83)

303 FORMAT(F10.4)
304 F0RMAT(I5)
305 FORMAT(/10XJ[5/)

PRINT*,'PR0GRAM FINISHED’
CALL EXIT
RETURN
END

A98
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SUBROUTINE ALPHAU(XYZ,C,LM,DTOT)

. THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES :
VARIANCES OF WATER PARTICLE VELOCITIES 
ELEMENT HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING MATRIX 
GLOBAL HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING MATRIX

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'

DIMENSION XW(6),XYZ(6,1)J)TOT(150),Q(12,12),CA(12,12),TR(12,12), 
ICDD(144),GG1(12,12),C(NWK),LM(12,I)

CALLZERO(C)

SPT=ISPT
ICOUNT=0
JCOUNT=0
PIE=SQRT(8/PI)
ND=12

NOTE: FOR NONLINEAR CASE ALPHA IS 0 - SAME COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR 
WAVE AND STRUCTURE.

INITALISE DAMPING MATRIX TO ZERO 
DO ID1=1JMWK 
C(ID1)=0.0 
END DO

LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENTS AND COMPUTE FOR HORIZONTAL MEMBERS
(IE MEMBERS WITH IELFLG(N)=1)

D=-XMUD 
DO 100N=1JNUME 
IFLAG=IELFLG(N)

IF(IFLAG.EQ.1)THEN ! note only calculate hydrodynamic damping
for submerged vertical members.

INK=INK+1 
XL=0.
XL2=0.
DOIP=l,3

XL=XYZ(IP,N)-XYZ(IP+3,N)
XL2=XL2+XL*XL 
END DO

XLN=SQRT(XL2)
SPTM1=SPT-1.
DEL=XLN/SPTM1 
DELX=0.0

INITL\LISE HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING FOR ALL ELEMENTS TO ZERO

EXPRESSS THE NODAL CO-ORDS IN TERM OF THE 
WAVE CO-ORD SYSTEM.

XW(I)=XYZ(1J4)
XW(2)=XYZ(2JJ)
XW(3>=XYZ(3JJ)
XW(4)=XYZ(4J<)
XW(5)=XYZ(5J^)
XW(6)=XYZ(6J^)

C
D 0 310IP=I,ISPT ! NO. OF SIMPS POINTS 

CH=0
IEW=1EW+1
SIP=IP
WL=1000.
JCOUNT=JCOUNT+I
DELX=(SIP-1)*DEL
XW1=XW(1)
EF(XW(3).GT.O)XW(3)=-XW(3)
XW3=XW(3)-DELX

C
C INITIALISE SIGVH, THE INTEGRATION PARAMETER FOR STANDARD DEVIATION OF 
C HORIZONTAL WATER PARTICLE VELOCITY FOR SIMPSON’S POINT j
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SIGVH=0.0

LOOP OVER ALL FREQUENCIES OF INTEREST 
DO 320 IXN=1,NFRQ 

XNF=IXN 
DNF=XNF

WF=DELTAW*DNF

TW=2.*3.14I5927AVF IWAVE PERIOD (HERTZ). FREQUENCY (RADIANS) 
DWL=DAVL 
IF(DWL.GT.0.5)THEN 

DEEP WATER
WL=9.81 *(TW**2)/(2*PI)
DK=2*3.1415927/WL
BI=2*PI*(EXP(DK*XW3))*COS(DK*XWl)/TW 
B2=2*PI*(EXP(DK*XW3))*SESr(DK*XWI yTW 
ELSE

DK=WAVENO(WF,D)
WL=2.*3.1415927/DK
B1=BB1(TW,DK,XW3,D,XW1,WL)
B2=BB2(TW,DK,XW3 J3,XW1,WL) -

END IF

COMPUTE APB 
APB=B1**2 + B2**2

IF(XNF.EQ. 1.0.OR.XNF.EQ.NFRQ)THEN 
RULL=1. 
nR=2
ELSE IF(IIR.EQ.2)THEN 

RULL=4.
IIR=1
ELSE

RULL=2.
IIR=2 
END IF

CALCULATE THE SPECTRUM ORDINATE FOR THE PARTICULAR 
FREQUENCY

SPE=SPECTR(IXN)
rF(IP.EQ.l)SPE=«.0

SIGVH=APB*SPE*RULL*DELTAW/3 + SIGVH

20 CONTINUE

END OF FREQUENCY LOOP 
IF(IP.EQ. 1.0.OR.IP.EQ.ISPT)THEN 

RULL1=1.
IIR1=2
ELSE IF(IIR1.EQ.2)THEN 

RULL1=4.
DR1=1 
ELSE 

RULL1=2. 
nRl=2 
END IF

COMPUTE HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING COEFFIECIENT FOR EACH ELEMENT, CH(I) 
CH=SIGVH*RULL1 *DEL/3

COMPUTE REMAINING TERMS IN ELEMENT INTEGRAL 
RIL=IP-1 
XIMJ=RIL*DEL
KD=WATDEN*CD*DTOT(N)*CH 
GG1(2,2)=G3(XIMJ,XL)*G3(XIMJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(2,2) 
GG1(2,6)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G4(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(2,6) 
GG1(2,8)=G3(XIMJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)»KD*PIE + GG1(2,8) 
GG1(2,12)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G6(X1MJ,XL)^KD*PIE + GG1(2,12) 
GG1(6,2)=G4(XIMJ,XL)*G3(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(6,2) 
GG1(6,6)=G4(X1MJ,XL)«G4(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(6,6)
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GG1(6,8)=G4(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(6.8) 
GG1(6,12)=G4(X1MJ,XL)*G6(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(6,12) 
GGl(8^)=G3(XlMr,XL)*G5(XlMJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(8^) 
GG1(8,6)=G4(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ.XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(8,6) 
GG1(8,8)=G5(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ.XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(8,8) 
GG1(S,12)=G5(X1MJ,XL)*G6(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(8,12) 
GG1(12^)=G3PC1MJ,XL)*G6(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(12^) 
GGl(12,6)=G6pciMJ,XL)*G4(XlMr,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(12,6) 
GGl(12,8)=G6(XlMJ.XL)*G5(XlMr,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(12,8) 
GG1(I2,12)=G6(X1MJ^)*G6(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(12,12)

C
310 CONTINUE 

C
C END OF SIMPSONS LOOP 
C
C -NEXT WE MUST PRE- AND POST- MULTIPLY 
C BY THE TRANSFORMATION MATRICES TO 
C CONVERT TO GLOBAL CO-ORDS 

NN=0
DO 150IP=1,12
D0150JP=1,12
Q(IPJP)=0.0
CA(IPJP)=0.0
TR(IPJP)=T(JP,IP,N)

150 CONTINUE
D0160IT=1,12 
D0160JT=1,12 
DO 160 IR=1,12
Q(ITJT)=GG1(IT,IR)*T(IR,JTJ^)+Q(ITJT)

160 CONTINUE
D0170ILA=1,12 
DO 170IB=1,12 
DO 170IC=1,12
CA0IAJB)=TR(1IA,IC)*Q(IC,IB>K:A(1IA,IB)

170 CONTINUE 
K=0
DO 180LF=1,12
D0180LK=LF,12
K=K+1
CDD(K)=CA(LF,LK)

180 CONTINUE 
C
C N0TE;HERE WE MUST ENSURE TO ADD THE 
C ADDED DAMPNESS TO THE CORRECT 
C DAMPNESS ELEMENT 
C

ELSE
K=0
D0185LF=1,12 
DO 185 LK=LF,I2 

K=K+1 
CDD(K)=0.0 

185 CONTINUE
CONTINUE 

END IF

C
C NOW ASSEMBLE CA(I,J)

CALLASSDAM(C(1),IA(IN5),CDD,LM(1,N),ND)
C
100 CONTINUE
C
C END OF ELEMENT LOOP

CALLZERO(C)
RETURN
END

C
ĉ̂
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C
FUNCTION WAVENO(WF,D)

C
C THIS CALCULATES THE WAVE NUMBER USING THE DISPERSION RELATIONSHIP 
C AND CAN BE USED TO CALCUL THE WAVELENGTH FOR A FREQUENCY
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C INITIALISE DK 
WNO=0.6 
TOL=l.E-3 
1TMAX==40 
DOI=MTMAX

FK=9.81 *WN0*TANH(WN0*D)-WF**2.
FKD=9.81*TANH(WNO*D)+9.81*WNO*D*((COSH(WNO*D))»»(-2))
FACT=FK/FKD
WNl=WNO-FACT

C
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 

CHECK=FACT/WN1 
IF(ABS(CHECK).LT.TOL)GO TO 100 
WNO=WNl 

END DO 
100 CONTINUE

WAVENCNWNl
RETURN
END

C
FUNCTION BB1(TW^K,XW3J3,XW1,WL)
BBl=9.81*TW*COSH(DK*(XW3+D))*COS(DK*XWl)/(WL*COSH(DK*D))
RETURN
ENTRY BB2(TWJDK,XW3,D,XW1,WL)
BB2=9.81*TW*COSH(DK*(XW3+D))«SIN(DK*XWl)/{WL*COSH(DK*D))
RETURN
ENTRY BB3(TWJ)K,XW3 AXW1,WL)
BB3=9.81 *TW*SINH(DK*(XW3+D))*SIN(DK*XW1)/(WL*C0SH(DK»D)) 
RETURN
ENTRY BB4(TWJ)K,XW3,D,XW1,WL)
BB4=-9.81*TW*SINH(DK*(XW3+D))*COS(DK*XWl)/(WL*COSH(DK*D))
RETURN
END

C
C
C

FUNCTION G1(X1MJ,XL)
G1=1.-X1MJ/XL
RETURN

C
ENTRY G2PC1MJ,XL)
G2=X1MJ/XL
RETURN

C
ENTRY G3(X1MJ,XL)
G3=1.-3.*(X1MJ/XL)**2.+2.*(X1MJ/XL)**3.
RETURN

C
ENTRY G4(X1MJ,XL)
G4=XlMJ-2.*(XlMJ**2.)/XL+(XlMJ**3.y(XL**2.)
RETURN

C
ENTRY G5(X1MJ.XL)
G5=3.*(X1MJ/XL)**2.-2.*(X1MJ/XL)»*3.
RETURN

C
ENTRY G6(X1MJ,XL)
G6=-(X1MJ**2.)/XL+X1MJ**3./(XL**2.)
RETURN

C
ENTRY G7p{lMJ,XL)
G7=-X1MJ+2.*(X1MJ**2.)/XL-X1MJ**3/(XL*»2.)
RETURN

C
ENTRY G8(X1MJ,XL)
G8=(X1MJ**2.)/XL-(X1MJ**3.)/(XL*»2.)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ASSDAM (AX,MAXA,S,LMJ«))
C
C .....................................................................
C . PROGRAM
C . ASSEMBLES UPPER TRIANGtlLAR ELEMENT STIFFNESS TO COMPACTED 
C . GLOBAL STIFFNESS 
C

INCLUDE’SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION S(144)^(NWK)JV1AXA(1)4.M(1)

C
NDI=0
D 0 200I=1JnID 
n=LM(I)
IF CD) 200,200,100 

100 MI=MAXA(II)
KS=I
D0220J=1,ND
JJ=LM(J)
IF (JJ) 220,220,110 

110 U=n-JJ
IF (IJ) 220,210,210 

210 KK=MI+U 
KSS=KS

C
IF(J.GE.I)KSS=J+NDI
AX(KK)=AX(KK>fS(KSS)

220 KS=KS+ND-J 
200 NDI=NDI+ND-I

D 0 300IR=1,12 
n=LM(IR)
IF(n.EQ.O)GOT0202
MI=MAXA(n)

202 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE CGEN(SIGMZZ,C,EIGV,RJD^Z,MATP)
□
C
□
c ...............................................
□
C . THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE GENERALISED DAMPING MATRIX (CTOT)
C FROM BOTH THE STRUCTURAL DAMPING & HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING 
C . READ IN SIGMZZ FROM THE LINEAR ANALYSIS
C ...................................................................

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION SIGMZZ(NROOT,NROOT),C(NWK),PCP(NROOTJSIROOT)
1,CTOT(NROOT)^IGV(NROOT),CDIAGG<NROOT),
2CHELM(12,I2),CHELG(I2,12),CHGT(600,600),CHG(NEQ,NEQ),TGM1(3,3),
3TGM(12,12),TGMT(12,12),TEMP(12,12)JR(NBQJ«lOOT),TEMP2(NEQ,NROOT),
4RTRAN(NROOTJNEQ),SIGMU(NUMNP)JD(6,NUMNP),XYZ(6,NUME),MATP(NUME),
5SMZZ(NROOTJJROOT)

C
C THIS ROUTINE FIRST COMPUTES THE GLOBAL HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING MATRIX 
C

CD=1.0/2.0
WATDEN=IOOO IWATER DENSITY
SQRT8=SQRT((8/PI))
OPEN(10JILE=TD.DAT,STATUS='OLD')
DOINUM=lJ4UMNP
READ(10,1110Xn)(JNUMJNUM)^UM=l,6)
WRITE(I0UT,11 10XID(JNUM;DNUM)JNUM=1,6)
END DO 

1110 FORMAT (615)

C
C MUST READ IN SIGMZZ'S FROM LINEAR ANALYSIS 

PRINT*' NUMNP = 'J^UMNP 
WRITE(IOUT,*)' DETAILS OF ID ARRAY'
DO IE2=1,NUMNP
WRITE(IOUT,l 110XID(JNUM,IE2)^UM=1,6)
END DO
OPEN{41JILE='SIGMZ.DAT,STATUS='OLD')
DO INl=l,NROOT
READ(41,1000XSMZZ(IN1,IN2),IN2=1,NROOT)
END DO 

1000 FORMAT(2F10.3)

C
C MUST READ IN SIGMU'S FROM LINEAR ANALYSIS 
C

0PEN(21 ̂ L E = ’SIGMU.DAr,STATUS='OLD')
DOIN3=l,NXJMNP
READ(21,1100)SIGMU(IN3)
END DO 

1100 FORMAT(F15.3)
C
CINITALISE MATRICES 

DO IPl 1=1,3 
DOIP12=l,3 
TGM1(IP11,IP12)=0.0 
END DO 
END DO 
DOn>l=l,12 
DOIP2=l,12 
CHELM(ffUP2)=0.0 
CHBLG(IP1,IP2)=0.0 
TGM(IP1JP2)=0.0 
TGMT(IP1,IP2)=0.0 
END DO 
END DO 
DOIP3=1,600 
DOIP4=1,600 
CHGT(IP34P4)=0.0 
END DO 
END DO 
DOIP5=I,NEQ 
D0IP6=I,NEQ 
CHG(IP54P6)=0.0
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END DO 
END DO

DEFINE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX - CONSTANT FOR ALL MEMBERS 
TGM1(1,3)=-1 
TGM1(2;Z)=1 
TGM1(1,3)=1 
DOn>7=l,3 
DOIP8=l,3
TGM(IP7JP8>=TGM1(IP7,IP8)
IP7P3=IP7+3
IP8P3=n>8+3
TGM(IP7P34P8P3)=TGM1 (IP7^8)
IP7P6=IP7+6
IP8P6=IP8+6
TGM(IP7P64P8P6)=TGM1(IP7JP8)
IP7P9=IP7+9
IP8P9=IP8+9
TGM(IP7P9,IP8P9)=TGM1 (IP7jn>8)
END DO 
END DO 
DOIP9=l,12 
DOIP10=1,12
TGMT(n>9JP10)=TGMT(IP10,IP9)
END DO 
END DO

LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENTS 
DO 11=1 JMUME 
MTYPE=MATP(I1)
IEL=INUME(I1) INODE NO.FOR NODE 1 OF ELEMENT
JEL=JNUME(I1) INODE NO.FOR NODE 2 OF ELEMENT

CHECK IF MEMEBER IS HORIZONTAL & IF SO IGNORE IT 
IF(IELFLG(I1 ).EQ.l )THEN

CHECK IF ELEMENT IS IN WATER
IF(XYZ(3,I1).LT.O.O.OR.XYZ(6,I1).LT.O.O)THEN

CHECK IF ELEMENT IS A FOUNDATION MEMBER
IF(XYZ(3,I1 ).NE.XMUD.AND.XYZ(6,11 ).NE.XMUD)THEN

CALCULATE ELEMENT LENGTH XL 
XL2=0.0 
DOn=l,3
DX=XYZ(n J 1 )-XYZ(II+3,11)
XL2=XL2+DX**2.
END DO 
XL=SQRT(XL2)

COMPUTE DRAG FORCE COEFFICIENT
SIGU=(SIGMU(IEL)+SIGMU(JEL))/2
DRAG=WATDEN»CD*SQRT8»SIGU

DEFINE ENTRIES BSf LOCAL DAMPING MATRIX 
CHELM(2^)=13*XL/35 
CHELM(2,6)=58*XL2/105 
CHELM(2,8)=^XL/10 
CHELM(2, 12)=-13‘XL2/420 
CHELM(6^)=58*XL2/105 
CHELM(6,6)=2*XL2/105 
CHELM(6,8)=13*XL2/420 
CHELM(6,12)=-XL2*XL/I40 
CHELM(8^)=-XL/10 
CHELM(8,6)=13*XL2/420 
CHELM(8,8)=12*XL/35 
CHELM(8,12)=-1 1*XL2/210 
CHELM(12^)=-13*XL2/420 
CHELM( 12,6)=-XL2 *XL/140 
CHELM( 1 2,8)=-11 *XL2/210 

D0IC1=1,12 
D0IC2=1,12
CHELM(IC 1 JC2)=CHELM(1C 1 ,IC2)*DRAG 
END DO 
END DO
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o EXPRESS HYDRODYNDAMC DAMPING MATRIX IN GLOBAL COORDINATES 

TEMP=MATMUL(CHELM,TGM)
CHELG=MATMUL(TGMT,TEMP)

DEFINE GLOBAL STRUCTURE HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING MATRIX 
J=6*(IEL-l>t-l 
K=6*(JEL-l>fl 
JP5=J+5 
KP5=K+5

JC1=0
JC2=0

DOJl=JJP5
JC1=JC1+1

DOJ2=JJP5
JC2=JC2+1
CHGT(J 1 J2)=CHELG(JC 1 ̂ C2)+CHGT(J 1J2)
END DO 
END DO

JC1=0 
JC2=0 

DO K1=K,KP5
JCl=JCl+7 

DO K2=K,KP5
JC2=JC2+7
CHGT(K1 ,K2)=CHELG(JC 1 JC2>4-CHGT(K1 ,K2)
END DO 
END DO

JC1=0
JC2=0

DOKl=K,KP5
JCl=JCl+7

DOJ2=JJP5
JC2=JC2+1
CHGT(K1 J2)=CHBLG(JC I ,JC2)+CHGT(K1 ,J2)
END DO 
END DO

JC1=0
JC2=0

D0J1=J,JP5
JC1=JC1+1 

DO K2=K,KP5
JC2=JC2+7
CHGT(J1 ,K2)=CHELG(JC 1 ,JC2)+CHGT(J 1 ,K2)
END DO 
END DO
ELSE IMEMBER IN AIR AND THUS NO FORCE

CONTINUE

END IF

ELSE IMEMBER IS HORIZONTAL

CONTINUE

END IF
ELSE IMEMBER IS IN FOUNDATION 

CONTINUE 

END IF 

END ELEMENT LOOP 

END DO

DELETE FIXED ROWS AND COLUMNS OF DAMPING MATRIX 
ICOUNT=0 
DOIDl=lJW M NP
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DOID2=l,6

IF(ID(ID2 JD 1 ).NE. 1 )THEN
CONTINUE
ELSE
ICOUNT=ICOLINT+I
JCOUNT=0
D0ID3=1JJUMNP
DOID4=l,6
IF(ID(ID4^3).EQ. 1 )THEN
CONTINUE
ELSE
JCOLINT=JCOUNT+l
CHG(ICOUNT,JCOUNT)=CHGT(IDl,ID2)
END IF 
END DO 
END DO 

END IF
END DO 
END DO

DEFINE TRANSPOSE OF R 
D 0 IR 1 = 1 ^ Q  
DOIR2=1J^ROOT 
RTRAN(IR2,IR1 )=R(IR1 ,IR2)
END DO 
END DO

TEMP2=MATMUL(CHGJR.)
PCP=MATMUL(RTRAN,TEMP2)

COMPUTE EQUIVALENT DIAGONALISED HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING 
DO IZ1=1 J4ROOT 
DOIZ2=1J^OOT
CDL\GG(IZ 1 )=PCP(IZ 1 JZ2)*SMZZ(IZ 1 ,IZ2)/SMZZ(IZ 1JE 1) 
1+CDIAGG(IZ1)
END DO 
END DO

COMPUTE MODAL STRUCTURAL DAMPING FOR MODE i (MSDI) 
WHERE ETA IS MODAL DAMPING RATIO 

DO KV2=l,NROOT 
RTEIG=SQRT(EIGV(KV2))
RMSDI=2 *ETA*RTEIG

TOTAL DECOUPLED DAMPING TERMS ARE 
CTOT(KV2>=RMSDI+CDIAGG(KV2)
END DO

CALL RGEN(A(N16),A(N17),CTOT)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE RGEN(R,EIGV,CTOT)
C
C ...................................................................
C . THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE RECEPTANCES OF THE GENERALISED* ACTUAL 
C . COORDINATES
C ...................................................................
C

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION R(NEQ,NROOT)^IGV(NROOT),CTOT(NROOT),
lZZl(NROOTJ4EQJJFRQ),ZZ2(NROOTJMEQJ}FRQ),ZTEMPl(NROOT),
2ZTEMP2(NROOT)^lTEMP(NEQ)32TEMP(NEQ),REC(NEQ^FRQ)
DIMENSION ZZAl(NROOT^Q,NFRQ),ZZA2(NROOTJ^EQJ4FRQ),TEMPAl(NROOT), 
4TEMPA2(NROOT),Al TEMP(NEQ),A2TEMP(NEQ)

OPEN(20J^ILE='RECP.OUT,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
C
C LOOP OVER ALL FREQUENCIES

DOIFRQ=IJ4FRQ 
FRQ1=IFRQ 
FREQ=DELTAW»FRQI 
FREQ2=FREQ**2

C
C
C PUT A UNIT LOAD AT ALL DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN TURN,
C ie LOOP OVER ALL DOF’S 1=1 ,NEQ

DO IRTl=I,neq
C COMPUTE RECEPTANCES AT ALL DOF'S DUE TO LOAD AT IRTl 
C AT FREQUENCY IFRQ 
C

DOIRT2=1J^ROOT
W2=EIGV(IRT2)
DENOM=(W2-FREQ2)*»2 + FREQ2*CTOT(IRT2)*CTOT(IRT2) 
DENOMA=(W2-FREQ2)»*2 + FREQ2»CTOT(IRT2)*CTOT(IRT2)
ZZ1 (IRT24RT1 ,IFRQ)=(R(IRT 1 ,IRT2)*(W2-FREQ2))/DENOM 
ZZ2(IRT2,IRT 1 OFRQ)=-R(IRT 1 ,IRT2)*FREQ*CTOT(IRT2)/DENOM 
ZZA1(IRT2JRT1.IFRQ)=(R(IRT1,IRT2)*(W2-FREQ2))/DEN0MA 
ZZA2(IRT2JRTl,IFRQ)=-R(IRTl,IRT2)*FREQ*CTOT(IRT2)/DENOMA

C

END DO
C

END DO
C
C

END DO
C
C NEXT COMPUTE ACTUAL RECEPTANCES 
C

DOIl=l,NEQ ILOOP FOR EACH APPLIED LOAD
C

DO I2=1,NFRQ ILOOP OVER ALL FREQUENCIES
C

DOI3=l,NROOT ILOOP OVER ALL EIGENVECTORS 
ZTEMP1(I3)=ZZ1(I3,11,12)
ZTEMP2(I3)=ZZ2(I341JE) ITEMPORARY FILES FOR MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
TEMPA1(I3)=ZZA1 (13,11,12)
TEMPA2(I3)=ZZA2(I3,I1,I2) ITEMPORARY FILES FOR MATRIX MULTIPLICATION 
END DO
H1TEMP=MATMUL(R,ZTEMP1)
H2TEMP=MATMUL(R,ZTEMP2)
A1 TEMP=MATMUL(R,TEMPA1)
A2TEMP=MATMUL(R,TEMPA2)

C
C PUT VALUES FROM TEMPORARY VECTORS INTO MATRICES OF RECEPTANCES

DOI4=l,NEQ
H1(I4,I1.I2)=H1TEMP(I4) IREAL COMPONENT OF RECEPTANCE 
H2(I4,I1,I2)=H2TEMP(I4) IIMAGINARY COMPONENT OF RECEPTANCE 
HA1(I4,I1,I2)=A1TEMP(I4) IREAL COMPONENT OF RECEPTANCE 
HA2(14,I1,I2)=A2TEMP(I4) IIMAGINARY COMPONENT OF RECEPTANCE 
END DO

C
C H ia4,11,12) REPRESENTS THE REAL RECEPTANCE AT DOF14 DUE TO 
C AN APPLIED LOAD AT DOF II AT FOR AN APPLIED LOAD FREQUENCY OF 12 

END DO {FREQUENCY LOOP
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END DO lAPPLIED LOAD LOOP

PRINT OUT SOME RECEPTANCE FUNCTIONS 
D0I5=1,NFRQ 
REC(1,I5)=0.0 
REC(4,I5)=0.0 
REC(5,I5)=0.0 
REC(6J5)=0.0 
REC(7J5)=0.0 
REC(8^)=0.0 
REC(9J[5)=0.0 
DOJl=lJ^EQ 
DOJ2=lJ<EQ
REC(U5)=(H1(1,JU5)*HI(U2J[5)+H2(U1,I5)*H2(U2,I5))+
1REC(1J5)
REC(4J5HH1(4JU5)*H1(4,J245>+H2(4J1J5)*H2(4J2J5))+
1REC(445)
REC(7^5HH1(7JU5)*H1(7J2,I5)+H2(7,JU5)*H2(7,J2,I5))+
1REC(7J5)
REC(10J5)=(H1(10J1,I5)*H1(10.J2J[5>I-H2(10JU5)*H2(10,J245))+
IREC(IOJS)
REC(9J5)=(Hl(9Jia5)*Hl(9,J2,I5)+H2(9,JU5)*H2(9J2J5))+
1REC(9^5)
END DO 
END DO
REC(1^HH1(1,U5)*H1(1,M5)+H2(1,M5)*H2(I,1,I5))

WRITE(20,100)REC(U5)JlEC(4J5)jyEC(10,I5)
END DO 
CLOSE(20)

CALL FORCE(I A( 1 ),A(N 13),A(N8),A(N 12),I A(IN4))
RETURN 

100 FORMAT(6E10.3)
END

A109
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SUBROXJTINE FORCE(ID,XYZ,ATOT,DTOT,MATP)

SUBROUTINE WR TO COMPUTE THE COEFHCIENTS OF 
THE DRAG AND INERTIA TERMS OF THE FORCE VECTOR

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION XYZ(6,NUME),DTOT(NUME),ATOT(NUME),CFMM(12), 
1CFDM(12),MATP(NUME)JD(6J^UMNP)

SET INERTIA AND DRAG COEFFICIENTS 
CM1=1.0 
CM2=1.0
CMT=CM1+CM2 ITOTAL INERTIA COEFFICIENT 
CD=1.0/2.0
WATDEN=1000 IWATER DENSITY

XNITALISE MATRICES 
DOIP2=l,12 
CFMM(IP2)=0.0 
CFDM(IP2)=0.0 
ENDDO

INITALnSE CFMGT & CFDGT 
DOKl=lJ'JEQ 
CFMGT(K)>=0.0 
CFDGT(K1)=0.0 
ENDDO

LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENTS 
DOIl=lJS[UME 
MTYPE=MATP(I1)
IEL=INUME(11) INODE NO.FOR NODE 1 OF ELEMENT
JEL=JNUME(11) INODE NO.FOR NODE 2 OF ELEMENT

CHECK IF MEMEBER IS HORIZONTAL & IF SO IGNORE IT 
IF(IELFLG(I1 ).EQ. 1 )THEN

CHECK IF ELEMENT IS IN WATER
IF(XYZ(3,I1).LT.O.O.OR.XYZ(6J1).LT.O.O)THEN

CHECK IF ELEMENT IS A FOUNDATION MEMBER
IF(XYZ(3 J 1 ).NE.XMUD. AND.XYZ(6^ 1 ).NE .XMUD)THEN

CALCULATE ELEMENT LENGTH XL 
XL2=0.0 
DOn=l,3
DX=XYZ(n,Il)-XYZ(n+3,Il)
XL2=XL2+DX**2.
ENDDO
XL=SQRT(XL2)

INITIALISE COEFHCIENTS 
DO 12=1,12 
CFMM(I2)=0.0 
CFDM(b)=0.0 
ENDDO

COMPUTE ttJERTIA FORCE COEFHCIENT TERMS
CFMM(2)=WATDEN*ATOT(MTYPE)*CMT*XL/2
CFMM(6)=WATDEN*ATOT(MTYPE)*CMT*XL2/12
CFMM(8>=WATDEN*ATOT(MTYPE)*CMT*XL/2
CFMM(12)=-WATDEN*ATOT(MTYPE)*CMT*XL2/12

COMPUTE DRAG FORCE COEFFICIENT TERMS
CFDM(2)=WATDEN*DTOT(MTYPE)*CD*XL/2 
CFDM(6)=WATDEN*DTOT(MTYPE)*CD*XL2/12 
CFDM(8)=WATDEN*DTOT(MTYPE)*CD*XL/2 
CFDM(12)=-WATDEN*DTOT(MTYPE)*CD*XL2/12 
e l s e  IMEMBER IN a ir  AND t h u s  NO FORCE

C
DO 12=1,12 
CFMM(I2)=0.0 
CFDM(I2)=0.0 
ENDDO
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END IF

C
ELSE IMEMBER IS HORIZONTAL

C
DO 112=1,12 
CFMM(I12)=0.0 
CFDM(I12)=0.0 
END DO

C
END IF
ELSE IMEMBER IS IN FOUNDATION

C
DO 113=1,12 
CFMM(I13)=0.0 
CFDM(I13)=0.0 
END DO

C
END IF

C
C NEXT INSERT COEFFICIENTS INTO CORRECT LOCATION IN THE GLOBAL FORCE 
C COEFHCIENT MATIRCES FOR THE TOTAL STRUCTURAL SYSTEM (CFMGT + CFDGT) 

IELT1=(IEL-1)*3+1 
JELT1=(JEL-1)*3+1 
IELT3=(IEL-l)*3+3 
JELT3=(JEL-l)*3+3 

C FIRST NODE OF ELEMENT 
ID1=ID(1,IEL)
ID3=ID(54EL)
IF(ID1.NE.0)THEN
CFMGT(ID1)=CFMM(2)+CFMGT(ID1)
CFMGT(ID3)=-CFMM(6)+CFMGT{ID3)
CFDGT(ID 1 )=CFDM(2)+CFDGT(ID 1)
CFDGT(ID3)=-CFDM(6)+CFDGT(ID3)
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF

C SECOND NODE OF ELEMENT 
ED2=ID(1JEL)
ID4=ID(5,XEL)
IF{ID2.NE.0)THEN
CFMGT(ID2)=CFMM(8>fCFMGT(ID2)
CFMGT(ID4)=-CFMM(12)+CFMGT(ID4)
CFDGT(ID2)=CFDM(8)+CFDGT(ID2)
CFDGT(1D4)=-CFDM(12)+CFDGT(ID4)
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF 

END MEMBER LOOP

DO 114=1,12 
CFMM(I14)=0.0 
CFDM(I14)=0.0 
END DO

C

END DO
C
C CALL SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE CROSS SPECTRA AND CONVOLUTIONS OF NODE WATER 
C VELOCITIES AND ACCELERATIONS 

CALL SPECTRA(A(N1),A(N3))
C

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SPECTRA(X,Z)
C
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE SPECTRA & CROSS SPECTRA OF RELEVANT VELOCITIES & ACCELERATIONS OF 
C WATER PARTICLES WHICH ARE REQUIRED TO COMPUTE THE ZEROTH ORDER FORCE SPECTRUM 

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION X(NUMNP),Z(NUMNP),STEMP(NFRQ),CONTEM(NFRQ)

COMPUTE STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND CROSS SPECTRA OF VELOCITIES AT EACH 
SUBMERGED NODE POINT ABOVE THE MUDLINE

INITALISE STANDARD DEVIATIONS, CROSS SPECTRA AND CONVOLUTIONS 
OF CROSS SPECTRA TO ZERO

OPEN(40JFILE='SOUT.DAT’,STATUS='UNKNOWN’)

PI2=2*PI 
PI3=PI*3 
NF2=NFRQ/2 
DO INT=1,NUMNP 
SD(INT)=0.0 
END DO

D^XMUD
SQRT8P=SQRT((8/PI))

LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENTS 
DOIl=l,NUMNP 
X11=X(I1)
Z11=Z(I1)

CHECK TO ENSURE NODE IS SUBMERGED AND NOT ON THE FOUNDATION

IF(Z(I1).LE.0.AND^(I1).GT.XMUD)THEN
DOI3=l,NUMNP
X22=X(I3)
Z22=Z(I3)

CHECK TO ENSURE THAT NODE IS SUBMERGED BUT NOT ON FOUNDATION

IF(Z(I3).LE.O.AND^(I3).GT.XMUD)THEN 
WL=1000 

LOOP OVER ALL FREQUENCIES 
SDVEL=0.0 
DOn=l,NF2 
ri2=i2
WF=rI2*STEP 
WF2=WF**2 
TW=2*PI/WF 
DWL=D/WL 

COMPUTE WAVE NUMBER - DK 
CHECK IF IN DEEP OR SHALLOW WATER 

IF(DWL.GT.0.5)THEN 
DEEPWATER

WL=9.81 *(TW*»2.0y(2*PI)
DK=2*PI/WL
ELSE

SHALLOW/TRANSmONAL WATER 
DK=WAVENO(WF,D)
WL=2.*3.1415927/DK
END IF
DKD=DK*D
Z111=D+Z11
Z222=D+Z22
DKZ1=DK*Z111
DKZ2=DK*Z222

COMPUTE CROSS SPECTRA OF VELOCITIES AT EACH NODE

SW(II,I3,I2)=(WF2)*(COSH(DKZi))*(COSH(DKZ2))»SPECTR(I2)*
1C0S(DK*(X11 -X22)V((SINH(DK*D))**2)

COMPUTE CROSS SPECTRA OF VELOCITIES/ACCELERATIONS AT EACH NODE 
NOTE SVA WHEN 11=13 IS ZERO BECAUSE OF SIN TERM

SVA(IU3J2)=(WF*WF2)*(COSH(DKZl))*(COSH(DKZ2))*SPECTR(I2)*
1 SIN(DK*(X11-X22))/((SINH(DK*D))*»2)
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SAV(I1J3J2)=-SVA(I1.D,I2)
C

END DO IFREQUENCY LOOP 
ELSE
CONTINUE
ENDIF
END DO INODE LOOP 
ELSE
CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
END DO

NOW COMPUTE THE THIRD CONVOLUTIONS OF THE CROSS SPECTRA OF VELOCITIES

LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENTS 
D0I4=1J4UMNP 
X4=X(I4)
Z4=Z(I4)

CHECK TO ENSURE NODE IS SUBMERGED AND NOT ON THE FOUNDATION 
IF(Z4.LE.0.ANDJZ4.GT.XMUD)THEN 
D0I5=1,NUMNP 
X5=X(I5)
Z5=Z(I5)
IF(Z5.LE.0.AND.Z5.GT.XMUD)THEN
DOI6=l,NF2
STEMP(I6)=SVV(I4,I546)
END DO
CALL CONSPE(STEMP,CONTEM)
DOI7=lJfF2
CONVV(I4,I5,I7)=CONTEM(I7)
END DO 
ELSE
CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
END DO 
ELSE
CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
END DO

COMPUTE STANDARD DEVIATIONS

D0K1=1J«JMNP 
SDSQ=0.0 
DO K3=1,NF2 

IF(K3.EQ.1.0R.K3.EQ.NF2)THEN 
RULL=1.
IIP=2

ELSE IF(IIP.EQ.2)THEN 
RULL=4. 
np=i 

ELSE 
RULL=2. 
np=2 

ENDIF
SDSQ=STEP*RULL*SW(K1 ,K1 ,K3)+SDSQ 
END DO
SD(K1)=SQRT(SDSQ)

PRINT OUT SPECTRA AND CONVOLUTIONS OF WATER PARTICLE VELOCITIES 
IF(K1.EQ.2)THEN
P R IN T * ’STANDARD DEVIATION VEL AT NODE 2 = ’,SD(2)
DO K2=1,NF2
WRITE(40,*)SPECTR(K2),SW(K1 ,K1 ,K2),SW(5,5,K2)

C WRITE(40, *)S W (K1 ,K1 ,K2),CONW(Kl ,K1 ,K2)
END DO 
ELSE
CONTINUE
ENDIF
END DO
CALL SPECOUT
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE CONSPE(XIN,XOUT)
USE MSIMSL

PARAMETER (NX=256,NFRQ=128)
C
C

COMPLEX CX(NX),CZ1(NX),CZ2(NX),CXOUT(NX),CXOUT1(NX) 
DIMENSION Z5(NX»2),X1(NX*2)^X(NX*2).WFFTR(2*2*NX+15),

1 Z(NX*2),ZHAT(NX*2),X(NX*2),XX(NX*2),XOUT(NFRQ),XOUTl(NX»2),
2 Z1(NX*2),XIN(NFRQ)

C
DO 11=1
X1(I1)=0.0
CX(I1>=0.0
CZ1(I1)=0.0
CX(I1)=CMPLX(X(I1))
END DO

C
DO 12=1^56
CX(I2)=CMPLX(XIN(I2))
END DO

C
C COMPUTE FFT OF INPUT SPECTRUM - 
C

CALL FFTCB(NX,CX,CXOUT)
C
C COMPUTE PRODUCTS 
C

DO 13=1,NX
XX(I3)=REAL(CXOUT(I3))*REAL(CXOUT(I3))*REAL(CXOUT(13))
CZ1(I3)=CMPLX(XX(I3))
END DO

C
C COMPUTE IFT OF XX - THUS XOUTl IS THE CONVOLUTION 
C

CALL FFTCF(NX,CZ1,CX0UT1)
C
C PRINT RESULTS OF CONVOLUTION 
C

RNX=NX
RNX1=NFRQ
SRNX1=SQRT(RNX1)
SRNX=SQRT(RNX)
DOI7=lJiFRQ
XOUT(I7>=REAL(CXOUTl(I7))*4/(RNX*RNX) ! *3

C Z5(I7)=REAL(CXOUTl(I7)y(RNX*SRNX) ! *2
END DO

C
100 FORMAT(F8.5)
ClOO FORMAT(16X,F15.9)
200 FORMAT(5X,I5,2F12.5)

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SPEC 1

SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE SPECTRA OF RESPONSE FOR THE ZEROTH ORDER EQUATION FROM THE SPECTRA 
OF FORCE AND THE RECEPTANCES

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION S0UT(NEQ,NFRQ),S0UT1(NEQ;^FRQ)^S0UT(NEQ,NFRQ), 
1C0N0UT(NEQ,NFRQ),C0N0UT1(NEQJMFRQ),C0(NEQ),C01(NEQ),
2RIF0RCE(NEQJ^FRQ)

OPEN OUTPUT FILE
OPEN(20J'ILE='SPEC.OUT,STATUS=XJNKNOWN')
OPEN(30,nLE='FORSPE.OUT,STATUS='UNKNOWN')

PI8=8/PI
SPI8=SQRT(PI8)
PI34^/(3*PI)

INITALISE OUTPUT SPECTRUM TO ZERO 
DO K1=1JJEQ 
D0K2=1,NFRQ 
SOUT(K1,K2)=0.0 
END DO 
END DO

D O I I = l^ Q
NF2=NFRQ/2

LOOP OVER ALL FREQUENCIES 
DOI3=l,NF2 
sout(il,i3)=0.0 
RI3=I3
WF=RI3*DELTAW
WF2=WF**2

DOUBLE LOOP OVER ALL APPLIED DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
D O I4=l^EQ

FIND NODE NO. ASSOCIATED WITH DOF14 
RI4=I4-1 
RI43=RI4/3 
INT4=INT(RI43>+1

DOI5=l,NEQ

FIND NODE NO. ASSOCIATED WITH DOF 15 
RI5=I5-1 
RI53=RI5/3 
INT5=INT(RI53>+1

IF(SD(DMT4).NE.0.AND.SD(INT5).NE.0.0)THEN

COMPUTE CROSS SPECTRUM OF FORCE SF(I4 J5) AT FREQUENCY 13 
ifl[i4.eq.i5)then
SF=CFMGT(I4)*CFMGT(I5)*(WF2*SW(INT4,INT5,I3))+
1PI8»CFDGT(I4)»CFDGT(I5)*SD(INT4)*SD(INT5)*SW(INT4^T5,I3)+
2SPI8*(SD(INT4)*CFDGT(I4)*CFMGT(I5)*SVA(INT4,INT543)+
3SD(INT5)*CFDGT(I5)*CFMGT(I4)*SAV(INT4,INT543)H
4PI34*CFDGT(I4)*CFDGTa5)*CONVV(INT4JNT5J3)
5/(SD(INT4)*SD(INT5))

C
else
SF=CFMGT(I4)*CFMGT(I5)*(WF2*SVV(INT4,INT5,I3))+
lPI8*CFDGTa4)*CFDGT(I5)*SD(INT4)*SD(INT5)*SW(INT4,INT5J3H
4PI34*CFDGT(I4)*CFDGT(I5)*C0NVV(INT4,INT5J3)
5/(SD(mT4)*SD(INT5))
end if

C
RI52=I5-2
RI423=RI52/3
m423=INT(RI423)
RIN423=IN423
DIF=RIN423-RI423
IF(I5.EQ.2.OR.DIF.EQ.0)THEN
SF=0
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sfi=o
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF

COMPUTE OUTPUT SPECTRA

S0UT(IM3)=SF»(H1(I1.I4,I3)*H1(^,I5,I3>^- 
1H2(I1,14,I3)*H2(11,15 J3))+S0UT(IU3)

COMPUTE SPECTRA OF FORCE

IF(I4.EQ.I5)THEN
FSOUT(I4,I3)=SF
CONOUT(I4,I3)=PI34*CFDGT(I4)*CFDGT(I5)*CONW(INT4,nsrr5,I3)/
1(SD(INT4)*SD(INT5))

C
CONOUTl(I4,I3)=PI8*CFDGT(I4)*CFDGT(I5)*SD(INT4)*SD(INT5)*

1 SVV(INT4,INT5,I3)

RIFORCE(I4J3)=CFMGT(I4)*CFMGT(I5)*(WF2*SW(INT4,INT5J3))
C

CO(I4)=PI34»CFDGT(I4)*CFDGT(I5)/
1 (SD(INT4)*SD(INT5))

C01(I4)=PI8*CFDGT(I4)*CFDGT(I5)*SD(INT4)*SD(INT5)
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF

ELSE 
CONTINUE 
END IF 
END DO

END DO !END DOUBLE LOOP OF APPLIED DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
END DO !END FREQUENCY LOOP 
END DO ILOOPIl

C
DOJ=l,NF2
WRITE(30,100)FSOUT(4,J),CONOUT1(4,J),CONOUT(4.J)JSOUT(19,J),
lSVV(3,3,J),CONVV(3,3,J),SVV(5,5,J),CONVV(5,5,J)
WRITE(20,*)SOUT(1,J),SOUT(16J),SOUT(7,J)
END DO 

100 FORMAT(9E10.4)
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX VIII

CUMULANT-NEGLECT CLOSURE
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Cumulant-Neglect Closure

When solving multi-dimensional non-linear problems in the frequency domain, 

approximate solution techniques are generally needed. The most frequently used 

approximation scheme is the equivalent linearisation procedure in which the original 

system is replaced by an equivalent linear system.

Another closure procedure focuses on the properties of the cumulants of random 

processes and is known as the cuinulant-neglect closure scheme. Consider the random 

variables Xj, Xk, Xi, and Xm, then the following relationship exists between cumulants 

and statistical moments, Strantonovich, (1963)

E[X^] = K,[Xj]

E[XjX J  = K [̂XjX J  + K,[Xj]K,[X J

E[XjX,X,] = K3[XjX,X,] + 3{Ki[Xj]K2[X„X,]}s + Ki[Xj]Ki[XjKi[X,]

E[XjX,X,X„] = K4[XjX,X,X„] + 3{K [̂XjX Jk2[X„X„]}s + 4{KjXj]K3[X„X„X„]}s 

+ 6{Ki[Xj]Kj[X^]K2[X,,X^]}s +  Kj[Xj]Kj[X^]Kj[X,]Kj[X„]

where

KiPCj] denotes the first cumulant of the random variable Xj 

{ }s denotes a symmetrising operation with respect to 

its arguments, Lin and Cai (1995)
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Lin and Cai (1995) state that the physical significance of a cumulant decreases as the 

order increases and that the most important properties of a random process are contained 

in the lower order cumulants. Lin and Wu (1984) show that by using a second-order 

cumulant-neglect closure scheme (that is, neglecting those cumulants above the second 

order) that good results were obtained against an exact solution when applied to a 

dufSng oscillator under random excitationL Other researchers have also suggested the 

second-order cumulant neglect closure scheme gives good results in practical 

applications, Soong, (1973).

The average EpCjXkXi] contains cxmiulants of order 1, 2 and 3. From above the first 

order cumulant is equal to the time average of the random process. By re-arranging the 

second equation above the second-order cumulant may be written as

K̂ [X̂ X J  = E[XjX J  -  K,[XjK,[X J  
= E[XjXJ-E[Xj]E[XJ

When cumulants of higher order than two are ignored, the following may be written.

E[XjXkX,] = 3{K,[Xj]K2[X„X,]}s +Ki[Xj]K,[XjK,[X,]
= 3{E[Xj](E[X„X,]-E[X,]E[XJ}s+E[Xj]E[XJE[X,]

Now if the processes Xj, Xk, and Xi, are zero mean stochastic processes then

E[X3X,X,] = 0

This result is employed in Chapter 5 in developing the first order response terms.
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Again, if cumulants of higher order then two are ignored, the average of the product of 

four zero mean stochastic processes may be written as

E[X^X,X,X^] = 3{K ,[X jX jK 2[X „X J}3+6{K ,[X j]K jX jK ,[X „X „]}, 
+ Ki [X j ]Ki [Xk ]Ki [X, ]Ki [X^ ]

Since variables Xj, Xk, Xi, and Xm have zero mean values, we may write the last 

expression as

E[XjX,X,X J  = 3{k,[X .X  JK ,[X „X  J } s
= K ,[X jX jK ,[X „X J + K,[XjX,]K,[X„X„] + K ,[X jX „]K ,[X „X J

Substituting for the second-order cumulants from equation as defined above and setting 

the mean values of the individual processes to zero leads to

E[XjX,X,X„]=E[X.XJE[X„X ^] + E[XjX,]E[X„X„] + E[XjX^]E[X,,XJ  

This result is employed in Chapter 5 in developing the second order response terms.
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DO IRT=1 J«100T
n=(IRT-l)*NEQ
DOJRT=l,6
IAl=6*(NDl-l)-IX*2+JRT+n+N16 
PHI2(JRTJDR.T)=A(IA1)
END DO 
DO JJ=1,4 
JIP=JJ+«
IA2=6»(ND2-l)-JX*2+JJ+n+N16
PHI2(JJP,IRT)=A(IA2)
END DO 
END DO
a S E  IF(IFLGX.NE.O.AND.IFLGX.NE.O)THEN
DOIRT=IJ}ROOT
n=(IRT-l)*NEQ
DOJRT=l,4
IAl=6*(NDl-l)-K*2+JRT+n+N16
Pffl3(JRTJRT)=A(IAl)
END DO
DOJJ=l,4
JJP=JJ+4
IA2=6*(ND2-1 )-JX*2+JJ+n+N 16 
Pffl3(JJPXRT)=A(IA2)
END DO 
END DO 
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF 
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF

FIND U2MJ AND U3MJ
IF(XYZ(6J).GE.XMUD)THEN

C
DOIZ=l,12
ZEL11(IZ)=0.
ZEL12(IZ>=0.
TZ11(IZ)=0-
TZ12(IZ)=0.
END DO

C
DOIK=l,12
DOJK=1J4ROOT
ZELl l(IK)=PHIl(IK,JK)*Zl(JK,IFR>fZELl 1(IK) !MH Z1(JK,IFR)
ZEL12(IK)=PHIl(IiyK)*Z2(JKJFR)+ZEL12(IK) !Z2 SAME
END DO
END DO
DOIK=l,12
DOJK=l,12
TZl l(IK)=T(nyKJ)*ZELl l(JK>fTZl 1(IK) 
TZ12(IK>=T(IK,JKJ)*ZEL12(JK>+TZ12(IK)
END DO 
END DO

C
ELSEIF(XYZ(3J).EQ.XMUD.AND.XYZ(6J).LT.XMUD)THEN
DOID=l,6
DO JD=1,6
TD(IDJD)=T(IDJD,I)
END DO 
END DO 
DO IK=1^
DO JK=1^
TD(IK+6.JK+6)=T(IK+7,JK+7J)
TD(IK+8^K+8)=T(IK+10.JK+10,I)
END DO 
ENDDO

C
D0iz=l,10
ZEL21(IZ)=0.
ZEL22(IZ)=0.
TZ21(IZ>=0.
TZ22(IZ)=0.
ENDDO
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DO IK=1,10 
DO JK=1 J«lOOT
ZEL21(IK)=Pm2(IK,JK)*Zl(JK^R>+ZEL21(IK) !Z1 IFR
ZEL22(IK)=PHI2(IK,JK)*Z2(JK4FR>fZEL22(IK) !Z2 SAME MH 11/5/95
END DO
END DO
DOIK=1,10
DOJK=1,10
TZ21(IK)=TD(IK,JK)*ZEL21(JK)+TZ21(IK)
TZ22(IK)=TD(IK,JK)*ZEL22(JK)+TZ22(IK)
END DO 
END DO

C
ELSEIF(XYZ(3J).LT.XMUD.AND.XYZ(6J)XT.XMUD)THEN
D0ID=1^
DOJD=l,2
TD1(ID^)=T(ID+IJD+U)
TDl(ID+2,JD+2)=T(II>f4JD+4,I)
TD1(ID+4,JD+4)=T(ID+7JD+7,I)
TDl(ID+6JD+6)=T(irH-10,jrH-10^)
END DO 
END DO

C
DOIZ=l,8
ZEL31(IZ)=0.
ZEL32(IZ)=0.
TZ31(IZ)=0.
TZ32(IZ)=0.
END DO

C
DOIK=l,8
DOJK=1,NROOT
ZEL31(IK)=PHI3(IK,JK)*Z1(JK,IFR>+ZEL31(IK) !MH CHANGED Z1 Z2 11/5/95 
ZEL32(IK)=PHI3(IK^K)*Z2(JK,IFR>+ZEL32(IK)
END DO 
END DO 
DO IR=1,8 
DOJR=l,8
TZ31(IR)=TD1(IR,JR)»ZEL3 l(JK>fTZ31(IR) 
TZ32(IR)=TD1(IR,JR)*ZEL32(JK>+-TZ32(IR)
END DO 
END DO

C
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF

C
C LOOP OVER ALL SIMPSONS POINTS IN THE ELEMENT 

SPTM1=SPT-1 
ISPT=SPT 
DELX=XL/SPTM1 
READ(41^C=I)XWA 
READ(42JREC=I)XWB

C
READ(11^C=I)E1W
READ(12JREC=I)E2W
READ(133EC=I)E3W
DOIS=USPT
ICNT=ICNT+1
SS=IS
X1MJ={SS-1.)*DELX
IF(XYZ(6J).GE.XMUD)THEN
D0IR=1,2
DO IC=1,12
GS1(DUC)=0.
ENDDO 
END DO
GS1(1,2>=G3(X1MJ,XL)
GS1(1,6)=G4(X1MJ,XL)
GS1(1,8)=G5(X1MJ,XL)
GS1(1,12)=G6(X1MJ,XL)
GS1(2,3)=G3(X1MJ,XL)
GS1(2,5)=G7(X1MJ,XL)
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GS1(2,9)=G5(X1MJ,XL)
GS1(2,11)=G8(X1MJ,XL)

DO IU=1^
UMJ1(IU)=0.
UM J2(IU^.
END DO

DO IR=U  
DO IC=1,12
UMJ1(IR)=GS1(IR,IC)*TZ11(IC>I-UMJ1(IR)
UMJ2(IR)=GS l(nUC)*TZ12(IC)+UMJ2(IR)
END DO 
END DO

ELSEIF(XYZ(3J).EQ.XMUD.AND.XYZ(64).LT.XMUD)THEN
D OIR=U
D0ic=l,10
GS2(IRJC)=0.
END DO 
END DO
GS2(U)=G3{X1M J^)
GS2(l,6)=G4(XlMr,XL)
GS2(1,7)=G5{X1MJ,XL)
GS2(1,10H36(X1MJ,XL)
GS2(2,3)=G3(X1MJ,XL)
GS2(2,5)=G7PC1MJ,XL)
GS2(2,8)=G5PC1MJ,XL)
GS2(2,9)=G8(X1MJ,XL)

D OIU =l^
UMJl(IUH).
UMJ2(IU)=0.
END DO

D OIR=l^
D0ic=l,10
UMJ1 (IR)=GS2(IR,IC)*TZ21 (1C>I-UMJ 1 (IR) 
UMJ2(IR)=GS2(IRJ[C)*TZ22(IC)+UMJ2(IR)
END DO 
END DO

ELSE IF(XYZ(3J[).LT.XMUD.AND.XYZ(6,I).LT.XMUD)THEN
DOIU=l,2
UMJ1(IU)=0.
UMJ2qU)=0.
END DO 
DOIR=l,2 
DO IC=1,8 
GS3(nUC)=0.
END DO 
END DO
GS3(1,1)=G3(X1MJ,XL)
GS3(1,4)=G4(X1MJ,XL)
GS3(1,5)=G5(X1MJ,XL)
GS3(1,8)=G6(X1MJ,XL)
GS3(2;2)=G3(X1MJ.XL)
GS3(2,3)=G7(X1MJ,XL)
GS3(2,6)=G5(X1MJ,XL)
GS3(2.7)=G8(X1MJ,XL)
D OIR=U  
DO IC=1,8
UMJ1(IR)=GS3(IR,IC)*TZ31(IC)+UMJ1(IR)
UMJ2(IR)=GS3(nUC)*TZ32(IC>fUMJ2(IR)
END DO 
END DO

ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF

B11=B1(US)
B12=B2(I,IS)
B13=B3(I,IS)
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B14=B4(IJS)

H1=B11-E1W*(E1W*B11+E3W*B13)
H2=B12-E1W*(E1W*B12+E3W*B14)
H3=-E2W*(E1W*B11+E3W*B13) 
H4=-E2W*(E1W*B12+E3W*B14)
H5=B13-E3W*(E1W*B11+E3W*BI3) 
H6=B14-E3W*(E1W*B12+E3W*B14)

H7=TWM(2,1)*H1+TWM(2^)*H3+TWM(2,3)*H5
H8=TWM(2,l)*H2+TWM(2a)*H4+TWM(2,3)*H6
H9=TWM(3,1)*H1+TWM(3;2)*H3+TWM(3,3)*H5
H10=TWM(3,1)*H2+TWM(3^)*H4+TWM(3.3)*H6

H11=UMJ2(1)*WF
H12=-UMJ1(1)»WF
H13=WF»XJMJ2(2)
H14=-WF*ilMJl(2)

H15=H7-H11
H16=H8-H12
H17=H9-H13
H18=H10-H14

CALCULATE NEW SIGR22,SIGR33,SIGR23 
IF(FR.EQ. 1 .OR.FR.EQ. WLST)THEN 

RULL=1. 
nR=2
ELSE IF(nR.EQ.2)THEN 
RULL=4.
HR=1
ELSE
RULL=2.
DR=2 
END IF

DO n»=l,WLST 
DI=n>
STEPI=DI*STEP 
IF(STEPI.GE.WF)GO TO 101 
END DO 

101 CONTINUE
DIFF=WF-STEP»(DI-1.) 
DIFSPC=SPECTRaP)-SPECTR(IP-l)
SPE=SPECTR(1FR+1)
IF(IP.EQ.1)SPE=0.
1F(FR.GT.200)SPE=0.

C
SIGR22(ICNT)=(H15**2.+H16**2.)*SPE»STEP*RULL/3.+

1 SIGR22(ICNT)
SIGR33(ICNT)=(H17*»2.+H18**2.)*SPE*STEP*RULL/3.+

1 SIGR33aCNT)
SIGR23(ICNT>=(H15*H17+H16*H18)*SPE*RULL*STEP/3.+ 

1 SIGR23(ICNT)

END DO !LOOP OF SIMPS POINTS
C

ELSE
DOIST=USPT
ICNT=ICNT+1
SIGR22(ICNT)=0-
SIGR33(ICNT)=0.
SIGR23(ICNT)=0.

C
END DO 
END IF 
ELSE

D0IST=USPT
ICNT=ICNT+1
SIGR22(ICNT)=0.
SIGR33(ICNT)=0.
SIGR23(ICNT)=0.
END DO 
END IF
END DO !LOOP OF ELEMENTS
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C COMPUTE SIGMZZ(IJ)
DO IRT=l,NROOT 
DO JRT=1 J^O O T
SIGMZZ(IRTJRT)=(WF**2.)*(Z1(1RT,IFR)*Z1(JRT,IFR)+ 

1 Z2(IRT,IFR)*Z2(mTJFR))*STEP*RULL*SPE/3.+
1 SIGMZZ(IRTJfRT) ! MH CHANGED Z1 Z2

END DO 
END DO

END DO LOOP OVER FRQEUENCIES 
END DO

CALL CBARJ(CDBARJJJUME J4C,ALPHAJSPT,SIGMZZ, 
1 A(N13),NNC,CAPJDTOT,MATPJlSPNUM,SIGR22,
1 SIGR33.SIGR23)

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE RESULTS(PHI)
C

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION PHI(NEQ,NROOT),

1 Ul(neq),U2(neq)JDF(10),SIGR22(10)
C

CHARACTER *1 EE(IO)
CHARACTER NAME* 10,DD*1
DATA EE/*! ’,’2’,'3’,’4V5','6',7','8’,'9','0'/
OPEN(30JILE=T)OF.DAr,STATUS=’OLD')
READ(30,IOO)NDF,NTFLG 

100 FORMAT(2I10)
DF=NDF
DrV=DF/8.
IDL=AINT(DIV>H
DOIR=lJDL
IRM1=(IR-1)*8
READ(30^00XIDF(K+IRM1),K=1.8)
END DO 

200 FORMAT(8I10)
CLOSE(30)
D0IK=1J'TOF
DD=EB(IK)
NAME='SPE'//DD/AOUT
INUM1=65+IK
OPEN(mUMl ,FILE=NAME,STATUS=XINKNOWN')
INUM2=85+IK
NAME=TRN'//DD//'.OUT’
OPEN(INUM2,FrLE=NAME,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
INUM2=85+IK
NAME=TRNV/DD//'.OUT’
OPEN(INUM2,FILE=NAME,STATUS=’UNKNOWN')
WRITE(INUM2,*)THE TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR DEGREE OF FREEDOM;' 
WRITE(INUM2,305)IDF(IK)
WRITE(INUM2,»)’Iteration number = '.ITERFLG 
WRITE(INUM2,*)' Ratio = ’,RATIO(ITERFLG)
IF(NTFLG£Q.1)THEN
WRrrE(INUM2,*)’ ALPHA w(Hz)'
ELSE
WRITE(INUM2,*)’ ALPHA w(rad/s)'
END IF 

END DO
C

DO 202 FFF=1,10 
SIGR22(FFF)=0.

202 CONTINUE 
C

WLST=200
ICOUN=0
DO 301 F=1,WLST

C
IF(F.EQ. 1.0.OR.F .EQ. WLST)THEN 

RULL=1.
IIR=2
ELSE IF(IIR.EQ.2)THEN 

RULL=4. 
nR=l 
ELSE 

RULL=2.
IIR=2 
END IF

C
IFR=F
WF=F»STEP 
DOIC=l,NROOT 
IC0UN=IC0UN+1 
END DO

C
DO 203NN=1J^Q 
U1(NN)=0.
U2(NN)=0.

203 CONTINUE 
C

DON=lJJEQ
DOI=1JJROOT
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U1 (N)=PHI(N J)*Z 1 (I,IFR>i-U 1 (N) 
U2(N)=PHl(N4)*Z2a,IFR>l-U2(N)
END DO 
END DO

C
DOIP=l,WLST
DI=n>
STEPI=DI*STEP 
IF(STEPI.GE.WF)GOTO 101 
END DO 

101 CONITNUE
DIFF=WF-STEP*(DI-1.)
DIFSPC=SPECTR<IP)-SPECTR(IP-1)
SPE=SPECTR(IFR+1)
IF(IP.EQ.1)SPE=0.
IF(F.GT.200)SPE=0.

C
DOIOP=lJiDF
NI=IDF(IOP)
NUMl=65+IOP
NUM2=g5+IOP
SP1=SPE*((U1(NI))**2.+(U2(NI))**2.)
SP2=(U1(N1))**2.+(U2(NI))**2.

C
C This is to output data in Hz(not RADS) and (mm2/Hz)
C (not m2s/rad), depending on the flag NTFLG in DOF.DAT
C

PI=3.1415927
AMIL=1000000
SP1H=2«PI*AMIL*SP1
WFH=WF/(2*PI)

C
IF(NTFLG.EQ.1)THEN
WRrrE(NUMl,300)SPlH,WFH
ELSE
WRITE(NUM1,300)SP1,WF 
END IF

C IF(RATIO(ITERFLG).LT.0.03.0R.ITERFLG.EQ.ITEFP1)THEN
IF(NTFLG.EQ.1)THEN 
WRITE(NUM2,300)SP2,WFH 
ELSE
WRITE(NUM2,311 )SP2, WF.SPE 
END IF

311 FORMAT(F20.17^20.5,F20.17)
300 FORMAT(F20.17,F20.5) 

SIGR22(IOP)=SPl*RULL*STEP/3.+SIGR22(IOP) 
WLSTAB=ABS(WLST)
IF(F.EQ.WLSTAB)THEN
SG22RT=SQRT(SIGR22(IOP))
WRITE(NUM1,*)' SIGR22 = ',SG22RT
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF 
END DO

301 CONTINUE 
DOIOPP=l,NDF 
NUMl=65+IOPP 
NUM2=75+IOPP 
CL0SE(NUM1)
CL0SE(NUM2)
END DO
ITEFPI=ITEFLG+1
PRINT*'CONVERGENCE REACHED' 
OPEN(83JILE='RATIO.OUT',STATUS='OLD')
DO 302 RAT=1 JTERFLG 
WRITE(83,303)RATIO(RAT)

302 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(83)

303 FORMAT(F10.4)
304 F0RMAT(I5)
305 FORMAT(/10XJ5/)

PRINT*,'PROGRAM FINISHED'
CALL EXIT
RETURN
END

A98
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SUBROtmNE ALPHAU(XYZ,CJ.M,DTOT)

. THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES :
VARIANCES OF WATER PARTICLE VELOCITIES 
ELEMENT HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING MATRIX 
GLOBAL HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING MATRIX

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'

DIMENSION XW(6),XYZ(6,1)J>TOT(150),Q(12,12),CA(12,12),TR(12,12). 
ICDD(144),GG1(12,I2),C(NWK),LM(12,1)

CALL ZERO(C)

SPT=ISPT
ic o u n t=o
jc o u n t=o
PIE=SQRT(8/PI)
ND=12

NOTE: FOR NONLINEAR CASE ALPHA IS 0 - SAME COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR 
WAVE AND STRUCTURE.

DSriTALISE DAMPING MATRIX TO ZERO
DOIDl=I,NWK
C(IDI)=0.0
END DO

LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENTS AND COMPUTE FOR HORIZONTAL MEMBERS
(IE MEMBERS WITH IELFLG(N)=1)

D=-XMUD 
DO 100N=1,NUME 
IFLAG=IELFLG(N)

IF(IFLAG.EQ.1)THEN ! note only calculate hydrodynamic damping
for submerged vertical members.

INK=INK+1 
XL=0.
XL2=0.
D0IP=1,3

XL=XYZ(IP,N)-XYZ(IP+3,N)
XL2=XL2+XL*XL 
END DO

XLN=SQRT(XL2)
SPTM1=SPT-1.
DEL=XLN/SPTM1 
DELX=0.0

INITL4LISE HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING FOR ALL ELEMENTS TO ZERO

EXPRESSS THE NODAL CO-ORDS IN TERM OF THE 
WAVE CO-ORD SYSTEM.

XW(1)=XYZ(1J4)
XW(2)=XYZ(2JJ)
XW(3)=XYZ(3JJ)
XW(4>=XYZ(4JJ)
XW(5)=XYZ(5J^)
XW(6)=XYZ(6JJ)

D0 310IP=USPT ! NO. OF SIMPS POINTS 
CH=0
IEW=IEW+1 
SIP=IP 
WL=1000.
JCOUNT=JCOUNT+l 
DELX=(SIP-1)*DEL 
XW1=XW(1)
IF{XW(3).GT.0)XW(3)=-XW(3)
XW3=XW(3>DELX 

C
C INITIALISE SIGVH, THE INTEGRATION PARAMETER FOR STANDARD DEVIATION OF 
C HORIZONTAL WATER PARTICLE VELOCITY FOR SIMPSON'S POINT j
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SIGVH=0.0
C
C LOOP OVER ALL FREQUENCIES OF INTEREST

DO 320 IXN=1 JflFRQ 
XNF=IXN 
DNF=XNF

C
WF=DELTAW*DNF

C
TW=2.*3.I415927/WF !WAVE PERIOD (HERTZ). FREQUENCY (RADIANS) 
DWL=DAVL 
IF(DWL.GT.0.5)THEN 

C DEEP WATER
WL=9.81 *(TW**2)/(2*PI)
DK=2*3.1415927AVL
BI=2*PI*(EXP(DK*XW3))*COS(DK*XWl)mv 
B2=2*PI*(EXP(DK»XW3))*SIN(DK*XW1 )/TW 
ELSE

C
DK=WAVENO(WF,D)
WL=2.*3.1415927/DK
B1=BB1(TW,DK,XW3AXW1,WL)
B2=BB2(TWJ)K,XW3J),XW1,WL) -

C
END IF

C
C COMPUTE APB

APB=B1**2 + B2**2
C
C

IF(XNF.EQ. 1,0.OR.XNF.EQ.NFRQ)THEN 
RULL=1. 
nR=2
ELSE IF(IIR.EQ.2)THEN 

RULL=4. 
nR=l 
ELSE 

RULL=2. 
nR=2 
END IF

C
C CALCULATE THE SPECTRUM ORDINATE FOR THE PARTICULAR 
C FREQUENCY

SPE=SPECTR(IXN)
IF(IP.EQ.1)SPE=0.0

SIGVH=APB*SPE*RULL*DELTAW/3 + SIGVH
C
320 CONTINUE

C
C END OF FREQUENCY LOOP

IF(IP.EQ. 1.0.OR.IP.EQ.ISPT)THEN 
RULL1=1.
IIR1=2
ELSE IF(IIR1.EQ.2)THEN 

RULL1=4. 
nR l=l 
ELSE 

RULL1=2.
IIR1=2 
END IF

C
C COMPUTE HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING COEFFIECIENT FOR EACH ELEMENT, CHO)

CH=SIGVH*RULL1 »DEL/3
C
C COMPUTE REMAINING TERMS IN ELEMENT INTEGRAL 

RIL=IP-1 
X1MJ=RIL»DEL
KD=WATDEN*CD*DTOT(N)*CH
GG1(2,2)=G3(X1MJ^)*G3(X1MJ;XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(2,2) 
GG1(2,6)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G4(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(2,6) 
GG1(2,8)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)»KD*PIE + GG1(2,8) 
GG1(2,12)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G6(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(2,I2) 
GG1(6,2)=G4(X1MJ,XL)*G3(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(6,2) 
GG1(6,6)=G4(X1MJ,XL)*G4(X1MJ,XL)*KD»PIB + GG1(6,6)
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GGl(6,8)=G4(XlMr^)*G5(XlMJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(6,8) 
GG1(6,12)=G4(X1MJ,XL)*G6(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(6 12) 
GGl(8^)=G3(XlMj;!CL)*G5{XlMJpa,)*KD*PIE + G Gl(gi) 
GG1(8,6)=G4(X1MJ,XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GGI(8,6) 
GG1(8,8)=G5(X1MJ;XL)*G5(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(8,8) 
GG1(8,12)=G5PC1MJ,XL)*G6(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(8,12) 
GG1(12^)=G3(X1MJ,XL)*G6(X1MJ,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(12^) 
GGl(12,6)=G6p{lMJ,XL)*G4(XlMr,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(12 6) 
0G1(12,8)=G6(X1MJ,XL)*G5(XIMJPCL)*KD*PIE + GG1(12,8) 
GG1(12,12)=G6(X1MJ,XL)*G6CX1MI,XL)*KD*PIE + GG1(12,12)

310 CONTINUE 
C
C END OF SIMPSONS LOOP 
C
C NEXT WB MUST PRE- AND POST- MULTIPLY 
C BY THE TRANSFORMATION MATRICES TO 
C CONVERT TO GLOBAL CO-ORDS 

NN=0
DO 150IP=1,12
D0150JP=1.12
Q(IPJP)=0.0
CA(IPJP)=0.0
TR(IPJP)=T(JP,IP,N)

150 CONTINUE
DO 160IT=1,12 
DO 160JT=1,12 
D0160IR=1,12
Q(IT,JT)=GG1(ITJR)*T(IR,JT^)+Q(IT,JT)

160 CONTINUE
DO 170 IIA=1,12 
DO 170IB=1,12 
D0170IC=1,12
CA(IIAJB)=TR(IIAJC)*Q(IC,IB>+CA(nA,IB)

170 CONTINUE 
K=0
D0180LF=1,12 
DO 180 LK=LF,12 
K=K+1
CDD(K)=CA(LF,LK)

180 CONTINUE 
C
C NOTE;HERE WE MUST ENSURE TO ADD THE 
C ADDED DAMPNESS TO THE CORRECT 
C DAMPNESS ELEMENT 
C

ELSE
K=0
D0185LF=1,12 
DO 185 LK=LF,12 
K.=K+1 
CDD(K)=0.0 

185 CONTINUE
CONTINUE 

END IF

C
C NOW ASSEMBLE CAa,J)

CALL ASSDAM(C(l),LMIN5),CDD^M(l,N)jro)
C
100 CONTINUE
C
C END OF ELEMENT LOOP

CALLZERO(C)
RETURN
END

C
Ĉ

/ V A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A /V W W W V W W W V W U V W V W W V A A A A A A A ^ A A A A A A A A A

c
FUNCTION WAVENO(WF,D)

C
C THIS CALCULATES THE WAVE NUMBER USING THE DISPERSION RELATIONSHIP 
C AND CAN BE USED TO CALCUL THE WAVELENGTH FOR A FREQUENCY
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C INITIALISE DK 
WNO=0.6 
TOL=l.E-3 
ITMAX=40 
DOI=UTMAX

FK=9.81*WNO*TANH(WNO*D)-WF**2.
FKD=9.81 *TANH(WNO*D>f 9.81 *WNO*D*((COSH(WNO*D))**(.2))
FACT=FK/FKD
WNl=WNO-FACT

C
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 

CHECK=FACT/WN1 
IF(ABS(CHECK).LT.TOLX30TO 100 
WN0=WN1 

END DO 
100 CONTINUE

WAVEN0=WN1
RETURN
END

C
FUNCTION BB1(TW,DK,XW3,D,XW1,WL)
BBl=9.81*TW*COSH(DK*(XW3+D))*COS(DK*XWl)/(WL*COSH(DK*D))
RETURN
ENTRY BB2(TWJ)K,XW3,D,XW1,WL)
BB2=9.81 *TW*COSH(DK*(XW3+D))*SIN(DK*XWl )/(WL*COSH(DK*D)) 
RETURN
ENTRY BB3(TWJ)K,XW3 J),XW1,WL)
BB3=9.81*TW*SINH(DK*(XW3+D))»SIN(DK*XW1)/(WL*C0SH(DK*D))
RETURN
ENTRY BB4(TW,DK,XW3,D,XW1 ,WL)
BB4=-9.81 *TW*SINH(DK*(XW3+D))*COS(DK*XWl )/(WL»COSH(DK*D))
RETURN
END

C
C
C

FUNCTION GipJlMJ,XL)
G1=1.-X1MJ/XL
RETURN

C
ENTRY G2PC1MJ,XL)
G2=X1MJ/XL
RETURN

C
ENTRY G3pflMJ,XL)
G3=1.-3.*(X1MJ/XL)*»2.+2.*(X1MJ/XL)**3.
RETURN

C
ENTRY G4pflMJ,XL)
G4=X1MJ-2.*(X1MJ**2.)/XL+(X1MJ»*3.)/{XL*»2.)
RETURN

C
ENTRY G5PC1MJ.XL)
G5=3.*(X1MJ/XL)**2.-2.*(X1MJ/XL)**3.
RETURN

C
ENTRY G6p{lMJ,XL)
G6=-(X1MJ**2.)/XL+X1MJ**3./(XL**2.)
RETURN

C
ENTRY G7PC1MJ,XL)
G7=-X1MJ+2.*(X1MJ**2.)/XL-X1MJ**3/(XL**2.)
RETURN

C
ENTRY G8pflMJ,XL)
G8=(X1MJ” 2.)/XL-(X1MJ**3.)/(XL**2.)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ASSDAM (AX,MAXA,S,LMJJD)
C
c ................................................
C . PROGRAM
C . ASSEMBLES UPPER TRIANGULAR ELEMENT STIFFNESS TO COMPACTED 
C . GLOBAL STIFFNESS 
C

mCLUDE’SPEC.CMN’
DIMENSION S(144)^(NWK)MAXA(1)XM(1)

C
NDI=0
D0 200I=1J4D 
n=LM(I)
IF(H) 200^00,100 

100 MI=MAXA(II)
KS=I
D0220J=1JTO
JJ=LM(J)
IF (11)220,220,110 

110 IJ=n-JJ
IF (U) 220,210,210 

210 KK=MI+U 
KSS=KS

C
IF (J.GE.I) KSS=J+NDI 
AX(KK)=AX(KK)+S(KSS)

220 KS=KS+ND-J 
200 NDI=NDI+ND-I

D0 300IR=1,12 
n=LM(ffi.)
IF(n.EQ.O) GO TO 202 
MI=MAXA(U)

202 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE CGEN(SIGMZZ,C,EIGV,RJD^Z,MATP)
0
c
□
c ...............................................
□
C . THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE GENERALISED DAMPING MATRIX (CTOT)
C FROM BOTH THE STRUCTURAL DAMPING & HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING 
C . READ IN SIGMZZ FROM THE LINEAR ANALYSIS
C ..................................................................

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION SIGMZZ(NROOT,NROOT),C(NWK),PCP(NROOT,NROOT)
I.CTOT(NROOT),EIGV(NROOT),CDIAGG(NROOT),
2CHELM(12,12),CHELG(12,12),CHGT(600,600),CHG(NEQ,NEQ),TGM1(3,3),
3TGM(12,12),TGMT(12,12),TEMP(12,12)3(NEQ,NROOT),TEMP2(NEQ,NROOT),
4RTRAN(NROOT,NEQ),SIGMU(NUMNP)JD(6,NUMNP),XYZ(6JTOME),MATP(NUME),
5SMZZ{NROOTJJROOT)

C
C THIS ROUTINE FIRST COMPUTES THE GLOBAL HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING MATRIX 
C

CD=1.0/2.0
WATDEN=1000 IWATER DENSITY 
SQRT8=SQRT((8/PI))
OPEN(10,FILE=TD.DAT,STATUS='OLD')
DOINUM=i;^UMNP
READ(10,1110XID(JNUM^UM)^UM=1,6)
WRITEaOUT.l 110XID(JNUMJNUM)JNUM=1,6)
END DO 

1110 FORMAT (615)

C
C MUST READ IN SIGMZZ'S FROM LINEAR ANALYSIS 

PRINT*' NUMNP = 'JJUMNP 
WRITE(IOUT,*)' DETAILS OF ID ARRAY'
DOIE2=l.NUMNP
WRITE(IOUT,l 110XID(JNUM,IE2),JNUM=1,6)
END DO
OPEN(41 ,FILE='SIGMZ.DAr,STATUS=’OLD')
DO mi=l,NROOT
READ(41,1000XSMZZ(mi,IN2),IN2=l,NROOT)
END DO 

1000 FORMAT(2F10.3)

C
C MUST READ IN SIGMU'S FROM LINEAR ANALYSIS 
C

OPEN(21 ,FILE='SIGMU.DAT',STATUS='OLD')
DOIN3=lJWMNP
READ(21,1100)SIGMU(IN3)
END DO 

1100 FORMAT(F15.3)
C
CINITALISE MATRICES 

DOIPll=l,3 
DOIP12=l,3 
TGM1(IP11,IP12)=0.0 
END DO 
END DO 
DOIPl=l,12 
DOIP2=l,12 
CHELM(IPUP2)=0.0 
CHELG(1P1,IP2)=0.0 
TGM(IP14P2)=0.0 
TGMT(IP1,IP2)=0.0 
END DO 
END DO 
DOrP3=l,600 
DOIP4=1,600 
CHGT(IP3,1P4)=0.0 
END DO 
END DO 
D 0IP5=1^Q  
D0IP6=lJffiQ 
CHG(IP5,IP6)=0.0
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END DO 
END DO

DEFINE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX - CONSTANT FOR ALL MEMBERS 
TGM1(1,3)=-1 
TGM1(2^)=1 
TGM1(1,3)=1 
DOn>7=l,3 
DOIP8=l,3
TGMaP7JD?8)=TGMl(IP7,IP8)
IP7P3=IP7+3
IP8P3=IP8+3
TGM(IP7P3JP8P3)=TGM1(IP7J3'8)
IP7P6=IP7+6
IP8P6=IP8+6
TGM(IP7P6JP8P6)=TGM1(IP74P8)
IP7P9=IP7+9
IP8P9=IP8+9
TGM(IP7P9,IP8P9)=TGM1(IP7^8)
END DO 
END DO 
DOn>9=l,12 
DOIP10=1,12
TGMT(IP9Jtt>10>=TGMT(IPI0JP9)
END DO 
END DO

LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENTS 
DOn=l,NUME 
MTYPE=MATP(I1)
IEL=INUME(H) INODE NO.FOR NODE 1 OF ELEMENT
JEL=JNtlME(n) INODE NO.FOR NODE 2 OF ELEMENT

CHECK IF MEMEBER IS HORIZONTAL & IF SO IGNORE IT 
1F(IELFLG(I1).EQ.1)THEN

CHECK IF ELEMENT IS IN WATER
IF(XYZ(3,n ).LT.O.O.OR.XYZ(6,n ).LT.O.O)THEN

CHECK IF ELEMENT IS A FOUNDATION MEMBER
IF(XYZ(3,11).NE.XMUD.AND.XYZ(6,11 ).NE.XMUD)THEN

CALCULATE ELEMENT LENGTH XL 
XL2=0.0 
DOn=l,3
DX=XYZ0I41 )-XYZ(II+3 J 1)
XL2=XL2+DX**2.
END DO 
XL=SQRT(XL2)

COMPUTE DRAG FORCE COEFFICIENT
SIGU=(SIGMU(IEL)+SIGMU(JEL))/2
DRAG=WATDEN*CD*SQRT8*SIGU

DEFINE ENTRIES IN LOCAL DAMPING MATRIX 
CHELM(2^)=13*XL/35 
CHELM(2,6)=58*XL2/105 
CHELM(2,8)=-XL/10 
CHELM(2,12)=-13*XL2/420 
CHELM(6.2)=58*XL2/105 
CHELM(6,6)=2*XL2/105 
CHELM(6.8)=I3*XL2/420 
CHELM(6.12)=-XL2*XL/140 
CHELM(8.2)=-XL/10 
CHELM(8,6)=13*XL2/420 
CHELM(8,8)=12*XL/35 
CHELM(8,12)=-11 *XL2/210 
CHELM(12^)=-13*XL2/420 
CHELM(12,6)=-XL2*XL/140 
CHELM(12.8)=-n *XL2/2I0 

DOICl=l,12 
DOIC2=l,12
CHELM(IC 1 JC2)CHELMaC 1 ,IC2)»DRAG 
END DO 
END DO



c
C EXPRESS HYDRODYNDAMIC DAMPING MATRIX IN GLOBAL COORDINATES 

TEMP=MATMUL(CHELM,TGM)
CHELG=MATMUL(TGMT,TEMP)

C
C DEFINE GLOBAL STRUCTURE HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING MATRIX 

J=6*(IEL-1>+-1 
K=6*(JEL-1)+1 
JP5=J+5 
KP5=K+5

C
JC1=0
JC2=0

D O Jl=yP5
JC1=JC1+1 

DO J2=yP5
JC2=JC2+1
CHGT(J 1 J2)=CHELG(JC 1 ̂ C2>+CHGT(J 1 ,J2)
END DO 
END DO

C
JCI=0 
JC2=0 

DO K1=K,KP5
JCl=JCl+7 

DO K2=K,KP5
JC2=JC2+7
CHGT(K1 ,K2)=CHELG(JC 1 ,JC2)+CHGT(K1 ,K2)
END DO 
END DO

C
JCI=0 
JC2=0 

DO K1=K,KP5
JCl=JCl+7

DOJ2=JJP5
JC2=JC2+1
CHGT(K1 ,J2)=CHELG(JC 1 ,JC2)+CHGT(K1 J2)
END DO 
END DO

C
JC1=0
JC2=0

DOJl=JJP5
JC1=JC1+1 

DO K2=K,KP5
JC2=JC2+7
CHGT(J 1 ̂ )=CHELG(JC 1 JC2>+CHGT(J 1 ,K2)
END DO 
END DO
ELSE IMEMBER IN AIR AND THUS NO FORCE

C
CONTINUE

C
END IF

C
ELSE IMEMBER IS HORIZONTAL

C
CONTINUE

C
END IF
ELSE IMEMBER IS IN FOUNDATION

C
CONTINUE

C
END IF

C
C END ELEMENT LOOP 

END DO
C
C DELETE FIXED ROWS AND COLUMNS OF DAMPING MATRIX 

ICOUNT=0 
DO ID1=1,NUMNP
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DOro2=l,6

IF(ID(ID2JD1).NE.1)THEN
CONTINUE
ELSE
IC0UNT=IC0UNT+1 
JCOUNT=0 
DO ID3=1 J>fUMNP 
DOID4=l,6
IF(ID(ID4JD3).EQ.1)THEN
CONTINUE
ELSE
JCOUNT=JCOUNT+l
CHG(IC0UNTJC0UNT)=CHGT(1D1JD2)
END IF 
END DO 
END DO 

END IF
END DO 
END DO

C
C DEFINE TRANSPOSE OF R 

DOIRl=l,NEQ 
DO IR2=1 J4ROOT 
RTRAN(IR2,IR1 )=R(IR1 ,IR2)
END DO 
END DO

C
TEMP2=MATMUL(CHG^)
PCP=MATMUL(RTRAN,TEMP2)

C
C COMPUTE EQUIVALENT DIAGONALISED HYDRODYNAMIC DAMPING 

DO IZ1=1 J«lOOT 
D O IZ 2=1^00T
CDIAGG(IZ1)=PCP(IZ1JZ2)*SMZZ(IZ1,IZ2)/SMZZ(IZ1,IZ1)
1+CDL\GG(IZ1)
END DO 
END DO

C
C COMPUTE MODAL STRUCTURAL DAMPBMG FOR MODE i (MSDI) 
C WHERE ETA IS MODAL DAMPING RATIO 

DO KV2=1 J^ROOT 
RTEIG=SQRT(EIGV(KV2))
RMSDI=2*ETA*RTEIG

C
C TOTAL DECOUPLED DAMPING TERMS ARE 

CTOT(KV2)=RMSDI+CDIAGG(KV2)
END DO

C
CALL RGEN(A(N16).A(N17),CTOT)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE RGEN(R,EIGV,CTOT)
C
C ..................................................................
C . t h is  PROGRAM CALCULATES THE RECEPTANCES OF THE GENERALISED* ACTUAL 
C . COORDINATES
C ........................
C

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION R(NEQ,NROOT)^IGV(NROOT),CTOT(NROOT),
1ZZ1(NR00TJJEQJJFRQ)^(NR00TJJEQ;<FRQ),ZTEMP1(NR00T)
2ZTEMP2(NROOT)31TEMP(NEQ)4CTEMP(NEQ)^C(NEQ.NFRQ)
DIMENSION ZZA1(NR00TJSIEQ,NFRQ)^A2(NR00T^Q,NFRQ),TEM PA1(NR00T) 
4TEMPA2(NROOT),Al TEMP(NEQ),A2TEMP(NEQ)

OPEN(20^ILE=TRECP.OUr,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
C
C LOOP OVER ALL FREQUENCIES

DOIFRQ=lJJFRQ 
FRQ1=IFRQ 
FREQ=DELTAW*FRQI 
FREQ2=FREQ**2

C
C
C PUT A UNIT LOAD AT ALL DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN TURN,
C ie LOOP OVER ALL DOF'S 1=1,NEQ

DOIRTl=l,neq
C COMPUTE RECEPTANCES AT ALL DOF'S DUE TO LOAD AT IRTl 
C AT FREQUENCY IFRQ 
C

DOIRT2=l,NROOT
W2=EIGV(IRT2)
DENOM=(W2-FREQ2)*»2 + FREQ2*CTOT(IRT2)*CTOT(IRT2)
DENOMA=(W2-FREQ2)**2 + FREQ2*CTOT(IRT2)*CTOT(IRT2)
ZZ1(IRT2JRT1,IFRQ)=(R(IRT1,IRT2)*(W2-FREQ2))/DEN0M
ZZ2(IRT24RTl,IFRQ)=-R(IRTljnRT2)*FREQ*CTOT(IRT2)/DENOM
ZZAiaRT2JKTl,IFRQ)=(R(lRTl,IRT2)*(W2-FREQ2))/DENOMA
ZZA2(IRT24RT1JFRQ)=-R(IRT1JRT2)*FREQ*CT0T(IRT2)/DEN0MA

C

END DO
C

END DO
C
C

END DO
C
C NEXT COMPUTE ACTUAL RECEPTANCES 
C

D O Il= lJ4E Q  ILOOP FOR EACH APPLIED LOAD
C

DOI2=l,NFRQ ILOOP OVER ALL FREQUENCIES
C

DOI3=lJ4ROOT ILOOP OVER ALL EIGENVECTORS 
ZTEMP1 (I3)=ZZ 1 (D,I1,12)
ZTEMP2(I3)=ZZ2(I3J1,I2) ITEMPORARY FILES FOR MATRIX MULTIPLICATION 
TEM PAia3)=ZZAl(I3j:iJ2)
TEMPA2(I3)=ZZA2(I3.I1 JE) ITEMPORARY FILES FOR MATRIX MULTIPLICATION 
END DO
H1TEMP=MATMUL(R,ZTEMP1)
H2TEMP=MATMUL(R,ZTEMP2)
A1 TEMP=MATMUL(R,TEMPA1)
A2TEMP=MATMUL(R,TEMPA2)

C
C PUT VALUES FROM TEMPORARY VECTORS INTO MATRICES OF RECEPTANCES

DOI4=l,NEQ
H1(I4,II,I2)=H1TEMP(I4) IREAL COMPONENT OF RECEPTANCE 
H2(I4 jl,I2)=H2TEMP(I4) IIMAGINARY COMPONENT OF RECEPTANCE 
HA1(I4,I1,I2)=A1TEMP(I4) IREAL COMPONENT OF RECEPTANCE 
HA2(I4jl!l2)=A2TEMP(I4) IIMAGINARY COMPONENT OF RECEPTANCE 
END DO

C
C H ia 4  I I 12) REPRESENTS THE REAL RECEPTANCE AT DOF14 DUE TO 
C AN APPLIED LOAD AT DOF II AT FOR AN APPLIED LOAD FREQUENCY OF 12 

END DO IFREQUENCY LOOP
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en d  DO (APPLIED LOAD LOOP
C
C PRINT OUT SOME RECEPTANCE FUNCTIONS 

D0I5=lJvfFRQ 
REC(U5)=0.0 
REC(4J5)=0.0 
REC(5,I5)=0.0 
REC(6J5)=0.0 
REC(7J5)=0.0 
REC(845)=0.0 
REC(9J5)=0.0 
DOJl=ljqEQ 
DOI2=lJ4EQ
REC(1,I5)=(H1(U1,I5)*H1(U2^5)+H2(U1,I5)*H2(U2,I5)>+
1REC(M5)
REC(4J5)=(H1(4JU5)*H1(4,J2J5)+H2(4JU5)*H2(4J2J5))+
1REC(4J[5)
REC(7J5)=(H1(7J1,I5)*H1(7.J2,I5)+H2(7JU5)*H2(7,J2J5))+
1REC(745)
REC(10,I5HH1(10JU5)*H1(10,J245)+H2(10JU5)*H2(10J2J5))+
1REC(10,I5)

C REC(9J5)=(H1(9,JU5)*H1(9,J2J5>+-H2(9,J1,I5)*H2(9J2,I5)>+
C 1REC(9^5)

END DO 
END DO
REC(l,I5)=(Hl(l,U5)*Hl(l,U5>fH2(l,l,I5)*H2(l,U5))

WRITE(20.100)REC(U5)3EC(4J5)^C(1045)
END DO 
CLOSE(20)

CALLFORCE(IA(l),A(N13),A(N8),A(N12),IA(IN4))
RETURN 

100 FORMAT(6E10.3)
END
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SUBROUTINE FORCE(ID,XYZ,ATOT,DTOT>IATP)

SUBROUTINE WR TO COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS OF 
THE DRAG AND INERTIA TERMS OF THE FORCE VECTOR

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION XYZ(6J4UME),DTOT(NUME)hATOT(NUME),CFMM(12) 
1CFDM(12),MATP(NUME)^(6^UMNP)

SET INERTU AND DRAG COEFFICIENTS 
CM1=1.0 
CM2=1.0
CMT=CM1+CM2 ITOTAL INERTIA COEFFICIENT 
CD=1.0/2.0
WATDEN=1000 IWATER DENSITY

INTTALISE MATRICES 
DOIP2=l,12 
CFMM(IP2)=0.0 
CFDM(IP2)=0.0 
END DO

INITALnSE CFMGT & CFDGT 
DO K1=1,NEQ 
CFMGT(K1)=0.0 
CFDGT(K1)=0.0 
END DO

LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENTS 
D0U=1JS[UM E  
MTYPE=MATP(I1)
IEL=INUME(I1) INODE NO.FOR NODE 1 OF ELEMENT
JEL=JNUME(11) INODE NO.FOR NODE 2 OF ELEMENT

CHECK IF MEMEBER IS HORIZONTAL & IF SO IGNORE IT 
IF(IELFLG(I1).EQ.1)THEN

CHECK IF ELEMENT IS IN WATER
IF(XYZ(3J1).LT.O.O.ORXYZ(6J1).LT.O.O)THEN

CHECK IF ELEMENT IS A FOUNDATION MEMBER
IF(XYZ(3J1).NE.XMUD.AND.XYZ(6,I1).NE.XMUD)THEN

CALCULATE ELEMENT LENGTH XL 
XL2=0.0 
DO n=l,3
DX=XYZ(njl)-XYZ(n+3,Il)
XL2=XL2+DX**2.
END DO 
XL=SQRT(XL2)

INITIALISE COEFFICIENTS 
DO 12=1,12 
CFMM(I2)=0.0 
CFDM(I2)=0.0 
END DO

COMPUTE INERTIA FORCE COEFFICIENT TERMS
CFMM(2)=WATDEN*ATOT(MTYPE)*CMT*XL/2 
CFMM(6)=WATDEN*ATOT(MTYPE)*CMT»XL2/12 
CFMM(8>=WATDEN *ATOT(MTYPE)*CMT*XL/2 
CFMM(12)=-WATDEN*ATOT(MTYPE)*CMT*XL2/12

COMPUTE DRAG FORCE COEFFICIENT TERMS
CFDM(2)=WATDEN*DTOT(MTYPE)*CD*XL/2 
CFDM(6)=WATDEN*DTOT(MTYPB)*CD»XL2/12 
CFDM(8)=WATDEN*DTOT(MTYPE)*CD*XL/2 
CFDM( 12>=-WATDEN*DTOT(MTYPE)*CD*XL2/l 2 
bt s f  [MEMBER IN a ir  a n d  t h u s  n o  fo r c e

C
DO 12=1,12 
CFMM(I2)=0.0 
CFDM(I2)=0.0 
END DO
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c
END IF

C
ELSE IMEMBER IS HORIZONTAL

C
DO 112=1,12 
CFMM(I12)=0.0 
CFDM(H2)=0.0 
END DO

C
END IF
ELSE IMEMBER IS IN FOUNDATION

C
DO 113=1,12 
CFMM(I13)=0.0 
CFDM(I13)=0.0 
END DO

C
END IF

C
C NEXT INSERT COEFFICIENTS INTO CORRECT LOCATION IN THE GLOBAL FORCE 
C COEFFICIENT MATIRCES FOR THE TOTAL STRUCTURAL SYSTEM (CFMGT + CFDGT) 

IELT1=(IEL-1)*3+1 
JELT1=(JEL-1)*3+1 
IELT3=(IEL-l)*3+3 
JELT3=(JEL-l)*3+3 

C FIRST NODE OF ELEMENT 
ID1=ID(1,IEL)
ID3=ID(5,IEL)
IF(ID1.NE.0)THEN
CFMGT(ID1)=CFMM(2>K;FMGT(ID1)
CFMGT(ID3)=-CFMM(6)+CFMGT(ID3)
CFDGT(ID 1 )=CFDM(2>fCFDGT(ID I)
CFDGT(ID3)=-CFDM(6>K:FDGT(ID3)
ELSE
CONTINLIE 
END IF

C SECOND NODE OF ELEMENT 
ID2=ID(1,JEL)
ID4=ID(5,JEL)
IF(ID2.NE.0)THEN
CFMGT(ID2)=CFMM(8)+CFMGT(ID2)
CFMGT(ID4)=-CFMM(12)+CFMGT(ID4)
CFDGT(ID2)=CFDM(8>K;FDGT(ID2)
CFDGT(ID4)=-CFDM(12>K;FDGT(ID4)
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF 

END MEMBER LOOP

DO 114=1,12 
CFMM(I14>=0.0 
CFDM(I14)=0.0 
END DO

C

END DO
C
C CALL SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE CROSS SPECTRA AND CONVOLUTIONS OF NODE WATER 
C VELOCITIES AND ACCELERATIONS 

CALL SPECTRA(A(N1).A(N3))
C

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SPECTRA(X,Z)

C
^  ™  COMPUTE SPECTRA & CROSS SPECTRA OF RELEVANT VELOCITIES & ACCELERATIONS OF
C WATER PARTICLES WHICH ARE REQUIRED TO COMPUTE THE ZEROTH ORDER FORCE SPECTRUM 

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION X(NUMNP),Z(NUMNP),STEMP(NFRQ),CONTEM(NFRQ)

COMPUTE STANDARD DEVLATIONS AND CROSS SPECTRA OF VELOCTHES AT EACH 
SUBMERGED NODE POINT ABOVE THE MUDLINE

INITALISE STANDARD DEVIATIONS, CROSS SPECTRA AND CONVOLUTIONS 
OF CROSS SPECTRA TO ZERO

OPEN(40,FILE='SOUT.DAT',STATUS='UNKNOWN')

PI2=2*PI
PI3=PI*3
NF2=NFRQ/2
DOINT=l,NUMNP
SD(INT)=0.0
END DO

D=-XMUD
SQRT8P=SQRT((8/PI))

LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENTS 
D OIl=lJ«JM NP 
X11=X(I1)
Z11=Z(I1)

CHECK TO ENSURE NODE IS SUBMERGED AND NOT ON THE FOUNDATION

IF(Zai).LE.O.AND.Z(II).GT.XMUD)THEN
DOI3=l,NUMNP
X22=X(I3)
Z22=Z(I3)

CHECK TO ENSURE THAT NODE IS SUBMERGED BUT NOT ON FOUNDATION

IF(Z(I3).LE.0.AND.Z(I3).GTJ(MUD)THEN 
WL=1000 

LOOP OVER ALL FREQUENCIES 
SDVEL=0.0 
DOI2=l,NF2 
ri2=i2
WF=rI2*STEP 
WF2=WF**2 
TW=2*PIAVF 
DWL=DAVL 

COMPUTE WAVE NUMBER - DK 
CHECK IF IN DEEP OR SHALLOW WATER 

IF(DWL.GT.0.5)THEN 
DEEPWATER

WL=9.81 *(TW»*2.0y(2*PI)
DK=2*PI/WL
ELSE

SHALLOWATIANSITIONAL WATER 
DK=WAVENO(WF,D)
WL=2.*3.1415927/DK
END IF
DKD=DK»D
Z111=D+Z11
Z222=D+Z22
DKZ1=DK*Z11I
DKZ2=DK*Z222

COMPUTE CROSS SPECTRA OF VELOCITIES AT EACH NODE

SW(Il,I3,I2)=(WF2)*(COSH(DKZl))*(COSH(DKZ2))*SPECTR<G)*
1C0S(DK*(X11-X22)V((SINH(DK»D))*»2)

COMPUTE CROSS SPECTRA OF VELOCITIES/ACCELERATIONS AT EACH NODE 
NOTE SVA WHEN 11=13 IS ZERO BECAUSE OF SIN TERM

SVA(IU3,I2)=(WF*WF2)»(COSH(DKZl))*(COSH(DKZ2))*SPECTR(I2)*
1SIN(DK*{X11-X22))/((SINH(DK*D))**2)
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SAV(IU342)=-SVA(I1 ,13,12)

en d  DO IFREQUENCY LOOP 
ELSE
CONTINUE
ENDIF
END DO INODELOOP 
ELSE
CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
END DO

NOW COMPUTE THE THIRD CONVOLUTIONS OF THE CROSS SPECTRA OF VELOCITIES

LOOP OVER ALL ELEMENTS 
D0I4=I,NUMNP 
X4=X(I4)
Z4=Z(I4)

CHECK TO ENSURE NODE IS SUBMERGED AND NOT ON THE FOUNDATION 
IF(Z4.LE.0.AND.Z4.GT.XMUD)THEN 
D0I5=I,NUMNP 
X5=X(I5)
Z5=Z(I5)
IF(Z5.LE.0.AND^5.GT.XMUD)THEN
DOI6=l,NF2
STEMP(I6)=SW(I4,I5J[6)
END DO
CALL CONSPE(STEMP,CONTEM)
D O I7=lJ«'2
CONW(I4,I5,I7>=CONTEM(I7)
END DO 
ELSE
CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
END DO 
ELSE
CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
END DO

COMPUTE STANDARD DEVIATIONS

D0K1=1,NUMNP 
SDSQ=0.0 
DO K3=1,NF2 

IF(K3.EQ.1.0R.O.EQ.NF2)THEN 
RULL=1. 
np=2

ELSE IF(nP.EQ.2)THEN 
RULL=4.
IIP=1

ELSE
RULL=2.
np=2

ENDIF
SDSQ=STEP*RULL*SW(Kl,Kl,K3>fSDSQ 
END DO
SD(K1)=SQRT(SDSQ)

PRINT OUT SPECTRA AND CONVOLUTIONS OF WATER PARTICLE VELOCITIES 
IF(KI.EQ.2)THEN
PRINT*,'STANDARD DEVIATION VEL AT NODE 2 = ',SD(2)
DO K2=1,NF2
WR1TE(40,*)SPECTR(K2),SVV(K1,K1,K2),SVV(5,5,K2)

C WRITE(40,*)SVV(K1 ,K1 ,K2),CONVV (K1 ,K1 ,K2)
ENDDO
ELSE
CONTINLIE
ENDIF
ENDDO
CALL SPECOUT
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE CONSPE(XIN,XOUT)
USE MSIMSL

PARAMETER (NX=256,NFRQ=128)
C
C

COMPLEX CX(NX),CZ1(NX),CZ2(NX),CX0UT(NX),CX0UT1(NX) 
DIMENSION Z5(NX*2),X1(NX*2)7X(NX*2),WFFTR(2»2*NX+15)

1 Z(NX*2),ZHAT(NX*2),X(NX*2)^(NX*2),XOUT(NFRQ)^OUTl^X*2)
2 Z1(NX*2),XIN(NFRQ)

C
D 0 I1 = 1 ^
Xiai)=0.0
CX(I1)=0.0
CZ1(I1)=0.0
CX(I1)=CMPLX(X(I1))
END DO

C
DOI2=U56
CX(I2)=CMPLX(XIN(I2))
END DO

C
C COMPUTE FFT OF INPUT SPECTRUM - 
C

CALL FFTCB(NX,CX,CXOUT)
C
C COMPUTE PRODUCTS 
C

DO 13=1,NX
XX(I3)=REAL(CXOUT(I3))*REAL(CXOtrr(I3))*REAL(CXOUT(I3))
CZ1(I3)=CMPLX(XX(I3))
END DO

C
C COMPUTE IFT OF XX - THUS XOUTl IS THE CONVOLUTION 
C

CALL FFTCF(NX,CZ1,CX0UT1)
C
C PRINT RESULTS OF CONVOLUTION 
C

RNX=NX
RNX1=NFRQ
SRNX1=SQRT(RNX1)
SRNX=SQRT(RNX)
DOI7=l,NFRQ
XOUT(I7)=REAL(CXOUTia7))*4/(RNX*RNX) ! *3

C Z5(I7)=REAL(CX0OT1(I7))/(RNX*SRNX) ! *2
END DO

C
100 F0RMAT(F8.5)
ClOO F0RMAT(16X,F15.9)
200 F0RMAT(5XJ5,2F12.5)

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SPECl

COMPUTE SPECTRA OF RESPONSE FOR THE ZEROTH ORDER EQUATION FROM THE SPECTRA 
OF FORCE AND THE RECEPTANCES

INCLUDE 'SPEC.CMN'
DIMENSION SOUT(NEQ^FRQ),SOUTl(NEQ^FRQ)^SOUT(NEQJMFRQ) 
lCONOUT(NEQ,NFRQ),CONOUTI(NEQJNrFRQ),CO(NEQ),COl(NE0 )
2RIFORCE(NEQJ4FRQ)

OPEN OUTPUT FILE
OPEN(20J1LE='SPEC.OUr,STATUS=’UNKNOWN’)
OPEN(30JILE=TORSPE.OUr,STATUS=’UNKNOWN’)

PI8=8/PI
SPI8=SQRT(PI8)
PI34=4/(3*PI)

INITALISE OUTPUT SPECTRUM TO ZERO 
D0K1=1,NEQ 
D0K2=1,NFRQ 
SOUT(K1,K2)=0.0 
END DO 
END DO

D 0 I1 = 1 ^ Q
NF2=NFRQ/2

LOOP OVER ALL FREQUENCIES 
D0I3=1J«?2 
sout(il,i3)=0.0 
RI3=I3
WF=RI3*DELTAW
WF2=WF**2

DOUBLE LOOP OVER ALL APPLIED DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
D0I4=1^EQ

FIND NODE NO. ASSOCIATED WITH DOF14 
RI4=I4-1 
RI43=RI4/3 
INT4=INT(RI43>+1

D0I5=1J®Q

FIND NODE NO. ASSOCIATED WITH DOF 15 
RI5=I5-1 
RI53=RI5/3 
INT5=INT(RI53H1

IF(SD(INT4).NE.O.AND.SD(INT5).NE.O.O)THEN

COMPUTE CROSS SPECTRUM OF FORCE SFa4 J5) AT FREQUENCY 13 
ifl î4.eq.i5)then
SF=CFMGT(I4)*CFMGT(I5)*(WF2*SVV(INT4,INT5^3))+
1PI8'*CFDGT(I4)*CFDGT(I5)*SD(INT4)*SD(INT5)*SW(INT4,INT5X3>I-
2SPI8*(SD(INT4)*CFDGT(I4)*CFMGT(I5)*SVA{INT4,INT5,I3)+
3SD(INT5)*CFDGT(I5)*CFMGTa4)*SAV(INT4,INT5J3))+
4PI34*CFDGT(I4)*CFDGT(I5)*CONW(INT4,mT5,I3)
5/(SD(INT4)*SD(INT5))

C
else
SF=CFMGTa4)*CFMGT(I5)*(WF2»SVV(INT4,INT5,I3)>4-
1PI8*CFDGT(I4)*CFDGT(I5)*SD(INT4)*SD(INT5)*SVV(INT4,INT5,I3)+
4PI34*CFDGTa4)*CFDGT(I5)»CONVV(INT4^T5,I3)
5/(SD(INT4)*SD(INT5))
end if

C
RI52=I5-2
RI423=RI52/3
IN423=INT(RI423)
RIN423=IN423
DIF=RIN423-RI423
IF(I5-EQ.2.OR.DIF.EQ.0)THEN
SF=0
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sfi=0
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF

COMPUTE OUTPUT SPECTRA

SOUT(I143)=SF*(Hl{Il,I4J3)*Hl(n.I5,I3)+
lH2(Il,I4,I3)*H2(Il,I5,I3)>fSOUT(IU3)

COMPUTE SPECTRA OF FORCE

IF(I4.EQ.I5)THEN
FSOUT(I4,I3)=SF
CONOUra4J3)=PI34*CFDGT(I4)*CFDGT(I5)*CONVV(INT4,INT5,I3)/
1(SD(INT4)*SD(INT5))

C
CONOUTl(I4J3)=PI8*CFDGT(I4)*CFDGT(I5)*SD{INT4)*SD(INT5)*

1 SW(INT4,INT5,I3)

RIFORCE(I4,I3)=CFMGT(I4)*CFMGT(I5)*(WF2*SVV(INT4,INT5J3))
C

CO(I4)=PI34*CFDGT(I4)*CFDGT(I5)/
1 (SD(INT4)*SD(INT5))

C01(I4)=P18*CFDGT(I4)*CFDGT(I5)*SD(INT4)»SD{INT5)
ELSE
CONTINUE 
END IF

ELSE 
CONTINUE 
END IF 
END DO

END DO !END DOUBLE LOOP OF APPLIED DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
END DO !END FREQUENCY LOOP 
END DO ILOOPIl

C
DOJ=l,NF2
WRITE(30,100)FSOUT(4.J).CONOUT1(4,J),CONOUT(4,J),FSOUT(19,J),
lSVV(3,3,J),CONW(3,3,J),SVV(5,5,J),CONVV(5,5J)
WRITE(20,*)SOUT(1,J),SOUT(16,J),SOUT(7J)
END DO 

100 FORMAT(9E10.4)
RETURN
END
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CUMULANT-NEGLECT CLOSURE
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Cumulant-Neglect Closure

When solving multi-dimensional non-linear problems in the frequency domain, 

approximate solution techmques are generally needed. The most frequently used 

approximation scheme is the equivalent linearisation procedure in which the original 

system is replaced by an equivalent linear system.

Another closure procedure focuses on the properties of the cumulants of random 

processes and is known as the cumulant-neglect closure scheme. Consider the random 

variables Xj, Xk, Xi, and Xm, then the following relationship exists between cumulants 

and statistical moments, Strantonovich, (1963)

E[Xj] = kJX J

E[XjX J  = K̂ LXjX J  + K,[XjKi[X J

E[XjX^X,] =  K3[X jX kX ,] +  3{Ki[Xj]K2[Xk,X,]}s +  K ,[X j]K ,[X jK ,[X ,]

E[XjX,X,X„] = K4[XjXkX,X„] + 3{K2[XjX jK2PC„X„]}s + 4{Ki[Xj]K3[X„X„X,]}s 
+ 6{K,[Xj]Ki[XjK2[X„X„]}s + K,[Xj]Ki[X JKi[X,]Ki[X„]

where

Ki[Xj] denotes the first cumulant of the random variable Xj 

{ }s denotes a symmetrising operation with respect to 

its arguments, Lin and Cai (1995)
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Lin and Cai (1995) state that the physical significance of a cumulant decreases as the 

order increases and that the most important properties of a random process are contained 

in the lower order cumulants. Lin and Wu (1984) show that by using a second-order 

cumulant-neglect closure scheme (that is, neglecting those cumulants above the second 

order) that good results were obtained against an exact solution when applied to a 

duffing oscillator under random excitation. Other researchers have also suggested the 

second-order cumulant neglect closure scheme gives good results in practical 

applications, Soong, (1973).

The average EpCjXkXJ contains cxmiulants of order 1, 2 and 3. From above the first 

order cumulant is equal to the time average of the random process. By re-arranging the 

second equation above the second-order cumulant may be written as

K^LXjX J  = E[XjX J  -  K,[Xj]K,[X J  

= E[X jX J-E[X j]E[X J

When cumulants of higher order than two are ignored, the following may be written.

E[XjXkX,] = 3{Ki[Xj]K2[X„X,]}s+K,[Xj]K,[XjK,[X,]

= 3{E[X j ](E[Xk, X, ] -  E[X, ]E[X, ] }s + E[X j ]E[X JE [X , ]

Now if the processes Xj, Xk, and Xi, are zero mean stochastic processes then

E[XjX,X,] = 0

This result is employed in Chapter 5 in developing the first order response terms.
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Again, if cumulants of higher order then two are ignored, the average of the product of 

four zero mean stochastic processes may be written as

E[XjX ,X ,X „] = 3{K ,[X .X jK ,[X „X „]},+ 6{K jX j]K ,[X jK ,[X „X „]}, 

+ Kj [Xj ]Kj [X,^ ]k, [X, ]Kj [X„, ]

Since variables Xj, Xk, Xi, and Xm have zero mean values, we may write the last 

expression as

E[XjX,X,X„] = 3{K,[XjX,]K,[X„X J }s
= K2[XjX,]K,[X„X„] + K,[XjX,]K,[X„X„] + K,[X^X„]K,[X„XJ

Substituting for the second-order cumulants from equation as defined above and setting 

the mean values of the individual processes to zero leads to

E[X jX^X.X^ ] = E[X jX JE[X ,, X„ ] + E[X jX, ]E[X„ X„ ] + E[X jX^ ]E[X,, X J  

This resuh is employed in Chapter 5 in developing the second order response terms.
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